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"The problem of the Pastorals is the problem of their origin" (P.N.
Harrison). For almost two centuries the debate over these letters has
centered on the question of authorship: were they written by Paul or a
pseudo-Paul? But are these the only alternatives? Or is the problem of
the Pastorals more complex than the traditional "Paul or a pseudo-Paul"
formulation would lead us to think?
The thesis of this study is that the interpretation of the
Pastorals rests not so much upon questions of authorship as upon ques¬
tions of composition. The letters do not read easily as the writings of
any single author, be it Paul or someone else. The debate over author¬
ship is suspected of being a struggle between equally false alterna¬
tives .
Chapter one examines the literary peculiarities of the Pastorals
and concludes that in their present form they are not easily attributed
either to Paul or to a clever imitator. The abrupt and sudden changes in
subject matter and the lack of development of thought makes it hard to
assign these works to the mind of an author.
The second chapter is a detailed review of Jewish and early Chris¬
tian literature with special focus given over to their compositional
histories. The survey reveals that no single author can be held respon¬
sible for much of this material; the literature is frequently of a
composite nature; sources have been blended, traditions woven together.
This, it is noted, is the literary environment out of which the
Pastorals emerged.
Chapters three, four and five involve a close examination of the
text of the Pastorals in their canonical order. It is found that various
literary features betray the traditional and fixed character of much
that lies within these letters. Editorial "seams" linking previously
independent materials together are often visible, suggesting that the
Pastorals are composite documents that have had a long and complicated
literary history.
The final chapter summarizes our findings and examines various
theories as to how such documents might have been produced. The hypothe¬
sis put forward here suggests that the Pastorals are based upon brief,
but genuine, Pauline notes written to Timothy and Titus. The notes were
preserved within the community's "archives" and later became the liter¬
ary vehicle upon which other traditional materials sacred to the commu¬
nity were "loaded."
Two appendices are included; Appendix A examines some of the
arguments put forward by scholars who argue that the Pastorals are the
coherent compositions of an author. Appendix B is a form analysis of the
Pastorals, designed as an aid to give a "visual summary" of the various
literary elements that have been incorporated into the Pastorals.
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The conventional abbreviations are used for all
periodicals referred to in this dissertation. The full
titles can be found within the bibliography.
Full footnote references are given at the initial
occurrence of each book or periodical. Subsequent
references are abbreviated, usually by giving the title
only, followed by the page number. The reference to
Dibelius-Conzelmann is shortened to D-C. Some frequently
occuring titles are also shortened; these are as fol¬
lows :
Bartsch, W.. Die Anfange urchristlicher Rechtsbildungen
= Die Anfange.
Calvin, J., Commentary on the Epistles to Timothy,
Titus
= Commentary (on Timothy, Titus).
Dibelius M., Conzelmann, H., The Pastoral Epistles
= D-C, The Pastoral Epistles.
Ellicott, C.J., An Official Critical and Grammatical
Commentary on the Pastorals
= Grammatical Commentary on the
Pastorals.
Gealy, F., The First and Second Epistles to Timothy and
the Epistle to Titus
= Epistles to Timothy and Titus.
Harrison, P.N. The Problem of the Pastoral Epistles
= The Problem.
Holtzmann, H.J., Die Pastoralbriefe kritisch und
exegetisch behandelt
= Die Pastoralbriefe.
Jeremias, J. Die Briefe an Timotheus und titus
= Die Briefe.
Kiimmel, W. , Introduction to the New Testament.
-Introduction.
Moffatt, J., An Introduction to the Literature of the NT
^Introduction.
Nauck, W., "Die Herkunft des Verfassers der
Pastoralbriefe"
= "Die Herkunft."
Torm, F., Die Psycholoqie der Pseudonymitat im Hinblick
auf die Literature des Urchristentums
= Die Psychologie der Pseudonymitat.
White, N., The First and Second Epistles of Timothy, the
Epistle to Titus
= Epistles to Timothy, Titus.




The Pastorals claim to be personal letters from the
apostle Paul to his two co-workers, Timothy and Titus,
but the problem of the Pastorals, in a sentence, is that
they do not seem to be what they claim to be.
They claim to be written by Paul, but in their
diction, writing style, and theological emphases, they
are hardly Pauline. Significant differences are
acknowleged even by those who defend the Pauline author¬
ship of these letters; C.F.D. Moule, for example,
commenting on I Timothy 1:8, remarks:
it is astonishing that anyone could seriously
attribute to Paul at any stage of his life the
definition there^ffered of where the goodness
of the law lies.^
C.F.D. Moule, "The Problem of the Pastoral
Epistles: A Reappraisal," BJRL, 3 (1965) 431f. J.
Jeremias (Die Briefe an Timotheus und Titus [Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1953] p.l) also concedes the
peculiarity of the Pastorals: "Die drei
Pastoralbriefe...bilden sachlich und sprachlich eine
Sondergruppe innerhalb der paulinischen Briefe."
1
The Pastorals appear to be letters, but they only
loosely follow the conventional epistolary format of the
2
day ; I Timothy, for instance, omits the customary final
greetings."^ And the opening thanksgiving, which normally
follows directly upon the salutation, does not appear at
4
all in I Timothy or Titus.
The letters claim to be written to two of Paul's
closest co-workers, but the language is formal and
distant, lacking the intimacy that one would expect
5 . .
among friends of long standing. The admonitions
2
See the general discussion of first-century
epistolary customs in G.J. Bahr, "Paul and Letter
Writing in the First Century," CBQ 28 (1966) 465-77;
W.G. Doty, "The Classification of Epistolary
Literature," CBQ 31 (1969) 183-99; and R.W. Funk,
Language, Hermeneutics, and Word of God (New York:
Harper and Row, 1966) pp.250-274.
3
The lack of personal greetings is unusual in a
personal letter and deserves close attention; J.L. White
("The New Testament Epistolary Literature in the
Framework of Ancient Epistolography," Aufstieg und
Niedergang, II.25.2: 1753) observes that "the closing
greetings are one of the marks of a real letter...."
Compare the final greetings in the letters of Philemon
and III John.
4
I 1:12-17 differs considerably from the typical
Pauline thanksgiving; it does not immediately follow the
salutation, makes no reference to the addressee, and
focuses upon Paul's own conversion. See the discussion
ad loc. in ch. 3 below. See also, M. Wolter, Die
Pastoralbriefe als Paulustradition (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1988) pp.27ff.
^Compare, for example, the formality of the
salutation to Titus with that of Paul's letter to
Philemon. J. Jeremias' suggestion (Die Briefe, pp.3-4)
that I Timothy and Titus are "amtliche Schreiben" does
not adequately explain this oddity; Paul's letter to
Philemon also has an "official" character about it (the
(Footnote Continued)
2
directed to Timothy and Titus do not seem to accord with
the status of these two men as veterans within the
Pauline circle. After years of faithful service under
Paul's supervision, it is strange that Timothy would
need to be cautioned to "flee the evil desires of youth"
(II 2:22). And it is equally odd that at this stage in
his ministry Timothy would require a letter giving basic
instructions on how one ought to behave in the household
£
of God (I 3:15). The general treatment of these two men
is problematic throughout the Pastorals, given the
special relationship that they had obviously enjoyed
7
with Paul.
The Pastorals purport to be occasional letters, but
what actually occasioned them is not easily determined.
I Timothy appears to be written in response to a threat
from false teachers (1:3), but this concern
(Footnote Continued)
letter is addressed both to Philemon and to his
"house-church") but the language is far less formal than
that of the Pastorals.
6
The elementary nature of the "church-order" in¬
structions is surprising even if they are regarded as
intended for "church leaders" in general; see, for
example, the instructions on how to relate to various
age groups within the congregation, I 5:If.
7
The treatment of Timothy and Titus in the
Pastorals caused A. Jiilicher (An Introduction to the New
Testament, ET by J. Ward [London: Smith, Elder and Co.,
1904] p.186) to conclude that the Pauline authorship of
these letters is "psychologically inconceivable."
C.F.D. Moule ("The Problem of the Pastoral Epistles,"
440) regards the treatment of Timothy in the Pastorals
to be the greatest single difficulty facing those who
seek to maintain the authenticity of these letters.
3
soon gives way to matters that appear far less urgent
and mundane by comparison (cf. 2:Iff, the exhortation to
make prayers for all men, kings etc.). The remarks at
3:15 suggest an altogether different motive behind the
letter: to set right the conduct of the worshipping
community. But the instructions given are hardly suffi¬
cient for such a task, and once again the letter trails
off into other unrelated matters (cf. 4: Iff, concerns
about the last days). The almost miscellaneous nature of
the letter makes it difficult to determine what specific
occasion (if any) gave rise to it. The epistolary
motives behind II Timothy and Titus are equally diffi¬
cult to specify.
The apparent discrepancies within the Pastorals are
not easily explained on the assumption that these
letters are authentic. Almost two centuries ago, F.D.E.
Schleiermacher noted the literary oddities within I
Timothy and concluded that the letter was nothing more
than the patchwork of an imitator (a zusammentragenden
g
Nachahmer). Schleiermacher's assessment was soon
followed by J.G. Eichhorn's rejection in 1812 of all
g
F.D.E. Schleiermacher, "Ueber den Sogenannten
ersten Brief des Paulos an den Timotheos" [sic]




three Pastorals. Detailed studies by F.C. Baur (1835),
H.J. Holtzmann (1880), M. Dibelius (1913) and P.N.
Harrison (1921)"^ succeeded in convincing most scholars
that the Pastorals are not authentic."'""'"
12
Defenders of Pauline authorship " have consistently
maintained that the literary peculiarities of these
letters can be adequately accounted for by the special
circumstances that surrounded their origin, among the
most important of which are: a) Paul's advancing age
(which influenced his thinking), b) Paul's long stay in
the West (which affected his use of language), c) the
9
J.G. Eichhorn, Emleitung m das Neue Testament
(Leipzig: Weidmannischen Biichhandlung, 1812) 1.3: pp.
315-410.
""^F.C. Baur, Die sogenannten Pastoralbriefe
(Tubingen: J.G. Gotta'schen, 1835); H.J. Holtzmann, Die
Pastoralbriefe kritisch und exegetisch behandelt
(Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann, 1880); M. Dibclius, Die
Briefe des Apostels Paulus (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, [Paul
Siebeck], 1913); P.N. Harrison, The Problem of the
Pastoral Epistles (London: Oxford University Press,
1921) .
11
For a detailed review of critical studies on the
Pastorals, see P. Trummer, Die Paulustradition der
Pastoralbriefe (Frankfort: P. Lang, 1978) pp.19-56.
12
Among the most noted of these are: J.B.
Lightfoot, "The Date of the Pastoral Letters," Biblical
Essays (London: Macmillan, 1893) 397-418; T. Zahn,
Einleitung in das Neue Testament, (Leipzig: A. Deichert
[G. Bohme], 1897), I: 398-489; A. Schlatter, Die Kirche
der Griechen im Urteil des Paulus (Stuttgart: Calwer
Vereinsbuchhandlung, 1936); J. Jeremias, Die Briefe; C.
Spicq, St. Paul: Les Epitres Pastorales, Etudes
Bibliques (Paris: Gabalda et Cie, 1969); other advocates
include: F.J.A. Hort, B. Weiss, E.K. Simpson, R. Parry,
O. Roller, H. Schlier, M. Meinertz, W. Michaelis, B.
Reicke, G. Holtz, J.N.D. Kelly, D. Guthrie, G. Fee.
5
new concerns addressed in the Pastorals (which required
a different vocabulary), and d) the employment of a new
13
amanuensis (which altered the writing style).
But such arguments have failed to convince most NT
critics who believe the discrepancies within the
Pastorals to be much more serious and pervasive than the
14
traditional approach allows. The language, writxng
style, theology, literary character, and ecclesiastical
concerns of these letters are all regarded as cumulative
witnesses to the fact that the Pastorals are not
Pauline, but stem from the hand of a pseudonymous
author, who may (or may not) have had in his possession
15
some genuine Pauline fragments.
13
On the function and literary influence of an
amanuensis, see especially, 0. Roller, Das Formular der
paulinischen Briefe, (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1933)
pp.20ff; Roller argues that Paul did not dictate the
Pastorals but gave notes to an amanuensis who was
responsible for the actual writing of these letters. W.
Ktimme 1 (Introduction to the New Testament, ET by H. C.
Kee [London: S.C.M., 1973] pp.251, 373-4) rejects this
view, noting that the frequent breaks in the language of
the Pauline letters suggests the practice of dictation.
14
E.F. Scott (The Pastoral Epistles [London: Hodder
and Stoughton, 1936] p.xxi), for example, thinks that
"at almost every point [the pseudonymous author] has
misunderstood Paul....We cannot but feel that the mind
at work in these Epistles is different, in its whole
bent and outlook, from that of Paul."
15
The "fragments hypothesis" advocated as early as
1836 by K.A. Credner, and with great effect by P.N.
Harrison (The Problem of the Pastorals), is not really a
mediating position in this debate since it also assumes
that a pseudonymous author created a fictional letter
(into which he placed genuine Pauline fragments). Cf.
Dibelius-Conzelmann (The Pastoral Epistles
(Footnote Continued)
6
This position (in its various forms) has become so
well entrenched that contemporary scholarship often
takes the pseudonymous authorship of these documents for
granted. J.T. Sanders, for example, in his work, Ethics
in the New Testament, reflects much current practice in
his approach to these letters:
That Colossians, Ephesians, II Thessalonians, 1
and 2 Timothy, Titus and I Peter are pseudony¬
mous and imitate Paul's style and thought is
not to be debated here but rather accepted as
an assurgd result of critical historical schol¬
arship.
A similar starting point is taken by most contemporary
17
students of the Pastorals. The acceptance of these
letters as the product of a skilled pseudonymous author
is increasingly being regarded as the sine qua non of
Pastoral studies.
(Footnote Continued)
[Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1972] p.5): "The
secretary hypothesis and the fragment hypothesis are
nothing but modifications of the declaration of
inauthenticity."
16
J.T. Sanders, Ethics in the New Testment
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975) p.67, footnote.
17
So, M. Wolter (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.11), for
example, begins his study by stating: "Die Formulierung
des Titels laBt erkennen, daB die folgende Untersuchung
von der Voraussetzung ausgeht, daB die Pastoralbriefe
nicht von Paulus geschrieben wurden, sondern aus einer
spateren Zeit stammen, in der das Apostolische nur noch
als Tradition prasent war." L. Donelson (Pseudepigraphy
and Ethical Argument in the Pastoral Letters [Tubingen:
J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1986], pp.1-2) refers with
approval to the "waning pressure to re-argue the
question of authorship" and "the growing confidence that
the author was not Paul."
7
But such a starting point is not easily defended.
For although these letters contain anomalies that make
it difficult to ascribe them to Paul, they present
equally serious difficulties to the interpreter who
presumes their pseudepigraphical character. Donelson
surely overstates his case and undervalues the problems
inherent in it when, in a chapter on the
pseudepigraphical letter, he concludes that
the Pastorals conform beautifully to the
pseudepigraphical letter genre. They^hold no
surprises in either form or function.
This sort of blanket endorsement of the Pastorals as
pseudepigraphical suggests that the task of ascribing
these letters to a pseudonymous author is virtually
trouble free. But such is not the case.
Considerable evidence suggests that early Christian
circles did not knowingly endorse pseudepigraphical
. . 19




The view that the early church regarded
pseudepigraphy as an innocent literary device (so F.C.
Baur, Paulus der Apostel Jesu Christi (Stuttgart: Becher
& Mtiller, 1845) II: 110-111.) has been increasingly
challenged. See, for example, J.S. Candlish, On the
Moral Character of Pseudonymous Books, The Expositor,
ser.4. (1891), 91-107, 262-79; F.Torm, "Die Psychologie
der Pseudonymitat im Hinblick auf die Literatur des
Urchristentums," SLA 2 (Giitersloh: C. Bertelsmann,
1932); more recently: M. Rist, "Pseudepigraphy and the
Early Christians," Studies in New Testament and Early
Christian Literature, Essays in Honor of Allen P.
Wikren. Ed. by D.E. Aune (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1972)
75-91. Rist calls pseudepigraphy "an ancient, though not
honorable, literary device" (p.75); Likewise, D. Meade,
(Footnote Continued)
8
historical questions were addressed by the early church;
Tertullian informs us, for example, that the authentici¬
ty of the book of Enoch was disputed by some who found
it difficult to believe that the book (if written by
20
Enoch) could have survived the great flood. Origen
had doubts about the authenticity of Hebrews on the
grounds of its peculiar literary style:
the verbal style of the epistle 'to the He¬
brews' is not rude, like the language of the
apostle [Paul].... The thoughts are those of the
apostle, but the diction and phraseology are
those of some one who remembered the apostolic
teachings, and wrote down at ^s leisure what
had been said by this teacher.
The Petrine authorship of II Peter was disputed, accord¬
ing to Jerome, by some who took account of the differ-
22
ences in style between this letter and I Peter.
That pseudepigraphical writings were not knowingly
accepted by the early church is also indicated by
(Footnote Continued)
Pseudonymity and Canon, (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul
Siebeck] 1986) p.198. On the history of the debate, see
D. Guthrie, "The Development of the Idea of Canonical
Pseudepigrapha in New Testament Criticism," Vox
Evangelica, ed. R. Martin (London: Epworth Press, 1962).
Reprinted in The Authorship and Integrity of the New
Testament (London: S.P.C.K.: 1965) pp.14-39.
20
Tertullian responds to this early form of
historical criticism by suggesting that Noah probably
heard the teaching of Enoch from Methuselah and passed
it on to posterity. See Tertullian, De Cultu fern., 1.3.,
as cited by B.M. Metzger, "Literary Forgeries and
Canonical Pseudepigrapha," JBL, 91 (1972) 15.
21 .
Cited by Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History,
6.25.11-14 (Loeb edition).
22
Jerome, Lives of Illustrious Men 1, as cited by
M. Rist, "Pseudepigraphy," p.87.
9
Tertullian's report of the censure and removal of the
presbyter in Asia who was convicted of composing the
23
Acts of Paul. Tertullian plainly rejects this
document on theological grounds,24 but his report also
indicates a certain disdain for documents that "falsely
bear the name of Paul." The number of pseudepigrapha
that failed to achieve recognition because of their
dubious literary or theological character underscores
25
the church's sensitivity on this point.
There is no convincing evidence to prove that
pseudonymous authors aimed at versimilitude; but we do
know, as J.S. Candlish has noted, that no known
pseudepigraphical writing was every accepted as authori-
2 6
tative by the early church. And if (as seems likely)
27
pseudepigraphy was regarded as a "dishonorable device"
23
The account appears in Tertullian's, De Baptismo,
17. See the introductory article by W. Schneemelcher,
"Acts of Paul," New Testament Apocrypha, ed. by W.
Schneemelcher, ET trans, by R. Mcl. Wilson, (London:
Lutterworth Press, 1965) II: 323.
24
Tertullian opposed those who, pointing to Thecla
as an example, maintained the right of women to teach
and to baptize (De baptismo, 17).
25
The Muratori Canon refers to the rejection of the
epistles to the Laodiceans and the Alexandrians, "forged
in Paul's name for the sect of Marcion, and several
others, which cannot be recieved in the catholic Church;
for it will not do to mix gall with honey" (lines
63-67).
2^J.S. Candlish, "On the Moral Character of
Pseudonymous Books," The Expositer, ser.4. (1891) p.103.
27
So L. Donelson, Pseudepigraphy, p.16: "We are
(Footnote Continued)
10
within the early Christian community, it is reasonable
to suppose that an author writing pseudapostolic letters
would employ every device to ensure that his composition
appeared authentic. He would naturally be concerned to
provide a convincing Sitz im Leben for the letters, and
would be cautious about deviating too widely from the
epistolary style of the one in whose name he wrote.
Judging by such criteria, however, the Pastorals do
not read easily as pseudonymous documents. They pose
serious difficulties, in fact, to the interpreter who
2 8
decides to treat them as pseudepigraphical writings.
To promote the appearance of genuineness, a pseu¬
donymous author might be expected to build upon
29
well-known traditions. To a certain extent the
Pastorals do reflect earlier Pauline traditions; for
example, Paul's persecutions in Antioch, Iconium and
(Footnote Continued)
forced to admit that in Christian circles pseudonymity
was considered a dishonorable device and, if discovered,
the document was rejected and the author, if known, was
excoriated."
2 8
See, especially, the objections made by F. Torm:
Die Psychologie der Pseudonymitat. Torm finds the theory
of pseudonymity psychologically inconceiveable: "Es
scheint mir, daB diese Auffassung der Briefe, sie seien
ein mit ethischen Zwecken und mit raffinierter
Berechnung erdichtetes Drama in drei Akten, uns eine
Verfasserpersonlichkeit vorfiihrt, die psychologisch
nicht faBbar ist. Ein so sonderbarer Mensch hat niemals
gelebt" (p.52). Torm's objections have weight and have
not received adequate attention.
29
The pseudepigraphical epistle to the Laodiceans,
for example, builds upon the reference in Col. 4:16 to a
letter from Laodicea.
11
Lystra are described in II Timothy 3:11, and specific
reference to a number of his known companions is made
(see II Tim. 4:llff). But it is nonetheless remarkable
that the Pastorals consistently refer to persons and
events otherwise unknown within the NT; the names of
sixteen persons appear in these letters who are men-
30
tioned nowhere else in the NT. Nor is there any hint
within early Christian literature that Timothy ever
served as the leader of the community in Ephesus, or
that Titus ever worked in Crete. As a fictional sphere
of ministry, Spain would seem the more sensible and
compelling choice of a pseudonymous author, especially
since Paul mentions it as his intended field of work
(Rom.15:24).31
And Demas, a man acknowledged and praised elsewhere
in the Pauline corpus (Phlm.24; cf. Col.4:14), is
portrayed by the author of the Pastorals as a forsaker
who has abandoned the apostle and the Christian ministry
30
These include the following: Hymenaeus (I 1:20;
II 2:17); Alexander (I 1:20; II 4:14); Lois and Eunice
(II 1:5); Phygelus and Hermogenes (II 1:15) Onesiphorus
(II 1:16; 4:19), Philetus (II 2:17), Crescens, Carpus,
Eubulus, Pudens, Linus, Claudia (II 4:10, 13, 21),
Artemus and Zenas (Tit. 3:12ff).
31
It is possible, of course, that a pseudonymous
author could have been relying upon traditions that knew
that Paul did not visit Spain.
12
3 2
for the love of this present age" (II 4:14). Such
disparaging remarks about a known disciple could raise
guestions that would not be in the interests of a
pseudonymous author. The unfavorable picture of Timothy
as young and inexperienced, needing to learn the basic
principles of Christian service, seems equally difficult
33
to ascribe to a pseudonymous author.
The problem becomes even more pronounced if, as
most commentators believe, the author of the Pastorals
possessed an in-depth knowledge of Paul's other let-
34 35
ters (and the book of Acts?). With the models of
32 .
It is not impossible that the Demas referred to
here is a different one from that of Philemon 24 and
Col. 4:14, but later tradition (see Epiphanius, Haer.
51) regards him both as Paul's colleague, and an
apostate from the Christian faith.
^See, for example, II 2:3, 7, 14, 22. T. Zahn
(Introduction to the New Testament [Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1909] II: pp.88f) thinks it "inconceivable" that
a pseudonymous author would paint such a portrait of
Timothy.
34
P.N. Harrison (The Problem, p.8), for example,
argues that "...the real author of the Pastorals was a
devout, sincere, and earnest Paulinist....He knew and
had studied deeply every one of our ten Paulines."
Roland Schwarz (Biirgerliches Christentum im Neuen
Testament? [Klosterneuburg: Osterreichisches
Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1983] p.26) builds his study on
this assumption: "Der Autor der Schreiben [the
Pastorals] ist hochstwahrscheinlich ein unmittelbarer
Pauluschiiler. . . . " See also the extensive tabulations
of Pauline-like phrases in the Pastorals: P.N. Harrison,
The Problem, pp.167-175; A.E. Barnett's Paul Becomes a
Literary Influence (Chicago: University Press, 1941)
pp.251-277; A. Schlatter, Die Kirche der Griechen, p.15.
35
So A.T.Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1982), p.13. Likewise, C.K.
(Footnote Continued)
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ten Pauline letters before him, and the concern to make
his pseudepigraphic writings appear authentic, it is
hard to understand why a pseudonymous author would not
take more care in conforming the epistolary format of
the Pastorals to that of the other Paulines. Why not
include a conventional "thanksgiving" in I Timothy and
Titus? Why omit the customary greetings at the end of I
Timothy? Why deviate from the customary Pauline letter
form by addressing the letters to individuals rather
3 6
than to communities? Conforming the Pastorals to the
style of the other Paulines would contribute, one would
think, to the verisimilitude needed in a pseudonymous
undertaking of this kind.
But the peculiarity of the Pastorals extends beyond
their external forms. The internal organization of the
37
letters has no parallel within the Pauline corpus;
community rules, domestic codes, and non-parenetic
(Footnote Continued)
Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1963) p.18. Barrett thinks it probable that II 3:11
shows a knowledge of Acts.
3 6
The personal nature of the Pastorals seems to
have made their acceptance as authoritative community
documents more difficult. The Muratori Canon hints at
this when it describes the Pastorals as "[written] out
of goodwill and love, and yet held sacred to the glory
of the catholic Church for the ordering of
ecclesiastical discipline" (11.60-63, emphasis added).
37
See the analysis of the Pauline letter form by W.
Doty, Contemporary New Testament Interpretation
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972) p.144. By
comparing the internal organization of Paul's letters




materials appear in odd juxtaposition. Unlike most
other Pauline letters, the Pastorals have no specific
parenetic section; instead, blocks of parenetic materi-
39
als are scattered throughout the letters. Such
differences, as W. Stenger has observed, "fiihrt zu einem
hochst bedeutsamen Unterschied zwischen den
Pastoralbriefen, den echten Paulinen und den
40
Deuteropaulinen." The Pastorals do not read like
other pseudepigraphic letters; A.T. Hanson finds their
lack of any central or developing theme a distinctive
feature that has no parallel within pseudepigraphic
41
circles; he regards them as sui generis.
On the assumption that the Pastorals are the
product of a pseudonymous author, it is also difficult
to explain their stark variations of pseudepigraphic
(Footnote Continued)
standard pattern" of a Pauline letter can be observed.
Even if the specifics of Doty's "sequence analysis" are
not accepted, it is hard to deny that the internal
organization of the Pastorals is quite different from
that of the other Paulines.
3 8
H. von Campenhausen ("Polycarp von Smyrna und die
Pastoralbriefe," Aus der Friihzeit des Christentums
[Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1963] pp.229-31)
notes the unusual ordering of these materials in the
Pastorals.
3 9
R. Karris ("The Function and Sitz im Leben of the
Paraenetic Elements in the Pastoral Letters" [Ph.D.
dissertation, Harvard: 1971] p.x) estimates that up to
75% of the Pastorals can be classified as parenesis.
40
W.Stenger, "Timotheus und Titus als literarische
Gestalten," Kairos 16 (1974) 262-3.
41
A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.27.
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"dress." II Timothy is full of personalia and informa¬
tion specific to Paul, but I Timothy and Titus contain
relatively little that serves to set the occasion of the
letter or to add a personal touch. Consequently, II
Timothy seems far more convincing as a personal letter.
But if the Pastorals are all written by the same pseu¬
donymous author, why the striking differences in
pseudepigraphic style? Why do I Timothy and Titus lack
the pseudepigraphic features that make II Timothy so
compelling? Attempts to explain these differences in
"dress" have been less than satisfactory; B.S. Easton,
argues that the success of II Timothy and Titus (which,
in his opinion, were published first) lessened the need
for a convincing display of pseudepigraphic personalia
42
in I Timothy. But Easton can produce no evidence to
support such a view. Equally unconvincing is A.T.
Hanson's suggestion that "by the time the author came to
43
write Titus he was beginning to run out of material."
42
Easton, The Pastoral Epistles, (London: SCM,
1948) p.19. "Finally in 1 Timothy the method was so well
known that the pseudonymity is a bare convention; it is
only in 1.3 (copied from Tit 1.5) that any attempt is
made to put the situation back into the past."
43
A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.47.
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Summary:
From these preliminary observations, it is clear
that in their present form the Pastorals are not easily
attributed to the hand of any single author, be it Paul
or a pseudo-Paul.
The arguments against the Pauline authorship of
these letters do not need to be rehearsed here; they are
well known and will be discussed at various points
within this study. Suffice it to say that on literary,
stylistic, historical, and linguistic grounds, the
acceptance of the Pauline authorship of the Pastorals
seems most untenable. This position gains support, we
think, from the primary role that advocates of authen¬
ticity make the amanuensis play in the writing of these
44
letters. Although the use of another secretary could
account for some differences in the Pastorals' literary
style vis a vis the other Pauline letters, it cannot
adequately explain the basic changes in the thought and
outlook that characterizes so much of the material
within these letters. To attribute such differences to
an amanuensis is to make him for all practical purposes
the author of the documents.
But if the Pastorals are not easily ascribed to
Paul, neither do they lend themselves readily to the
44 ...
See J. Jeremias, Die Briefe, p.8; J.N.D. Kelly,
The Pastoral Epistles, pp.25-26; C. Spicq, Les Epitres
Pastorales, p.199; J.H. Bernard, The Pastoral Letters
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1980 [1899]) pp. xll, xlv.
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view that they are pseudepigraphic writings, composed by
a sophisticated and skilled pseudonymous author. This is
an aspect of the problem that has been too frequently
overlooked by NT critics. It has been largely assumed
that there is only one alternative to the theory of
Pauline authorship, namely, that the Pastorals were
written by a pseudo-Paul. But as we shall see, many of
the same literary features that weigh against the
Pauline authorship of these letters speak with equal
force against theories that make them out to be crafted
products of an imitator.
Perhaps the most telling of these is the peculiar
lack of sustained argument and development of thought
that characterizes these letters (see below); the
juxtaposition of unrelated materials without logical
connection raises fundamental questions about the
composition of these letters that, in our thinking, are
not resolvable on any theory of authorship, be it Paul
or a pseudo-Paul. The differences in Pauline epistolary
style and the stark variations among the three letters
in their supposed use of pseudepigraphic devices (per¬
sonal notices, greetings, etc.) raise further difficul¬
ties that must be more carefully examined.
But if we are right in suspecting that the
Pastorals were written neither by Paul nor by a clever
pseudonymous author, then the problem of their origin
remains, and poses even more complicated hermeneutical
questions to the interpreter. The complexity of the
18
issue, though frequently minimized by advocates on both
sides of the authenticity debate, has long been
recognized; over one hundred years ago, W.M.L. de Wette
concluded his study of the Pastorals with the rather
despairing refrain (repeated three times) that in their
present form the letters are "weder geschichtlich noch
45
exegetisch zu begreifen". A. von Harnack, likewise,
noting the seriousness of the textual difficulties,
suggested that the origin of the Pastorals is both an
46
unresolved and an unresolvable puzzle. These assess¬
ments are sobering reminders of the massive historical
and exegetical questions that confront any interpreter
of these letters, and caution us against accepting
facile solutions to the problems encountered here.
In order to understand the extent of the problems
that surround the Pastorals, the text of these letters
must be allowed to speak, as it were, on their own
behalf. The letters are characterized by certain
45
W.M.L. deWette, Lehrbuch der
historisch-kritischen Einleitung in die kanonischen
Biicher des Neuen Testaments (Berlin: G.Reimer, 1860
[1826]); pp. 328, 332, 335.
46
A. von Harnack, Die Briefsammlunq des Apostels
Paulus und die anderen vorkonstantinischen
Briefsammlungen (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1926) p.14:
"Das Ratsel, das iiber diesen Briefen [the Pastorals]
schwebt, hat noch niemand wirklich gelost und ist auch
mit unseren geschichtlichen Hilfsmitteln unlosbar."
19
literary features that can tell us much about their
47
origin. It is to these features that we now turn.
The diversity of literary forms:
One of the Pastorals' most striking features is
their remarkable array of diverse (and apparently
"fixed") literary forms. The fact that many of these
formal materials have no apparent connection to their
immediate context is puzzling and raises questions as to
their origin and composition. Perhaps even more impor¬
tant for understanding these letters is the fact that
many of these fixed elements appear within other Jewish
and early Christian documents.
Even a casual survey of the Pastorals reveals the
48
formal character of much contained therein. Among
47
In the pages that follow, a preliminary report of
the writer's findings is presented. The central portion
of the thesis (see chapters 3-5, below) is designed to
substantiate in detail the general observations
presented here.
48
M. Dibelius was instrumental in bringing the
form-critical approach to bear on the study of the
Pastorals; M. Dibelius, Die Briefe des Apostels Paulus
an Timotheus I, II, an Titus (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr
[Paul Siebeck], 1913) pp.136-139. More recently, see,
A.T. Hanson's brief study of the Pastorals' "Technique
of composition" in his commentary (The Pastoral
Epistles., pp.42-47). Hanson finds nine distinct types
of material that have been incorporated into the
Pastorals.
20
other elements to be noted later in this study, the
Pastorals include:
liturgical/credal/hymnic formulae









The arrangement of the materials
The presence of such literary diversity within
personal letters is peculiar. But it is the loose
arrangement of these materials that, more than anything
else, presents the exegete of the Pastorals with major
hermeneutical problems.
Throughout the Pastorals topics are addressed and
left off, only to reappear later for no apparent reason;
the instructions about community leaders in I Timothy
3: Iff, for example, is picked up again in 5:17; the
admonition regarding riches in I Timothy 6:9ff resumes
unexpectedly two paragraphs later in 6:17. Paragraphs,
and even sentences, are frequently strung together
without any logical link, sometimes appearing like a
disorganized collage; it is not easy to fit the concern
of I Timothy 5: If ("do not rebuke an elder") into its
surrounding context; the unit just appears, without
warning, and without apparent motive. The same is true,
of the puzzling admonition at I Timothy 5:23 ("no longer
drink only water").
21
The direction of thought in these letters is
frequently broken by unexpected shifts in subject
matter: see, for instance, the "plainly erratic boul-
49
ders" that appear at II 1:15-18 and 3:10-12. The
letters lack any clear development of thought, sustained
argument, or even unifying theme, and consequently defy
any attempt at an orderly outline. This lack of order
and cohesiveness is not confined to a small parenetic
section of the letters (where one might expect it) but
permeates the documents as a whole.
The content:
Another notable feature of the Pastorals is their
50
unusually high concentration of parenetic materials;
Robert Karris has estimated that up to 75% of the
Pastorals can be categorized as parenesis.^ The letters
are permeated with clusters of proverbial sayings,
49
So J.Moffatt, An Introduction to the Literature
of the NT, 3rd ed. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1920), p.403.
Moffatt's Introduction contains a valuable survey of the
literary problems inherent in the study of the Pastorals
(395-420).
50
V.P. Furnish ("Paul's Exhortations in the Context
of his Letters and Thought," Microcard Theological
Studies 36 [Washington: The Microcard Foundation for the
American Theological Library Association, 1960] p.40)
defines parenesis as "essentially a collection of wise
sayings and advice, authenticated by long use, and
intended as a ready reference for all sorts of moral
directives."
51
Robert Karris, "The Function and Sitz im Leben of
the Paraenetic Elements in the Pastoral Letters," p.x.
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ethical admonitions, and moral injunctions that in many
52
respects show no specifically Christian features.
Personal remarks appear sporadically throughout I
and II Timothy but seldom in a way that ties them
53
closely to their immediate context. The letter to
Titus is devoid of any personal material except for the
opening to the letter (1:1-5) and the conclusion
(3:12-15).
The polemical passages are remarkable both for
their intensity and their ambiguity. Reprobate members,
denounced with a scathing vehemence, are the target of
vilification throughout the letters. Yet the polemic
itself seems fragmented and disjointed, presenting no
clear picture of who these opponents are. They have
54
been variously identified as 1) Jewish Christians;
2 ) Gnostics; and Marcionites , ^ but the evidence
permits no certainty. In fact, it is not even clear
52
See, for example, the discussion below at I
4:6-10; II 2:22-26; Tit. 2:1-10.
"^See, for example, I 1:20; 3:14-15; II 2:10-11.
54
So, for example, J.B. Lightfoot, Biblical Essays,
pp.411-18. Lightfoot calls the heresy a form of "Judaic
Gnosticism" or, more precisely, "Essene Judaism"
(p.416). See also, F.J.A. Hort, Judaistic Christianity,
(Cambridge: Macmillan & Co., 1894) pp,135ff; C. Spicq,
Les Epitres Pastorales, pp.lii-lxxii.
^So, for example, B.S. Easton, The Pastoral
Epistles, pp.1-7.
5 6
The theory that the Pastorals were written in
response to the Marcionite heresy was advocated by the
(Footnote Continued)
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whether one or several heresies are targeted in these
polemical passages.57
Fixed Expressions and Traditional Materials
The appearance of numerous fixed expressions and
formulaic sayings is another striking feature of the
Pastorals. While the most obvious of these is the
"faithful word" formula, txicfxos o Xoyos,58 other fixed
phrases include,
o'{ Sapev 6e ox i (1:8) ;
e'xSiiS xouxo oxi (1:1:9; II 3:1);
^ c / /
UTioii^euevos ( . . .TLapayyeXXe ,
. . .SiSaoKe. . .peXexa. . . drcoiiTixv^aKe. . .
XaXei... TiapaKaXe i. . . (fieuye; cf . I 4:6,
4:11, 6:11; II 2:14; Tit. 2:15);
CTU 6e (I 6:11; II 2:1, 3:10, 3:14, 4:5; Tit.
2:1);
xauxa 4)euye, Siutce 6e (I 6:11; II 2:22);
Siap.apxupoiJ.ai evwniov xou §eou (I 5:21; II
2:14, 4:1).
(Footnote Continued)
Tubingen school, and especially by F.C. Baur, Paulus der
Apostel Jesu Christi (Stuttgart: Becher and Miiller,
1845) II: pp. 492-99). A modern defender of this view is
F. Gealy (The First and Second Epistles of Timothy and
the Epistle of Titus, The Interpreter's Bible (New York:
Abingdon, 1955) XI: pp.358-360.
57
R. Karris, "The Background and Significance of
the Polemic in the Pastorals," JBL 92 (1973) 549-64.
5 8
This formula occurs five times throughout the
Pastorals: see I 1:15, 3:1a, 4:9; II 2:11; Tit. 3:8.
On the critical questions see G.W. Knight, The Faithful
Sayings in the Pastoral Letters (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Baker, 1979 [1968]) pp.4-30. See also the study by W.
Nauck, Die Herkunft des Verfassers der Pastoralbriefe
(Th.D.: Gottingen, 1950) pp.45-52.
24
The repetition of these and other fixed expressions
in the Pastorals is puzzling, and raises questions
regarding their literary function within the letters.
Sometimes they appear to serve as mere connecting tools,
59
linking sentences and paragraphs together. But fre¬
quently they occur at the beginning or the end of
passages that read like set, probably pre-formed,
pieces; in these cases, the fixed expressions act as
"markers", signalling the inclusion of traditional
pieces within the text.
The "faithful word" formula in the Pastorals, for
6 0
instance, seems to be functioning in this way. The
clearest example occurs at II Timothy 2:11 where the
formula is immediately followed by a rhythmical (perhaps
hymnic?) fragment of five lines.,, including two bal¬
anced couplets. The phrase ruaxos o Aoyos sometimes
appears at the beginning (I 1:15; II 2:11, and I 4:9?)
and sometimes at the end (Tit.3:8 and perhaps I 3:1a) of
such traditional material.
c '
To take another example, the term ouoXoyouuevoos
occurs only in the NT at I Timothy 3:16, where its
59
So A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, pp.46-7.
6 0
The recognition that this formula marks the
presence of pre-formed traditions goes back to at least
1852; see, W. Conybeare and J. Howson, The Life and
Epistles of Paul (London: Longmann, Green, 1852) p.752n.
25
61
precise meaning is difficult to determine. It occurs,
however, three times in IV Maccabees (6:31; 7:16; 16:1),
each time introducing the set expression: "... devout
reason is sovereign over the emotions." In I 3:16, it
seems to be functioning in a similar way, introducing a
fixed credal (hymnic?) fragment that, with its three
rhythmically equal couplets, has long been suspected of
having a pre-Pauline origin.
That the Pastorals contain some pre-formed materi¬
als has been widely recognized, both by those who affirm
as well as those who deny their Pauline authorship. A.
Seeberg, for instance, argued in 1903 that the Pastorals
contain several fixed catechetical-like units, including
a credal statement (II 2:8), an apocalyptic expression
(II 4:1), and a hymn (I 3:16).^ Since then an increas¬
ing number of scholars have recognized the traditional
character of these letters. J. Jeremias suggests that
these letters "in groBer Zahl festgepragte Spriiche und
Formeln anfiihren" and gives as examples, I Timothy 1:15,
2:5, 3:16, 6:13; II Timothy 2:8.63
61
Alfred Seeberg, in Per Katechismus der
Urchristenheit (Munich: Kaiser, 1966 [1903]) pp.112-13,
discusses the problems involved in translating this
term. The options he suggests are: "entsprechend groB,"
"bekenntnismaBig groB," "anerkanntermaBen groB".
6 2
A. Seeberg, Der Katechismus der Urchristenheit,
Theoloqische Biicherei 26 (Munich: Chr. Kaiser, 1966)
pp.7Off ; 96ff.
6 3
J.Jeremias, Die Briefe, p.5.
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But the extent to which these letters may incorpo¬
rate pre-formed traditions has not, to my knowledge,
ever been thoroughly examined. E.E. Ellis, who upholds
the Pauline authorship of these letters, has recently
written a remarkable article in which he argues that
traditional materials make up at least 41% of I Timothy,
64
16% of II Timothy, and 46% of Titus.
Although we cannot follow Ellis in his conclusions
regarding the authenticity of the Pastorals, his in¬
sights into the formal characteristics of much of the
material within the Pastorals corroborate, in signifi¬
cant ways, our own analysis of this material.
The Problem of literary origin
The problem of the Pastorals is compounded by the
fact that these letters show points of contact with all
sorts of literature, both Jewish and pagan. This ac¬
counts for the remarkably diverse conclusions that have
been drawn regarding the origins of these documents. W.
Nauck, for example, observing the similaraties that
exist between the Pastorals and certain Jewish litera¬
ture, concludes that the author of the Pastorals must
64
E.E. Ellis, "Traditions in the Pastoral
Epistles," Early Jewish and Christian Exegesis: Studies
in Memory of William Hugh Brownlee, ed. by Craig Evans
and W. Stinespring (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987) pp.
237-253. Ellis ackowledges that his work is only
introductory, and suggests that "a more intensive study
could ...identify a number of other passages that
consist of or rest upon pre-formed material" (248).
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have been a converted Jew, rabbinically trained, and
conversant from childhood with hellenistic thinking and
lifestyle.^ S.G. Wilson compares various linguistic
features within the Pastorals to those of Luke/Acts and
finds sufficient evidence to argue for the Lucan author¬
ship of the Pastorals.^
On the grounds of the similarities between the
Pastorals and Polycarp's letter to the Philippians, Hans
von Campenhausen suggests that Polycarp might be respon-
6 7
sible for the production of these letters.
L. Donelson evaluates the Pastorals in the light of
various Greco-Roman writings, and concludes that the
author was probably a Greek convert, skilled in
Greco-Roman rhetoric, who wrote within literary circles
65
W. Nauck, Die Herkunft; see especially his
conclusions, pp. 103ff.
6 6
S.G. Wilson, Luke and the Pastoral Epistles
(London: S.P.C.K., 1979; See, however, I.H. Marshall's
critical review of Wilson's arguments in JSNT 10 (1981)
69-74. Marshall notes that the linguistic differences
between the Pastorals and Luke/Acts are as striking as
any similarities that might be shared between the two
groups of writings (p.72). Other advocates of Wilson's
basic position include: J.D. Quinn, "The Last Volume of
Luke," Perspectives on Luke-Acts (ed. C.H. Talbert;
Danville, VA: Association of Baptist Professors of
Religion, 1978) 62-65; C.F.D. Moule, "The Problem of the
Pastoral Epistles: A Reappraisal," BJRL 3 (1965) 430-52.
A. Strobel, "Schreiben des Lukas? Zum sprachlichen
Problem der Pastoralbriefe," NTS 15 (1969) 191-210.
6 7
H. von Campenhausen, "Polykarp von Smyrna und die
Pastoralbriefe," Aus der Friihzeit des Christentums
(Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1963] pp.197-252.
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6 8
much closer to Athens than Jerusalem. B. Fiore
compares the Pastorals to the pseudonymous Socratic
letters, and concludes that both letter collections must
have originated within similar groups and situations,
and that the author of the Pastorals himself probably
69
came from a Cynic background.
The sheer diversity of such opinion reflects the
complexity of the problems posed by these letters, and
cautions us against drawing hasty conclusions on the
basis of literary parallels. As important as comparative
analysis is (and it will play a vital role in this
thesis), it is nonetheless a discipline that must always
build upon, and not pre-empt, a close study of the text.
This caution is especially important for the study of
the Pastorals since these texts are characterized by
compositional oddities and peculiar literary features.
Conclusions:
A close reading of the Pastorals suggests that
these documents are not simple letters from Paul to
Timothy and Titus. They contain all sorts of diverse
6 8
The extent to which Donelson holds to this view
is evident from the almost complete neglect throughout
his dissertation of extra-canonical Jewish literature.
Only IV Macabbees receives any attention.
69
B. Fiore, The Function of Personal Example in the
Socratic and Pastoral Letters (Rome: Biblical Institute
Press, 1986) p.136.
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literary materials such as household rules, creedal
fragments, proverbial sayings, and liturgical pieces.
The arrangement of these materials is without apparent
order; they seem to be linked together only in the
loosest sense; topics are picked up and abruptly left
off, only to be returned to later; sudden shifts in
subject matter abound. The letters are marked by numer¬
ous fixed expressions which often seem to function as
"markers" of cited or pre-formed traditional materials.
Such literary oddities contribute to the massive
hermeneutical problem posed by the Pastorals, and
require some explanation if these letters are to make
sense. A controlling assumption of the present thesis
is that the problem of the Pastorals revolves not so
much around questions of authorship as of composition.
That is to say, the primary question to be asked of
these documents is not, "Who wrote them?" but rather
"Why do the letters read the way they do?"
This dissertation seeks above all else to answer
that basic question. Many NT scholars have addressed the
literary problems inherent in these letters. Their
insights provide the foundation upon which much of this
work is laid.
Yet, it is nonetheless true that the compositional
history of these documents has received relatively
little consideration. It is hoped that by focusing
attention upon the oddities within the texts of the
Pastorals, and upon the techniques which brought these
30
materials together, this study can contribute to a more
adequate reading of these letters.
At the heart of this thesis is the belief that the
Pastorals do not have a simple literary past; in their
present form they are misread if understood as the
product of one mind, be it that of Paul or a pseudo-
Paul. The letters appear, rather, to be much more the
work of a compiler than of an author. The texts of the
Pastorals, it will be argued, bear all the marks of
composite documents and, as such, must be read with an
appreciation for their complex compositional history. To
read the Pastorals in this way seems to accord best with
both the internal evidence of the texts themselves, and




RELIGIOUS WRITINGS AS COLLECTIONS
If we are right in thinking that the literary
peculiarities of the Pastorals make it difficult to
ascribe them either to Paul or to a pseudo-Paul, then
the key to understanding these texts turns not so much
upon the question of their authorship as upon the
history of their redaction.
To pose the problem in this way is, of course, to
enter a controversial arena within contemporary NT
scholarship. Little agreement exists on the extent to
which the NT epistles have been editorially re-worked;"'"
the debate, in fact, reaches back to the very beginnings
of modern NT historical-critical work when J.S. Semler
See, W. Kiimmel, Introduction to the New Testament,
translated by H.C. Kee (London: SCM Press, 1975), p.251.
The diversity of opinion is revealed throughout Kiimmel's
treatment of the integrity of individual NT letters.
3 2.
proposed that II Corinthians was composed of distinct
2
Pauline fragments.
More recently, however, a widespread skepticism has
taken root within NT scholarship against the view that
the Pauline corpus has suffered from redactional altera-
3
tions. Johannes Weiss lamented this development as
long ago as 1910 when, in his commentary on I
Corinthians, he wrote:
Da alle Zerlegungshypothesen von der heute
herrschenden Stimmung mit dem groBten MiBtrauen
aufgenommen werden --Jtilicher nennt sie
„abenteuerlich"—, so mogen die folgenden
Erorterungen fur jetzt wirkungslos bleiben und
vielleicht erst in^einer spateren Zeit
diskutiert werden.
During the last fifty years scholarly opinion on
the integrity of NT texts has moved considerably in the
direction that Weiss had feared. The textual unity of
^Semler's commentary on II Corinthians touched off
a debate on the textual integrity of the Pauline corpus
that continues to this day. See Gottfried Horning, Die
Anfange der historisch-kritischen Theologie: Johann
Salomo Semlers Schrift-verstandis und seine Stellung zu
Luther (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Rupprecht, 1961).
3
See, for example, the views of H. Gamble, "The
Redaction of the Pauline Letters and the Formation of
the Pauline Corpus," JBL, 94 (1975) 403-418; W.
Michaelis, "Teilungshypothesen bei Paulusbriefen," TZ 14
(1958) 321-26; K. Aland, "Glosse, Interpolation,
Redaktion und Komposition in der Sicht der
neutestamentlichen Textkritik," Studien zur
Uberlieferung des Neuen Testaments und seines Textes,
Arbeiten zur neutestamentlichen Textforschung (Berlin:
de Gruyter, 1967), see p.48ff
4
J. Weiss, Die Erste Korintherbrief (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1910) p.xl.
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the NT letters, in particular, is frequently taken for
5
granted by contemporary NT scholars.
This is nowhere more apparent than in the study of
the Pastorals. The literary integrity of these writings
is seldom questioned by current scholars; most critics
begin their work on the presumption that these letters
were written by an individual author, at a specific time
and place.
Such a starting point is not limited to those who
think the Pastorals are genuine Pauline writings;
scholars who regard the letters as essentially pseudon¬
ymous conduct their research on similar assumptions. The
work of P.N. Harrison is a case in point; to his credit,
Harrison recognizes the need to inquire into the liter¬
ary origins of the Pastorals:
We speak of the 'author' in the singular. But
whether these writings are all by the same
author, whether they are each of them to be
regarded as a unity or composite, and as the
work of one mind or of more than one, may not
be taken for granted, but is precisely one of
the questions we have to investigate.
5
To mention only one example: David Aune never
addresses the question of the integrity of the NT
writings in his otherwise valuable book, The New
Testament and Its Literary Environment (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1987). Except for II Corinthians,
which he thinks may be a composite document consisting
of between two and six separate compositions (cf.pp.
208ff.), Aune seems to assume the literary integrity of
all other NT documents.
6
P.N. Harrison, The Problem, p.2.
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But while affirming the legitimacy of such ques¬
tions, Harrison never really investigates the possibili¬
ty that the Pastorals may be something other than
unified literary compositions. And although he argues
that two of the letters (II Timothy and Titus) contain
7
some genuxne Pauline notes, thus implying that the
Pastorals are in some sense the product of a redactor,
he never examines the extent to which this redactional
activity may have influenced the rest of the contents.
His subsequent interpretation, consequently, remains
governed by the assumption that the Pastorals are the
work, not so much of a redactor, as of a creative
author, writing "to meet the requirements of his own
day."8
A.T. Hanson, likewise, tends to interpret the
Pastorals as the composition of a single mind, even
though he recognizes that the letters "are made up of a
9
miscellaneous collection of material." The question of
whether the title "author" or that of "editor" is more
suitable to the one (or ones?) who compiled this materi¬
al is one that Hanson, unfortunately, never considers.
7
Harrison revised his earlier findings (of five
genuine notes) in later studies that appear in his book,
Paulines and Pastorals (London: Villiers, 1964),
pp.106-128. He divided the three notes as follows: 1)
Tit.3:12-15; 2) II Tim. 4:9-15; 3) II Tim. 1:16-18,
3:10-11, 4:1, 2a, 5b-8, 16-19, 21b, 22a.
8Ibid., p.14.
9
A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.42.
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These two critics typify the approach to the
Pastorals followed by most current scholars; similari¬
ties among the three letters (in content and subject
matter, literary style and vocabulary, shared grammati¬
cal peculiarities, etc.) are interpreted as evidence of
common authorship. But the fact that two or more
documents show close similarities in content, subject
matter, vocabulary, etc., does not necessarily imply
that they were written by the same author. Other equally
plausible possibilities exist; it may mean, for example,
as in the case of the Synoptic gospels, that various
editors have been at work, drawing from the same
storehouse of traditional materials. It may be that the
Pastorals are the product of one author but, if so, this
must be carefully demonstrated and not simply presumed
on the basis of general literary parallels."'""''
So Harrison, The Problem, p.17. For similar
judgments coming from different corners of the
authenticity debate, see also E.F. Scott, The Pastoral
Epistles, p.xxiv.; J.N.D. Kelly, The Pastoral Epistles,
p. 28.,* N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe, p. 57.
"""'"It is possible, as A.T. Hanson, E.E. Ellis and
others argue, that the Pastorals are the product of a
single author who made heavy use of traditional
materials; the problem with this hypothesis, however, is
that we would expect an author to link his miscellaneous
materials together more smoothly, without the sort of
abrupt transitions and logical discontinuities that
Hanson admits characterizes these letters. The whole
question of common authorship and continuity of thought
within the Pastorals is treated more fully in Appendix A
(below).
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The problem is intensified by the fact that stylis¬
tic differences are also to be found among (and within!)
the Pastorals. W. Lock, for example, finds II Timothy
"more intricate in structure and often less clear in
12
expression" than I Timothy or Titus. Such differences
suggest that the stylistic witnesses within the
Pastorals may not all be telling the same story.
Nevertheless, students of the Pastorals have frequently
accepted the verbal and stylistic similarities within
these letters as proof of their common authorship and
literary unity.
Such a starting point effectively eliminates the
need to engage in any serious discussion of the compo¬
sitional integrity of these documents. For if the
Pastorals were originally written by one author in
essentially the same form as we now possess them, then
questions regarding their compositional history lose
much, if not all, of their significance. As a result,
the integrity of these letters has come to be regarded
as a "given" upon which subsequent interpretation can be
built.13
12
W. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles, p.xxvii. Lock,
however, thinks the differences may have been caused by
"a difference of mood." J. Moffatt (Introduction,
p. 401) observes that I Tim. "is more discursive and
miscellaneous than 2 Tim...."
13
So, for example, M. Wolter, Die Pastoralbriefe,
p. 17: "Die besondere Eigenart der Pastoralbriefe als
Pseudepigrapha besteht nun gegeniiber den anderen
(Footnote Continued)
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But does the surviving literary evidence allow us
to presume that we possess the Pastoral letters essen¬
tially in their original form? Or is there sufficient
reason to suspect that these documents may have been
editorially reworked in the course of their transcrip¬
tion?
In the concentrated study of the NT it is all too
easy to treat these texts as though they were histori¬
cally sui generis, somehow protected from the editorial
vicissitudes that were so much a part of the literary
world into which they were born. But the Pastorals were
not transmitted within a literary vacuum. Like all other
NT texts they were written and subsequently copied
within literate religious circles that were responsible
for the production, the preservation, and the transmis¬
sion of an enormous mass of religious documents.
There is no reason to think that early Christian
scribes treated the transmission of the Pastorals any
differently from the way they treated other sacred and
esteemed writings; for this reason, an examination of
the editorial activity within these other writings can
contribute much to our understanding of the likely
scribal influences that were brought to bear upon the
Pastorals themselves.
(Footnote Continued)
pseudepigraphischen Briefen des Neuen Testaments darin,
daB wir es hier nicht nur mit einem einzelnen, sondern
gleich mit drei fingierten Briefen aus der Feder eines
einziqen Autors zu tun haben" (emphasis added).
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The aim of the present chapter, then, is to provide
a sketch of the wider literary context within which the
Pastorals themselves were written and copied. Special
attention in this survey is devoted to the literary
integrity and the transcriptional histories of this
literature. It will become clear from our investigation
that the religious literature of Judaism and early
Christianity share basic compositional features, the
most important of which are presented below, and form
the outline for the remainder of this chapter:
I. Substantial MS evidence suggests that most
of the sacred literature of Judaism is
composite, and has undergone extensive
redaction during the course of
transmission.
II. Texts were subjected to many forms of
editorial re-working, the most notable of
which are listed below:
A. Previously independent texts were
sometimes "stitched" together, often
without any indication that original¬
ly separate texts had been so joined.
B. Large blocks of pre-formed materials
(including prayers, hymns, psalms,
apocalyptic admonitions, etc.) were
often incorporated into existing
texts;
C. Brief proverbial sayings and short
traditional pieces were frequently
added by scribes to existing texts.
III. Similar editorial activity is apparent in
the surviving MSS of "non-canonical" early
Christian documents.
IV. The NT writings possess equally complex
compositional histories.
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I■ The composite nature of sacred Jewish literature
It has become a canon of OT scholarship that the
Hebrew scriptures underwent a long process of
redactional development and growth; in every division of
the OT (the Pentateuch, the Hexateuch, the historical
writings, the prophetic books, the wisdom materials,
apocalyptic writings, the psalms) editorial revision has
occurred; traditional materials of diverse origins have
been gathered and added to earlier writings. No one
disputes that this vast library of Hebrew literature has
been profoundly influenced by the work of compilers and
14
redactors. Frequently this editorial work has resulted
in alterations both in the form and in the contents of
the original writings.
The LXX, likewise, testifies in a striking way to
this ongoing process of textual growth and development;
proverbial sayings, psalms, traditional stories, commu¬
nity "letters", etc. appear in the LXX that have no
counterpart in the Hebrew Bible (see below). "New"
materials have been added to "existing" texts, often
with no indication that the original has been altered.
Compiling, interpolating, appending, and pre-fixing
--all of these editorial techniques are clearly visible
14
See, for example, M.Noth A History of
Pentateuchal Traditions (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall, 1972)]. Noth emphasizes that the Hebrew Scriptures
must be read as a growing complex of living traditions.
See pp. 1, 3, 5, 54, et passim.
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within the LXX, and were frequently and freely employed.
Only by appreciating the redactional histories of these
texts can a proper interpretation of their significance
and meaning be attained.
The great body of "intertestamental" Jewish litera¬
ture is also replete with composite writings of various
kinds. Few documents within this circle of literature
present uncomplicated textual histories; on the con¬
trary, the pervasive work of scribal editors and
redactors is clearly apparent throughout these writings.
No literary genre was exempt from this activity; let¬
ters, poems, apocalypses, community manuals, wisdom
writings, and the like, all show signs of having been
subject to extensive editorial treatment.
II. An overview of the literature, showing various
features of scribal redaction
The following literary survey builds upon the
widely accepted findings of many scholars. The results,
however, underscore a fact too often neglected by
students of the NT: Jewish and early Christian communi¬
ties regarded their sacred texts, not as copyrighted
volumes, but as collections of living traditions;
consequently, their scribes were not reluctant to weave
previously independent materials together during trans¬
mission, believing that by this activity they were
ensuring the preservation and wider circulation of the
traditions they had been charged to maintain.
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A. Previously independent documents have been
"stitched" together.
It was not unusual for scribes to connect formerly
independent documents together, often without giving any
indication of the originally independent status of the
texts so compiled.
The prophetic books of the OT provide clear exam¬
ples of this. The book of Isaiah is a composite document
consisting of various collections of prophetic oracles
whose origins cannot be assigned to any one author and
whose dates span several centuries (Isa. chs.1-39;
40-55; 55-65). The Hebrew text of Jeremiah, likewise,
comprises a miscellany of traditional materials includ¬
ing various collections of prophetic oracles, the
memoirs of Baruch (chs.26-35; 36-45), and a historical
appendix (ch.52). As H. Cunliffe-Jones has correctly
remarked:
The nearest analogy to the ordering of the
material [in Jeremiah] is that of a library, in
which the original collection had its own
classification, but to which other collections
of various sizes have been added, without their
either conforming to the original classifica¬
tion <j>g being given a new overall classifica¬
tion.
The LXX contains a number of traditional stories
that have been "stitched" together during the course of
translation (or transmission?). Two previously inde¬
pendent stories (Susannah, and Bel and the Dragon) have
15
H. Cunliffe-Jones, Jeremiah (London: SCM, 1960),
p. 15.
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been added, for example, to the Daniel material. These
materials comprise some 174 verses which have no coun¬
terpart in the Hebrew Bible. According to G. Vermes and
M. Goodman such additions
...appear to consist in an amalgam of
different stories only loosely linked together,
largely irrelevant to the story in Daniel, and
probably jgrnplete before their insertion into
the book.
Depending upon which MS one reads, the story of
Susannah appears "stitched" to different contexts, none
of which seems particularly suitable. In some MSS the
story appears as a sort of preface to the book of Daniel
(for example, in "Theodotion", the Old Latin, the
Coptic, the Ethiopic, and the Arabic versions); in
others it appears as the last chapter of the book (as in
the LXX, the Vulgate, the Syro-Hexaplar).
The account of Bel and the Dragon shows a similar
contextual fluidity: in "Theodotion" it follows immedi¬
ately upon Daniel ch. 12, while in the LXX it appears
after the story of Susanna. Its originally independent
character is also attested by the fact that Daniel is
introduced formally and fully to his readers in the Bel
narrative (cf. vss.2ff. LXX), even though in its present
context such information only duplicates what is said of
Daniel elsewhere in the larger Daniel corpus.
16
E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People in
the Age of Jesus Christ, rev. and ed. by G. Vermes, F.
Millar, M. Goodman (Edinburgh: T.& T. Clark, 1987),
III.2: 723.
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Two complete letters addressed to Jews in Egypt
have been connected at some stage of transmission to the
beginning of II Maccabees (cf. 1:1-9; 1:10-2:18).
The book of I Enoch (Ethiopic) shows a similar
redactional history. Evidence from Qumran indicates that
the diverse materials presently contained within I Enoch
were originally separate texts written at different
times by different authors. In its present form the text
comprises at least six distinct segments:
1. The book of the Watchers (1-36)
2. The book of Similitudes (37-71)
3. The book of Astronomical Writings (72-82)
4. The book of Dream Visions (83-90)
5. The book of Admonitions (the epistle of
Enoch, 91-105).
6. Appendix from the book of Noah (106-107)
From MSS discovered at Qumran, it is clear that
book 3 of I Enoch (the book of Astronomical Writings)
existed independently in scrolls that contained no other
17
section of the corpus.
The same can be said of the excerpt from the book
of Noah that appears as an appendix at the end of Enoch
(chs. 105-106); this addition is not included in the
Qumran MSS of Enoch, but has been preserved separately
18
in another Hebrew document found in cave I (IQ19).
17
See J.T. Milik, M. Black, The Books of Enoch.
Aramaic Fragments of Qumran Cave 4 (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1976) p.8.
18
On the evidence, see J.T. Milik, Ten Years of
Discovery in the Wilderness of Judea (London: SCM, 1959)
pp.3 3 f.
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Other evidence from Qumran indicates that books 2
and 3 of Enoch were not written on the same manuscripts
as books 1 and 5; this could mean that some, if not all,
of these sections originally circulated independently
and were only later compiled into a larger collection of
19
Enochxc traditions.
The Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch (II Baruch) is
likewise a fusion of pre-formed materials. In this case,
a previously independent "letter" attributed to Baruch
(chs.78-86) appears to have been appended to the larger
, 20
apocalypse.
The fusion of the Epistle of Jeremiah to I Baruch
occured much later in the textual history of Baruch, but
shows how the process of compiling continued long into
the Christian era. The epistle appears in the LXX as a
21
separate book placed between Lamentations and Ezekiel.
19
See J.T. Milik, "Problemes de la litterature
Henochique a las lumiere des fragments arameens de
Qumran," HTR 64 (1971) 333-378.
20
G. Sayler (Have the Promises Failed: A Literary
Analysis of 2 Baruch [Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press,
1982] p.5) analyzes the disparate materials collected in
II Baruch and notes that "Jewish authors of the
Greco-Roman period frequently integrated a variety of
sources and traditions into an individual document, with
no attempt to harmonize different or even conflicting
viewpoints." See also the still valuable treatment of
the book by R.H. Charles (The Apocalypse of Baruch
[London: Adam and Charles Black, 1896] p.23): "[Baruch]
is a composite work put together about the close of the
century, from at least five or six independent
writings."
21
The epistle, as an independent text, has also
(Footnote Continued)
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But in some later Greek MSS it is appended without a
break to the end of Baruch. And after the time of
Jerome most texts show the epistle as eh.6 of Baruch.
Complex literary histories also lay behind many of
the Qumran writings. The Rule of the Community (1QS) ,
for example, is clearly a composite work made up of
22
various community source materxals. There is good MS
evidence to suggest that that the Rule was expanded
during various stages of its transmission. Two
originally separate documents, the Messianic Rule (IQSa)
and the Blessings (IQSb), appear to have been added to
23
the end of IQS at a later time.
The same sort of literary development is apparent
in the Damascus Document. On the basis of breaks in the
text, content, and vocabulary, A.M. Denis has identified
two documents of diverse origin that have been incorpo-
24
rated within the present Damascus Document. J.
(Footnote Continued)
been found at Qumran. For MS evidence see M. Baillet,
Discoveries in the Judaean Desert (of Jordan) (Oxford:
Clarendon Press: 1955) 3: 143.
22
See the discussion in E. Schurer, The History of
the Jewish People, III.l: 384. "The Community Rule
belongs to a type of literature for which it is
inappropriate to speak of a single author."
23
So D. Barthelemy, Discoveries in the Judean
Desert Vol.1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956) pp.107-8.
24
A. M. Denis, Les Themes de connaissance dans le
Document de Damas (Louvain, 1967); See, also, his study
entitled "Evolution de structures dans la secte de
Qumran," in Aux Origines de l'Eglise, Recherches
Bibliques VII, (Bruges 1964) 23-49. Denis argues that
(Footnote Continued)
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Murphy-O'Connor has argued a very similar thesis,
suggesting that cols.2.14-6.1 was originally a mis¬
sionary document.^
Although the Mishnah is a much later document than
those mentioned above, it seems appropriate to include
it at the end of this brief survey since it illustrates
the ongoing scribal tendency to gather together dispa¬
rate materials into one document. Not only is the
Mishnah a compilation of various sources, but each of
the separate tractates it contains is composite too.
Pirqe 'Aboth, for example, is a collection of sayings
2 6
attributed to sixty or so rabbinic sages. The earliest
collection probably ended at 'Aboth 4:22. Chapter 5
contains a collection of numerical sayings (5:1-15) and
other wise words which are not attributed to any rabbi
or sage (except 5:20-23). Chapter 6 contains liturgical
25 - - ■
J. Murphy-O'Connor, "An Essene Missionary
Document? CD II,14-VI,1" Revue Biblique 77 (1970) 201.
"Originally conceived as an instrument of conversion, CD
II,14-VI,1 was later adapted to serve a different
function by the addition of historical (1,1-11,1) and
theological (II, 2-13) introductions. Moreover, within
the missionary document in its present state various
interpolations and glosses are to be detected."
2 6
W.D. Davies ("Reflexions on Traditions: The Aboth
Revisited," Christian History and Interpretation:
studies presented to John Knox, ed. by W. Farmer, C.F.D.
Moule, and R. Niebuhr [Cambridge: University Press,
1967] 127-159) likens the 'Aboth to "a miniature book of
Proverbs."
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materials which were probably not originally a part of
the 'Aboth.^
B. Blocks of pre-formed materials (including
prayers, hymns, apocalyptic admonitions,
farewell discourses, virtue/vice lists, etc.)
were incorporated into existing texts.
Compilation within Jewish documents did not only
involve the stitching together of previously independent
documents. The insertion of pre-formed blocks of tradi¬
tional materials into existing texts is also well
attested throughout Jewish literature.
A previously independent prayer (the Prayer of
Azariah) and a poem (the Song of the Three Young Men),
have been added to the LXX text of Daniel (between 3:23
and 3:24). These two pre-formed units have been joined
to each other (and to 3:23-24) by some brief narrative
prose that functions to link them to the "received"
religious text. The early use of these materials in a
liturgical setting is likely since both the prayer and
the hymn are found as separate Odes (8 and 9) in the
appendix to the Psalms within the text of codex
Alexandrinus.
The LXX text of Esther adds a variety of pre-formed
materials that do not appear in the Hebrew Bible,
including: two prayers (of Mordecai and Esther,
27
See Danby, The Mishnah, p. 458, note 12. Danby
regards ch.6 as "a very late gloss to the five chapters
of Aboth."
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13:8-14:19), biographical notes of Esther before the
king (15:1-16), two royal decrees (of Artaxerxes,
13:1-7; 16:1-24), an interpretation of a dream, a
2 8
conclusion, and a colophon (10:1-11:1). It is unlike¬
ly that the translator of Esther composed any of these
additions himself; if he did, it is hard to understand
why he allowed various inconsistencies and contradic¬
tions to remain between the additions and the main text
? 9
(cf.ll:3 and 12:1 against 2:21).
Various blocks of traditional elements have been
incorporated into I Baruch, including a prayer
(1:15-3:8) and two poems (3:9-4:4; 4:5-5:9) each of
30
which is probably the work of different authors. At
some point the various materials were bound together
under the common theme of the Exile and the Return.
A sixteen verse psalm of thanksgiving has been
added to the text of Sirach (following 51:12) in the
codex Vaticanus; the recurring refrain, "for his mercy
2 8
These additions (about 107 verses in all) were
grouped together and placed at the end of Esther by
Jerome. They still appear in the KJV of the Bible (at
Esther 10:4-16:24), but modern translations have
relegated them to the Apocrypha.
29
There is also reason to think that these
additions were not all inserted into the text at the
same time. See, E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish
People, III.2: pp. 719f.
30
See C.A. Moore, Daniel, Esther and Jeremiah: The
Additions (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1977)
pp.256, 275.
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endures forever," is reminiscent of that which recurs in
Psalm 136.
The text of the Sibylline Oracles has been subject
to frequent editorial interpolations sometimes involving
31
large blocks of material. The group of ¥ MSS, for
example, includes a long passage (cf. Sib.Or.2.56-148)
3 2
that also appears in Pseudo-Phocylides (vss.5-79).
Codex Vaticanus incorporates an extensive parenetic
section into the book of Tobit (4:7-18) that does not
appear in the text of codex Sinaiticus. It is very
unlikely that a scribe would intentionally omit such a
passage; but it is equally hard to imagine how he could
have overlooked such a lengthy text by mistake. It
seems very probable that the traditional parenetic
material was added to the text by a later scribe.
The writings of Qumran also reflect this scribal
tendency to add blocks of traditional materials to
existing texts. At some stage in the development of the
Community Rule, a number of disparate elements were
31
Later Christian interpolations are obvious: see,
for example, the teaching about the incarnation and
career of Christ in 1.324-4001; in 2.238-51 an editor
has added sayings about the coming of Christ in glory
with his angels); see also, 2.311ff (on the intercession
of the virgin), and 2.264 (a reference to presbyters and
deacons).
32
See A.Kurfess, "Das Mahngedicht des sogenannten
Phokylides im zweiten Buch der Oracula Sibyllina" ZNW 38
(1939) 171-81. See also the comments in P.W. van der
Horst, The Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides (Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1978), pp. 84-85. It is worthy of note that the
interpolation omits Ps.Phoc. vss. 70-75.
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gathered together, including: an initiation liturgy
(1:16-2:19), a processional order (2:19-25), a teaching
of the two ways (3:13-4:26), and a hymn (10:9-11:22).
cL
In one copy of the War scroll, 4Q491 (=4Qm ), a
hymn (of the archangel Michael?) appears that is not
found in IQM (cf.4Q491, II.8-18).33
In the incomplete Psalm scroll at Qumran (llQPsa)
six "non-canonical" psalms have been added to the
34
"canonical" collection.
C. Short traditional pieces have been
inserted into "existing" documents
It is well-known that scribes often added short
interpolations or glosses into existing texts. These
additions were frequently motivated by the scribe's
desire to complete an OT quotation, to explain an
obscure phrase, or to fill out a well-known formula.
But an equally striking editorial feature of this
literature is the frequent and sometimes sudden intru¬
sion into the text of short sayings, often of a prover¬
bial, liturgical or hymnic character.
33
So J.T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the
Wilderness of Judea, ET by J. Strugnell (London: S.C.M.
1958), p.39: "the work was variously expanded,
especially in the hymnic sections."
34
See the remarks by G. Vermes, The Dead Sea
Scrolls in English, 3rd ed. (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1987) pp.208-214.
The LXX offers numerous examples of how the sacred
text could and did grow by the addition of small
pre-formed traditional units. The LXX version of the
Song of Moses, for example, adds a refrain not found in
the MT:




and let all the angels of God
magnify him.
The addition of small traditional sayings to
existing texts is especially evident in the MS evidence
that survives of the book of Sirach. Nearly 150 addi¬
tional lines are added to Sirach in the MS group repre¬
sented by Greek codices 55, 70, 106, 248, 253, and 254.
The differences apparently reflect the early appearance
of several Hebrew recensions, the later editions being
3 6
enlarged to incorporate additional materials.
The earliest witnesses to the text of Sirach ch.ll,
for example, omit 11:15-16:
15) Wisdom, understanding, and knowledge of the
law come from the Lord; affection and the ways
of good works come from him.
16) Error and darkness were created with sin¬




See W.O.E. Oesterley (The Wisdom of Jesus the Son
of Sirach or Ecclesiasticus [Cambridge, University
Press, 1912] p.xciii).
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These two interpolations, and many others that appear
within the text of Sirach, must be attributed to scribal
37
activity during the course of transmission.
Similar additions appear in the surviving MS
3 8
witnesses of Pseudo-Phocylides. Frequently, the
scribal methods behind such interpolations can still be
observed; v.36, for example, is a spurious sentence that
seems to have been added and linked to v.35 by means of
word association: ^
T C \ ' - ' ' '35) aypou yeixoveovxos anoaxeo,
y.f| 6' ap' UTtepBfis.
36) uavxtov uexpov apioxov, UTtepBaaiai 6'
aAeyeivcu .
It seems likely that urcepBijis in v. 35 suggested to a
scribe another proverbial saying (containing UTxepBaai'ai)
which he then added to the text.
Other additions to Pseudo-Phocylides reveal similar
scribal techniques. Vss. 116-117, for example, which
37
Sirach is filled with these obvious scribal
additions: see, for example, Sir. 1:5, 7, 21; 3:19, 25;
10:21; 13:14; 16:15-16.
3 8
For example, vss. 36, 116-7, 129, 144-6. See the
commentary by P.W. van der Horst, The Sentences of
Pseudo-Phocylides (Leiden: E.J.Brill, 1978).
39
The verse is omitted by three important MSS: L,
P, V.
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appear in only one MS (V) , seem to have been inserted
into their present context out of thematic consid¬
erations :
116) "Nobody knows what will be after tomorrow
or after an hour."
117) "The death of mortals cannot be foreseen,
and the future is uncertain."
The following verses (118-121) also treat various
aspects of life's instability.
V.144 (only in MS V.) has apparently been added to
the text to illustrate an aspect of the previous saying:
143) "Nip the evil in the bud and heal the
wound."
144) "By a tiny spark a vast wood is set on
fire."
We also see evidence in the Qumran MSS that very
brief units, sometimes consisting of only a few words,
were added by various editors of these documents.
Referring to the apparent collaboration of scribes on
the transcription of IQH, M. Martin observes:
In IQH we concluded [cf. I: p.62] that Scribe A
finished his section, that Scribe B took up for
some four lines and handed over then to Scribe
C, and finally that, when Scribe C had finished
his part and revised his own work and that of
Scribe A, scribe B returned to the work and
went over the work of both Scribes A and C.
There is here enough evidence to warrant our
spea^ng of a mutual collaboration and revi¬
sion (emphasis added).
40
M. Martin, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea
Scrolls (Louvain: University Publications, 1958) I:
p.388.
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Martin goes on to argue that the Qumran MS evidence
suggests that scribes deliberately left lacunae in the
MSS for later insertions which would be added by other
scribes. Compilation, in his view, was a community
project that sometimes involved MS additions (by
various hands) of very small bits, as the document
circulated throughout the scriptorium.
Ill. Non-canonical early Christian documents show
similar marks of scribal editing and redaction.
The composite character of much Jewish literature
is mirrored throughout ancient Christian writings. Few
of these documents can be read as the product of a
single author. Surviving MS evidence indicates that
early Christian compilers were at work, collecting and
combining traditional materials.
The Didache, for example, is a composite document
41
that shows a complex literary history. Diverse blocks
of pre-formed independent traditional materials can be
42
discerned within this teaching manual. A version of
41
R.A. Kraft (The Apostolic Fathers, ed. by R.
Grant, 6 vols. [New York: Thomas Nelson, 1965], vol.Ill,
Barnabas and the Didache, pp.1-2, 64) regards the
Didache as "evolved literature" and suggests that it is
"as much the product of its sources as it is the work of
any individual."
42
See J.P. Audet, La Didache: Instructions des
apotres (Paris: J. Gabalda et Cie, 1958) pp.104-20 (on
the composition of the text), and pp.121-186 (on the
sources).
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the "Two Ways" (1:1-6:2), for example, has at some stage
43
been incorporated into the larger work. Also Embedded
within this document is a collection of three prayers
(8:2-10:8, including the Lord's prayer), and several
clusters of community instructions (on conduct toward
church leaders, 11:3-12; on hospitality, 12:1-5, etc.).
The Epistle of Barnabas, likewise, exhibits certain
marks of redaction; in Barn. 18:1, an editorial remark
clearly reveals a literary seam: "Now let us pass on to
another lesson (yvtoaiv) and teaching ( 6i5ax"nv ) . . . . "
This remark is followed immediately by a version of the
"Two Ways" (18:1-21:9) very similar to the one that
appears in the Didache. Significantly, an ancient Latin
version (L) of Barnabas only includes chs.1-17, omitting
altogether the "Two Ways" material; such MS evidence
supports the theory that the epistle once circulated in
a much shortened form.
The different recensions of the Ignatian corpus
provide considerable textual evidence for this process
44
of editorial revision and expansion. Two facts emerge
43
See the parallels to this material in the Qumran
Community Rule (IQS 3:18) and Barnabas 18:1-21:9.
44
Each extant Ignatian recension contains a
different number of letters: the shorter Syriac
recension (edited by W. Cureton in 1844) includes only
three: Ign.Poly., Ign.Eph., and Ign.Rom. The "middle"
recension (edited by Bishop Ussher in 1644) contains
twelve: the three Syriac letters plus Ign.Symr.,
Ign.Mag., Ign.Phil., Ign.Tral., Mary of Cassoboloa to
Ign., Ign. to Mary of Cassobola, Ign.Tars.,
(Footnote Continued)
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from the textual history of this corpus; 1) in the
course of transmission, collections of letters could be
enlarged by the "loading" of spurious letters onto the
collection, and 2) genuine letters were sometimes
45
subjected to massive scribal interpolation. The
Ignatian recensions provide a unique opportunity to view
something of the textual development and editorial
processes of early Christian texts.
There is reason to doubt the literary integrity of
Polycarp's letter to the Philippians. Commentators have
suspected that this letter (as transmitted) is not a unity
but consists, rather, of two formerly distinct docu¬
ments. The suspicion arises primarily from internal
grounds; in 9:1-2 Polycarp seems to regard Ignatius as
already dead, but later in the same letter (13:2) he




Ing.Antioch., Ign.Hero., Ign.Rom. The long recension
(edited by R. Grosseteste in 1250) has seventeen
letters: the twelve letters of the middle recension
(with many alterations) plus an account of the martyrdom
of Ignatius and four letters of correspondence between
Ignatius, St. John and St. Mary.
45
See the detailed discussion in: J.B. Lightfoot,
The Apostolic Fathers, 1.2: St. Ignatius and St.
Polycarp (London: Macmillan and Co., 1889) pp.233-79;
Lightfoot argued that the interpolator made extensive
use of traditional materials taken from the Apostolic
Constitutions. Compare, T. Zahn, Ignatius von Antiochen,
(Gotha: Friedrich Andreas Perthes, 1873) pp.75-166.
46
So P.N. Harrison, Polycarp's Two Epistles to the
Philippians (Cambridge: University Press, 1936),
(Footnote Continued)
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The Shepherd of Hermas, likewise, appears to be a
composite document that was enlarged during the course
of transmission. Scholars have identified at least
three separate stages of growth in which later writings
47
were appended to earlier materials. The Mandates and
the Similitudes of the Shepherd appear to be based on
older Jewish traditional materials. Mandates 2-10, 12,
examine a series of virtues and vices, and the whole
section is similar in many ways to the teaching of the
Two-Ways (compare, Didache 1-6, Barnabas 18-20). The
Similitudes, likewise, contain a collection of parables
48
that most likely have a pre-Christian Jewish origin.
Considerable MS evidence suggests that the
apocryphal Acts of Paul has been editorially enlarged
through the addition of various traditions about the
49
apostle. The correspondence between Paul and Corinth,
(Footnote Continued)
pp.15-19. In ch.3, Harrison examines other early
Christian writings that appear to be composite. His
examples include II Cor., Phil., II Tim., Rom. 16. Pace
J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers (London: Macmillan
and Co., 1893) pp.166-7.
47
See the discussion on the literary character of
this document by M. Dibelius, Per Hirt des Hermas
(Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1923) pp.419-21.
48
See, for example, Sim. 8, the parable of the
willow tree (8.3.2-3, extolling the general validity of
the Jewish law?) and its secondary Christian application
(8.3.4-11).
49
See A.F.J. Klijn, "The Apocryphal Correspondence
between Paul and the Corinthians," Vigiliae Christianae,
17 (1963) 2-23; W. Schneemelcher's introduction to the
Acts of Paul in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. by E.
Hennecke (London: Lutterworth Press, 1965) II: 322ff.
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for example, is in three parts:
1) a letter written to Paul from Corinth;
2) a narrative recounting the delivery of the
letter to Paul in prison; and
3) a letter written by Paul to Corinth (III
Corinthians).
The Latin text of this material is attested by 5 MSS, of
which all but one (Z) omit part 2 (the narrative). Codex
Z (which includes part 2) omits part 3. And codex P
omits both parts 1 and 2. A third century Greek MS
discovered among the Bodmer papyri (X) also omits part
2.
These omissions are significant for they indicate
the likelihood that parts 1 and 3 at one time circulated
independently, and were only later added to the Acts of
Paul. The narrative, then, may serve in its present
context as an editorial link between the two originally
separate "letters".
The epistle to Diognetus is plainly a composite
document consisting of two previously independent texts,
the first of which ends with chapter 10. Chapters 11-12
have no connection with the preceeding ones and it is
generally recognized that they originally belonged to a
different document. As J.B. Lightfoot has observed,
The two remaining chapters belong to some
different work which has been accidentally
attached to it, just as in most of the extant
MSS the latter part of the Epistle of Polycarp
is attached to the former part of the Epistle
of Barnabas, so as to form in appearance one
59
work. Probably in this ggse also an archetypal
MS had lost some leaves.
Conclusions:
No matter where one looks in the literary landscape
of which the Pastoral letters are a part, the textual
evidence reveals unmistakable signs of frequent and
substantial editing. Many of these texts are clearly
amalgamations of previously independent materials.
Traditional materials have been gathered together and
woven into sacred collections.
It is clear from the above overview that the vast
majority of these Jewish and early Christian writings
are misinterpreted if they are read as the product of
one hand; no single author was responsible for them. The
surviving MS evidence shows the remarkable extent to
which scribes collected and compiled disparate materials
together; the textual histories of every genre of
literature (including historic narratives, prophetic and
wisdom literature, apocalyptic writings, epistolary
collections) show the marks of this scribal activity.
50
J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers (London,
Macmillan & Co., 1898), p.488.
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IV. The editorial re-working of NT texts
Form criticism has demonstrated that the editors of
the gospels were fundamentally compilers of sayings and
traditions about Jesus; the composite nature of the
synoptic gospels, in fact, is an insight that has become
the sine qua non of modern gospel interpretation. As M.
Dibelius has put it:
Das literarische Verstandnis der Synoptiker
beginnt mit der Erkenntnis, daB sie Sammelgut
enthalten. Die Verfasser sind nur zum
geringsten Teil Schriftsteller, in der
Hauptsache Sammler, Tradenten, Redaktoren. Im
Ueberliefern, Gruppieren und Bearbeiten des
ihnen zugekommenen Materials besteht ihre
Tatigkeit vor allem....
When the church's oral traditions were first
written down is a matter of speculation; it is not
unlikely, however, that both oral and written traditions
exerted a strong formative influence on the shape taken
by our present gospels. Paul's references to the tradi¬
tions he had received (cf.I Cor. 11:23; 15:3) seem to
allow the possibility that written traditions circulated




M. Dibelius, Die Formgeschichte des Evangeliums,
5th ed. , ed. by Giinther Bornkamm (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr
[P. Siebeck], 1966), p.2.
52
E.E. Ellis, ("New Directions in Form Criticism,"
in Jesus Christus in Historie und Theologie, Festschrift
in honor of H. Conzelmann [Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1975]
pp.299-315) notes the tendency among modern form-critics
to emphasize the formative role that written
transmission played within early Christianity.
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If so, it is likely that Christian scribes were at
work very early on, "stitching" together small pieces of
traditional materials that came into their care;
Dibelius puts it this way:
Even before the Gospels in our sense arose,
anonymous gatherers of tradition made begin¬
nings of small collections which afterwards
entered into the more inclusive works of the
Evangelists and which, therefore, were no
longer separately preserved. It was not the
purpose of these collectors to write books, but
to pass on tradition. Even the Evangel¬
ists really intended nothing else.
As Bultmann and others have argued, these tradi¬
tional materials probably circulated at first as isolat¬
ed sayings or short stories which were slowly gathered
into small and then larger collections; the editorial
methods used to combine these materials often featured
catch-word links that, not infrequently, tied sayings
together that did not have any real integral relation¬
ship with one another. The Gospel of Thomas may repre¬
sent an early collection of previously isolated Jesus
sayings.
The Evangelists (and later editors) apparently
continued this process of compilation. To call the
Evangelists "compilers," however, does mean that the
gospels are simply a rag-bag of traditions woven togeth¬
er without any sense of structure or desire for
53
M. Dibelius, A Fresh Approach to the NT and Early
Christian Literature (London: Ivor Nicholson and Watson,
1936) p.52.
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coherence. There are signs of intentionality behind the
formation of the gospels. But there is also considerable
evidence to suggest that the gospel compilers did not
function primarily as authors; they were servants of
their collected traditions. Their aim was not so much to
write anything "new" but to preserve their community's
sacred traditions.
In addition to isolated sayings, the Evangelists
seem to have had in their possession pre-formed collec¬
tions of materials which they then incorporated into
54
their own collections of traditions. The five
"conflict-stories" of Mark 2:1-3:6 probably illustrate
such a pre-formed collection. As M. Albertz has shown,
these stories show a loosely-joined unity and structure,
but it is very unlikely that the Evangelist wrote the
section himself; the material has all the marks of a
54
The question of how the canonical gospels were
compiled poses massive problems for NT scholarship; the
evidence, however, indicates that the compositional
histories behind these documents are probably far more
complicated than either the traditional two-source or
the four-source theories allow. A glance at K. Aland's
Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum illustrates well
something of the complexity of the problem: section 59
(pp.83-85), to take one example, presents various
pericopes (from Matt., Lk. , the Didache, Justin's
Apology, etc.) dealing with the theme "loving one's
enemies." Parallel sayings appear in each pericope, but
the order in which these sayings are found within their
respective collections differs considerably (as does the
wording). That any one of these pericopes served as the
source for the others must be considered very unlikely;
it seems far more probable that the editors of these
materials were drawing upon different collections of
sayings that were circulating independently in their
respective communities.
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pre-formed literary unit and probably existed as a
collection when it came into the hands of the gospel
compiler. V. Tayor (following Albertz) notes:
What Mark does is to take over this complex,
either from a document or from oral tradition;
in a conservative spirit he weaves it into his
Gospel (cf. ii. 1 and 13), though it does
not entirely suit his plan.
The "sermons" on the mount (Mt.5:1-7:27) and the
plain (Lk.6:17-49) may represent other early collections
of prayers, beatitudes, parables, etc. that antedate
both Matthew and Luke. H.D. Betz has recently proposed
that the "sermon" appearing in Matt. 5-7 is a
pre-Matthean source compiled around A.D. 55 by a
redactor of Jesus' sayings.Betz's arguments on the
origin of this material are not all equally convincing,
but his suggestion that the evangelist had access to an
independent written collection of Jesus sayings and
incorporated it into his gospel seems very possible.
The "Little Apocalypse" of Mark 13 is a collection
of dominical sayings that may also have had an independ¬
ent textual history prior to its incorporation in the
55
V. Taylor, The Formation of the Gospel Tradition
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1935) p.178. See also, M.
Albertz, Die synoptischen Streitgesprache (Berlin:
Trowitzsch und Sohn, 1921) pp.5-16.
~*^H.D. Betz, Essays on the Sermon on the Mount
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985). Compare G.
Stanton's recent critique in "The Origin and Purpose of
Matthew's Sermon on the Mount," Tradition and
Interpretation in the NT, Essays in Honor of E.E. Ellis,




Gospel. It is only loosely related to its context and
forms an intelligible unity on its own.
But even after the first evangelists finished the
compilation of the materials in their possession, their
gospels continued to grow. Later scribes brought their
own traditional materials and added them to the circu¬
lating gospels. It is clear, for example, that short
traditional "units" were added to the texts of the
gospels. Many of these "floating" traditions, some of
very ancient origins, have been preserved through this
editorial activity. A Jesus-saying, for example, has
been inserted into the Western texts of Mt.20:28 (D and,
with minor variations, <$, it, syr ):
But seek to increase from that which is small
and from the greater to become less. When you
enter a house and are invited to dine, do not
recline in the prominent places, lest perchance
one more honorable than you comes in, and the
host come and say to you, 'Go farther down';
and you will be put to shame. But if you re¬
cline in the lower place and one inferior to
you comes in the host will say to you, 'Go
farther up' ; and this will be advantageous to
you.
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J. Moffatt (An Introduction to the Literature of
the New Testament, rev. 3rd ed. [Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1920] pp.207-09) calls the unit "a written
fly-leaf of early Christian apocalyptic prophecy"
(p.207). A survey of the critical literature (up to
1956) is provided by G.R. Beasely-Murray in Jesus and
the Future (London: Macmillan & Co., 1954) pp.33-167.
5 8
Compare with the shorter version of Lk.14:8-10.
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Another later addition, this time a short
Jesus saying, appears at Matthew 18:11:
For the son of man came to seek and to
save the lost.
This saying is omitted by the earliest witnesses and has
been relegated to the apparatus of Nestle/Aland's 26th
. . 59
edition.
The editor of codex Bezae has added a short Jesus
saying to the text at Luke 6:5:
"On the same day [Jesus] saw a man working on
the sabbath and said to him, "Man, if you know
what you are doing you are blessed, but if you
do not know, you are accursed and a transgres¬
sor of the law."
A traditional saying, attested by Aleph, B, C, L
and others, has been incorporated into Matthew 27:49:
And another took a spear and pierced his
side, and out came water and blood."
The tradition recording Jesus' anguished prayer in
the garden, and the angel's ministry to him (Luke
22:43-44) is absent from such ancient and widely diver¬
sified witnesses as Papyri 69 and 75, aleph, A, B, T, W,
syrs, copsa,bo, armmss, Marcion, Clement, and Origen.
E'amily 13 adds these verses to Matthew's gospel (after
26:39). B.M. Metzger thinks the verses were "added from
59
The saying is omitted by codices Sinaiticus,
Vaticanus, and other witnesses representing several
textual types (Alexandrian, pre-Caesarean, Egyptian,
Antiochian).
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an early source, oral or written, of extra-canonical
6 0
traditions concerning the life and passion of Jesus."
The fact that some of these isolated sayings were
added to the gospels at a much later date is especially
significant, for if scribes added to documents that had
already achieved a certain "fixed" form (by their use
within the churches), it is even more likely that they
would have added to texts that had not yet received
widespread attention!
The gospel MSS also reflect the scribal tendency to
add larger blocks of traditional materials to a "re¬
ceived" text. The story of Jesus' encounter with the
woman caught in adultery (John 7:53-8:11), for example,
is a traditional Jesus story that was added to the text
61
of John at a later date.
Similar scribal activity is evident in the textual
witnesses to the longer endings to Mark's gospel
6 2
(16:9-22). This ending was clearly not a part of the
6 0
B.M. Metzger, The Textual Commentary of the Greek
New Testament (New York: United Bible Societies, 1971)
p.177.
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The story is omitted by Papyri 66 and 75, codices
Aleph and B, and numerous other early MSS. It is also
lacking in the works of Tertullian and Origen. The same
story appears in later manuscripts between John 7:36-37
(codex 225), after Jn.21:25 (fl), after Lk.21:38 (fl3);
after Lk.24:53 (codex 1333).
6 2
The earliest manuscripts end with Mk.l6:8 (so
Aleph, B, 304; others add 16:9-20 directly following
16:8 (so A,C,D,W,Q, et al.); still others include an
additional brief paragraph between between 16:8 and
(Footnote Continued)
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earliest record of this gospel. It may have originally
functioned as a second-century summary giving grounds
for belief in Jesus' resurrection. In any case, it is
not surprising that a scribe would wish to preserve such
valuable traditional material. To attach it to the end
of Mark's gospel would secure its survival.
The literary difficulties presented by ch. 21 of
John's gospel are considerable, and have led most
commentators to conclude that the chapter is an appen¬
dix, probably added at a later stage in the transmission
6 3
of the gospel. R. Bultmann has argued persuasively
against the unity of the postscript itself, suggesting
that it too is a compilation, consisting of an independ¬
ent Easter story (21:1-14) and two conversations of
64
Jesus with Peter (21:15-23).
These representative examples demonstrate how
ancient Christian documents could and did grow. The MS
(Footnote Continued)
16:9-20 (so L, et al.). In one manuscript (k), 16:9-20
is lacking, but 16:8 is followed by the brief paragraph
(mentioned above) that concludes the gospel.
6 3
C.K. Barrett [The Gospel according to St. John,
2nd ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1978)
pp.576-588] reckons that no less than 28 words in ch.21
are absent from chs. 1-20. In Barrett's view the
appendix must be from a different hand since "it is
extremely unlikely that an author, wishing to add fresh
material to his own book, would add it in so clumsy a
manner." p.576. See also the discussion in R. Bultmann,
The Gospel of John: A Commentary, trans, by G.R.
Beasley-Murray (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971)
pp.700-718.
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R. Bultmann, The Gospel of John, pp.702ff.
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evidence enables us, in the above cases, to observe
something of the stages of growth to which the gospels
were clearly subject. The gospels seem to have been
treated by scribes as repositories of traditional
materials. As W. Sanday has observed,
Possessors of copies did not hesitate to add
little items of tradition, often oral, in some
cases perhaps written, which reached
them...."
But what about the remaining NT documents? Were
they also subject to interpolation and expansion during
transmission?
The textual history of the book of Acts certainly
seems to reflect a complicated process of editorial
activity. The additions as well as the
"non-interpolations" of the Western recension (D, Old
Latin, Old Syriac) throw considerable light on early
6 6
scribal practices. Additions to the text seem to
derive from a variety of traditional, apocryphal, or
other non-biblical sources.
An additional "regulation", for example, appears in
the Western version of the Apostolic Decree (see Acts
6 5
W. Sanday, Inspiration, Bampton Lectures of 1893
(London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1894), p.295
6 6
According to the reckoning by F.G. Kenyon [The
Western Text in the Gospels and Acts, Proceedings of the
British Academy, vol.xxiv (London: 1939), p.26] the
Western text is 8.5% longer than the Alexandrian. But
when the two recensions are compared it is evident (from
the Western "non-interpolations") that the Alexandrian
text has also been enlarged by scribal additions.
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15:20 and 15:29); it takes the form of the negative
golden rule:
"And whatever you would not wish to
be done by others, do not do to another."
A confessional statement has been added to the
Western version of Acts 8:37:
"Philip said, 'If you believe with all
your heart, you may [be baptized].' The
official answered, 'I believe that Jesus Christ
is the son of God.'"
The texts of the Pauline letters also bear the
marks of editorial activity. In the letter to the
Romans, for example, there is unmistakable evidence that
some textual alteration has occurred. A benediction
("the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all,
amen") appears in various MSS in different contexts;
some MSS (papyrus 46, aleph, B, 1881 et al.) place the
benediction at Rom. 16:20b; others (D, G, it^ ' g, et
al.) place it at Rom. 16:24, while in still others (P,
33, 104, et al.) it follows 16:27.
The doxology of Rom.15:25-27 also appears at
various places within the MS tradition, and has been
widely recognized as a non-Pauline addition to the
4- 4- 68text.
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This material is not found in papyri 45 and 74,
A, B, C, and other early witnesses.
6 8
The doxology also appears after Rom. 14:23 in a
number of MSS (A, P, 5, 33), while papyrus 46 and a few
others place it after Rom. 15:33. According to W. Kiimmel
(Introduction, p.317) "...it should be regarded as
(Footnote Continued)
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The regulations concerning women's conduct that
appear at I Cor. 14:33b-35 are marked by the kind of
textual disturbance that suggests the presence of a
69
later interpolation into the text, as C.K. Barrett and
others have argued.^
Other blocks of material in the Pauline letters
appear to be scribal interpolations on the basis of
internal considerations (such as their literary charac¬
ter, use of language, and contents). But the lack of
hard textual evidence makes the non-Pauline authorship
of such texts much more difficult to prove. J. Moffatt,
however, cautions against a hasty dismissal of strong
internal evidence in such cases:
Even where the extant text does not suggest any
break, the possibility of interpolations cannot
be denied outright; the distance between the
oldest MSS, or even the oldest versions, and
the date of composition, leaves ample room for
changes to have taken place in the interval
between the autograph and the earliest known
text.
(Footnote Continued)
certain that the doxology does not originate with Paul
and was created originally as a conclusion following
14:23."
69
Some MSS (for example, D, F, G) place I Cor.
14:34-35 after verse 40. In codex Fuldensis the verses
appear twice: in the margin after v.33 as well as in the
text following v.40.
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C.K. Barrett, A Commentary on the First Epistle
to the Corinthians, 2nd ed. (London: Adam and Charles
Black, 1976) p.333. So also, G. Fee, The First Epistle
to the Corinthians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987) p.705.
Pace W.F. Orr and J.A. Walther, I Corinthians (NY:
Doubleday & Co., 1976) p.312.
71
J. Moffatt, Introduction, p.38.
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More than a little internal evidence suggests that
Romans 13:1-7 has been added to Paul's original letter
72
to the Romans. The text has a self-contained unity and
appears to be both independent of, and interruptive of,
73
its context. More importantly, the thoughts presented
74
here are in tension with several basic Pauline ideas.
And the fact that no Christian writer refers to
Rom.13:1-7 prior to A.D. 150 (or perhaps even as late as
A.D. 180) lends credence to the idea that the text was
75
added to the letter by a later hand. J.C. O'Neill
72
This position is by no means universally
accepted. C.E.B. Cranfield (Romans IX-XVI [Edinburgh: T.
& T. Clark, 1979] II: pp.651ff) argues against it,
although he concedes that "the relation of 13:1-7 to its
context remains for us to some extent problematical"
(p.653). See also the arguments defending Paul's
authorship of this text by M. Black, Romans (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1973) p.159.
73
So C.K. Barrett, A Commentary on the Epistle to
the Romans (Adam and Charles Black: London, 1962
[1957]), p.244. Although Barrett does not think the
passage an interpolation, he does recognize the problems
it presents: "The new paragraph, a self-contained
treatment of a special theme, appears at first to be
introduced somewhat abruptly."
74
J. Kallas ["Romans XIII. 1-7: An Interpolation"
NTS 11 (1964-5) 365-74] observes four basic
contradictions running through Rom.13:1-7: 1) there is a
lack of any sense of Jesus' immediate return; 2) the
term e^ouaia is employed to denote earthly human powers
whereas in Paul the term refers to spiritual powers; 3)
the powers (e^ooaia) in this passage are regarded as
loyal servants of God whereas in Paul they always depict
evil cosmic figures; 4) the passage reflects the
Pharisaic view of retribution --quite different from
Paul's view of the suffering of the innocents.
75
So, E. Barnikol, "Romer 13: Der nichtpaulinische
Urprung der absoluten Obrigkeitsbejahung von Romer
(Footnote Continued)
72
regards the unit as a collection of eight injunctions
that "was probably ancient at the time of its incorpora-
,,76tion."
The Pauline authorship of II Cor. 6:14-7:1 has also
77
been widely doubted on internal grounds. It is hard
to deny that the passage fits poorly into its present
7 8
context, or that 7:2 follows excellently upon 6:13.
Differences in vocabulary are also evident; six words
appearing in 6:14-7:1 do not appear elsewhere in the
(Footnote Continued)
13.1-7" in Studien zum Neuen Testament: Erich
Klostermann zum 90. Geburtstag dargebracht, Texte und
Untersuchungen, Vol. 77 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1961).
See his summary, pp.129-33.
7 6
J.C. O'Neill, Paul's Letter to the Romans,
Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1975) p.209.
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But, again, the authorship of this section is
much debated. Its authenticity is upheld by many. See,
for example,I C. G. Moule, The Second Epistle to the
Corinthians ('London: Pickering and Inglis, Ltd., 1962);
F.F. Bruce (I and II Corinthians [London: Marshall,
Morgan and Scott, 1971] p.214) regards the section as a
Pauline digression.
7 8
Many commentators think the section is an
interpolation; some regard it as a non-Pauline (but
Christian) writing, others think it has a pre-Christian
(perhaps Qumranic?) origin. See the discussion by H.D.
Betz, "2 Cor. 6:14-7:1: An anti-Pauline Fragment?" JBL
92 (1973) 88-108; J.A. Fitzmyer, "Qumran and the
Interpolated Paragraph in 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1" CBQ 23 (1961)
271-280. R. Bultmann [Per zweite Brief an die Korinther
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1976) pp.181-2.]
regards the text as "typisch jiidische Paranese", and
compares it to the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs
(especially TLevi 19, TNaph.3). He wondered if it had
been "christlich bearbeitet".
79m, t ~ n \ ' 'These are: exepo^uyeiv, BeAiap, yiexoxOe
auu<}>a)VT]ai s , auyKaxaOeais, poAoayLos .
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The literary relationship between the letter of
Jude and II Peter (especially ch.2) is very complex and
difficult to untangle. But the striking similarities
between these two documents suggest that either a common
document has been incorporated within both letters or
that a dependent literary relationship exists between
8 0
Jude and II Peter. In either case it is clear that
pre-existing materials have been incorporated into at
least one of these documents without any indication that
81
such editorial activity has occurred.
The Apocalypse of John also reflects the marks of a
8 2
composite document; in its present form it is made up
of many diverse traditional elements (including letters,
8 0
Most modern scholars argue for the latter
alternative, giving the priority to Jude. See W. Kiimmel,
Introduction, pp.428ff. See also the discussion on the
question of literary dependence in C. Bigg's Commentary
on the Epistles of St.Peter and St. Jude (Edinburgh: T.
& T. Clark, 1910) pp.216ff.
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This is clearly to over-simplify a complex
problem, for it seems likely that the compiled materials
were also modified by the compiler. But even if this
were the case, it would still represent a significant
example of a compiler who added pre-existing materials
(mutatis mutandis) into his text without any indication
that such compilation had occurred.
o n
J. Moffatt [The Historical NT (Edinburgh: T.& T.
Clark, 1901) pp.677ff.] presents a detailed overview of
earlier studies on this apocalypse. For Moffatt, "the
composite character of the writing is no longer a
hypothesis, it is a postulate, of critical study." See
also the more cautious, but similar, conclusion of W.
Kiimme 1, Introduction, p. 464 .
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8 3
hymns doxologies, prayers, etc). The seven letters
of the Apocalypse (2:1-3:22) show marked differences in
form, language, and theological ideas from the materials
in chs.4-22. These distinctive features suggest the
84
previously independent character of these letters.
The fact that NT texts were subjected to signifi¬
cant editorial re-working is not only revealed by a
close examination of the MS evidence and of the internal
features of the texts themselves. It is attested also by
the frequent complaints of the church fathers that the
sacred writings of the second-century church were being
freely edited and manipulated.
Tertullian, for instance, complained that various
heresies were tampering with the sacred texts, each one
perverting them "with both additions and subtractions to
8 3
This is not to suggest that the various
pre-formed traditions within Revelation have simply been
thrown together without regard to order or structure.
There is obvious structural unity but it is not of the
kind that one would expect from an author; it seems,
rather, to be a carefully combined compilation of
disparate sources.
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The literary integrity of Revelation in general,
and of the seven letters in particular, is a matter of
dispute. J. Massyngberde Ford (Revelation [Garden City,
NY: Doubleday & Co., 1975] pp.43-45, 55-56) presents a
detailed examination of the linguistic differences
between chs.1-3, 22:16b, 20-21, and chs.4-22, and
concludes that chs.1-3 must have been added by a later
writer. Ramsay, Letters to the Seven Churches, argues
that the letters circulated independently. But compare
the objections to such theories in M. Kiddle's, The




suit its own teaching." Marcion's critical edition of
the Pauline letters is probably the best known example
of this. But it must be remembered that Marcion claimed
to be restoring these letters to their original form; in
seeking legitimacy for his work, he appealed to what he
thought was a generally recognized fact: that the
Pauline letters had been considerably edited during
transmission. Since the church possessed no standardized
NT text, Marcion's tendentious arguments were all the
more difficult to refute.
Celsus also accused Christians of editing the
sacred texts; Origen quotes him as saying that,
some believers, as though from a drinking bout,
go so far as to oppose themselves and alter the
original text of the gospel three or four times
over, and they change its character to enable
them deny difficulties in face of criti¬
cism.
If the practice of interpolating texts had not been a
widespread phenomenon in this period, such accusations
would have carried little weight. As J. Moffatt has
observed, such a charge "would not have been worth
making unless the fact on which it rested had been at
87
least a popular and highly credible habit...."
Eusebius reports that Tatian "ventured to para¬
phrase (y.eTa4>pa.aai ) some words of the apostle LPaul], as
8 5
Tertullian, Prescription Against Heretics, 17.
8 6
Origin, Contra Celsum, 11.27.
8 7
J. Moffatt, The Historical New Testament, p.609.
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8 8
though correcting their style." Eusebius also records
that Dionysius, the bishop of Corinth, complained that
his own letters had been mutilated by "the apostles of
the devil" who "have filled them with tares by tearing
out some things and putting in others." Dionysius goes
on to say,
"it is no wonder that some have gone about to falsi¬
fy even the scriptures of the Lord wh^ji they have
plotted against writings so inferior."
To what these "scriptures of the Lord" refer is unclear,
but it may be that in the mind of the earliest readers
they included both the Gospels and the Pauline letters.
A great body of evidence, then, suggests that the
earliest NT texts were liable to extensive interpola¬
tions, glosses, and other sorts of textual modifica¬
tions. It would be surprising, in fact, if such were not
the case for it is unlikely that scribes only began to
gloss and interpolate the NT writings after the appear¬
ance of the church's published edition of collected
Christian writings. The texts were undoubtedly more
vulnerable to editorial reworking in the earliest
period, before the general church editions became
available and the scrutiny of the ecclesiastical
8 8
Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, IV.xxix.6.
89
Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, IV.xxm.12.
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authorities could be brought to bear upon the shape of
the text.
Conclusions and Relevance for the Pastorals::
The foregoing compositional survey covers an
enormously diverse range of Jewish and early Christian
writings; almost every major genre of religious litera¬
ture is represented, including historical narratives,
prophetic writings, wisdom collections, apocalyptic
works, community manuals, epistolary writings, and
gospel accounts. Chronologically, the dating of the
various documents covers the equally expansive period of
over one thousand years, from the age of Jeremiah (circa
750 B.C) to that of the redactor of the Ignatian corpus
(A.D. 400?).
The selection of this mass of literary documents is
open to immediate objections, especially since few of
the writings examined seem to provide close literary
parallels to the Pastorals. Many of the works have been
90
For further discussion of this point see, J.C.
O'Neill's article, "Glosses and Interpolations in the
Letters of St. Paul," Texte und Untersuchungen 126,
Studia Evangelica VII, (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1982)
pp.379ff. Also, H. Koester, Introduction to the New
Testament, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982), II: 41:
"...textual corruptions are most frequent during the
first decades of the transmission, that is, in the
period between the autograph and first edition."
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compiled over long periods of time; none of them seems
to offer a precise parallel to the Pastorals.
In defending the selection of documents, it must
first be conceded that not all of the above documents
have an equal contribution to make to our understanding
of the Pastorals. It is highly unlikely, for example,
that the Pastorals have a compositional history at all
like that of II Baruch or the Mishnah. Closer literary
parallels to the Pastorals may be afforded by documents
like the Didache and the longer recension of the
Ignatian corpus. It is fair to say that such texts
probably offer more clues about the origin of the
Pastorals than, say, I Enoch or the Mishnah.
So why include the more "remote" literature in this
survey? Why not collect only the documents that seem to
offer the closest literary parallels to the Pastorals
and examine them? There are several reasons; first of
all, the primary aim of this investigation has not been
so much to search for precise literary analogies to the
Pastorals, but to provide a broad overview of the
compositional histories of Jewish and early Christian
literature --that is, to set the backdrop, as it were,
of the literary environment out of which the Pastorals
emerged. To achieve this aim, the types of literature
examined have intentionally been kept very broad; no
attempt has been made to focus upon any particular genre
or form of writing, or to limit the survey to documents
that show some "likeness" to the Pastorals. The most
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important results of the survey depend in many respects
upon the widespread and diverse selection of the materi¬
als examined.
Secondly, it cannot be assumed that documents
showing close literary parallels share similar composi¬
tional histories. In fact, the above survey of the wider
literature suggests that the literary history behind
each Jewish and early Christian document is a unique
one. Editors apparently did not follow any set schema
as they went about their task of compilation. The
additions to Isaiah's original oracles, for example,
show some editorial parallels to those that appear in
Jeremiah, but the differences in the way these materials
were compiled are equally pronounced. Even among
closely related Christian texts a remarkable diversity
is apparent in the compositional techniques that were
employed; The Gospel of Thomas, for example, like the
canonical gospels, includes various collections of Jesus
logia but, unlike those gospels, Thomas does not place
the logia into any narrative framework.
This means that literary relatedness in genre,
form, content, etc., is not necessarily all that impor¬
tant in the comparison of the compositional histories of
documents. Certain editorial techniques employed by the
redactor of Sirach may be reflected in the texts of
other composite documents of very different genres and
purposes. The Pastorals may not show many literary
similarities to I Enoch, but this does not make the
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compositional history of I Enoch irrelevant. For not
only does I Enoch add its witness to the widespread
practice of editorial compilation, but the text also
shows certain literary marks (like awkward transitions
and abrupt breaks in thought) that help clarify, togeth¬
er with the evidence from other documents, certain
characteristic features of composite documents.
Consequently, the documents that may seem further
removed from the Pastorals by virtue of their different
genres, forms, times of origin, compositional histories,
etc. still make an important contribution to this study
by revealing the remarkable diversity of the editorial
activity. In light of such diversity, it would be appear
to be gross over-simplification of the compiling pro¬
cesses to suggest that the Pastorals (if composite) were
compiled like the Didache, or like the Gospels, or like
the Gospel of Thomas, or like the longer recension of
the Ignatian corpus. Compilers seem to have followed no
specific pattern; hence, the search for precise paral¬
lels may be a futile one.
Regarding the time factor, it is true that some of
the documents examined above were compiled over hundreds
of years, but this does not necessarily negate their
relevance as witnesses to the compiling process. In
fact, they provide important testimony for the fluidity
of the ancient text --the original form of which was not
regarded as sacrosanct by later editors. The Pastorals
are often presumed to be precisely in the form that
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Paul, or a pseudo-Paul, wrote them. But the evidence
from ancient sacred documents, showing that they have
been modified, enlarged, updated, etc. over time, may
indicate that the Pastorals underwent a similar process.
It is possible, in fact, that the Pastorals them¬
selves were compiled over a fairly long period of time
consisting, perhaps, of over one hundred years. Such a
conjecture cannot be ruled out and might help explain
why the Pastorals were apparently so slow to gain
recognition within the churches. C.K. Barrett observes
in this regard that,
"Any account... that we may give of [the
Pastorals'] origin must if possible explain the
fact that up to the middle of the second centu¬
ry, or indeed somewhat gl^ater, they were by no
means widely known...."
The relevance of the survey for the present study
may, perhaps, best be presented by listing the signifi¬
cant features that are thrown into clear relief by this
diverse collection of literary witnesses:
1. A massive array of religious
documents held sacred by both Jews
and Christians show complicated
histories of compilation.
No matter where we look in the literary landscape
of which the NT documents are a part, we find texts that
91
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p. 2. The
first undisputed reference to the Pastorals is by
Irenaeus, (Adv.Haer., cf.3.14.1) writing around A.D.
180.
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exhibit clear marks of frequent and substantial editing.
In their present form, the majority of these documents
cannot be attributed to any single author. Most are
composite works, produced from diverse collections of
various materials, and woven together by scribes acting
as editors. The effects of this editorial activity can
be seen across diverse genres of literature; prophetic
books, wisdom collections, apocalyptic writings, commu¬
nity manuals, letters from religious leaders, etc., all
show signs of significant editorial influence. It is
clear from this survey that the literary circles within
which the Pastorals were transcribed were engaged in the
editorial redaction of sacred texts on a massive scale.
2. Judging by the ways in which the sacred
texts were edited and compiled, it is
evident that scribes did not regard
their collections of traditional
materials as permanently "fixed" or
delimited.
Ancient texts grew. This fundamental fact is
easily forgotten by modern NT students living in an age
that prints books and protects the integrity of its
literature through the application of rigid copyright
laws. Jewish and early Christian scribes plainly did not
hesitate to add collected traditions to pre-existing
collections of traditions. From the books of Jeremiah
to the Proverbs, from the Gospels to the letters of
Ignatius, it is clear that scribes freely enlarged
existing collections of materials by adding their own
materials.
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The motives behind such editorial activities were
undoubtedly varied. But certain basic aims can be
discerned: the scribal editors regarded themselves as
guardians of the community's sacred traditions; as such,
their chief task was to protect and preserve the liter¬
ary heritage which had been passed down to them. In¬
structions to preserve the wisdom of the ancients is
scattered throughout Jewish and early Christian writ¬
ings; in the book of Sirach (39:1-2), for example, the
man who is devoted to the study of the law is described
as one "who will seek out the wisdom of all the an¬
cients, and will be concerned with prophecies; he will
preserve the discourse of notable men...." Such teach¬
ing spurred on the process of collecting and
compiling traditional materials.
3. The editorial methods used in the
preservation of these materials took
many forms. Compiling, interpolating,
appending, and pre-fixing --all of
these techniques were frequently and
freely employed.
Our investigation into the literary histories of
Jewish and early Christian texts reveals a remarkable
diversity in the editorial methods that scribes, intent
upon preserving traditional materials, employed.
Sometimes scribal editors simply "stitched" togeth¬
er formerly independent and loosely related documents.
The composite book of I Enoch, the collection of Daniel
stories, the fusion of the Epistle of Jeremiah to the
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end of Baruch all illustrate this editorial method of
compilation.
Frequently, large blocks of traditional materials
were added to existing collections, often without any
suggestion that such editorial activity had occurred.
The Sibylline Oracles provide numerous instances of such
interpolations, the clearest, perhaps, being the large
parenetic section (an extract from Pseudo-Phocylides?)
that has been inserted at 2:55ff. The inclusion of the
Two-Ways material in the Didache and the Epistle of
Barnabas offer other examples.
Small collections of traditional materials were
also brought together and combined, resulting occasion¬
ally in much larger collections. Many of the prophetic
books, for example, probably grew in this way. Regard¬
ing the book of Jeremiah, S.R. Driver remarks:
The large amount of variation between the LXX
and the Massoretic text constitutes an inde¬
pendent ground for supposing that, in some
cases, the writings composing the Book of Jer.
circulated for a while in separate small col¬
lections, in which variations might more easily
arise t^n after they were collected into a
volume.
Collections of wisdom materials also provide clear
examples of this editorial technique.
Existing documents were also enlarged by the
inclusion of sometimes very short traditional pieces.
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S.R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of
the Old Testament, 9th rev. ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1920), pp.271-2.
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Isolated wisdom sayings, for example, have clearly been
added to existing texts (cf. Sirach 1:5, 7, 21;
Pseudo-Phocylides vv.116-117, 144; et al.). Similar
evidence of this activity can be found in the Gospel
MSS; isolated Jesus logia, for example, have been
editorially added at Matt. 18:11 and Lk. 6:5. In all
probability, a short regulation on women's conduct has
been added by an editor following I Cor. 14:33a.
4. Scribes appear to have treated existing
texts as repositories, or "collecting
points," to which they brought their own
storehouse of sacred traditions.
It is clear from our survey that existing documents
frequently served as literary vehicles upon which
scribes felt free to load other traditional materials.
Documents were sometimes enlarged by the addition of
similar materials; psalms, for example, were added to
£
existing collections of psalms (llQPs ); collections of
wisdoms sayings were added to the LXX version of Prov¬
erbs (compare the MT).
Traditional materials were also collected and
editorially combined out of interest in a common theme,
or a great leader or religious hero. Non-canonical
collections of Daniel stories, for instance, have been
collected and added to the canonical Daniel traditions
in the LXX. Several post-resurrection stories have been
gathered together and added to the end of Mark's
Gospel (and John's?) by a later editor.
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5. In the compilation of traditional
materials, scribes did not only add
"like" to "like." Existing documents
served as vehicles onto which diverse
literary forms were added.
Compilers of sacred traditions were clearly not
concerned about mixing formally unrelated materials.
Pre-formed hymns, prayers, letters, wisdom sayings,
apocalyptic warnings, farewell addresses, etc. were
editorially imbedded within all sorts of literary
genres. The book of Sirach, for instance, is a collec¬
tion of wisdom sayings, but a sixteen-verse psalm has
been added to the text (following 51:12) of the codex
Vaticanus. A number of disparate elements have apparent¬
ly been added at some stage to the Community Rule of
3L
Qumran, including a "Messianic Rule" (IQS ) and a
Id
collection of blessings (IQS ). On stylistic and lin¬
guistic grounds there is reason to believe that the
seven "letters" imbedded within the Apocalypse of John
93
were added to chapters 4-22 by a later editor.
6. The compilation of diverse literary
elements frequently resulted in
documents that are marked by abrupt
transitions and logical discontinuities.
This assessment applies to many of the documents
examined in the above survey. A lack of coherence and
93
See J. Massyngberde-Ford, Revelation (Garden
City, NY: Doubleday & Co., 1975) pp.43-45. But see the
objections of W. Kiimmel, Introduction to the NT (London:
S.C.M. Press, 1975).
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logical progression is especially prominent in the
collections of Wisdom materials such as Proverbs, the
book of Wisdom, Sirach, etc. But many other Jewish and
early Christian documents show similar marks of logical
discontinuity. The miscellaneous exhortations that have
been added to the book of Tobit (4:7-18) have only a
loose connection with the surrounding narrative, and
even less (except formally) with each other. The
materials within the Didache and the Epistle of Barnabas
show no sustained development of thought. Nor do the
canonical gospels --or at least certain sections within
the gospels; it is not easy, for example, to find any
logical sequence in the collected instructions that
appear in in Mark 9:42-50.
Literary coherence and development of thought may
be important to an author, but it does not seem to have
been the prime concern of compilers. What the compiler
receives he transmits; his task is to preserve. Conse¬
quently, the flow of thought and logical progression
within composite documents is often lost to view.
7. Scribes employed a variety of
editorial techniques in the linking
together of pre-formed traditions.
We have observed that compilers often connected
sayings or collections together almost mechanically by
means of verbal links (cf. Pseudo-Phocylides vv.35-36);
this helps explain the lack of logical coherence that
appears throughout many composite documents. The passage
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alluded to (in § 6, above) from Mark's Gospel is clearly
an artificial collection of sayings strung together on
the basis of catch-words: (cf. 9:42, eva x5v pUKpwv, cf.
9:37; 9:48, nopi; 9:49, ixupi'; 9:49, aX \ aapaexai ; 9:50:
alas; compare also the "seed" sayings in Mk. 4:26-32) .
There is reason to think that Mark took over these
sayings as he found them in an already existing collec¬
tion, with little or no attempt to provide them with a
94
chronological or topographical setting.
Editors also arranged materials together by topics
or themes. Sirach 3:1-16, for example, presents us with
a loosely connected group of sayings on "Honoring your
father;" in 4:1-10 several groups of sayings have been
gathered together around the topic, "On treating the
less fortunate."
Occasionally compilers appear to have simply
juxtaposed their sources, making little effort to smooth
out the logical inconsistencies and abrupt transitions
that naturally arise from such compilation. As R. Kraft
has noted, this kind of editorial compilation is
94
On this point, V. Taylor (The Gospels: a short
Introduction, p.32) remarks: "That we are justified in
speaking of a 'collection,' and probably a written
collection, is suggested by the fact that these sayings
are often loosely strung together like similar sayings
in Proverbs and other Jewish books."
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pervasive throughout ancient Jewish and early Christian
. . 95
writings.
Editors frequently made a combined use of these and
other methods in their compiling work. Most composite
works show varying kinds of editorial redaction.
8. Authorial axliVify is frequently
absent from composite documents.
It is a remarkable fact that most of the documents
examined in the above survey show very little authorial
activity. This is not to say that they lack
intentionality, or purpose or even structure; the
compilers clearly had aims in mind when they put dispa¬
rate materials together, and they show varying degrees
of interest in structuring their materials along certain
lines. But, in spite of this, most composite documents
read more like collections than compositions.
An author writes with a plan in mind and his
writing is usually reflective of this; his paragraphs
show logical progression and order; his various concerns
are connected by carefully crafted transitional sentenc¬
es; seldom does an author allow his writing to move
forward without some driving train of thought. But as we
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R. Kraft, The Apostolic Fathers: Didache and
Barnabas, Vol. VIII (New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons,
1965), p.20. Kraft suggests that the awkward
juxtopositions within many ancient Jewish and early
Christian texts may indicate that the compilers worked
from within "school" settings. This point is addressed
more fully in chapter six of this thesis (below).
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have seen, most composite literature reads very differ¬
ently. This suggests that the compilers did not normal¬
ly regard themselves as literary authors; they were not
interested in writing anything novel. Nor did they
function as mere copyists; they were principally collec¬
tors, protectors of tradition, editors, to whom fell the
great responsibility of preserving the community tradi-
These conclusions, if valid, have a fundamental
contribution to make to our study of the Pastorals.
First of all, they serve to warn against a too hasty
acceptance of the literary integrity or authorial unity
of these letters. It is clear from the overview that no
genre of literature was exempt from Jewish and early
Christian scribal redaction; sacred documents of all
sorts were treated as "collecting points" or vehicles
upon which other cherished traditions were loaded; even
It must be granted, however, that compilers
did at times engage in authorial activity. The Epistle
of Aristeas is probably a composite work, the various
materials of which have been woven carefully together
and expanded by an author desiring to make a certain
case. To an extent, the same can be said for such
documents as the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs and
Luke-Acts. But the number of composite documents that
show signs of having been written by self-conscious
authors are few. And even in such documents many of the
"seams" remain visible where pre-existing sources have
clearly been taken over (without any apparent revision)
and incorporated into the text. In the production of
most composite documents, it seems right to conclude
that scribes usually functioned "passively", as
collectors, rather than "actively," as authors.
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genuine epistles could function as depositories into
which editors would add other materials (cf. the
Ignatian letters).97
Secondly, the survey highlights certain literary
features that are characteristic within composite docu¬
ments, including: obscure and awkward transitions
between topics or themes; the lack of sustained argument
and logical development of thought; the appearance of
ideas or arguments that have no connection with the
immediate context; the presence of loosely related
sayings, connected together by artificial catch-word
devices. If an ancient document (like the Pastorals)
exhibits features like these there is added reason to
98
suspect that editorial compilation may have occurred.
Thirdly, the survey provides us with evidence that
authentic documents were often enlarged by the addition
97
The long recension of the Ignatian letters was
probably produced around A.D. 350, long after the
emergence of the Pastorals. But the relevance of the
Ignatian corpus for understanding the textual history of
the Pastorals is not, for that reason, diminished. They
conclusively show that the radical compilation of
genuine epistles by scribes did occur; and if such
widely circulated and highly valued letters like
Ignatius (cf. Eusebius) could be redacted as late as the
fourth century, then we must be open to the possibility
(if not the likelihood) that the Pastorals were subject
to a similar treatment --especially given the fact that
the Pastorals would have been redacted prior to the
church's general acceptance (or canonization) of these
documents!
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An author, of course, could incorporate
pre-existing materials into his text, but he would
presumably re-fashion them to assure that their
insertion would not break his flow of argument.
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of related, but non-genuine, materials. The prophetic
books provide the clearest examples of this. Most
prophetic literature is composite; no one author can be
ascribed to these prophecies in their present form; they
are disparate collections. But a small core of authentic
oracles probably lie imbedded within each book, and
served as the original structure upon which other
collections of related (though "inauthentic") materials
were added. Authentic oracles of Jeremiah, for example,
are preserved in the book that goes by his name; but his
prophecies make up a relatively small portion of the
text in its present form. Other oracles, written by
different prophets, have been added, as well as other
related materials. Still, the original ascription to
Jeremiah has been retained by the religious community
out of which it emerged.
In the same way, the canonical texts of Psalms and
Proverbs contain genuine collections of Davidic psalms
and Solomonic proverbs, to which later editors added
psalms and proverbs composed by others and cherished by
both Jews and early Christians. These original collec¬
tions served as the core around which other materials oitre.
collected. The long Ignatian recension illustrates how
a core of authentic letters could be similarly enlarged.
This information suggests that authentic texts
frequently stand behind (or imbedded within!) composite
documents. The question of whether a similar process
occured to the Pastorals is of obvious significance to
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our study, and must be examined in more detail in the
analysis which follows (chs.3-5).
Finally, the compositional histories of the above
literature indicate that scribes treated these docu-
-that
ments as living traditions, and/■ the traditions were
still being collected within the early Christian commu¬
nities. As a scribe went about his work, he was strong¬
ly disinclined to allow any sacred traditions within his
grasp to be lost. And the most effective way to pre¬
serve such materials was to add them to an existing text
during the process of copying.
As J. Moffatt has observed,
...the conception of an early Christian writing
as a necessarily inviolate, rigid, and rounded
whole, is entirely misleading.... It is plainly
a matter for increased delicacy and exacter
scrutiny to fix the period of composition for
the substantial part of a writing which...may
have been retouched and enlarged by the author,
or...may have been subjected to revision by
other and later hands.
The Pastorals are commonly read by commentators as an
"inviolate, rigid, and rounded whole." Yet we have
already observed (cf.ch.l) something of the difficulties
they pose to interpreters who presume that they have a
simple literary history.
The above examination suggests that the editorial
re-working of sacred texts was common within early
Christian communities, and that most Jewish and early
Christian documents have complex compositional histo¬
ries. It now remains to examine the texts of the
Pastorals themselves to see what marks of editorial
94




I TIMOTHY: A COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS
1:1-2 Epistolary Salutation
This salutation (like those in II Tim. and Titus)
follows the ancient Greek (and Pauline) epistolary form:
A to B, greeting. The style of the greeting is in many
respects similar to the other Pauline letters, but a
number of oddities appear that make its authenticity
doubtful. The formality and elaborateness of the
salutation as well as the solemn emphasis on Paul's
apostolic authority seem a surprising way to begin a
personal letter, especially between two close and
intimate friends."'"
The oddity of the salutation was noted by John
Calvin [Commentary on the Epistles to Timothy and Titus,
ed. by D. Torrance and T. Torrance (Edinburgh: Oliver
and Boyd, 1964) p.187] who observed that Paul would have
had "no need to set forth his titles and reassert his
claims to apostleship, as he does here, for the name
alone would certainly have been enough for Timothy."
Calvin concluded that the Pastorals must have been
intended for a wider audience than just Timothy. But if
that were the case, one would expect Paul to include
(Footnote Continued)
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Several unPauline expressions appear in the saluta¬
tion; the phrase xax* enaxayriv 9eou awrffpos tiu&v (1:1),
for example, has only once close NT parallel (Tit.1:3):
icax' eixixayriv too aooxripos ripiajv §eou. Nowhere in Paul's
letters is God referred to as the savior; auxfip, in
fact, is a term Paul rarely employs; it is only found at
Phil.3:20 (cf. Eph.5:23) where it refers to Jesus. In
the Pastorals, however, the use of ctwxtip is common; it
appears ten times, six referring to God and four to
2 .....
Jesus. That the phrase may have a liturgical origin is
suggested by the use of a similar expression in the
non-Pauline doxology at the end of Romans (16:26): kcxx '
ertiTayriv too aiuvioo $eoo. The same idea occurs in the
/ / ~ r ~
doxology that concludes Jude 24: y.ovw §eco owxripi riy.u>v.
The phrase Xpiaxou 'iriaoo xfjs eXnidos tijiuv is
another that finds no parallel in the NT. In Col. 1:27
. t J ^ A. /
Jesus is called ri eAixis xtis 6o£r|s but here in this
salutation the term eAixis seems to function as a fixed
title for Jesus. The use of such a title (outside of
the Pastorals) is not attested in early Christian
(Footnote Continued)
Calvin concluded that the Pastorals must have been
intended for a wider audience than just Timothy. But if
that were the case, one would expect Paul to include
some reference to the larger community in the salutation
as he did, for example, in his semi-personal letter to
Philemon (see 1:1).
2I 1:1; 2:3; 4:10; Tit. 1:3; 2:10; 3:4 refer to God
as savior; II 1:10; Tit. 1:4; 2:13; and 3:6 link the
term with Jesus.
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literature before the Ignatian letters.3 A. T. Hanson
regards it as a "mark of third-generation Christiani¬
ty. "4
If the formulaic expression "an apostle according
to God our Savior, and Christ Jesus our hope" is re¬
moved, the salutation appears far less formal, and the
major difficulties in ascribing it to Paul fall away.
It may be that these fixed liturgical expressions were
added at a later date to a brief but authentic Pauline
salutation.^ We know that pious interpolations were
added to many Jewish and early Christian texts; the
Sibylline Oracles, for instance, were clearly
"Christianized" by such additions. And if, as many
scholars argue, the sixteen prayers scattered among
books VII and VIII of the Apostolic Constitutions are of
Jewish origin, then the process of "enhancing" the text
g





A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.55
5 . .
Paul's original greeting may have begun simply:
"Paul to Timothy, my true child in faith..." Compare
the discussion at II 1:1-2, Titus 1:1-4.
g
See the article by K. Kohler, "Didascalia," Jewish
Encylopedia, IV: pp. 588-95. The sixteen prayers are
published as a collection in The Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha, ed. by J. Charlesworth (London: Darton,
Longman & Todd, 1985) II: pp.671-97.
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same phrase, "through Christ Jesus our hope" (cf. I 1:1
above), has apparently been added to one of the
hellenistic synagogal prayers taken over by the early
church.^
The greeting at 1:2 is identical to that which
appears in II Tim. 1:2, but it differs from the charac-
g
teristic form found in all the genuine Pauline letters.
All of Paul's letters contain the two-part formula:
xapis kcu eiprjvTi. The addition here (and in II Tim.) of
eXeos is particularly striking, not only since Paul's
g
greetings are remarkably uniform, but also because he
* 10
so rarely uses the term eXeos.' It seems very possi¬
ble, therefore, that an original Pauline greeting has
been expanded, perhaps, as C.K. Barrett has suggested,
as a result of liturgical usage.
7
See the text, "Hellenistic Synagogal Prayers"
(3.27) in Charlesworth's OT Pseudepigrapha, II: p.680.
g
The same triple formula also appears in II John 3.
Cf. Jude 2.
9
There is verbatim agreement in the following
Pauline greetings: Rom.1:7; I Cor.1:3; II Cor.1:2;
Gal.1:3; Phil.1:2; II Thess.l:2; Phlmn. 3; [cf.
Eph.l:2]. The precise form of the greetings found in I
Thess. 1:1 and Col. 1:2 is debated due to variations in
ancient MSS.
10 "
Excluding the Pastorals, eXeos appears only x5 in
the Pauline corpus: Rom.9:23, 11:31, 15:9; Gal.6:16;
Eph.2:4. In the Pastorals it also occurs x5: I 1:2; II
1:2, 16, 18; Tit.3:5.
11
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.39.
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The original greeting may have read simply:
Paul to Timothy, my true child in faith. Grace
and peace from God our Father and Christ Jesus
our Lord.
1:3-7 Epistolary motive
Significant formal and literary problems emerge at
this point. Instead of the customary Pauline thanksgiv¬
ing, the letter moves immediately to a rehearsal of the
12
commission given by Paul to Timothy. As we have seen
(in ch. 1 above) this omission is a dramatic deviation
from the Pauline letter-form and presents difficulties,
not only for those who accept the authenticity of the
letter in its present form, but also for those who argue
that the letter was carefully crafted by a pseudonymous
author imitating the Pauline style. Why would an
imitator omit such a basic Pauline epistolary feature?
The omission suggests that whoever put I Timothy in its
present form was not concerned to imitate Paul's
epistolary customs.^
The grammatical construction of the larger
paragraph (I 1:3-11) also poses problems. The extent of
the difficulties is reflected in the remark by
12
Of all Paul's letters, only Galatians lacks a
thanksgiving. Even Philemon, the most personal of Paul's
letters, contains the customary thanksgiving.
13
Compare, for example, the imitation thanksgiving
that appears in the pseudapostolic Epistle to the
Laodiceans.
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Blass-Debrunner-Funk that the construction is "reduced
to utter chaos by interminable insertions and appended
14
clauses." G. Holtz attributes the confusion to
hurried speech or rapid dictation and compares Gal.3:6,
but the problems here can scarcely be resolved by
appealing to haste in dictation."'""' The paragraph as a
whole reflects little sequence of thought, and is
characterized throughout by abrupt and puzzling transi¬
tions (see the analysis below). The difficulties have
led some commentators to conjecture that 1:3-11 must be
a later editorial interpolation."^ But it seems more
likely that an original Pauline note has been expanded.
The authenticity of 1:3-4 has been doubted on the
grounds that Timothy would not need to be told why he
was to remain in Ephesus. But this argument can cut
both ways; why would a pseudonymous author include such
a sentence if it were so obviously inappropriate? It
seems far more likely that 1:3-4 was part of Paul's
original note,
14
F.Blass, Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the NT,
trans, and ed. by R. Funk (Chicago: University Press,
1961) p. 245 (#467).
15
G. Holtz, Die Pastoralbriefe, 2nd ed. (Berlin:
Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1972) p.33.
16
For example, R. Falconer, The Pastoral Epistles
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1937) p.123; A. Hilgenfeld,
"Die Hirtenbriefe des Paulus neu Untersucht," ZWTh 40
(1897) 15ff.
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functioning as an "offical" reminder of an earlier
agreed upon resolution. 0.Roller has commented on the
well-known style of this form of literary instruction:
Die Kontexteingange (sc. von I Tim und Tit) mit
ihrer Wiederholung der beiden Empfangern
bereits miindlich gegebenen Auftrage. . . sind ganz
rein amtlich...iund) waren im antiken Amtsstile
wohl bekannt."
Paul is simply reminding Timothy that his earlier
charge to remain in Ephesus and to direct the affairs
there still stands. The remark may also serve as a sort
of "authorization" note for Timothy, certifying that his
special task in Ephesus (see below) has direct apostolic
backing.
Paul's original note to Timothy began by instruct-
/
ing him to continue directing (TxapayeXXw, 1:3) the
leadership in Ephesus. No detailed instructions were
required, since Paul's recent visit to Ephesus (1:3)
would have enabled him to discuss at length with Timothy
matters of specific concern facing the church there, and
since Paul expected a speedy return (3:14). The lack of
any thanksgiving is understandable as a Pauline omis¬
sion, given the relatively informal nature of the note;
17
0. Roller, Das Formular der paulmischen Briefe
(Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1933) p.148, compare also, 302.
Roller only gives two examples of this popular form of
epistolary address, but others have been adduced by M.
Wolter, Die Pastoralbriefe, p.181.
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it is not easy to see why a pseudonymous author would
omit such an obvious Pauline epistolary characteristic.
Paul's major concern (1:3-7) has to do with the
problem of false teachers who are threatening the
stability of the church in (and around?) Ephesus. The
information given was certainly not news to Timothy but,
as the note was probably used to "authorize" his activi¬
ty in Ephesus, it was no doubt useful to him, giving as
it does apostolic identification of the community's
problems.
1:8-11 Traditional sayings (On the Law)
It is difficult to identify any clear development
of thought between 1:7 and that which follows. J.
Calvin tried to make sense of the transition by sug¬
gesting that the apostle is here anticipating "a false
accusation being brought against him."; J.N.D. Kelly
regards the unit (1:8-11) as a "digression about the
18
place and function of the law". A logical connection,
at any rate, is hard to see; it seems more likely that
the mention of the voy.oSi6aaKa.Aox in 1:7 suggested to a
scribe a brief collection of material on the vojios
which he then included.
18
J.N.D. Kelly, The Pastoral Epistles, p.48. J.
Calvin, Commentary, pp.192-3.
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Two introductory formulas (oi6a.jj.ev 6e on, ei6us
touto oti ) appear which, according to W. Bauer, are
frequently employed to "introduce a well-known fact that
is generally accepted." Such expressions seem to func¬
tion throughout the Pastorals as "markers," signalling
19
the presence of pre-formed traditional materials.
Similar markers of pre-formed materials appear elsewhere
in Jewish and early Christian literature; in Polycarp's
letter to the Philippians (4:1), for example, the
formula eiSoxes ouv on introduces the proverbial
saying: "we brought nothing into the world and we can
20
take nothing out of it" (cf.I Tim. 6:7). A similar
formula (touto yap iote yivwokovtes) precedes the vice
21
list that appears in Eph.5:5.
The lack of any logical connection between 1:8 and
l:9ff is a further indication that the two pieces were
19
A.T. Hanson (The Pastoral Epistles, p.59)
observes that 1:9 begins with an anacoluthon and
suggests that the formula "understanding this" may be a
"technique for introducing an already existing
vice-list."
20
So K. Lake (The Apostolic Fathers, LCL [London:
W. Heinemann, 1965] p.291) on PolycarpPhil.6:1: "The
introductory formula 'knowing that' renders it probable
that these words are a quotation, but the source is
unknown." See also II Tim. 3:1 where it introduces a
traditional apocalyptic piece; in Acts 2:30 it precedes
an OT citation.
21
Paul, of course, could have used this formula
himself, but the unPauline remarks about the law that
follow in 1:8 make this unlikely (cf. the reference to
C. Moule on p.l of this thesis).
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22
at one time independent of one another. From the
thrust of 1:8, one would naturally expect a further
exposition on the meaning of the "lawful" use of the
law; but, instead, another popular saying is quoted
that leads in a very different direction. The resulting
confusion has been noted by S. Wilson:
The argument seems to be a curious combination
of a Pauline catch-phrase, and the Stoic view
that the law is directed only at the law¬
less.... There is something of a confusion
between Torah and natural law or, at the least,
the use of a Stoic principle as a ^ans of
understanding the purpose of the Torah.
Wilson attributes the confusion to the "Pastor" who
"knew a Pauline phrase, perhaps from oral tradition, but
did not fully understand the way Paul would have used
24
it." It seems odd, however, that a dxsciple of the
apostle would be confused on such a key Pauline issue.
It is far more likely that a scribe, more concerned
about the preservation of traditional material than
about logical consistancy, has brought together two
originally independent sayings on the law.
22
D-C (The Pastoral Epistles, p.22) recognize the
tension between the two units: "V 9 introduces instead a
further, well-known principle, which implies something
entirely different from the preceding clause."
23
S.G. Wilson, Luke and the Pastoral Epistles
(London: S.P.C.K., 1979) pp.91-92.
24
Ibid, p.92. For a similar assessment of the
problem, see E.F. Scott, The Pastoral Epistles, p.11.
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A catalogue of vices follows (l:9b-ll), the tradi-
25
tional character of which has been widely recognized;
some, in fact, who argue for the authenticity of the
Pastorals allow that Paul may have taken over this
2 6
material and incorporated it into his letter. But in
light of the unPauline nature of 1:8, and the verbal
link between 1:8 and l:9ff, it seems better to attribute
the insertion to a later editor. Two facts are especial¬
ly significant: 1) of the fourteen terms which make up
this list, only three (nopvoi, apcrevoKoixai, and
t 27
^euaxcu ) appear elsewhere in the NT; and 2) the list
25
See, for example, B.S. Easton, "NT Ethical Lists"
JBL 51 (1932) 1-12; S. Wibbing, Die Tugend- und
Lasterkataloge im NT und ihre Traditionsgeschichte unter
besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Qumran-Texte (Berlin:
Topelmann, 1959); E. Schweizer, "Traditional Ethical
Patterns in the Pauline and Post-Pauline Letters and
their Development (lists of vices and housetables," Text
and Interpretation: Studies in the NT presented to
Matthew Black. Ed. by E. Best and R. Mcl.Wilson
(Cambridge: University Press, 1979) pp.195-209.
2 6
On the traditional character of this list, J.N.D.
Kelly (A Commentary on the Pastoral Epistles [London:
Adam & Charles Black, 1963] p.49) writes: "the early
Church soon amassed a substantial body of hortatory
material which could be brought into play on the
appropriate occasion." See also: E.E. Ellis ("Traditions
in I Corinthians" NTS 32 [1986] 484): "the probability
that these catalogues...were transmitted as fixed
traditions is strengthened...by the presence of
introductory formulas."
27
See the evidence in S. Wibbing, "Die Tugend- und
Lasterkataloge im Neuen Testament" ZNW 25 (1959) 87.
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2 8
follows the order of the Decalogue. It is possible
that the catalogue was taken over from a pre-existing
hellenistic-Jewish source.
The bland proviso attached to the conclusion of the
catalogue ("anything else contrary to sound doctrine")
comes unexpectedly in light of the serious offences
listed in the catalogue. D. Guthrie calls it a "sur¬
prise" and attributes it to "a transferrence of thought
from teaching mainly designed for criminals to teaching
29
intended as the normal rule of life." It seems more
likely that the proviso signals a break in the tradi¬
tional material, a "transferrence", not of thought, but
of source; it may be a scribal gloss, added to cover
all other deviations from the accepted teaching.
The patchwork nature of this collection of dispa¬
rate materials is further evident from the expression
that concludes the unit (1:11). C.K. Barrett observes
that "it is not clear how v. 11 is attached to what
precedes", and it cannot be denied that the connection
30
seems rather odd. The phrase is grammatically
2 8
Excluding the fourth and the tenth commandments.
See the detailed examination of the catalogue provided
by W. Nauck, "Die Herkunft," pp.9ff.
29
D. Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles (Leicester:
Inter-Varsity Press, 1957) p.62.
30
So C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1963) p.43. N. Brox (Die Pastoralbriefe
(Footnote Continued)
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awkward, and its meaning in the present context is
obscure. It seems to function here almost as a
summarizing formula, tying together the materials that
have been gathered.
1:12-17 Autobiographical Material
This unit takes the form of an "autobiographical"
account of Paul's conversion, the recounting of which
would surely be unnecessary for the historical Timothy.
The sudden outburst of thanksgiving comes unexpectedly
at this point in the letter, following the extended
vice-list of 1:9-11.31 The addition of rai (codex D,
the majority text, et al.) at the beginning of 1:12
indicates that early editors also sensed the rough
32
transition between this verse and 1:11.
Phrased in edifying and stylized language, the
passage echoes the schema of the autobiographical
(Footnote Continued)
[Regensburg: Friedrich Pustet, 1969] p.108) notes the
"stark formelhaft" character of the verse and adds that
"die Auslegung der gedrangten Wortfolge ist nicht ganz
einfach." Hesse (Die Entstehung der neutestamentlichen
Hirtenbriefe [Halle: C.A. Kaemmerer, 1889] p.96) calls
the link between 1:10 and 1:11 "ungeniigend" and thinks
it reflects a seam where materials have been added.
31
C.K. Barrett (The Pastoral Epistles, p.46) calls
it a "personal digression;" so also, D. Guthrie, The
Pastoral Epistles, p.63.
3 2 /
Regarding the addition of kcu, H.J. Holtzmann
(Die Pastoralbriefe, p. 298) writes: "...es wurde
beigefiigt (D), urn Verbindung herzustellen."
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discourses that appear frequently in Jewish litera-
33
ture. Such narrative materials often function
paradigmatically, offering a patriarch's past experienc-
34
es as an example to be followed or avoided.
The traditional character of this unit has been
elucidated further by M. Wolter who compares its various
elements to those that appear within the "thanksgiving
hymns of Judaism:
Es finden slch in diesem Text wesentliche und
spezifische Elemente dieser Gattung:
Einleitungsformel...mit Angabe des Grundes (V.12);
Riickblick auf die Zeit davor, die dem Notbericht der
alttestamentlichen Danklieder des einzelnen
entspricht (V.13); Rettungsbericht .^(V.14);
abschlieBendes hymnisches Bekenntnis (V.17).~
Wolter finds the closest analogy to this material in the
"Teacher-songs" from Qumran: (IQH 2.1-19; 2.20-30 ;
4.5-5.4; 5.5-19, 20-36; 7.6-25; 8.4-40).36
In its present form the material in I Timothy
1:12-17 is clearly a unit, but this must not be taken to
33
See, for example, the T.Judah 19:1-5, in which
the patriarch Judah gives a stylized account of his
sinful past to which he adds: "But the God of my
fathers, who is compassionate and merciful, pardoned me
because I acted in ignorance." Compare a similar
"confession" in the Assumption of Moses 12:7. Also,
T.Reuben 1:5-10; T.Simeon 2:6-13; T.Issachar 3:1-8.
34
K. Baltzer (The Covenant Formulary, trans, by D.
Green, [Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971] p.144) calls
such pieces "biographical confessions or examples for
admonition".
35
P. Wolter, Die Pastoralbriefe, p.63.
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mean that originally it was the product of one hand.
Various literary "seams", in fact, may still be seen
within the passage, suggesting that it is made up of
several previously independent pieces; the most obvious
of these is the "faithful saying" which is formally
introduced in 1:15. Even those who uphold the Pauline
authorship of the Pastorals recognize the likelihood that
37
traditional material is being cited here.
Another "seam" is evident in 1:17, where a fixed,
liturgically-styled doxology appears, the contents of
which have little connection with the immediate context.
The doxology contains no specifically Christian elements
and most likely had its origins within the Jewish
38
synagogue.
In addition to these literary markers, the content
of the passage also suggests its composite nature. It
is not easy to reconcile the two portraits of Paul
presented here, since one who received mercy because he
37
E.K. Simpson (The Pastoral Epistles [London:
Tyndale Press, 1954] pp.34-35), for example, thinks that
Paul has taken over one of the Aoyoi uveuiiaxitcol which
were circulating in his time. J.N.D. Kelly (The Pastoral
Epistles, p.54) thinks the saying derives from "early
catechetical or liturgical material."
3 8
The expression "king of the age" appears
frequently within Jewish writings; see, for example,
Tobit 13:6,10. W. Lock (The Pastoral Epistles, p. 17)
suggests that the doxology "is probably a semi-quotation
from some Jewish liturgical formula." D-C (The Pastoral
Epistles, p.30) call it a "Jewish cultic formula."
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"acted in ignorance (1:13) can hardly be considered "the
chief of sinners" (1:15c). Perhaps two traditional
accounts of Paul's conversion (1:12-15; and l:15c-16)
have been combined to form this Dankhymnus.
On the basis of such disparities in form and
content, it seems right to conclude that 1:12-17 was not
written by any single author, but is a collection of
traditional materials dealing with Paul's conversion and
the majesty of God's grace. The loose tie that 1:12-17
has to its context suggests that it was probably added
as a pre-formed block of traditional material by the
editor of the Pastorals.
1:18-20 An Apostolic Charge
This material seems to be part of the original
Pauline note and probably followed originally on 1:7. In
its present context the section presents many
difficulties; the sudden reference to the charge (xauxriv
tt}v napayyeXiav, 1:18) is confusing and seems out of
place. Commentators who accept the unity of the text are
divided on its meaning; some think the charge refers
39
back to 1:3, while others follow Chrysostom in identi¬
fying the charge with what follows in 1:18 ("fight the
39
See, for example, B. Weiss, Die Briefe Pauli an




good fight"); still others understand the charge to
include the instructions within the epistle as a
v i 41whole.
The lack of precision is brought about by the loose
connection between 1:18-20 and its surrounding context.
The passage does not follow smoothly after 1:17 nor does
it provide an easy transition to 2:1. The discontinuity
between 1:17 and 1:18 leads N. Brox to conjecture that
42
1:12-17 must be an interpolation.
2:1-3:16 Community Regulations
A remarkable change in the literary "atmosphere" is
43
apparent m this section. The personal remarks to
Timothy (1:18-20) give way to an unexpected collection
44
of formal community regulations and duties (2:1-3:16).
40
C. Ellicott, Grammatical Commentary on the
Pastorals, p.20
41
So D-C, The Pastoral Epistles, p.32. F. Gealy
(Epistles to Timothy and Titus, p.393) thinks the
"charge refers both backward and forward."
^2N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe, p.117.
43
The abrupt change in topic does not, in itself,
prove that the author of 1:18-20 was not the author of
2:1, since we know that authors are capable of such
transitions. But the arguments (see below) against the
unity of authorship here are compelling and have a
cumulative force.
44
H.J. Holtzmann (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.305),
following Schleiermacher, notes the "unvermittelt"
transition between 1:20 and 2:1.
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The legislative nature of this material has often been
45
noted, as has the discontinuous and sometimes lllogi-
46
cal arrangement of the various regulations.
2:1-7 On Prayer
The previously independent character of this unit
is clear from the way it is introduced. The introducto¬
ry formula does not seem to fit the context; the func¬
tion of ouv (2:1), for example, is puzzling; to what
does it refer? And what is meant by the unusual phrase
Tipuxov tkxvtwv (only here in the NT)? In its current
context it is clearly not the first charge (see 1:3),
nor is there any clear corresponding "second". Even if
the phrase is taken to mean "most important of all," it
is hard to see how the regulations of 2: Iff connect in
any way with the concerns over false teaching that
45
H. W. Bartsch (Die Anfange urchristlicher
Rechtsbildungen, [Hamburg: H. Reich, 1965] pp.l60ff.)
thinks the Pastorals incorporate three kinds of
community regulations: 1) rules for worship; 2) rules
for community offices; and 3) General house rules
(Haustafeln).
46
C.K. Barrett (The Pastoral Epistles, p.49)
observes, for example, that "it is not always possible
to find links between the paragraphs."
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predominate in chapter one (1:3, 1:19-20). A.
Hilgenfeld's recognition of this tension led him to
conclude, correctly I think, that
wer 11,1 schrieb. . .kann wedg^ 1,3 bis 11 noch
I, 18-20 geschrieben haben."
The transitions within the paragraph (2:1-7) are
also hard to follow (cf.2:7); the discontinuities once
again seem best attributed to the originally independent
character of the materials included. Several tradi¬
tional pieces appear to have been gathered together to
make up this unit on prayer:
2:1-2 A regulation on prayer




(2:1-2) Community rule: on prayer
The regulation on prayer (2:1-2) contains seven
48
words found nowhere else in Paul's writings. The
instruction to pray for "kings and all those in author¬
ity" with its appeal to self-interest ("that we might
47
A. Hilgenfeld, "Die Hirtenbriefe des Paulus" ZWT
40 (1897) p.17.
48-" v 4/ / / .»/
t evteo^is, npeiios, riaoxios, Bios, Sxayu, eoaeBeia,
aeiivotris.
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lead a quiet and peaceful life") has a striking parallel
in the counsel of Rabbi Hanina:
Pray for the peace of the kingdom; for except
for the fear of that we s^uld have swallowed
up each his neighbor alive.
The fixed character of this instruction can also be seen
in the parallel that appears in Polycarp's letter to the
Philippians (12:3):
Pray also for the Emperors, and for potentates,
and princes....
It can scarcely be doubted that the regulation here has
been incorporated from another source, be it a church
order, or an ancient liturgy, or a Jewish prayer manu-
(2:3) Literary marker
✓
The conjunction yap appears in some MSS (aleph
[corrected], D,F,G et al.) and was probably added by
later editors who failed to see a sufficient logical
51
connection between 2:3 and that which precedes. The
49
Pirque Aboth, 3.2. Prayer for authorities was
regarded within Judaism as a duty. In Baruch l:llff, for
example, an instruction is given to "pray for the life
of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon...." See also: Ezra
6:10; I Macc. 7:33; Philo, In Flaccum 49.
50
See D-C's excursus (The Pastoral Letters,
pp.37-39) on "Prayer for Pagan Authority."
51.
E.K. Simpson (The Pastoral Epistles, p.41) is
aware of the logical discontinuity here and observes
that yap is "requisite to associate this verse with the
preceeding."
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connection, in fact, is formal rather than logical.
The phrase is a formulaic "marker" of traditional
materials, signalling here the inclusion of a community
rule in 2:1-2, and declaring its validity. It seems to
be functioning here in much the same way as the "faith¬
ful words" formula found elsewhere in the Pastorals (see
I 1:15).
A similar link to traditional materials appears in
I Clement 7:2-3, where a reference to the "venerable
rule of our tradition" is followed by the exhortation:
Let us see what is good and plea^ng and ac¬
ceptable in the sight of our Maker.
Similar expressions occur in the LXX, suggesting that
the phrase was not composed by the author of the
Pastorals but is, instead, a formulaic saying that has
53
been taken over from Judaism. The same phrase (with
minor modifications) also occurs at I Timothy 5:4 where
it signals the citation of a regulation on widows.
52
In I Clement the traditional material has been
incorporated by an author, not a compiler. Why not here?
The answer seems to be that throughout the larger
context of I Tim. ch. 2, there is no real development of
thought or logical progression --a feature that points
to the work of a compiler, not an author.
53 ' * /
So, for example, Deut.12:25 reads: eav n.oxr|crqs to
KaXov KCU to apearov fevavxxov too Ktpx'ou top §eou aou.
See also, Deut.12:28, 13:18; 21:9, and the discussion in
H-W. Bartsch, Die Anfange, pp.30-31.
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(2:4-6) Credal fragments
Two credal fragments follow, apparently linked to
the preceding material on thematic grounds (that is,
God's universal concern; cp. 2:1, "prayers for all men";
2:4, "God desires all men to be saved"; 2:6 "a ransom on
behalf of all"). The first fragment (2:4) consists of
two lines which, if we replace the relative pronoun os
with $eos (probably the original subject), are both
twelve syllables in length.
The second fragment (2:5-6) is a balanced unit
containing four rythmical clauses; its compact literary
style is notably different from that of the materials
surrounding it. The fact that it is a set form is
confirmed by its inclusion of ideas that appear unmoti¬
vated by the context (for example, the mention of
monotheism, and the reference to Jesus' mediatorial
role). C. Spicq, following F. Gealy, observes that the
last phrase to jiaprupTov KaupoTs iStots (2:6) is so
54
elliptical as to be almost unintelligible. The obscu¬
rity of the phrase may derive, not so much from its con-
55
densed style (so E.K. Simpson) as from its lack of
genuine (that is, original) context.
54
C. Spicq, Les Epitres Pastorales, p.368.
55
E.K. Simpson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.44.
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(2:7) Apostolic deposition
The fact that Paul never refers to himself as a
preacher (ktipo£) or a teacher (6i6aaKaXos) in his
earlier letters counts against the genuineness of this
text. On the other hand, it is equally difficult to
explain why an imitator would set such a vehement
apostolic assertion here in an otherwise impassive
context.
The problem is lessened when the formal literary
character of this passage is observed. The deposition
seems to be functioning almost as a "seal of
authorization," marking off a collection of traditional
materials and affirming their continuing validity. The
parallel in II 1:11 seems to confirm this reading of the
text. There the saying (in an abbreviated but verbatim
form) appears again at the end of a traditional credal
or hymnic fragment.
2:8-15 Community rules: on conduct, dress, submission
A collection of traditional regulations regarding
the conduct of men and women within the worshipping
community follows. The previously independent character
of the material is especially evident from the abrupt
and sudden transitions that occur within the paragraph
itself. The admonition to women (2:9), for example, is
only loosely connected to 2:8 and presents significant
translation problems owing to its lack of any main
118
5 6
verb. J.H. Bernard attributes the interpretive diffi¬
culties in 2:9 to a sudden change of mind by the author:
St. Paul, beginning his sentence...as if he
were going to add directions about the public
devotions of women, goes off in a different
direction and supplies princ,ijples for their
general deportment and dress.
But no single author is to blame for such confusion; it
is, rather, a genuine mark and a natural consequence of
composite documents.
This cluster of regulations probably owes its place
here in I Timothy to the catchword rcpoaeuxeaScu (2:8),
and seems to be addressing the general issue of
5 8
"Directions for Public Worship."
The cluster includes four rules and a collection of
haggadic-like sayings:
2:8 On the conduct of men
2:9-10 On the dress of women
2:11 On women's subordination
2:12 On women's subordination
2:13-15 A midrashic (haggadic) piece
5 6
See A. Schlatter's discussion (Die Kirche der
Griechen im Urteil des Paulus [Stuttgart: Calwer
Vereinsbuchhandlung, 1936] p.83. Regarding 2:9ff,
Schlatter writes: "Es ist aber nicht gesichert, wie
Paulus die Worte zusammenftigte."
57
J.H. Bernard, The Pastoral Epistles (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1980 [1899]) p.44.
5 8
So, N. Brox (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.129) who
entitles the section (2:8-15): "Das Beten der Manner und
das Verhalten der Frauen beim Gottesdienst."
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(2:8) On the conduct of men
This regulation directed to men is formally intro-
y 59
duced by the technical term, Boi)Aoy.ai; the term
signals the presence here of legislative materials and
affirms their continuing apostolic validity. The same
/ ^ , ,
phrase BouAouai ouv appears in I 5:14 where it again
introduces a regulation, this time pertaining to widows.
The duty to pray with uplifted hands was well known
within Judaism (cp. Ps.l41:2; 143:6; Lam.3:41; II
Macc.l4:34) and it is possible that this regulation has
come from a pre-existing Jewish source. Clement shows
an awareness of the same custom (and may employ the same
source!) when he exhorts the Corinthians:
Let us then approach him in holiness of soul,
raising pure and undefiled hands to him, loving
our gracious and merciful father.... (I
CI.29:1)
(2:9-10) On the dress of women
A diverse collection of traditional regulations on
women begins at this point. The first rule (2:9-10)
seeks to limit women's devotion to fashion, and in so
doing reflects a commonplace of the time; similar
59
See, for example, the letter from King Antiochus
to an officer in Josephus, Antiquities 12.150. Compare
the discussion by H-W. Bartsch, Die Anfanqe, pp.47ff,
and C. Spicq, Les Epitres Pastorales, p.372. Spicq notes
that BouAoy.cu was a technical term within hellenistic
circles denoting a "decision du legislateur, volonte du
Souverain...."
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instructions appear within Jewish, Christian, and pagan
circles:
[The holy woman] must not wear any gold
ornament, nor put on rouge, nor white
paint, nor a wreath^nor braid her hair;
nor put on shoes...
< '
The introductory uaautws serves to link 2:9 with
2:8, but only in a formal (and not a consecutive) sense.
That is, it must not be interpreted as somehow carrying
over "to women all that has been said about men [in
61 /
2:8]." It is possible, of course, that 'Qaauxws simply
marks the transition (as it often does in tables of
Haustafeln) between one group of sayings and another.
But it may be functioning here as a literary device that
serves to link together previously independent materi¬
als. The term appears at least five times in the
Pastorals:
I 2:9 on women
00mM on deacons,
I 3:11 on deaconesses,
Tit. 2:3 on aged women,0
bZ
young men.Tit. 2:6 on
From the mystery inscriptions of Andania. See,
Dittenberger, Orac.Syll. II., 736.22ff (cited by D-C,
The Pastoral Epistles, p.46); see also, the references
in Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar zum NT, III: 645, 428ff.
^So W. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles (Edinburgh: T.
& T. Clark, 1924) p.31.
62 i y
It is noteworthy that waauius only appears
twice in Paul's letters; see Rom. 8:26, I Cor. 11:25.
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The synonym oy.oiws seems to function in a similar way to
mark off traditional materials:
I Pet.3:1 on women,
3:7 on husbands,
5:5 on young men;
Poly.Phil. 5:2 on deacons,
5:3 on young men.
(2:11) On the subordination of women
C. Spicq and others have noted the abrupt shift in
6 3
thinking that occurs here. The discontinuity between
2:11 and that which precedes, in fact, led G. Holtz to
conclude that in 2:11-15,
begegnet uns der gewichtige Verdacht
einer spatergg Zutat oder
Entstellung.
Holtz is correct in observing that the text here reads
oddly but, in attributing the oddity to a later inter¬
polator, he fails to take into consideration the
6 3
C. Spicq, Les Epitres Pastorales, p.379. Spicq
tries to explain the abruptness by suggesting that the
author is returning to the original subject of the
section: "L'asyndete montre que 1' on passe a un autre
plan." R. Karris (The Pastoral Epistles [Wilmington,
Delaware: M. Glazier, 19842] p.66) observes that 2:11-12
"occur almost without warning."
64
G. Holtz, Die Pastoralbriefe (Berlin:
Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1972) pp.72-3. Holtz gives
three reasons for this suspicion: 1) that 2:11-15 breaks
the flow of chs.2-3; 2) that the rigid attitude
expressed here toward women parallels that of I Cor.
14:34-35 (which Holtz thinks is an interpolation), and
3) that the earliest sources suggest that women (far
from being excluded) were very active in the worship and
service of the church.
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composite nature of this document. If the regulations
collected in 2:9-15 derive, as we think, from different
sources, then abrupt and unusual shifts in thinking and
emphasis are to be expected.
Three features suggest that 2:11 originated within
a different context from that of 2:9-10: 1) the differ¬
ences in literary style between the two rules2) the
sudden and unmotivated switch from the plural yuvaTicas
✓
(2:9) to the singular yovT] (2:11); and 3) the change
from the infinitive (koctueTv, 2:9) to the third person
imperative (uav^aveiu, 2:11).
(2:12) On the subordination of women
Another traditional regulation concerning the role
of women in the community follows, this time using the
9 ✓ 66
authoritative first person singular eru xpert. go . The
* * /
phrase ev riauxia in its present context seems unneces-
ir
sary in light of its appearance in 2:11. In all likeli¬
hood this redundancy is due to the linking together (by
word association?) of two formerly independent regula¬
tions on women.
^~*The compact, epigrammatic style of 2:11 contrasts
with the more elaborate style of 2:9-10.
^ETXixpena) was often used to introduce an
authoritative decision: see Jn. 19:38 (of Pilate); Acts
21:40 (of a centurion); I Cor. 16:7 (of the Lord).
Compare the use of ercixpertu in I Cor. 14:34-35.
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(2:13-15) Midrashic material
An haggadic-like collection of "sayings" on women
(cf. Gen. 3:13, 16) concludes this unit of materials.
The unit presents a number of exegetical difficulties;
the context of 2:14 leads one to expect the aorist tense
of yi'vouai instead of the perfect yeyove ("has come to
be in transgression") which seems to read awkwardly in
the present context. The oddity led W. Lock to conjec¬
ture that the saying ('A6au yap... yeyove) is "a quota¬
tion from some Jewish Apocrypha, scornful of worn-
6 7
en...." Parallels are not difficult to find; the book
of Sirach, for example, includes a number of collected
sayings "on women," one of which incorporates the
following:
From a woman sin hggi its beginning, and because
of her we all die.
The meaning of the second saying (2:15) is very
obscure; contextual difficulties (among others) led C.
69
Spicq to conclude that the verse must be a gloss. The
ambiguity of the singular subject (to whom is "she"
6 7
W.L. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles, p.33.
6 8
Sir. 25:24. Compare the collections of material:
Sir.25:16-26 ("on evil wives"); Sir. 26:1-4 ("on good
wives"); Sir. 26:6-9 ("on evil wives"). Note the long
addition in some MSS of another collection of sayings on
women in Sir. 26:19-27.
^C. Spicq, Les Epitres Pastorales, p.382. "Si la
tradition diplomatique n'etait unanime, on verrait dans
ce v. une glose, tant il s'adapte mal au contexte...."
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referring?) and the puzzling plural verb (y.eivuoiv) are
odd features, and become especially problematic if one
author is assumed responsible for this document. It is
easier to accept the difficulties as owing to the fact
that the material is no longer in its original context;
in fact, it may be that 15a and 15b have been combined
from two different sources, thus resulting in the
bizarre grammatical construction.^
(3:la) Literary marker
If the "faithful word" formula signals a solemn
71
citation, its appearance here is very odd. Neither
that which precedes nor that which follows can easily be
regarded as a citation. E.K. Simpson thinks the remark
72
"looks somewhat superfluous" in its present context.
It seems better to take the expression as a
formulaic marker, signalling the end (or the beginning?)
of a collection of traditional materials, and marking
them off as authoritative within the community. The
70
So H-W. Bartsch, Die Anfange, p.72.
71
So, for example, J. Calvin (Commentary on Timothy
Titus, p.221) considers the expression as "a preface to
a statement of some importance."
72
E.K. Simpson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.50.
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appearance of this marker at the end of traditional
73
material occurs also in Tit.3:8 (and perhaps I 4:9).
3:lb-13 Qualities of Leaders
The transition from the preceeding materials is
once again sudden and abrupt. There is no development
of thought that links 2:15 with 3:1b; another collection
of traditional materials simply appears, this time
introduced by a proverbial saying.
This block of materials (3:lb-13) is unified by its
concern for' establishing proper leadership standards
within the community. No specific duties are listed;
rather, catalogues of virtues and vices serve to de¬
scribe the qualities required of an overseer (3:2-7),
deacons (3:8-10, 12-13), and deaconnesses (3:11).
The qualities required of the leaders are remark¬
able for their general (that is, not specifically
74
Christian) character. No exceptional virtues are
73 j y
The variant reading-^rr^res—©■ av§pumx vos (D* b m)
is probably a scribal emendation of the "faithful word"
formula, the change being made because 3:1b seemed an
odd "faithful saying."
74
D. Guthrie (The Pastoral Epistles [Leicester:
Inter-Varsity Press, 1957] p.80) finds the lack of
specifically Christian standards "surprising" but tries
to account for the difficulties by asserting that "the
majority of converts probably came from a background of
low moral ideals." It seems far more likely that general
parenetic materials have been taken over here and put to
new use.
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required of these leaders; on the contrary, those
aspiring to "Christian" leadership are told that they
must not be drunkards, given to violence, or contentious
(cf.3:3, 8). These features suggest the likelihood that
pre-existing (perhaps pre-Christian?) lists of leader¬
ship qualities have been taken over and employed here in
a new context.
The varieties of literary style, the unusual
vocabulary, and the odd arrangement of some of the
materials (see below) indicate that more than one
traditional source has been collected and incorporated
here. The entire passage, in fact, seems to consist of
loosely connected, conventional virtues relating to "the
qualities of leadership." It is remarkable that, except
for the concluding phrase, ev maxex ttj^Xpiotco Itioou
(3:13), there is nothing particularly Christian within
75
the entire collection.
The collection of materials includes:
3:1b An introductory proverbial saying
3:2-7 Lists of qualities of an overseer
3:8-13 Lists of qualities of a deacon/deaconess
75
The insertion of not specifically "Christian"
sources into the Pastorals points to a compiler who drew
from a wide collection of traditional materials.
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(3:lb) Introductory maxim
The precise meaning and function of this proverb in
7 6
its present context remains unclear. On the basis of
the peculiar style and vocabulary of the saying, G.
Knight (who affirms the authenticity of the Pastorals)
concludes that the expression cannot have originated
with Paul, but probably derives from a Christian commu-
77
nity. T.Zahn is also aware of the alien character of
this text, concluding that the saying must be "a proverb
of rather broad significance and non-Christian ori-
7 8
gin." Whatever its origin, it is most likely that
originally independent material has been taken over
»/
here. The general phrase ei xis may indicate that a
79
regulative source is being quoted.
7 6
See F. Gealy (Epistles to Timothy and Titus,
pp.408-9) for a survey of five different attempts to
clarify the meaning and function of this saying. Gealy
himself thinks the saying "...is obviously a quotation.
But what its original meaning was or just why it is
quoted here is uncertain" (p.408).
77
G.W. Knight, The Faithful Sayings in the Pastoral
Letters (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1979) p.59-61.
Knight notes the puzzling^ (and unPauline) use of
eruoKorui , opeyoy.ai, and kcxXov epyov.
7 8
T. Zahn, Introduction to the NT, II: p.124.
79
Compare E.E. Ellis, "Traditions," pp.244-45.
Ellis suggests that the conditional sentence may serve
as a marker of traditional materials in the Pastorals
(cf.1 1:8; 5:4).
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(3:2-7) Qualities required of an overseer
The use of SeT plus the infinitive may be a signal
here (as in 3:7, Tit.1:7) that traditional materials
8 0
have been taken over. The phrase introduces a vir¬
tue/vice list (3:2-3) comprised of twelve members, ten
of which are found nowhere else in Paul's letters. The
list is uniform in style, in clear contrast to the
requirements that follow (3:4ff). Not only does the
style change, but the content of 3:5ff is also markedly
different from that which precedes. In Brox's words:
... in diesem Punkt wird nun ausdriicklich
die Briicke von der allgemeinen
Tugendregel zur g^speziellen
Amts-Qualifikation geschlagen.
These changes in style and content suggest the likeli¬
hood that different sources have been combined here.
The strange repetition of the phrase phrase eyjtea^ xou
6xa£oAou in 3:6 and 3:7 supports this conjecture.
(3:8-13) Qualities required of a deacon/deaconess
This cluster of material shows the same kind of
sudden stylistic changes as does that of 3:1-7; it
begins with a virtue/vice list comprised of four
8 0
So H-W. Bartsch (Die Anfange, p.13). Other formal
indicators noted by Bartsch include: third person
imperatives; authoritative verbs (like BouAoy.ax and
6iaTa.aaoy.ai ) ; and conditional clauses beginning with ex
or ex 6e.
81
N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe, p.144.
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members, followed by a series of individual regulations
directed to deacons and deaconnesses. The introductory
uaauius (3:8) signals the presence of traditional
materials (cf.2:9) and serves to link this cluster to
that which precedes.
The poor arrangement of the material does not
indicate (pace Easton) "that it is the Pastor's compo-
8 2
sition." It is, in fact, just this kind of disconti¬
nuity that makes it difficult to ascribe this material
to one author; development of thought is expected from
an author. R. Falconer conjectures that the text has
"suffered by displacement" and suggests that the correct
order was 2:8,9,12,10,13,11, but such a desperate
8 3
solution is not required; apparent displacement of
materials is a hallmark of composite documents.
The confusion over the identity of the women
referred to in 3:11 (wives of deacons/deaconesses?) is
another indication that pre-existing materials have been
taken over here and placed in "non-native" contexts.
This conjecture gains support from the re-appearance of
the formal waauiws in 3:11, which serves again to signal
the introduction of a traditional virtue/vice list.
o 2
B.S. Easton, The Pastoral Epistles, p.133.
8 3




The community regulations are interrupted here by a
puzzling autobiographical note. The abruptness of the
transition was observed as long ago as 1807 by F.
Schleiermacher, who noted the lack of any logical
connection:
So sind wir denn rathlos uber die Verbindung
unseres Verses mit dem vorigen und folgenden,
aber seine innere Anordung is nicht
besser.
It appears likely that this passage was part of the
original Pauline note sent to Timothy; it is difficult
to imagine why a pseudonymous author would include the
remark on Paul's intended speedy return (3:14; cf.4:13)
since such a scenario would run the risk of making the
elaborate instructions of I Timothy seem unnecessary.
But if the passage is authentic, it can hardly be
in its original context. The instructions given in
chs.2-3 are too elementary to reguire Timothy's atten¬
tion; and if they are intended for the sake of the
larger Christian community (so Jeremias), it is diffi¬
cult to understand why the expression "in order that you
may know" is in the singular (Tva eiS^js). In its present
84
F. Schleiermacher, "Ueber den sogenannten ersten
Brief des Paulos an den Timotheos" in Sammtliche Werke,
Vol.1, part 2 (Berlin: G. Reimer, 1836) p.304. Cp. F.
Gealy (The Epistles to Timothy and Titus, p.418): "This
passage is without grammatical or doctrinal connection
with the material which immediately precedes or
follows."
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context, the passage fits awkwardly both in tone and
subject matter to that which immediately precedes (on
deacons) and that which follows (a confessional frag¬
ment) .
If we accept the note's authenticity we find that
it fits well enough following the previous cluster of
genuine Pauline material (cf.1:18-20). The remarks
regarding "how one ought to behave in the church of God"
(3:15) probably referred originally to the problem of
the false teachers and insubordinate members within the
church (cf. 1:3-7, 18-20).
3:16 Confessional Fragment
A formulaic saying (3:16a) introduces the credal or
hymnic fragment of 3:16b. The term oy.oAoyou|j.ev(jjs
appears as part of a fixed expression three times in IV
Maccabees: "it must be admitted (oy.oAoyouuevws) that
) /
devout (euaefieia) reason is sovereign over the emotions"
(cf.6:31; 7:16; 16:1). The fact that the term in IV
Maccabees appears within a context of "piety" (as it
does in I Tim.3:16a) is striking, and leads A.T. Hanson
to conclude that the author of the Pastorals is "delib-
8 5
erately copying 4 Maccabees." There is too little
8 5
A.T. Hanson, "An Academic Phrase: I Timothy
3:16a," in Studies in the Pastoral Epistles (London:
S.P.C.K., 1968) p.23.
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evidence either to verify or to deny such a claim; an
important thing to note, however, is that the term
0y.0X0Y0uy.evws appears as part of a formulaic saying in
IV Maccabees, and serves there, as in I Timothy, to
provide a transition to a new block of materials.
The independent and pre-formed character of the
8 6
fragment has long been recognized: The introductory
C /■ ■
oy.oXoyouy.evws, the abruptness of os (with its resulting
variant readings), the three rythmically equal couplets,
and the fact that the content of the passage
occassionally exceeds its immediate context, all suggest
that this is cited material.
The origin of the fragment is unclear. The fact
that there is no explicit reference to Christ's death or
resurrection is very striking; its vagueness requires
that we allow for the possibility that a pre-Christian
87
hymn has been taken up here and applied to Christ.
8 6
The suggestion was put forward at least as early
as 1817 by Rambach in his Anthologie christlicher
Gesange, I: p.33. Cited by H.J. Holtzmann, Die
Pastoralbriefe p.329.
O "I
C.K. Barrett (The Pastoral Epistles, p.66)
observes that "it is probable that the hymn rests to
some degree on pre-Christian models."
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4:1-5 Eschatological Polemic
An abrupt transition leads to a series of polemical
sayings, framed in apocalyptic language (cp. II 3:Iff).
The introductory expression (to 6e nveupa pnxws Aeyei),
and the (recitative?) ott, suggests that some authorita-
8 8
tive material is being cited; perhaps the material
that follows was originally a floating collection of
89
prophetic sayings. Similar collections are common
within apocalyptic Judaism; the Testament of the Twelve
Patriarchs, for example, contains such eschatological
polemics:
I know, my children, that in the last
times your sons will turn their backs on
simplicity and become obsessed with
greed; they will abandon innocence and
resort to cunning; and forsaking the
Lord's commands, they will attach them¬
selves to Beliar. And they will give up
farming and follow their own wicked
inclination.
For I know that in the last days
you will defect from the
Lord....you will live by every evil deed,
committing the revolting acts of the
gentiles, chasing after wives of lawless
men, and you are motivated to all wicked¬
ness by the spirits of deceit among you.
(TNaph.5:4-5)
8 8
J. Calvin (Commentary on Timothy, Titus, p.236)
calls the expression a word of "solemn assurance." D-C
(The Pastoral Epistles, p. 64) notes that prixos is found
in prophecies, and cites Justin's Apology, 1.35.10;
63.10.
89
R. Falconer (The Pastoral Epistles, p.139)
suggests that both this passage and II 3:Iff may
pre-date the Pastorals.
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The eschatalogical polemic in I Tim. 4:1-5 is not
unlike these examples. The language is typically vague
and broadly aimed; the opponents are only identified as
"some" people (lives, 4:1) who engage in a variety of
clearly evil activities.
It is noteworthy that the false teachings identi¬
fied in 4:1-3 (immorality and asceticism) are very
different from the heresies mentioned earlier in l:3b-7
(myths and genealogies). Such variations are not sur¬
prising if the various blocks of material derive from
different sources.
4:6-10 Traditional Admonitions
"These things" (lauxa) occurs frequently in the
Pastorals, but it is often difficult to ascertain its
reach. Does it refer to the principles laid down in
4:4-5 (Bernard), or to the preceding paragraph (Scott),
or to the material between 3:16 and 4:5 (Chrysostom), or
to the entire first four chapters (Parry)? The term is
equally vague in its other appearances within the
Pastorals (cp. I 4:11; 6:2; II 2:14; Tit.2:15).
The imprecision suggests that xauxa may not be
intended as a specific designation of reference; it may
be serving, rather, as a formal literary marker, signal¬
ling the end of one collection of traditional materials
and the beginning of another. This use of xauxa can be
135
seen in the letter of Barnabas where the term appears
both at the beginning and at the end of the traditional
"Two-Ways" material:
17:2 xauia jiev ooxus.
21:1 o yap xauxa rtoiaiv ev xij
BaauXeig. xou $eou
So^aaSnaexax.
The poem of Pseudo-Phocylides begins with the word
90
xauxa, indicating that the term does not always refer
to that which precedes, but can serve to mark off that
91
which follows as well. Equally significant is the
fact that xauxa also brings this collection of proverbi-
92
al sayings to a close.
A collection of traditional materials incorporated
into the Sibylline Oracles (II 66-148) is also signalled
~ 93
by xauxa:
149f. ouxos aywv, xaux' eaxiv ae-9Xia,
xauxa BpaBeTa, xouxo txuXti e;u>rjs
Kai eiaofios a$avaairis . . . .
90 ,
Ps.Phoc.1-2: "These counsels (xauxa Siktjoi) of
God by his holy judgments Phocylides the wisest of men
sets forth, gifts of blessing."
91
Pace E.E. Ellis ("Traditions in the Pastoral
Letters," p.243f) who argues that xauxa signals the
conclusion of pre-formed materials.
92
Ps.Phoc.229-30: "These are the mysteries of
righteousness (xauxa fiiKaioauvTis piuaxTipia); living thus
may you live out a good life, right up to the threshold
of old age."
93
The material has been taken from
Pseudo-Phocylides (see the discussion in ch. 2. above).
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In the Pastorals the word is also linked to collections
of traditional materials. Here at I Tim. 4:6, for
example, it seems to signal the beginning of a cluster
of miscellaneous admonitions and proverbial sayings. No
thread of logic drives this unit along; only the loosest
thematic link (training in godliness?) holds the diverse
94
materials together.
The vocabulary is distinctive, including five words
which occur nowhere else in the NT (outside of the
95
Pastorals). The unit includes the following elements:
4:6 Introductory admonition to leaders
4:7a Admonition to avoid tales
4:7b Admonition to train for godliness
4:8 Proverb on physical/spiritual training
4:9 Faithful word formula
4:10 Concluding saying
The proverb-like quality of the whole section makes it
difficult to determine with any precision what the
96
"faithful saying" mentioned at 4:9 actually is. The
lack of cohesiveness within the unit suggests that each
of the admonitions and sayings could have originally
94
The seemingly unnecessary and abrupt appearance
of 4:6-7a led R. Falconer (The Pastoral Epistles, p.142)
to conclude that these vss. must be editorial
insertions; but the composite nature of the material is
sufficient to account for the apparent "interruption."
^~*evxpe(t>a>, ypauSris, yuiivaa'a, axpeXijios, arcoSoxp.
96 .
See G. Knight, Faithful Sayings in the Pastoral
Letters, p.62f. Knight notes the confusion and surveys
the commentators' opinions: many think the "faithful
saying refers to 4:8, while some link it to 4:10, and
others to 3:16.
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been independent of one another. The reference to
myths, for example, in the Letter of Aristeas (168)
shows how the admonition in I Tim. 4:7a could have had a
proverbial character within certain circles of Judaism:
Nothing absurd or mythical is related in
our Scripture. (L.Arist. 168)
The two sayings of 4:7b and 4:8 are plainly linked by
; / , ...
the reference to eooeBeia, but the logical transition is
97
not nearly so clear. It may be that two formerly
independent sayings touching on the same theme have been
strung together here. The general epigrammatic quality
of 4:8 is evident from the many Stoic parallels that can
be adduced; in Ad Demonicum (21), for example,
Pseudo-Isocrates writes:
Train yourself in self-imposed toils, that you
may be ab^g to endure those which others impose
upon you.
The meaning of the opening phrase (e's touto yap))
in 4:10 is obscure; it does not easily link up with that
99
which precedes (4:8) or that which follows 4:10b.
Calvin tries to clarify the development of thought by
97
F. Gealy (The Epistles to Timothy and Titus,
p. 429) notes the uncertain connection between I 4:7b and
4:8.
9 8
Cited by D-C (The Pastoral Epistles, p. 68) who
think 4:8 has the ring of a Greek aphorism that has been
taken over by Jews or Christians.
9 9
Commentators have long debated the intended
reference of 4:10a. See the discussion by C.J. Ellicott,
Grammatical Commentary on the Pastorals, p.59.
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suggesting that 4:10 anticipates an objection, but this
is impossible to verify. It seems better to accept
the miscellaneous nature of the material and take 4:10
as a formerly independent saying that has been incorpo¬
rated from a different context.
4:11-16 Traditional Admonitions
napayyeXXe xaoxa signals another collection of
loosely connected admonitions and sayings that seem to
be strung (like beads on a string) around the theme of
"commands to Timothy." The accumulation of ten impera¬
tives, the vague use of xauxa (4:11, 15) and xouxo
(4:16), and the lack of any internal cohesion, suggest
that the material has been gathered from various sourc¬
es .
A close parallel to this cluster of personal
parenesis appears in Tobit 4:1-19 where, in the form of
a testament, Tobit gives a collection of traditional
admonitions to his son Tobias. The mixture of personal
and general parenesis, the lack of continuity between
^J. Calvin, Commentary on Timothy, Titus, p.245.
101For example, the "personal" admonition in Tob.
4:14 ("Watch yourself, my son, in everything you do, and
be disciplined in all your conduct") is followed by the
negative golden rule in 4:15.
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102
admonitions, the use of conventional language, the
heaping up of imperatives, the emphasis upon personal
discipline and fidelity to the traditions that have been
103
handed down --all of these formal literary features
appear both in Tobit 4:1-19 and I Timothy 4:11-16. The
parallels reflect the use of a traditional schema that
was frequently employed in the collection of parenetic
materials.
Tobias' role as an exemplary Jew is clear. The
personal admonitions directed to him, consequently, are
not meant to have a limited validity; they are of value
to anyone desiring to be a good Jew. The same sort of
significance seems to have been given to the personal
admonitions that appear in I 4:11-16. In this case,
traditional Pauline teachings (4:12-14) may have been
gathered together and incorporated with non-Pauline
traditions (see 4:16b) in the belief that they were all
of general validity for leaders within the community.
The formulaic xauxa in 4:15 may signal the inclusion of
another block of previously independent (non-Pauline?)
102
Compare the conventional phrases: "Remember the
Lord...my son" (Tob.4:4); "beware, my son" (Tob.4:12);
watch yourself (ripoaexexe) , my son" (Tob.4:14c); "my
son, remember" (Tob.4:19c); "do not be afraid, my son"
(Tob.4:21).
103
See, for example, Tob. 4:5, 14, 19.
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materials (4:15-16). Included in this collection of
admonitions are:
4:11 Introductory marker of
traditional materials
4:12 Admonition to be exemplary
4:13 Admonition to attend to traditional
worship customs
4:14 Admonition to employ one's gift
4:15 Introductory marker of traditional
materials
4:16a Admonition to attend to the
traditions
4:16b Concluding promise to the faithful
5:1-22 Community Rules
This block of traditional materials is loosely held
together by concern for the care of various groups
within the community. That the collection derives from
various sources is apparent from the discontinuity both
among and within the collected traditions (see below).
(5:1-2) On the treatment of community members
Kelly observes that "at this point the tone and
105
content of the letter change abruptly." The inde¬
pendent character of 5:1-2 can hardly be denied. The
104
The saying promises "salvation" to the one who
faithfully obeys the traditional admonitions. A similar
promise appears in Tobit 4:9: "So [by following the
admonitions on charity] you will be laying up a good
treasure for yourself against the day of necessity." See
also the close parallels in II Clement 15:1; 19:1.
105
J.N.D. Kelly, The Pastoral Epistles, p.109.
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discussion on the proper treatment of members in the
community appears unexpectedly and is just as suddenly
left off. As a general "household rule" it seems to
parallel, both in structure and content, traditional
rules popular within pagan and Jewish circles.
A faint sketch of this rule may be reflected in I
Clement 1:3 where the Romans are commended for their
treatment of the rulers and the aged (rtpeoBuxepos);
these remarks are then followed (1:3b) by regulations
concerning the conduct of various groups within the
community: the young (veos), the wives, and the hus¬
bands. The passage closes with a mention of the "rule
of obedience" ( kovuv xrfs urcoxayris, 1:3c) which may indi¬
cate the use of a fixed catechetical source by the early
church.
In its original setting, at any rate, the rule that
appears at I Tim. 5:1-2 probably had its place among
many others, in a context similar, perhaps, to the
collection of "household rules" found in Sirach
106
A striking parallel appears in the Greek
inscription cited by D-C (The Pastoral Epistles, p.72):
"continually honoring older men as parents, peers as
brothers, and younger men as sons."
107
The collection of rules on the treatment of
community members in Sirach is remarkable for its
diversity: it includes children (7:23), daughters
(7:24), wives (7:26), fathers (7:27), mothers (7:27),
(Footnote Continued)
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(5:3-16) On the care of widows
This unit comprises a cluster of materials relating
to the care of widows in the community. The frequently
rough and obscure transitions within the passage give
rise to major exegetical questions. The extent of the
difficulties is reflected in R. Parry's suggestion that
the "curiously ill-arranged" materials in 5:3-8 must
have been displaced and should be read as follows: 3, 4,
108
8, 7, 5, 6. Other commentators find the placement of
5:16 problematic, and conjecture that it must have
strayed from its original place (following 5:4 or
109
5:8?). B.S. Easton notes the apparent redundancies
within the passage and attributes them to "anxiety of
the writer.
There is considerable evidence, however, to suggest
that the obscurities within this section are not due to
(Footnote Continued)
priests (7:29), the poor (7:32), the sick (7:35), the
powerful (8:1), the rich (8:2), the ill-bred (8:4), the
old (8:6).
108
R. Parry, The Pastoral Epistles (Cambridge:
University Press, 1921) p.31. See, also, R. Falconer
(The Pastoral Epistles, pp.147-8) who thinks that the
confusion in the order "may have arisen from the process
of additions to what was a church manual."
109
See, for example, E.F. Scott, The Pastoral
Epistles, p.63; C. Spicq (Les Epitres Pastorales, 538)
notes that in its context "la tonalite de cette
exhortation surprend."
"'""^B.S. Easton, The Pastoral Epistles, p.151.
Easton notes the repetition that occurs in 5:4 and 5:8.
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displacement or editorial addition but to the fact that
the unit is a collection of previously independent
sayings on the care of widows. The formulaic tooto yap
eariv anoSeKiov evurruov too 9eou (5:4b, cp.2:3) signals,
in all likelihood, that the regulation of 5:4a is a
citation. Another "marker" indicating the likely
presence of traditional materials appears in 5:7: kcu
xauia TiapayyeXXe.
The lack of linguistic precision also suggests that
materials have been removed from their native context.
The admonition at 5:4 begins with a singular subject
("if any widow," 5:4a) which changes abruptly to an
unexpressed plural (jiavSaveTwcrav, 5:4b). That subse¬
quent copyists sensed the confusion is evident from the
change in some MSS from the plural verb to the singu¬
lar."*""'""'" The vulgate and Chrysostom take the subject to
be the "widows", although "children" or "grandchildren"
would appear to fit the present context better.
It seems best to attribute the confusion within the
passage, not to a careless or inattentive author, but to
the composite nature of this material. Once again, the
111 '
MSS 945 d f m et al. read uavQavexto.
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lack of "native" context contributes to the confusion
that is all too apparent throughout this unit.
The sayings may be divided as follows:
5:3 Superscription on widows (cf.3:l)
5:4 On widows with families
5:5-7 On "real" widows
5:8 On the neglect of widows
5:9-10 On enrolling older widows
5:11-15 On young widows
5:16 On widows with families
(5:17-21) On Elders
This series of collected admonitions concerning
elders may owe its placement here in the immediate
context to the catchword tiiiti (cp, 5:3, 6:1). The unit
as a whole lacks any internal development of thought,
and the disjointed sequence of the materials causes
112
considerable exegetical difficulties. The present
collection seems to incorporate the following regula¬
tions and sayings:
5:17 On the care of elders
5:18a Traditional citat^g (Deut.25:4; cp. I Cor.9:9)
5:18b Proverbial saying
5:19a On accusations against elders
5:19b Traditional citation (Deut.l7:6, 19:15)
5:20 On discipline of elders
5:21 Summary marker of traditional materials
112
R. Falconer (The Pastoral Epistles, p.149)
considers the possibility that materials have become
displaced here, as in 5:3-16.
113
Compare Lk.l0:7, Matt.10:10, Did.13:1-2. The
fact that in I Tim. 5:18 no appeal is made to Jesus'
authority suggests that the saying probably circulated
as a common proverbial expression.
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There is little logical development within this
section, but a thematic thread is again visible: a
number of diverse regulations pertaining to elders (some
of them complete with stock proof-texts, cf. 5:17-18,
19) have been gathered together.
The sudden appearance of the solemn oath in 5:21 is
surprising. Barrett suggests that it "shows the ear¬
nestness of the author's feelings," while Guthrie thinks
it reflects the weak character of Timothy who needed
114
"stiffening up." But such attempts to explain the
psychological motives behind the oath miss the formulaic
character of the expression; it is functioning here
simply as a marker of the traditional materials which
precede it (5:17ff).
Outside of the Pastorals the term 6 iay.aprupoy.ai and
the fixed expression laoia <J)uAa£ijs both serve to signal
the presence and to underscore the importance of col¬
lected traditional sayings. In the LXX version of
Deut.31:28, for example, 6iay.apTUpoy.ai occurs at the
conclusion of a lengthy collection of traditional Mosaic
teachings. In Deut.32:46 (LXX) the same word appears at
the end of the pre-formed Song of Moses (32:1-43).
114
C.K Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.80; D.
Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles, p.107.
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The rauia formula is linked in I Tim. 5:21 to the
verb (JjoXaaact), a term which has long been employed within




The order of the following admonitions defies
attempts at systemization and has given rise to numerous
conjectures. H.J. Holtzmann, for example, puzzled by
the seemingly unmotivated admonition to "keep yourself
pure" in 5:22b, thinks the verse may be misplaced and
116
suggests that it may have originally followed 5:2.
Similar doubts surround the peculiar admonition to drink
some wine in 5:23; J. Calvin notes how it interrupts
the train of thought and suggests that it may have been
a marginal note that found its way into the text through
117
a scribal error.
Such attempts to account for the discontinuity of
this material reflect the seriousness of the problems
facing the interpreter. How can such lack of order and
coherence be explained?
115 /
See the frequent use of <t>uAacrau> in the Testament
of the Twelve Patriarchs: TReub.3:9; TSim.3:l, 4:5;
TJud.l6:l, TIss.5:1; TZeb.5:l, 10:2 et al.
"'""'"^H.J. Holtzmann, Die Pastoralbriefe, p.356.
117
J. Calvin, Commentary on Timothy, Titus, p.266.
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Many who assume that one author is responsible for
this document are driven to the desperate expedient of
postulating textual displacement. But such a conjecture
is nothing less than a tacit admission that the text as
we have it does not read like the product of a single
mind. No "author" would write in this way.
It seems better to accept the composite nature of
this material and thereby allow for the diversity and
discontinuities that characterize it:
The collection of admonitions includes:
5:22a Admonition on the restoration of a penitent
5:22b Admonition on purity
5:23 Admonition on asceticism
5:24-25 Proverbial sayings on judgment
The lack of genuine context explains the difficulty
in assessing the precise meaning of these admonitions.
5:22a, for example, may refer to the laying on of hands
118
in ordination, or to the restoration of penitents to
119
fellowship, but in the present context no clear
decision between these two options is possible. The
admonition on purity (5:22b) seems unmotivated by its
118
So D. Daube, "The Laying on of Hands," The New
Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (London: Athlone Press,
1956) pp.224ff. Daube argues that within Judaism the
laying on of hands was a part of a rabbi's ordination
service.
119
See, for example, Eusebius, Ecclesiastical
History, vii.2 (Loeb): "It was the ancient custom that
[repentant heretics] should receive only the laying on
of hands with prayers." Cp., the Syriac Didascalia
ii.41.
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present context as does the instruction to "drink some
wine" (5:23).
The general proverbial character of 5:24 is under¬
scored by the double use of the indefinite pronoun txs
("the sins of some men"). The idea that one's good
deeds or evil works would "go before" (Ttpoayo)) him into
judgment was a commonplace:
Each will receive according to his deeds. If he
be good his righteousness will lead him, if he
be evil the reward of iniquity is before him
(Barn. 4:12).
The formulaic (Laaoxus introduces another proverb (5:25)
presenting a similar view.
6:1-2 On the conduct of slaves
Another sudden transition brings the reader without
warning or introduction to a unit that deals with the
120
proper conduct of slaves. A small cluster of admoni¬
tions on the treatment of slaves in Pseudo-Phocylides
(223-227) shows how collections of previously unrelated
120
See K. Weidmger, Die Haustafeln: em Stuck
urchristlicher Paranese (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1928). See
also, H-W Bartsch, Die Anfange, pp,144f. Bartsch thinks
that a pre-existing document on the duties of Christian
slaves to their owners lies behind this passage. Many
parallels to this kind of Haustafel survive: compare,
for example, Eph.6:5-9; Col. 3:22-4:1; I P.2:18-20; Tit.
2:9; Did. 4:10f; Barn. 19:7; Ign.Poly.4:3.
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admonitions could be brought together, connected, only by
a general theme:
223: Provide your slave with the tribute he
owes to his stomach.
224: Apportion to a slave what is appointed
so that he will become as you wish.
225: Insult not your slave by branding him.
226: Do not hurt a slave by slandering him
to his master.
227: Accept advice also from a kindly
disposed slave.
These admonitions are concerned with the proper
treatment of slaves by their masters; but there is
evidence that the conduct of slaves toward their masters
121
was also a part of Jewish Haustafeln. Perhaps the
most striking parallel to the material on slaves in I
Tim. 6:1-2 comes from the Mishnah tractate Aboth:
Antigonus of Soko received [the law] from
Simeon the Just. He used to say: Be not like
slaves that minister to the master for the sake
of receiving a bounty, but be like slaves that
minister to the master not for the sake of
receiving a bounty; and let the fear of heaven
be upon you.(1:3)
The placement of this domestic rule fragment at I Tim.
✓ ✓
6:1-2 may be due to the catchwords TiaaTi xijir) (see 5:3;
121
See, for example, Philo's De Decalogo 165-167:
"There are many other instructions given, to the young
on courtesy to the old, to the old on taking care of the
young, to subjects on obeying their rulers...to servants
on rendering an affectionate loyalty to their
masters...to masters on showing the gentleness and
kindness by which inequality is equalized" (Loeb). The
same concern is touched upon in the Sibylline Oracles
(2.278) where servants who rise up against their masters
are listed among the godless.
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5:17). The regulative nature of this material is appar¬
ent from the third person plural imperatives T\ye'o$u>oav
(6:1), Karacfipoveixoaav (6:2), and 6ou Aeoexcoaav (6:2).
The material is separated from the traditional
instructions that follow by the formulaic: xaoxa SifiaaKe
<ai Tta.pa.KaAe i.
6:3-21 Miscellaneous Injunctions
It is no easy task to outline the remainder of
chapter six. Most commentators simply regard the
section as a miscellany of diverse materials. D.
Guthrie, for example, observes that
the concluding portion of the Epistle contains
no clear sequence of thought, and it is best
therefore^tp deal with it in self-contained
sections.
This is a remarkable admission by Guthrie for it
indicates that his attempt to read I Timothy as a
typical letter has failed. He finds the sequence of
thought in chapter six to be so disjointed as to neces¬
sitate a fundamental modification in his hermeneutical
method: each unit of material must be dealt with sepa¬
rately, with little regard to its immediate or particu¬
lar context.
122
D. Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles, p.110.
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It is, of course, precisely this understanding of
the text that must be applied, not just to chapter six,
but to the whole of the Pastorals.
(6:3-5) Polemic against false teachers
This section returns abruptly to the subject of the
false teachers (cf. l:3f; 4:1-5). It is unmotivated by
what precedes and is followed by an apparently unrelated
proverbial saying (6:6). The admonition consists of one
long sentence, and incorporates a number of stock
123 .
polemical expressions, a conventional vice list, and
a cluster of rare and unique NT words.
The construction of the opening subordinate clause
(e' followed by the negative y.r|) is odd, both because it
appears so rarely in the NT, and because elsewhere in
the Pastorals e\ is followed by ou (cp. I 3:5, 5 : 8 ) . "^
123
R. Karris ["The Background and Significance of
the Polemic of the Pastorals," JBL 92 (1973) 549-64]
thinks a traditional polemical schema lies behind this
collection of charges against false teachers. Compare,
for example, Philo's stock criticisms against those who
quibble with words (Congr. 53) and those whose actions
are motivated by greed (Vit. Mos. 2.209-16; Migr.ab.
171).
124
Five words within this sentence are NT hapax
legomena: voas'u, Xoyopaxia., uuovoia, 6 iana.pa.Tp \ Bp ,
ti o p t oy.os. Six others appear nowhere else in Paul's
writings:




the New Testament (Chicago:




This remarkable deviation can hardly be attributed to
the whim of the author. Such grammatical constructions
belong to the "tissue" of language and flow from an
author's pen without thought. It is a stylistic fea¬
ture. The fact that the style here contrasts with
similar constructions elsewhere in the Pastorals may
indicate the diverse origin of this material.
It is striking that here (as in l:3f) the false
teachers are never clearly identified; the content of
their teaching is never described. The use of the
indefinite pronoun tis, the lack of any specific charg¬
es, and the conventional denunciations against those who
deviate from the "sound teaching" give the admonition an
almost universal validity.
A similar admonition appears in the Didache (6:1)
at the end of the "Two-Ways" material:
' ' ' > * '
Opa, y.r| tis as lxiavticnj ano xauxtis Tps
0600 xfjs SiSaxps, ertex TtapeKTos §eou
as 61SaaKe1.
There is no reason to think that this was directed
towards any specific heretical group; it seems, rather,
to be serving as a general warning, the aptness of which
was limited neither by circumstances nor time. The
(Footnote Continued)
p. 221 (#428). The construction (in 6:3) is regarded by
Blass as a remnant of classical Greek. The only other NT
occurrence appears in the Codex Bezae reading of Luke
6:4.
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admonition is similar to that which appears in I Tim.
6:3-5 in two important respects: both are concerned with
a falling away from "the way of the teaching" (= "the
godly teaching," I 6:3); and both are notably vague in
their references to the false teachers (employing the
indefinite pronoun xxs).
It seems likely that the editor of I Timothy has
incorporated at 6:3 a general warning against apostasy
(similar to that which appears in the Didache). The
/
link with 6:2c may be the catchword 6i6aai<e (cf.
suepoSiSaaKaXei, 6:3).
(6:6-10) Proverbial sayings
This cluster of loosely connected epigrammatic
sayings on moderation is linked to 6:5 by the catchword
nop i. ay.os. Logically, however, 6:5 and 6:6 have little
in common. In 6:5 uopiauos appears with euaefiBia to de¬
scribe the impure motives of the false teachers; in 6:6
the same words reappear but take on the opposite mean¬
ing, and the thought begun in 6:5 is suddenly discontin¬
ued.
That pre-existing materials have been taken over
and incorporated here is indicated by the fact that the
ideas introduced in 6:6-10 are essentially unrelated to
the concerns of the immediate context; nothing is said
about the false teachers (6:3) or their corruptible
influences (6:4-5). The literary style also changes
154
suddenly, with short and pithy sayings replacing the
flowing style of 6:3-5.
The sayings have a quasi-philosophical ring about
them, and carry no specifically Christian message; A.T.
Hanson suggests that the author has concentrated into
this paragraph "more general maxims drawn from pagan
philosophy than in any other passage in the three
126
letters." But one need not turn to pagan philoso¬
phers for parallels in language and thought; Jewish
writings offer equally striking parallels. For example:
(cp. 6:6)
You have great wealth if you fear God and
refrain from every sin.... (Tobit 4:21)
(cp. 6:7)
Naked I came from my mother's womb, and
naked I shall return. (Job 1:21; cf.
Eccl.5:14 LXX)
(cp. 6:8)
The essentials for life are water and bread
and clothing and a house to cover one's naked¬
ness. (Sir. 29:21)
(cp. 6:9)
Those who amass gold and silver; they shall
quickly be destroyed. Woe unto you, 0 rich
people! For you have put your trust in your
wealth. You shall ooze out of your riches....
(I Enoch 94:7b-8; cf. Ps-Phoc. 44-45)
(cp. 6:10)
The love of money is mother of all evil.
(Ps-Phoc. 42; cp. Sib.Or. 2:111; TSim.
5:3; Philo, Spec.Leg. I 24.281)
12 6
A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.107.
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(6:11-16) A commissioning charge
The relation of this parenetical unit to its
127
context is problematic. There is no logical connec¬
tion either with that which precedes or that which
follows. And the internal order of the unit itself is
equally puzzling.
Both the content and the form of this unit suggest
that it contains pre-formulated materials. The expres¬
sion "man of God", for example, never appears in Paul's
earlier letters, and seems a somewhat peculiar title by
128
which to address a personal friend. The reference to
Pilate in the credal fragment (6:13) is hardly prompted
by the context; and the solemn adjuration (6:13-14) and
rhythmic doxology (6:15-16) also appear better suited to
a liturgical context than a personal letter.
More tellingly, the formulaic Eo 6e (with varia¬
tions) often serves to introduce blocks of pre-formed
materials within the Pastorals. In II Tim. 3:10, for
example, it precedes a traditional virtue list; in II
Tim. 4:5, ou 6e introduces a duty list, and in Tit. 2:1
127
Some commentators think it may be a later
editorial addition: see, for example, D-C, The Pastoral
Epistles, p.87. N. Brox, Die Pa^toralbriefe, p.212.
128
The phrase only appears in the Pastorals within
the NT (compare II 3:17). In both contexts it carries a
conventional ring, designating in general terms: a
leader.
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the same expression precedes a collection of community
, 129
rules.
The fixed expression xauia <£euye, Sxwke 6e. . . also
seems to signal the presence of traditional materials.
The same phrase occurs again at II Tim. 2:22 where it
serves to introduce a virtue list similar to that which
130
appears in this unit (6:11). The personal "confes¬
sion" of II Clem. 18:2 includes a reference to fleeing
(4>euyw) temptation and pursuing (Siuko)) righteousness.
In I Clem. 30:1 4>eoyw introduces a lengthy vice list and
is followed by koXXcuo and a virtue list. Similar
injunctions to "flee" from evil and "pursue" or cling to
the good are widespread within Judaism: in the TGad 5:2,
for example, Gad says, "And these things (xauia) I speak
to you from experience, my children, that you may flee
^ /




See also, II 2:1;<2:3 (vAl.); 3:14. Compare the
use of a similar phrase (upeis oov) in the Testament of
the Twelve Patriarchs: for example, TBen. 8:1; TAsh.
3:1.
130
Three of the four virtues occunng in II 2:22
also appear in I 6:11: 6i kcuoauvri, n'aixs, ayarcri.
131
Compare TJDan. 6:10; TBen 8:1. In TAsh. 3:2, note
the variant reading cpeuyoo for duoTpexw.
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Some commentators think this passage (I Tim.
132
6:11-16) draws upon an adult baptismal address;
133
others suggest an ordination liturgy. The precise
origins of the unit remain shrouded but there can be
little doubt that this passage was not composed ad hoc
by the author of this letter.
(6:17-19) Admonition to the Wealthy
This admonition is problematic for two reasons: it
abruptly returns to the theme just addressed in 6:6-10,
and it breaks any thread of continuity between 6:16 and
6:20. Commentators have offered all sorts of conjec¬
tures in hopes of resolving the apparent discontinuity;
A. Harnack, for example, argues that it is an interpo¬
lation, added around A.D. 150, "nach den BedOrfnissen
134
der Zeit." Others think the text must have been
13 2
So Gealy, Jeremias, Falconer, Easton, Spicq,
Holtz, Kelly, H. Windisch, "Zur Christologie der
Pastoralbriefe," ZNW, 34 [1935] 213-238.
133
So D-C, Barrett, Brox, Hanson. See especially:
E. Kasemann,"Das Formular einer neutestamentlichen
Ordinationsparanese," Neutestamentliche Studien flir
Rudolph Bultmann (Berlin: A. Topelmann, 1954)
pp.261-268. Kasemann makes incisive observations on the
pre-formulated character of this material, and discusses
the author's apparent use of certain stereoptypic
expressions as "markers" (see p.262).
134
A. von Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen
Literatur bis Eusebius, I: 482. For similar conjectures,
compare R. Falconer, The Pastoral Epistles, p.158; B.S.
Easton, The Pastoral Epistles, p.170.
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accidentally displaced from its original context.
Jeremias notes the difficulty and tries to account for
136
it by labelling the piece a "postscript" (Nachtrag).
These proposed remedies are neither convincing nor
necessary. They serve, however, to reveal anew the
seriousness of the problems facing those who maintain
that a single author is responsible for this document.
J.N.D. Kelly's suggestion that "a later editor
would have surely chosen a more appropriate place for
inserting new material of this kind" is clearly in
137
danger of over-simplifying the editorial process.
Composite documents, almost by definition, possess
complicated editorial histories. The Didache, for
example, owes its present form to the work of editors,
but the materials it contains are not arranged in any
clear and systematic order. Instructions on almsgiving,
for instance, do not appear neatly grouped together, but
are scattered throughout the manual in a less than
"appropriate" fashion (cp.: Did. 1:5-6; 4:5-8; 11:12;
135
For example, W. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles,
p. 73.
13 6
J. Jeremias, Die Briefe, p.40.
137
J.N.D. Kelly, The Pastoral Epistles, p.147.
Kelly's way out of the problem is to label 6:11-16 a
Pauline "digression," but this fails to appreciate the
extent of the differences in form, content, and style
that separate 6:11-16 from its surrounding context.
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1 oo
13:4; 15:4). The present form of the Didache (as
well as that of the Pastorals) suggests that the earli¬
est editors were more concerned about the preservation
of traditonal materials than they were about literary
order.
It is hard to see how R. Falconer can assert that
the source of the admonition in 6:17 "may be in the
139
circle Luke-Acts." The saying here seems to have all
the marks of a conventional piece of Jewish parenesis on
the dangers of wealth. The connection between wealth,
arrogance, the uncertainty of riches, and the need to
trust in God, is traditional and can be paralled in many
Jewish writings; Philo, for example, commenting on Deut.
10:21, writes:
Let God alone be thy boast and thy chief glory,
[Moses] continues, and pride thyself neither on
riches nor on reputation nor dominion nor
comeliness nor strength of body, nor any such
thing, whereby the hearts of the empty minded
are wont to be lifted up. Consider in the first
place that these things have nothing in them of
13 8
R. Kraft (The Apostolic Fathers: Didache and
Barnabas Vol.VIII [New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons,
1965] p.64) suggests that the subsequent history of
"church manual" materials (like the Apostolic
Constitutions, and the Apostolic Traditions of
Hippolytus) clearly reflects complex editorial activity
within early Christian circles.
139
R. Falconer, The Pastoral Epistles, p.159.
Falconer points to the Gospel parallels, especially Luke
12:21 and 16:1-12. Cp. J. Jeremias, Die Briefe an
Timotheus und Titus, p.40.
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the nature of the true good; second^^ how
quickly comes the hour of their passing.
Other Jewish proverbial sayings parallel the
admonitions in 6:18-19 to share one's wealth and lay up
a good foundation (or "treasure") for the future. A
striking parallel to these verses appears in the
parenetical section of Tobit (4:8-9):
If you have many possessions, make your gift
from them in proportion.... So you will be
laying up a good treasure for yourself against
the day of necessity.
These parallels show the proverbial character of
this admonition in I Timothy 6:17-19. On the basis of
141
the unusual vocabulary (six NT hapax legomena), and
the awkward setting in the context, it is likely that
the piece came "ready-made" to an editor of the
Pastorals who incorporated it here into the letter.
140
Philo, Spec. Leg. 1.311 (Loeb); Cp. Philo, de
Josepho X.43 ; Jer. 9:23; Ps.52:7.
141 iT /J, 7 / ,/




Paul's original note to Timothy ended with this
concluding charge to "guard the tradition." The comment
seems aptly directed to Timothy in light of the false
teachings that are filtering into the Ephesian church.
The lack of any personal greetings are not unusual in
light of the brief and personal nature of the note.
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CHAPTER FOUR
II TIMOTHY: A COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS
1:1-2 Epistolary Salutation
The authoritative claim to apostleship that
inaugurates this letter (artoaxoXos Xpxaxou iriaou 6xa
SeXrjuaxos 0eou) parallels verbatim that which occurs at
the beginning of II Corinthians (cf., I Cor.1:1)in
the Corinthian correspondence, Paul's solemn claims to
authority seem fitting in light of the serious disputes
that had erupted over his apostleship. But here, at the
beginning of a personal letter, the formality appears
misplaced. The second phrase ( kcxx ' ercayyeXxav c^ffs xf|s
ev Xpiaxai iriaou), linked grammatically to anoaxoXos,
adds to the peculiarity by underscoring the aim and
2
purpose of Paul's apostleship.
"'"Compare also the verbatim salutation of Col. 1:1.
2
So J.H. Bernard, The Pastoral Epistles, p.107.
(Footnote Continued)
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The formality of this salutation (like those of I
Timothy and Titus) poses problems for those who wish to
3
maintain the Pauline authorship of this letter. D.
Guthrie, for example, observes that the letter opening
"seems rather stiff when addressed to Paul's closest
associate" but goes on to argue that Paul writes this
way because "he can never forget the noble work to
4
which he was so impressively called." The problem
with this response is that Paul's salutations in
Philippians, I and II Thessalonians, and Philemon make
no mention of his apostleship and carry none of the
solemnity that makes the opening of II Timothy appear
so odd.
It seems better to argue either that the saluta¬
tion is the product of an imitator, or that Paul's
original salutation was much shorter than the solemn
form that has come down to us. Although the latter
conjecture is not supported by surviving textual
evidence, it gains considerable credibility on other
grounds. We know from the surviving recensions of the
Ignatian corpus, for example, that expansion of
epistolary salutations did occur. In the longer
(Footnote Continued)
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.91., also notes
the emphasis here on Paul's apostleship.
3
B.S. Easton, The Pastoral Epistles, p.37, calls
the salutation "unthinkable in a letter to Paul's tried
and true lieutenant."
4
D. Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles, p.121.
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recension of Ignatius' letter to Polycarp an editorial
addition appears that was intended no doubt to complete
Ignatius's own self-designation:
Short Recension Long Recension
Ignatius, who is also called Ignatius, bishop of Antioch,
Theophorus, to Polycarp.... and a witness for Jesus^
Christ, to Polycarp....
If the phrases that serve to enhance Paul's
apostolic authority in II Timothy are removed (begin¬
ning with onoaxoXos and ending at the final 'ipoou
(1:1), the difficulties surrounding this salutation are
greatly lessened, and a warm and intimate greeting
emerges:
Paul to Timothy, my beloved child. Grace
and peace from God our Father and Christ Jesus
our Lord.
Perhaps the solemn expressions of authority were
added after Paul's death by an editor who wished to
give the apostle his full due, or to enhance the
official character of this apparently personal letter.
1:3-5 Thanksgiving
II Timothy is the only one of the Pastorals that
includes a thanksgiving. But in its present form this
"thanksgiving," consisting of one long and involved
sentence, poses difficulties, both to those who think
the Pastorals genuine, and to those who regard this
5
A. Roberts and J. Donaldson, editors, The
Writings of the Apostolic Fathers (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1867) I: 257.
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g
piece as a carefully crafted imitation. The material
clearly echoes Paul's thought (cp. Rom. 1:8-11), but it
✓ 9/
does so in markedly unPaulme language; xc-P"lv
j /
appears in the place of Paul's frequent euxapiaxew
(Rom. 1:8; Phil. 1:3; I Thess.l:2, et al.);7 exa> xt)v
v v / , , /
nepi aou pveiav occurs instead of the Pauline piveiav
ojiuv Ttoxouiiai. (Rom. 1:9); the usual Pauline eni tuv
mpoaeuxuv y.ou (Rom. 1:10) is replaced by sv xaTs
Serfaeaiv p.ou; and instead of Paul's preferred adverb
aSxaXe 'tixws (Rom. 1:9, I Th. 1:2) the thanksgiving in
II Tim. employs the adjective aSiaXeuxxos;
The construction of the text raises other diffi¬
culties; in Paul's thanksgivings the verb euxapitftea) is
usually followed by a pronoun object phrase ("for you")
and frequently by the causal conjunction oxx (see, for
example, Rom. 1:8-11). All of these stylistic features
are missing in II Tim. 1:3-5.
g
P. Dornier (Les Epitres Pastorales [Paris: J.
Gabalda and sons, 1969] p.181) notes the crucial role
played by this passage: "Ces trois versets (3-5) sont
interessants, car ils illustrent a eux seuls tout le
probleme de 1'authenticity des Pastorales."
7
The seriousness of this deviation from the
Pauline style is underscored by P. Schubert (Form and
Function of the Pauline Thanksgiving [Berlin: A.
Topelmann, 1939] p.34): "The formal and functional
homogeneity of the Pauline eoxapiaxew thanksgivings is
clearly demonstrated by the invariable occurrence of
the initial principal clause in which euxctpxaxeto is the
characterizing verb...."
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Such linguistic and formal differences make it
unlikely that Paul was the author of this material. But
the dissimilarities also count against the hypothesis
that a pseudonymous author, intent on imitating Paul,
was responsible for this piece. The commonly held view
that the author of II Timothy modelled his thanksgiving
upon that of Romans (1:8-11) is especially vulnerable
O
at this point. Why would a Paulinist diverge so
widely, not only in language but also in form, from his
9
Pauline model?
The thanksgiving also presents other difficulties.
The grammar of the long sentence is jumbled and clumsy,
the main verb being overburdened by a string of seven
loosely connected subordinate clauses. No clear train
of thought drives the sentence on (the object of the
thanksgiving is never expressed!), and the connections
g
Advocates of this theory include, H.J. Holtzmann,
Die Pastoralbriefe, p.378; D-C, The Pastoral Epistles,
p. 98; N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe, p. 225. For a more
recent proponent, cp., M. Wolter (Die Pastoralbriefe
als Paulustradition, p.204): "die Danksagung in 2.Tim
1,3 an die genannten paulinischen Texte [Rom 1:8-10;
Eph.l:16; I Thess.l:2; Phlm. 4 ] . . . ankniipf t und
Gepflogenheiten des paulinischen Briefstils nachahmen
will "
9
J.N.D. Kelly (The Pastoral Epistles, p.155) is
only half correct in his assertion that "the structure
of this passage strikingly resembles that of the normal
Pauline thanksgiving, including in 4 a participial
clause followed by a final clause." It is true that six
of the seven syntactical units that make up the Pauline
thanksgivings (cf.P. Schubert, Form and function, p.51)
do occur here; nevertheless, the variations from the




between the various clauses are not easily followed.
The meaning and function of the adverb us, for exam¬
ple, is not easily determined. Is it intended to have a
causal sense here, or a temporal one, or some other?"'""'"
And what does aSiaAe ititov modify, ex^ uveiav or
eruno$tov ae xdeiv?"'"^
Some commentators try to account for the cluttered
syntax by appealing to Paul's strained emotional condi-
13
tion; others argue that 1:4 should be regarded as a
parenthetical comment, and bracketed off from the rest
of the sentence. But such explanations fail to take
Many commentators have noted the confused
construction (for example, Holtzmann, Lock, Barrett; ad
loc.). Few, however, attempt to explain the cause of
the confusion. E.F. Scott (The Pastoral Epistles,
p.88), for example, simply observes that "the sentence
is never properly finished, and runs off into a
digression. ..."
11
J. Chrysostom (Homilies on the Epistles of St.
Paul to Timothy, Titus and Philemon), trans, by J.
Tweed [Oxford: J.H. Parker, 1843] p.168) takes us to
mean oxi (cp. the Vulgate, AV), but this results in the
rather strange idea that Paul's thanksgiving is due to
his repeated prayers for Timothy. J. Calvin (Commentary
on Timothy and Titus, p.290) gives the adverb a
temporal meaning: "as often as I remember you in my
prayers, as I do continually, I give thanks...."
(cp.RSV). But there is no evidence that us ever follows
xapxv ex^ in this way.
12
C.K. Barrett (The Pastoral Epistles, p.92) opts
for the latter.
13
J.N.D. Kelly (The Pastoral Epistles, p.156), for
example, attributes the break in thought to "Paul's
pent-up affection." R. Parry (The Pastoral Epistles,
p. 48) suggests that the odd construction is due to
Paul's anxiety and haste.
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into consideration the peculiarities of the thanksgiv¬
ing as a whole.
No completely satisfying solution to the problems
within this thanksgiving is at hand. The material seems
strangely fragmented and discontinuous; to use L.
Houlden's expression, it almost seems like "a catena of
allusions to personal, heartfelt passages in [the
14
Pauline] letters."
The diversity of the solutions put forward re¬
flects something of the difficulties inherent in this
unit of material:
1. the thanksgiving is a clumsy forgery by a
writer r^alling phrases from other Pauline
letters;
2. the thanksgiving is genuine Pauline
material (written by an amanuensis?); the
apparent confusion derives from our lack of
understanding the grammatical conventions.
3. the thanksgiving is a collapsing of two ^
previously independent Pauline fragments
The peculiarity of the thanksgiving makes it hard to
assess questions pertaining to its origin. Perhaps it
is enough simply to highlight this unit as problematic
by any reading of the letters.
14
L. Houlden, The Pastoral Epistles, p.108.
"^For example, H.J. Holtzmann, Die Pastoralbriefe,
pp.lllf
16
F. Hesse (Die Entstehung der neutestamentlichen
Hirtenbriefe, p.l75ff) argues that two Pauline letters
are combined within II Timothy, and that II 1:3-5 is a
composite block of two sayings that were wrongly put
together by an editor: 1) I 1:3a, 5; and 2) I 3b, 4.
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1:6-14 Miscellaneous admonitions to hold to the
traditions
This section is loosely held together by its
emphasis on the need to persevere and hold fast to the
traditions. Traces of genuine Pauline instructions to
Timothy may be incorporated here, but in its present
form the unity of the text is suspect on several
grounds: the miscellaneous and disjointed nature of the
materials (see below); the sudden changes in literary
style (cp.1:9-10); the inclusion of materials unmoti¬
vated by, and unrelated to, the context (see 1:9, npo
' 7 ' \
xpovtov ai a>v\ uv ) .
C.K. Barrett suggests that it is necessary to
segment the section in order to follow its logic:
it is difficult to summarize this section under a
title, for the writer passes from Paul to Timothy,
and from summaries of the Gospel and its gifts to
claims laid by the Gospel upon those who believe,
and especially upon Banisters. It must be followed
from point to point.'
The wisdom of Barrett's advice becomes evident to
anyone who attempts an outline of this material. One
looks in vain for any sustained development of thought;
the material is constantly disrupted by changing
subject-matter, variations in literary style, and the
presence of seemingly unnecessary expressions. In
short, it reads poorly as a literary unit.
17
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.93.
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The composite nature of the material is once again
apparent. Traditional Pauline teaching has been com¬
bined with a number of community materials, including:
a traditional saying (1:7), a credal/hymnic fragment
(1:9-10) and three sayings on guarding the "good depos¬
it" and keeping the sound words (1:12-14).
1:6 Admonition to an Ordinand
The phrase "for this cause" (<5x T r)V axxxav) is
commonly taken as a connecting phrase, linking the
thought of l:6ff with that of the preceeding thanksgiv¬
ing. But the admonition given here does not readily
follow from what is said in 1:3-5; there Timothy's
heritage is extolled, here the topic is ordination. It
appears that the link between the two sections may owe
more to word association than to logic: compare
avaji ijiv^aica) (1:6 or the variant onoiniivyCTKu?) and
urtojivriaxs (1:5).
If this be so, the function of the phrase 6x' t]v
auiav must be re-evaluated. Rather than serving as a
logical connecting link between 1:5 and 1:6, the phrase
may serve here to introduce traditional materials that
have been collected from various sources; this conjec¬
ture gains credibility when it is observed that the
same phrase introduces a catena of three citations in
Heb. 2:11 (Ps.22:2; Isa.8:17; Isa. 8:18), while in
Tit.1:13 it appears in close association with the
citation about "all Cretans" (1:12). It may also be
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functioning to introduce traditional materials in II
Tim. 1:12 (see below).
The contrast between the picture of ordination
portrayed here and that which appears in I 4:14 poses
problems that cannot be easily dismissed; here the rite
seems to be the responsibility of one man, but in I
4:14 the "laying on of hands" is clearly an act of the
presbytery. P. Trummer thinks the tension arises from
die Uberlagerung zweier Ordinations-vorstellungen,
der wahrscheinlich zeitgenossischen Praxis des
Autors in I Tim 4:14 und der Ruckdatierung in die
historisch gedachte Origination des Timotheus durch
Paulus in 2 Tim. 1:6.
Although Trummer recognizes the tension, his
solution is less than convincing; it is hard to see why
a pseudonymous author would mix two concepts of ordina¬
tion in this way. It seems more likely that the differ¬
ences between the two passages stem from the composite
nature of the Pastorals, and the fact that two distinct
sources have been taken up and incorporated into the
Pastoral corpus.
18
P. Trummer, Die Paulus tradition der
Pastoralbriefe, p.77. D-C (The Pastoral Epistles,
p. 71) suggest that the presbyteral emphasis in I 4:14
is due to the "congregational character" of I Timothy,
while the personal touch in II 1:6 stems from the
testamental character of II Timothy. Such an
interpretation requires that the Pastorals be thought
of as carefully designed, pseudepigraphical writings.
Evidence of careful design, however, is precisely what
the Pastorals lack.
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The admonition cited in 1:6 may derive from a
traditional account of Timothy's commissioning by the
hands of Paul. The account is reminiscent of Joshua's
commissioning by Moses (Num.27:18-20):
And the Lord said to Moses, "Take Joshua the son
of Nun, and lay your hand upon him; cause him to
stand before Eleazar the priest and all the
congregation, and you shall commission him in
their sight. You shall invest him with some of
your authority....
1:7 Proverbial saying
The conjunction yap loosely links 1:7 to 1:6. The
connection is disrupted, however, by a number of seem¬
ingly unmotivated changes in the mode of address: the
personal admonition in 1:6 takes on a generalized,
almost proverbial, character; the three present tense
verbs (avaiiiuvriaKa), ava^uTiupB"iv, eaxiv, 1:6) give way
to an aorist (efioxev,1:7); and the second person
singular pronoun becomes a first person plural.
E.K. Simpson attributes this oddity to "the apos-
19
tie's penchant for generalizations" but this does not
adequately explain the sudden change in thought or the
y /
non-Pauline language (rcveupa SeiXias, . . .Suvaueios,
' ' ~
, 2 0
...ayanTis, . . . aaxf>povx<T|iou) .
19
E.K. Simpson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.123.
20
The differences in language also count against
Holtzmann's suggestion (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.112) that
we have before us an "offenbare Umbildung von Rom. 8,
15."
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It seems more likely that yap is serving here as
an introductory conjunction, signalling the inclusion
of a traditional saying. That yap can function in this
manner is evident from its use elsewhere; in Romans
10:13, for example, it introduces a verbatim citation
from Joel 3:2 (LXX) . In Romans 13:9 it signals a
citation from Deut. 5:17-21 (LXX).^
The traditional piece cited here carries the ring
of a wisdom saying. For the sense, compare Sirach
34:14: "He who fears the Lord will not be timid, nor
play the coward (SeiXiau)) , for he is his hope."
1:8 Traditional Admonition
The opening phrase echoes the concern of Romans
. N I /
1:16, but the verbal dissimxlarities (to euayyeliov,
Rom. 1:16; to uapTUpiov here) argue against literary
dependence. This admonition may be a genuine piece of
Pauline teaching that was incorporated at an early
stage into this traditional material on perseverance
and holding fast to the traditions.
21
See also OT citations introduced by yap at I
Cor. 2:16 (Isa.40:13), 10:26 (Ps.24:l), 15:27 (Ps.8:7).
Cp. I Tim. 6:7,10? PolyPhil. 7:1 (I Jn.4:2-3). See the
discussion by E.E. Ellis, "Traditions in the Pastoral
Epistles," p.246, notes 54-55.
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1:9-10 Credal/Hymnic Fragment
Here the style of the writing suddenly changes;
the admonition of 1:8 gives way to a flowing, hymn-like
passage. The rhythm and balance of these verses, as
well as the fact that they contain elements unnecessary
to the context, indicate that pre-formulated materials
22
have been employed. Although commentators are divided
23
as to the classification of this material, most
believe that these verses constitute a pre-formed
fragment of some kind.2^
; /
The use of eni<t>aveia is striking here as it seems
to contrast with the meaning of the word used elsewhere
in the Pastorals. In all of the other NT occurrences (I
6:14; II 4:1,8; II Thess. 2:8) the word refers to
Jesus' apocalyptic return, but here it clearly signi-
25
fies his incarnation. It seems unlikely that the same
22
See the discussion on the formulaic
characteristics of this fragment in E. Norden, Agnostos
Theos: Untersuchungen zur Formengeschichte religioser
Rede (Leipzig: Teubner, 1913), pp.201ff., 381.
230n the problem of categorizing this fragment,
see E. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa (Stuttgart:
Teubner, 1958 [1909]) II: 852ff.
2^Compare, for example, the following suggestions:
a eucharistic prayer (Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles,
p. 122); a Christian hymn (Easton, The Pastoral
Epistles, p.40); a confession of faith (Dornier,
p. 189); a baptismal confession (Gealy, Epistles to
Timothy, Titus, 467); a kerygmatic formula (D-C, The
Pastoral Epistles, p.99).
25 ? t
The verb eructxxvri appears with a similar meaning
at Titus 3:4, but there it is the "goodness and loving
kindness" of the Lord that is said to appear.
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writer would use a significant technical term in such
contrasting ways without any mention of the fact. This
may be another indication that the material has been
taken from a different source.
1:11 Apostolic Authorization
B.S. Easton notes that for the historic Timothy
"no assertion could be more superfluous" than this
2 6
autobiographical comment. For the reasons discussed
above (see above at I 2:7) the saying cannot be regard¬
ed as a genuine Pauline remark; it seems to be func¬
tioning, however, (both at I 2:7 and here) as a liter¬
ary device, signalling the validity of traditional
materials. In both contexts the expression follows a
credal fragment.
1:12a A literary signal
O /
The formulaic phrase Si' r|V autav (see 1:6) may
be functioning here to "bracket" the traditional
materials collected within the section (1:6-1:11), or
(and this appears more likely) it may be introducing
the cluster of sayings which follow, all loosely tied
to the theme of perseverence and fidelity to the
"deposit.
26
B.S. Easton, The Pastoral Epistles, p.44.
27
It is striking that the phrase both here and in
(Footnote Continued)
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l:12b-14 A confessional statement and two
admonitions
These three verses have only a superficial connec¬
tion to one another; they all refer in some way to the
"deposit" (1:12, 14) or the need to hold to the "sound
words" (1:13), but when they are examined more closely
it becomes clear that in substance they have little in
common.
Perhaps the most significant indication of this is
the different meaning of the term rcapa^TiKTi in 1:12 and
1:14. Because most commentators assume the integrity of
this passage, they think it necessary to harmonize the
meaning of TiapaSriKri in II 1:12 with its other occur¬
rences in the Pastorals (II 1:14 and I 6:20, where it
plainly means the "sound words" given to Timothy to
preach). Such harmonization is useful for it avoids the
difficulty of the same word being used by the same
author in the same passage to mean two quite different
2 8
things. But the natural reading of 1:12 and 1:14 does
(Footnote Continued)
Hebrews is closely associated with the ideas of
suffering (see Txa^riua, Heb.2:10), shame (enaiaxtvoucu,
Heb. 2:11), and trust (txei'Su, Heb.2:13).
2 8
See, for example, the remarks of C. Spicq (Les
Epitres Pastorales, p.720): "II est, en effet,
difficile de penser qu'une locution aussi technique et
exceptionnelle dans le Nouveau Testament que celle de




not seem to allow such an interpretation. In 1:12 we
have a confessional statment affirming that God will
guard the Tiapct^'pkt] (one's life?) entrusted to him.~^ In
1:14 the term appears in a catechetical-like admonition
and refers to the "deposit of the faith" entrusted to
someone.
It seems better to accept that an inherent tension
exists between these two texts, and to attribute the
differences in meaning to the fact that both passages
probably originated within different contexts; in all
likelihood, they were gathered together because of
their mutual reference to the TtapaSriKri. ^
29
N.J.D. White ("The First and Second Epistles to
Timothy and the Epistle to Titus," The Expositor's
Greek Testament [London: Hodder and Stoughton 1910]
p. 158) notes that "nothing but a desire to give
Ttapa$r|Kr| the same meaning wherever it occurs... could
have made Chrys. explain it here as 'the faith, the
preaching of the Gospel.'"
30
So the AV, JB translations. The parallel with II
Maccabees 3:10ff gives the literal context to the
metaphorical use of the term in II 1:12. Referring to
the widow's and orphan's deposit left in the temple,
the text reads: The priests prostrated themselves... and
called toward heaven upon him who had given the law
about deposits (napaKaxaSiiKii) , that he should keep them
safe (5 ia4)uAaaaio) for those who had deposited them" (II
Macc. 3:15).
31
R. Falconer (The Pastoral Epistles, p.78) thinks
the different use of TiapaSriicTi in 1:14, as well as the
break in the connection between 1:12 and 1:14 "point to
a later editorial insertion by the same hand as in I
Tim. 1.18, 19, vi. 20, 21."
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1:15-18 Personalia
The shift from the catachetical-like admonition in
1:14 to this autobiographical section is sudden and
unexpected; there is nothing in the immediate context
that can be said to prompt the reference to apostasy
32
(1:15) or the remarks about Onesiphorus (1:16-18).
C.K. Barrett calls the passage a "digression" while J.
Moffatt regards it as an "erratic boulder" in its
33
present setting. The unit as a whole parts easily
from its context, both in content and in form. The
particularity of the section (with its references to
individuals) contrasts with the general parenetic
nature of the materials that precede and follow
(1:12-14; 2:lff>.
All of these features suggest the likelihood that
this material did not originate within the present
32
Typical of attempts to show the relevance of
this section in its present context is J.N.D. Kelly's
suggestion (The Pastoral Epistles, p.168) that Paul's
references to Phygelos and Hermogenes (1:15) are
intended as "warning examples" to Timothy, while his
description of Onesipherus is meant as a "comfort
example." N. Brox ("Zu den personlichen Notizen der
Pastoralbriefe," BZ 13 [1969] 83), arguing a slightly
different line (and assuming a pseudonymous author)
writes: "Der ganze Passus [1:15-18] gestaltet sich
namlich zu einer Illustration der Mahnung aus 1,8, die
fur Inhalt und Absicht in 2 Tim bezeichnend ist:
'schame dich night des Zeugnisses fur unseren Herrn
noch meiner, seines Gefangenen.'" Such suggestions seem
to attribute far too much subtlety to the author of the
Pastorals.
33
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles., p.100; J.
Moffatt, Introduction, p.403.
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context; but there is no compelling reason to deny its
authenticity. P.N. Harrison argues persuasively for the
genuineness of 1:16-18, but his exclusion of 1:15 is
3 4
less compelling. The whole block of personalia dis¬
tinctively protrudes within its context (as elsewhere
in the Pastorals) and must be recognized as a unit.
2:1-13 Collection of personal admonitions
The miscellaneous character of this section can
scarcely be overlooked. C.K. Barrett simply observes
35
that the material "spreads diffusely." The unit is
comprised of several diverse elements, including a
collection of proverbial admonitions on discipline
(2:3-7), a credal fragment (2:8) an autobiographical
unit (2:9-10) and another credal fragment (2:11-13).
The composite character of this section is sug¬
gested not only by the abrupt changes in subject
matter, but also by the various formulaic markers that
appear (see below).
34
P.N. Harrison, The Problem of the Pastoral
Epistles, p.125. Harrison apparently excludes 1:15
because the reference to Asia seems to fit poorly with
the clearly Roman context of 1:16-18. But this assumes
the unity of the fragment! Perhaps 1:15-18 is a
collection of two formerly independent Pauline notes.
35
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.100.
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2:1-2 Personal admonitions
Commentators have put forward many suggestions as
to how 2:1 (cf.,ouv) links with the material which
precedes, but the sheer diversity of their proposals
3 6
reflects the obscurity of the connection. It seems
better to take the particle ouv as a part of the
formulaic expression Eu ouv, tskvov y.ou and regard it
as an introductory marker of traditional materials. We
have already observed how the phrase cru 6e can function
in this way (see I 6:11; Tit.2:1), and cru ouv seems to
be a variation of this formula.
The appearance of the formulaic xetcvov y.ou lends
37
support to this interpretation. This phrase appears
as an introductory marker of traditional materials
3 8
within both Jewish and early Christian literature.
3 6
So, for example, C.J. Ellicott (An Official
Critical and Grammatical Commentary on the Pastoral
Epistles [London: J. Parker and Son, 1856] p.113)
thinks the reference is to 1:15; B.S. Easton (The
Pastoral Epistles, p.46) prefers 1:16-18; R. Falconer
(The Pastoral Epistles, p.80) suggests that 2:1 resumes
Ihe thought of 1:6-7; while W. Lock (The Pastoral
Epistles, p.93) thinks it takes up the concern of 1:14.
37 ...
See the dxscussion in E. Nordern, Agnostos Theos
(Leipzig: Teubner, 1924) p.290f.
3 8 /■
The term tgkvov appears frequently within the
book of Sirach: cf. 2:1; 3:1 (plural!); 3:12; 3:17;
4:1; 6:18; 6:23 and passim.
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Its formulaic character is especially evident from its
use in the Didache where it serves to introduce tradi¬
tional proverbial admonitions:
3:1 My child, flee from every evil man...
3:3 My child, be not lustful...
3:4 My child, regard not omens
3:5 My child, be not a liar...
3:6 My child, be not a grumbler
These parallels suggest that the phrase ctu ouv,
xekvov uou (in II 2:1) may not intend to develop the
thought of 1:16-18, or serve as an endearment from Paul
to Timothy; rather, the phrase may be functioning as a
formulaic marker of traditional materials.
The traditional character of what follows seems to
confirm this view. II 2:1-2 incorporates ancient teach¬
ing on the importance of preserving the community's
traditions (rcapaxxSriyu, cp.I 1:18). Similar admonitions
are frequent within Jewish testamental literature:
kcu a gicouaaxe napa xou ixaxpos uptov,
pexadoxe kcu up.eTsqXoTs xetcvois
uiiwv (T.Dan. 6:9).
In light of this, it seems best to take the
opening phrase of 2:1 as an introductory marker of the
whole collection of traditional teachings which follow.
2:3-6 Proverbial Admonitions
Three proverbial sayings (on soldiers, 2:4; on
athletes, 2:5; on farmers 2:6) have been strung
"^Compare also T.Sim. 7:3; T.Lev.4:5; 10:1.
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together following the opening admonition: "suffer as a
good soldier..." (2:3a). The loose connection among the
40
sayings, and their lack of any specifically Christian
content, suggest that they were not written ad hoc but
41
have been taken over from another source. This is
also indicated by the distinct vocabulary within this
42
section.
The commonplace character of these sayings makes
it risky to assert with A.T. Hanson that the author of
this section "has in mind a number of passages from I
43
C.9." All three images (soldier, athlete, farmer)
are commonly utilized metaphors within ancient litera-
44
ture. R. Bultmann has shown how Greek rhetoricians
40
L. Donelson (Pseudepigraphy and Ethical
Argument, p.89) struggles to find the continuity within
this section. Using the categories defined in
Aristotle's Art of Rhetoric, Donelson argues that the
three proverbial sayings of II 2:3-6 are functioning as
the logical premises to the three imperatives in 2:1-2.
He is forced to admit, however, that "there is no
apparent direct correspondence between the three
imperatives and the three maxims.... the logic becomes
very general and perhaps not all that easy for the
reader to supply.
41
So N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe, p.241.
42
Eleven words appear /that occur nowhere else in
Paul's letters: auvKa.Kona9e&j, Ttpaypiaxe(a, axpaxoAoyeto,
aQAeto, voyupiws, axpax i wxris, eputAsk op.au , Bi'os, axe^avow,
yewpyos, pj.exaAay.Bdva).
43
A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.128. The
parallels in I Cor. 9 (cf. 9:7a, 9:7b; 9:24-27) are not
close enough to show the kind of dependency that Hanson
suggests.
44




enjoyed piling up such metaphors. It is quite possi¬
ble that these proverbial sayings were taken over as a
unit from a pre-Christian source and inserted here. The
fixed character of such proverbs would account for
their less than perfect parallelism within II
4 6
Timothy. And it would make sense of the scribal gloss
in 2:4 where the phrase iS Sew has been added following
, 47
CTTpaTeooiievos. The gloss appears to be an attempt to
make the proverbial saying more suitable to its present
religious context.
2:7 Literary marker
The proverbial material is followed by the puz¬
zling clause: voei o Xeyto. J.N.D. Kelly calls the verse
"almost a parenthesis," and its function here is not
48
easy to determine. R. Harris's theory that the
(Footnote Continued)
1.14.15; on athletes, Philo, Abr. 35, Quod omn. prob.
26.110; Epict., Diss. , III.10, III.15.2f, IV Macc.
6:10, 16:16, 17:15ff, on farmers, Deut. 20:6; Prov.
27:18; Sir. 6:19.
45
R. Bultmann, Per Stil der Paulinischen Predigt
und Kynisch-Stoische Diatribe (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1910) p.38f.
46
The concern for the personal reward due the
farmer, for example, does not strictly parallel the
point of the other two proverbs. On this point, see F.
Gealy's observations, Epistles to Timothy and to Titus,
p. 480f.
47 ~
too Oew appears in F, G, the old Latin MSS, the
Vulgate (corrected), Cyprian, Ambrosiaster.
48
J.N.D. Kelly, The Pastoral Epistles, p.176.
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phrase is a citation from the Greek poet Pindar lacks
supportive evidence, but the fact that Pindar employs
the same expression within a poetic work indicates that
49
it may carry a formulaic sense.
The expression here may be serving to signal the
end of the preceeding collection of traditional materi¬
als (2:3-6). Could it be functioning in a formal way
like the Hebrew selah? W. Lock compares it to the
. 50
Latin tag, verbum sapienti.
The clause that follows has a proverbial ring
similar to that of Proverbs 2:6: "For the Lord gives
wisdom; from his mouth come knowledge and understanding
(aoveoTs)." The traditional character of the saying




An unexpected summary of the gospel follows,
unprompted by the immediate context. The balanced




Other features also suggest that this is a credal or
hymnic fragment that has been taken over from another
49
R. Harris, "Pindar and St. Paul," Exp.T., 33
(1921-2) 456f.
50
W. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles, p.94.
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source; the order of the name "Jesus Christ" is very
rare, if not unprecedented, in II Timothy. The
Nestle-Aland text (26th ed.) accepts the order "Jesus
51
Christ" only at 2:8. The reference to the seed of
David seems irrelevant to the present context; the
closest parallel to this phrase comes from another
52
credal fragment that appears in Romans l:3f.
2:9-10 Autobiographical material
The credal fragment is linked directly to an
autobiographical unit that may include genuine Pauline
traditions. A similar credal fragment follows the
genuine material in I Tim. 3:14-16. The whole block of
material (2:8-10) may have came to the editor as a
single piece and was inserted here because of the
reference to suffering in 2:9 (KCtKOTia§ea>, cp.2:3,
/ ✓
auyKaKOTia^ea;; 2:11, auvanoSvijaKO)) .
2:11-13 Credal/Hymnic Fragment
"^Compare the following instances of the name: 1:1
(x2), 1:2, 1:9, 1:10, 1:13, 2:1, 2:3, 2:10, 3:12, 3:15,
4:1, and 4:22 (v.l.). Textual variants appear at 1:2,
and 1:10.
52
Both ideas (Jesus' resurrection and his royal
lineage) are also present in the Romans creed, but in
reverse order. See, C.H. Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to
the Romans (London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1932) pp.4-5.
Compare, also: Ign.Smyr. 1:1; Ign.Eph. 18:2; Ign.Trail.
9:1.
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The intended subject of this "faithful word"
formula (matos o Aoyos) is disputed. Those who think
that the formula always refers to a soteriological
53
saying find the faithful word in 2:10. B. Wexss
suggests that it refers back to 2:8-9, while N. White
54
regards the expression as a confirmation of 2:4-11.
Others argue that the formula points to the verses that
follow (2:11-13).55
The view taken here is that the formula simply
marks the introduction, or the conclusion, of a collec¬
tion of traditional materials. The autobiographical
unit of 2:8-10 clearly gives way to a different source
in 2:11; the singular pronoun (pou, 2:8) and the
^ C /
singular verbs (KaicoTiaSu), 2:9; oixouevto, 2:10) suddenly
become plural; the symmetry and rhythmic balance of
53 .
See, for example, A. Schlatter, Die Kirche der
Griechen im Urteil des Paulus (Stuttgart: Calwer
Vereinsbuchhandlung, 1936) p.236. So also, W. Nauck,
Die Herkunft des Verfassers der Pastoralbriefe
(Gottingen: 1950) p.49f. Nauck thinks the "faithful
word" expression is not a citation formula but a
confirming word.
54
B. Weiss, Die Briefe Pauli an Timotheus und
Paulus (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1903)
pp.270f; N. White, The Epistles to Timothy, to Titus
(London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1910) p.163: "The teaching
or saying referred to is 'the word of the cross' as set
forth by simile and living example in the preceeding
verses, 4-11."
55
So, for example, D-C, The Pastoral Epistles,
p.109; C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.104.
Also, G.W. Knight, The Faithful Sayings in the Pastoral
Letters (Grand Rapids, Mich., Baker, 1979) pp.H2f.
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2:11-13 is unmistakable and differs considerably in
style from that which precedes or follows.^
Commentators have had difficulty in accounting for
the yap at the beginning of this fragment (2:11; cp.I
4:9). Some argue that its occurrence here counts
against the view that 2:11-13 is a fragment from a hymn
57
or a creed. Others think the conjunction may have
been part of the original fragment that was taken
58
over.
In light of the function of yap elsewhere in the
Pastorals (cp.I 6:7,10), it seems better to understand
it here as a literary device, serving to introduce the
cited fragment that follows it.
2:14-26 Polemical admonitions
Once again, a formulaic expression (lauia
unouijjlvflake, 6iay.apxupoy.evos evumov too Seou) intro¬
duces an abrupt change in subject matter as well as
literary style (cf.I 5:21). C.K. Barrett remarks that
"the connexion with the preceding paragraph is indeed
59
not close." Not only is there no clear connection to
5 6
The text as printed in Nestle-Aland (26th ed. )
clearly reveals this symmetry.
57
So, for example, C.J. Ellicott, Grammatical
Commentary, p.120.
~*®See, J.H. Bernard, The Pastoral Epistles, p.120;
E.F. Scott, The Pastoral Epistles, p.105.
59
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.105.
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what precedes, but the logical progression within the
passage itself is difficult to follow. This lack of
internal cohesion is best attributed to the previously
independent character of the materials; a concern over
apostasy appears to be the thread that loosely holds
these polemical admonitions and proverbial expressions
together.
The language throughout is alien both to Paul's
other letters and to the NT as a whole; sixteen words
do not appear in the other Paulines, and five of these
are NT hapax legomena.^
2:14a Literary signal
The formulaic usage of xaoia has been noted
several times (see especially I 4:6, 4:11); here it
occurs at the close of a traditional citation
(2:11-13), and seems to mark off once again the begin¬
ning of a new unit of material.
y > / ^
The expression SiapapTUpc^t/oi evwmov xou 9eoo is
61
closely linked (as in I 5:21) to the formulaic xauxa.
r ^ The NT hapax legomena are: Aoyopaxew, P-os,
avencuaxuvxos, opSoxopieit), yayypcuva; the other
non-Pauline words include: ^oixoiiivivipaKw, Kaxaaxpo^f],
BeBriAos, Kevo<f)unua, nepa xaxruii, voy.71, aaxoxeu,
avaxperca), lievxoi, axepeos, xpt^ots, apyupous, ^uAwos,
Searioxris.
61
The expression in II 2:14, unlike I 5:21 and II
4:1, lacks any reference to Christ. This may reflect an
earlier pre-Christian form of the saying; perhaps the
literary device was taken over from Judaism (as the OT
(Footnote Continued)
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Here also the adjuration serves to mark off distinct
6 2
collections of traditional materials.
The variant readings for $eou in 2:14 seem to be
motivated by the desire to adapt fixed (and
pre-Christian?) expressions to their new setting within
the Christian community. Instead of the reading printed
in our text ("charge them before God," 2:14), some MSS
read "...before the Lord," while a few late MSS read
"
. . .before Christ.
The Nestle-Aland text takes 2:14b as the continua¬
tion of 2:14a: "...charge [them] before the Lord to
avoid disputing about words"; but on the basis of the
parallel in II Timothy 4:1 it seems more likely that a
colon should be supplied after Oeou, and an independent
clause begun, either with up XoyouaxeTv (taking it as
an imperatival infinitive, cf., Lk.9:23, Rom.12:15,
~ 54
Phil. 3:16) or with the variant UP Xoyoy.axex. The
resulting translation seems to clarify the "list"
(Footnote Continued)
parallels suggest, cf. Deut. 31:28; 32:45). W. Nauck
(Die Herkunft, p.41f) notes that iiaprupeoj is never
constructed with evioruov in secular literature.
^See the discussion at I 5:21 (above).
6 3
The variant "Lord" appears, for example, in A,
D, ¥, 048, and the majority text; a few minuscules read
"Christ."
64
See the discussion on the imperatival infinitive
at I 1:3c (above). H.J. Holtzmann (Die Pastoralbriefe,
p. 415) cites Hoffmann and Ewald as two who take up
Aoyopicxxeiv here as an imperatival infinitive. The
reading XoyopaxeT appears in A, C (uncorrected), 048,
1175 and a few minuscules.
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quality of the admonitions and sayings that follow:
"remind [them] of these things, charging [them] before
6 5
God: stop disputing about words... etc."
2:14b Admonition on word disputes
The first admonition in this cluster concerns
S
disputes about words. The verb XoYoy.axeoj occurs only
here within the NT, but the noun form (Xoyouaxia.)
appears, significantly, in the middle of a similar
6 6
block of polemical admonitions at I Timothy 6:4.
2:15 Wisdom saying on the approved workman
It is not easy to find a logical connection that
ties this proverbial saying either to that which pre-
6 7
cedes or that which follows. R. Falconer's conclu¬
sion that 2:15 is "probably displaced" reflects his
despair in finding any thread of continuity within
6 5
It is true that this reading causes a somewhat
awkward asyndeton, but the style here is not smooth by
any reading.
6 6
See the discussion above on I 6:2b-5, and note
the formulaic xauia SxSaoKe Kai TiapaKaXei.
6 7
R. Karris (The Pastoral Epistles [Wilmington,
Del.; Michael Glazier, 1979] p.25) notes the apparent
lack of consecutive thought in this section but tries
to minimize it by suggesting that "the author thinks by
means of contrasts." The difficulty with this solution
is that the intended contrast between 2:15 and 2:14 is
not at all clear.
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6 8
these three verses. His conjecture gains force if
one assumes that a single author is at work here; under
such an assumption, it is difficult to account for the
logical discontinuity. But if the materials have been
collected from disparate sources, the difficulties are
greatly lessened. The proverb of 2:15 may not fit
precisely with the sayings and citations around it, but
such lack of continuity is not surprising given the
pre-formed nature of the materials.
This helps explain why the Pastorals sometimes
69
read like a hellenistic moral handbook; useful bits
of advice and wisdom have been collected and put
together, but it is a matter of secondary interest as
to how well the materials cohere with one another.
It is probably not coincidental that the only
other known occurrences of the word op§oToi_iew are to be
found within wisdom sayings from the book of Proverbs
(3:6; 11:5). The expression here at 2:15 is proverbial,
and incorporates ideas well-known to us from Jewish
writings. In the T.Joseph (2:7), for example, Joseph
6 8
R. Falconer, The Pastoral Epistles, p.84.
Falconer sees serious literary problems throughout the
whole of 2:14 to 3:17.
69
Compare, for example, the collection of gnomic
wisdom and advice in the Enchiridion of Epictetus
(Epictetus, trans, by W.A. Oldfather, LCL [London: W.
Heinemann, 1928] II: 483ff); see also, a compilation of
451 ethical and religious aphorisms in the Sentences of
Sextus, trans, by H. Chadwick (Cambridge: University
Press, 1959.
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tells of being tested and approved (6oioy.os) by God.
The figurative sense of epyarris as a workman for God
appears in the T.Benj. (11:1, epyarris KUpiot).
It may be that the proverb in II 2:15 has been
taken over from Jewish circles; there is nothing
specificially Christian about it.
2:16-17a Admonition on profane babblings
The subject returns abruptly to the matter of
empty words and profane babblings; the fixed character
of the expression ias 6e BeBrjious Kevoixjovi'as is appar¬
ent from its previous occurrence in I 6:20. The verb
Ttepi laTTil-u occurs again at Tit.3:9 in a similarly
polemical context.
The stock character of the admonition is clear
70
from the many parallels that have been adduced. The
passage, in R. Karris' words, has the character of a
form-letter, the general contents of which can easily
71
be shifted from one context to another.
70
A similar thought is preserved, for example, in
Epictetus (Discourses. ii.17.8): ti kevms tccs <t>a)vds
xauxas ajirixooiaev. Compare R. Karris' s charts showing
the various polemical topoi with examples from Greek
literature in The Function and Sitz im Leben of the
Paraenetic elements in the Pastoral Letters"
(unpublished Th.D thesis: Harvard, 1971) p.21, 44.
71
R. Karris, "The Background and Significance of
the Polemic of the Pastorals," JBL, 92 (1973) 555 ?
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2:17b-18 Personalia
The sudden reference to specific individuals and
their heresy is puzzling; it seems an odd intrusion
into this cluster of otherwise general and commonplace
admonitions. Perhaps it was coupled to the preceding
admonition when the editor of the Pastorals incorporat¬
ed it; but the reappearance of the phrase uv eaxiv to
introduce the personalia raises doubts, for it is the
same expression that introduces the mention of
Hymenaeus and Alexander in I Timothy 1:20, and Phygelus
and Hermogenes in II Timothy 1:15. In each of these
passages, the reference to specific individuals seems
detached from its context.
W. Lock may be right when he suggests that the
personalia here and at I Timothy 1:20 are editorial
72
interpolations; however, it may be that these refer¬
ences are genuine, and the materials surrounding them
have been tagged on at a later date. In any case, it
appears that the polemic and the personalia were not
originally connected; when the personalia is removed,
the general polemical character of the cluster is
preserved.
72
See the remarks by W. Lock, The Pastoral
Epistles, pp.xxxi., 99. Lock thinks the interpolations
were designed to give "an illustration from [the
editor's] own time."
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2:19 Midrashic-like exposition (on election and
apostasy)
The pre-formed character of this text is apparent
from the difficulties that arise when attempting to
interpret its meaning; commentators are not sure what
the saying means, or what its immediate connection to
the context is. Considerable obscurity surrounds the
meaning of the terms QepeAios, and a^payis. N.
74
White, observes that the metaphor seems confused.
But the confusion is not easily ascribed to the work of
an author; one would expect an author to clarify his
meaning. It seems likely that the difficulties here
stem from the fact that language from another context
75
has been incorporated.
The unit itself is a small cluster of traditional
sayings on election and apostasy. An opening saying
introduces two quotations, both of which probably have
73 /
The meaning of SepieAxos is disputed; does it,
for example, refer to the facts of Christian belief
(Parry), or to the church (Scott), or to faith
(Dornier) or to God's election (Calvin), or to Christ
himself (A.T. Hanson)? Depending on how one interprets
QepeAxos, the meaning of a0payxs varies accordingly.
74
N. White, The Epistles to Timothy and Titus,
p.167. White attributes the confusion to "a
condensation of expression."
^D-C (The Pastoral Epistles, p.112) thinks the
author is quoting from early Christian poetry, and
points to a parallel in the Odes of Solomon (8:14);
A.T. Hanson ("The Apostates: II Timothy 2:19-21,"
Studies in the Pastoral Letters [London: S.P.C.K.,
1968] p.34f.) thinks 2:19 is an extract from a
Christian baptismal source.
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their origin within Judaism (cp. Num.16:5; 16:26;
Isa.26:13).
The unit may have been added to the larger cluster
of materials (on apostasy) because of its reference to
Numbers 16, and the story of Korah's rebellion.
2:20-21 A proverb on useful vessels
Without warning the metaphor suddenly switches to
vessels of honor and dishonor, prompting C.K. Barrett
to remark that its "connexion with the context is not
7 6
so clear." Again, the abrupt change in subject
matter is probably not due to the whim of an author,
but rather, to the introduction of another pre-formed
proverbial saying.
The pre-formed character of the saying is evident
from the fact that its meaning does not really fit the
tenor of the immediate context; instead of invective
against those who have strayed from the truth, the
proverb declares that all the "members" of a household
are necessary, both the honorable and dishonorable. It




C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, 107.
77
Compare, for example, the close parallel that
appears in Wisdom 15:7: "For when a potter kneads the
soft earth and laboriously moulds each vessel for our
service, he fashions out of the same clay both the
vessels that serve clean uses and those for contrary
(Footnote Continued)
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The ambiguity of xaoxa in verse 21 is again puz¬
zling; does it refer to the false teachers, or their
teachings, or did it have a different reference in its
native context?
2:22 Admonition to flee vices and pursue virtues
The commentators note the difficulties in attrib¬
uting this verse to Paul. C.F.D. Moule finds the verse
particularly problematic in view of its portrayal of
7 8
Timothy. The warning to "flee youthful lusts" is
hardly one that Timothy, who would be nearing forty at
the end of Paul's life, would seem to require.
But the origin of this text is better sought by
observing its formal characteristics. A parallel to
this admonition has already been discussed at I 6:10;
the same set expression (^euye. . . Siojke ) occurs there,
and is followed (as here) by a virtue list. The same
pattern appears in I Clem.30:1 and II Clem. 10:1. These
formal features suggest that this text was not written
ad hoc, but was a pre-formed piece of floating prover¬
bial wisdom.
(Footnote Continued)
uses, making all in like manner...." See, also, Rom.
9:21, I Cor.3:12.
7 8
C.F.D. Moule, "The Problem of the Pastoral
Epistles: A Reappraisal," BJRL, 3 (1965) 433f.
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2:23 Admonition against speculations
This stock denunciation of speculations makes a
rough transition from the prece~ding admonition to
"pursue righteousness...with those who call upon the
Lord from a pure heart."
The language of this text strangely parallels that
of admonitions found elsewhere within the Pastorals.
The verb riapaiTeoy.ai, for example, appears at I Timothy
4:7 and at Titus 3:10, both within strongly polemical
contexts. The three terms ucopos, jiaxn, and c;r|TTiais, are
found linked together again in another admonition in
Titus 3:9, while ^rjxriais and Xoyouaxxa occur within a
cluster of polemical admonitions at I Timothy 6:4. Such
similarities suggest that the polemical clusters that
appear throughout the Pastorals have been drawn from
the same treasury of stock terms of derision.
2:24-26 On the conduct of God's servant
This text seems to be linked to that which pre-
cedes by the catchwords uaxn (2:23), y.axea9ax (2:24).
But the ideas presented here contrast with other
admonitions that appear in this cluster of sayings.
Here the tone is lenient and conciliatory; the emphasis
is on patience; and the hope expressed is that God
might grant repentance to the opponents, that they
might come to their senses. Such sentiments are very
distant from the harsh denunciations that have gone
before (cf. II 2:14, 16). The earlier admonitions did
198
not call for the "gentle instruction of the opponents,"
but for their exclusion from the community (2:21). The
attitude also changes at the end of the following
paragraph (3:5: "avoid such people!"). Such differenc¬
es in temper seem to indicate the previously independ¬
ent status of these various sayings.
3:1-5 Eschatalogical material
A traditional apocalyptic saying followed by an
elaborate vice list is introduced by the imperatival
v / t / *7 9
phrase touxo 6e yxvuctke, oti. A.T. Hanson thinks
the vice list (3:2-5) is modelled on Romans 1:29-31 but
the dissimilarities in vocabulary between these two
8 0
passages make that most unlikely. Eighteen words in
this list are not found anywhere in Paul's writings,
81
and seven of these are NT hapax legomena.
79* ■ -i ■ ' c *A similar expression, biSojs touxo, oxx , appears
at I 1:9 (see above) where it introduces a lengthy vice
list. In II Peter 3:8ff the imperatival phrase xouxo pui
Xav§av£TU). . . ox \ signals the beginning of what seems to
be a pre-formed midrash. See also, T.Issachar 6:1;
T.Levi 4:1.
8 0
A.T. Hanson, Op.cit., p.144. Hanson makes the
interesting conjecture that the vices listed here may
have been "smartened up by the author's acquaintance
with Philo" and compares Philo, De Fuga et Inventione
81. But this assumes that the editor of the Pastorals
was also an author, and it is precisely the touch of an
author that is missing throughout these letters.
81 / »'
} j The^ hapax legomena include: ^i^auxos, aanovdos,
aKpax-gs, avripiepos, cujn XayaBos, <f>i XpSovos, (JnXoBeos,
anoTpertu). The other non-Pauline words are: <t>iXapyupos,
BXaa<J>Tiiios, a^apiaxos, ^ avoaios, ^SiaBoXos, TipoSoxris,
upoTTETTis, xu<J)oo]iai , eixjefieTcx, apveouai .
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The unit begins with the familiar apocalyptic
7 > / t / 7 / >.
expression: ev eoxaxais riy.epans evaxriaovxai raipoi
xaAeixoi; this traditional saying was attributed at an
early date to the apostles (see Jude 18; II P.3:3) but,
in view of the many parallels from Jewish literature,
it most probably derives from pre-Christian tradi-
82
tions.
The well-attested variant reading yxvajatcexe (3:1,
note the plural!) may go back to the original form of
the prophecy, when it was directed to a wider audi-
8 3
ence. A later editor, thinking that a plural verb
seemed odd within a personal letter to Timothy, might
have effected the change to the singular.
\ / ? /
The formulaic phrase kcu xouxous ajioTpenou signals
the close of one pre-formed unit (3:l-5a) and the
beginning of another. The frequently appearing xauia
seems to be serving again to mark off traditional
materials.84
8 2
See the discussion above on I 4:Iff, and compare
the following parallels; Jer. 22:20; Isa. 2:2. Also,
from the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs: T.Iss.
6:1; T.Jud. 18:1; T.Zeb. 8:2; T.Dan. 5:4; T.Jos. 19:10.
8 3
The plural is read by codices A, F, G, 33, and a
few other MSS.
84
E.E. Ellis ("Traditions in the Pastoral
Epistles," p.243) regards this material as a "cited
tradition" and suggests that the conclusion of the
pre-formed material is signalled by the shift to an
imperative (artoxpeTtou) in 3:5c.
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3:6-9 Polemic against false teachers
The change from the future tense in 3:1 to the
present tense in 3:5b and 3:6 is problematic; if the
text is assumed to be Pauline and read as a consecutive
narrative, the implication must be that the vicious
characters referred to in 3:l-5a are current church
8 5
members! And those who argue for the pseudonymous
authorship of this letter are obliged to suggest that
in 3:6ff the "Pastor" must be describing "conditions of
8 6
his own day." It seems more likely that the change
in tense (and emphasis) has been caused by the intro¬
duction of a different source.
This unit consists of a another string of general
invectives against opponents; the denunciation is
stinging, but the polemic is completely nameless; that
is, the opponents are impossible to identify. Almost
any false teacher could fit the stock criticisms.
A distinctive feature within this cluster of
materials is the unusual prediction on the future that
it includes. The threat of the false teachers seems
less than cataclysmic: "the opponents will not advance
further" (oo upoKo^oocnv em nXeTov , 3:9). This
8 5
J. Calvin (Commentary on Timothy, Titus, p.323)
notes this oddity: "it is surprising how men who have
the great sins that Paul here mentions should be able
to keep up an appearance of godliness, as he says they
do. "
8 6
So, for example, B.S. Easton, The Pastoral
Epistles, p.64.
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hopeful prediction is in clear contrast to the prophe¬
cies about the false teachers that appear elsewhere in
II Timothy: in 2:16, for example, it is said about
those who indulge in profane chatter that "they will
advance further" (em rcXexov rtpoKo^ouax v) and "their
word will spread like gangrene." And in 3:13 the
prediction is that "evil men and sorcerers will advance
from bad to worse" (rtpoicoijjooai v eni to xe~POv).
N. Brox recognizes the apparent contradiction, but
thinks it can be resolved by noting the distinction
between a "warning" (or parenetic) statement (2:17,
3:13) and a polemical statement (3:9):
Uber die Aussichten der Ketzerei beispeilsweise
spricht er unterschiedlich je nachdem, ob er
polemisch oder paranetisch redet, wie er auch
fiktiv das ganze Phanomen der Haresie als Drohung
in die Zukunfals Unheil in die Gegenwart
verlegen kann.
Brox's argument relies heavily upon nuance, and his
suggestion that 2:17 and 3:13 are of a different liter-
8 8
ary character than 3:6 is open to serious doubt.
But if it be accepted that this material is of a
composite nature, the need to harmonize or explain away
8 7
N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe, p.256.
8 8
H.J. Holtzmann (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.430), in a
characteristically candid assessment, simply says "der
Widerspruch mit 2, 17. 3, 13 ist klar und nicht zu
bemanteln...." He offers no solution. B.S. Easton (The
Pastoral Epistles, p.64), however, suggests the
statement in 3:13 arises from the Pastor's indignation
that "makes him forget his apocalyptic role and predict
improvement in place of decay."
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the tensions vanishes. Collections of pre-formed
materials are naturally prone to such tensions.
3:10-13 Personal Admonitions
There is no clear development of thought between
O Q
3:6-9 and the unit that follows (3:10-13). The
connection seems purely formal, resting upon the refer¬
ences in both passages to the "advance" (kpokotito), 3:9,
3:13) of evil men.
The new unit is introduced by the formulaic marker
of traditional materials, ab 6e (see, I 6:11; II 3:14;
4:5; Tit.2:1). A nine-member virtue list is linked to
traditional references of Paul's sufferings in Asia
Minor; two general sayings on persecution and the
advance of evil men follow; the several pieces, then,
that make up this cluster of traditions include:
3:10-11 Virtue list + autobiographical
material,
3:12. Saying on persecution,
3:13 Apocalyptic saying.
8 9
Commentators have noted the peculiarity of all
or part of 3:10-12. J. Moffat (Introduction, p.403)
thinks the unit sits as an "erratic boulder" in it is
present context. P.N. Harrison (The Problem of the
Pastorals, p.124) notes the change in thought and
language within this section, and concludes that
3:10-11 is an authentic Pauline note, probably written
"on the eve of his martyrdom, or perhaps on the very
day. "
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In its present form, the unit contains five
non-Pauline words, two of which are NT hapax
i 90legomena.
Transitions within this unit are rough; the
personal style of 3:11 is abruptly left off at 3:12,
giving way to a general saying on the inevitability of
91 - ✓
suffering. Perhaps the double mention of fiitoyiios in
3:lla/c prompted an editor to tag on the traditional
sayings that follow, the first of which involves the
/ 92
idea of persecution (6io>ku, 3:12).
3:14-17 Personal Admonition (On loyalty to the
tradition)
The thought of 3:13 is not developed; the subject,
returns, rather, to the need for faithfulness to the
90 } ' /
The hapax legomena are: aytoyri, and yoris. The
non-Pauline vocabulary includes: napaKoAou§eio, euaefitos,
xe x'pwv.
91
H.J. Holtzmann (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.432f.)
notes the oddity of this saying in the present context:
"der ganze Vers steht ohne nothwendigen
Zusammenhang. . ."
92
The idea that Godly living leads to persecution
is commonplace within Judaism; See, IV Macc. passim,
but especially, 17:7: "if it were possible for us to
paint the history of your piety (euaeBeia) as an artist
might, would not those who first beheld it have
shuddered as they saw the mother of the seven children
enduring their varied tortures to death for the sake of
religion (euaefiexa)." Compare the connection of Siukw
with euaeBrfs in Tievi 16:2f.
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tradition (cf.3:10). Included in this unit are two
pre-formed pieces:
3:14-15 An admonition on loyalty to the
tradition,
3:16-17 A saying on the role of Scripture.
Jewish teaching required that children be taught
94 .
the sacred writings at an early age. But it is
unlikely that the historical Timothy received such
training. The fact that his mother Eunice was married
to a Greek and had never had her son circumcised (cf.,
Acts 16:1-2) raises doubts about her allegiance to
Judaism. It is not at all certain, then, that this
cluster of materials was originally intended to de¬
scribe Timothy's training. Perhaps the admonitions
95
were drawn from a homily directed toward catachumens.
It is striking that two different terms, one
plural and one singular, are used to refer to the
• • \ ^ /
Scriptures m 3:15 and 3:16. The phrase xa xepa
ypauiiaxa (3:15) appears only here in the NT, although
it occurs frequently within the writings of Philo and
93
Again, H.J. Holtzmann (Die Pastoralbriefe,
p. 433 ) observes the rough transition: "Eben so
iiberraschend, wie im vorigen Vs. die Irrlehrer
auftauchten, werden sie im Folgenden wieder scheinbar
ignorirt...."
94
See, the evidence in Strack-Billerbeck
(Kommentar zum NT) III: pp. 664ff.
95
G. Holtz (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.186) thinks the
material may derive from a "Taufunterweisung."
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96
Josephus to describe the books of the Old Testament.
/
The more usual NT term, ypa4>r| follows in 3:16; commen¬
tators offer various explanations as to why the author
chose the peculiar phrase in 3:15 and then reverted to
the standard designation in 3:16. E.F. Scott thinks
the two terms are intended to provide a contrast
between sacred literature as a whole (including
\ C N /
apocryphal and apocalyptic writings, xa iepa ypauixaxa)
and the inspired writings in particular (ypa<t>r[). But
97
such precise definitions are scarcely possible.
These attempts to resolve the puzzle all presume
the integrity of the text. Perhaps it is better to
view this unit (3:14-17) as a cluster of previously
independent sayings on loyalty to the traditions that
were gathered at some point by an editor. Two refer¬
ences to the Scriptures, originally unrelated, were
thus joined.
4:1-5 Charge and Admonition
Another miscellaneous cluster of admonitions is
introduced by the expression 6ia]iapxopoviai evwrtiov too
96
See, for example, Philo, De Vita Mosis, III.39;
Josephus, Antig. Proem. 3, X.10.4.
97
N. White (Epistles to Timothy and Titus, p.174)
thinks that "Paul here deliberately uses an ambiguous
term in order to express vigorously the notion that
Timothy's first lessons were in Holy Scripture."
Unfortunately, we have no other evidence to corroborate
White's conjecture.
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%eou...(cp. I 5:21; II 2:14). The adjuration is elabo¬
rated here by fixed liturgical language. The cluster
is comprised of the following elements:
4 :1 Introductory charge
4:2 Admonitions (to ordinand?)
4:3-4 Polemic against false teachers
4:5 Admonitions (to ordinand?)
Apparent discontinuities within this passage caused
P.N. Harrison to break it into various fragments, only
98
parts of which he regarded as genuinely Pauline. R.
Falconer also noted the internal disunity of the text,
and argued that 4:3-4 must be editorial additions since
they "break the connexion between vv.2 and 5" and
99
contain a distinct vocabulary.
Both writers highlight the problems involved in
trying to read this text as if it were the product of
one author. But neither seem to recognize that the
section has a formal, if not logical, unity. The
string of admonitions in 4:2 is linked to the polemic
in 4:3-4 by the catchword Sidaxt (4:2; compare
6\6aoKaAia in 4:3). Another string of personal admoni¬
tions (4:5), introduced by the formulaic au 6e, has
been added at the end of the unit.
98
P.N. Harrison (The Problem, p.127) regards
4:l-2a, 4:5b as a last charge that Paul laid upon
Timothy to complete his task.
99
R. Falconer, The Pastoral Epistles, p.95.
Falconer notes the presence of five non-Pauline words:
UyiCUVO), ETTlCTWpeUO), KVT1$(1>, 11U$0S, EKT p ETKjO .
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4:6-8 Autobiographical material
This unit consists of a personal confession and
farewell that draws upon a Jewish understanding of the
sacrifical value of a martyr's death. It is a well-
ordered and coherent statement.
But the unit is oddly situated in the present
context; as a final testimony and a confident farewell
the passage would seem a fitting close to a letter;
but in its present setting the confession only intro¬
duces an anti-climactic and rather puzzling mixture of
personalia and reminiscings (4:9-22). Both the tone
and the mood of the following unit differ considerably
from that of 4:6-8. The concern over Paul's imminent
death is abruptly left off, and the subject turns oddly
to other less urgent affairs.'^'*'
See, for example, the words of the martyr
Eleazar in IV Maccabees 6:28: "Be merciful to your
people and let our punishment suffice for them. Make my
blood their purification, and take my life in exchange
for theirs." Cf. 17:21f. The concept may derive from
such texts as Num. 28:7; See also, Phil.2:17; Ign.Rom.
2:2.
101
J. Calvin (Commentary on Timothy, Titus, p.341)
notes the problem: "here someone will ask what Paul
meant by asking for a cloak if he thought he was going
to die immediately. This difficulty is another reason
why I think that he means a chest [filled with books],
but there may have been some other use for a cloak at
that time, unknown to us today."
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4:9-21 Personalia
There is no compelling reason to deny the authen¬
ticity of this material; although the tone of the
102
passage seems odd in its present context, the unit
as a whole carries all the marks of genuine composi¬
tion, and is probably best read as a separate Pauline
letter that at some point in transmission was fused
103
onto the other materials that make up II Timothy.
4:22 Concluding Benediction
A more elaborate benediction than that of I
Timothy or Titus concludes the letter. Two benedictions
appear to have been joined together here, the first
oddly enough in the singular (uexa xou uveuy.axos aoo,
^ / J c /«.
4:22a) and the second in the plural (r| xo-Pts opwv,
4:22b). The form of the first benediction is similar
but not identical to those found in Galatians (6:18),
Philippians (4:23) and Philemon (25). In each of those
benedictions (even Philemon!) the recipient of the
blessing is denoted by the plural pronoun ("you all").
But none of Paul's recognized letters conclude with a
102
For example, Paul's confident assertion that
"the Lord will deliver me" (4:18) seems to contrast
with the attitude of resignation to his fate reflected
in 4:6-8.
103
The view presented here is shared in part by W.
Lock (The Pastoral Epistles, p.xxxii-iii) who
conjectures that two letters have been combined in II
Timothy, one pastoral and general (1:1-4:8, 22b), the
other personal (4:9-22a).
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singular benediction. This fact suggests that the
benediction of II Timothy 2:22a may be part of an
authentic, personal note from Paul to his co-worker.
Most commentators think the second greeting here
is intended for the benefit of the congregation while
the more personal (4:20a) is directed toward Timothy.
If two originally separate letters are imbedded within
II Timothy, however, it would not be surprising to find
two benedictions of this sort.
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CHAPTER FIVE
TITUS: A COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS
1:1-4 Epistolary Salutation
The sheer length of this letter's salutation marks
it as unusual. Not only are Paul's formal apostolic
credentials put forward as in the other Pastorals, but
an elaborate credal statement appears as well
(l^b-S)."1" The grammatical structure of the greeting,
consisting of one long and involved sentence, is notori-
2
ously complicated and confusing.
Commentators who defend the authenticity of this
letter suggest that the formal salutation is due to the
"semi-official" character of the letter. See, for
example, J. Calvin, Commentary on the Epistles to
Timothy, Titus, p.351. The inclusion, however, of the
slur against all Cretans (1:12) makes this unlikely, and
leads D. Guthrie (The Pastoral Epistles, p.188) to
conclude that the letter must have been intended as a
private correspondence. But in that case, why the formal
salutation?
2Note, for example, the perplexing collection of
prepositional phrases in 1:1-2. J. Jeremias (Die Brief
an Timotheus und Titus, p.59) remarks on the "sehr
gedrangter Sprache" of the salutation, while E.F. Scott
(The Pastoral Epistles, p.149) observes that it is "so
complicated in structure that the thought is difficult
to follow."
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The difficulties inherent in this salutation (its
overloaded style, confusing grammar and unusual con¬
tents) are not easily explained. E.F. Scott argues that
the peculiar features are partially due to the writer's
"anxiety" over the possibility that in this mainly
practical letter the religious basis of the Christian
life might be forgotten; consequently, the author "has
3
tried to crowd in a large number of Pauline ideas."
But this is surely to minimize the problems that
the salutation presents. The sentence, with its compact
phrases and rough transitions, does not read well
together.
The closest parallel both in form and content to
this greeting appears in the salutation to the Romans
(1:1-7). It is widely acknowledged that Paul has includ¬
ed a pre-formed credal fragment in this his longest
4
greeting. But, as J.C. O'Neill has observed, two
factors count against the view that Paul was responsible
for the inclusion of the fragment: first, it seems odd
that Paul makes no further use of the terms of the creed
in his subsequent argument, and second, the inclusion of
3
E.F. Scott, The Pastoral Epistles, p.149.
4
See, for example, C.H. Dodd, Epistle to the Romans
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1932) pp.4-5.
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this creed makes the salutation "a grammatical monstros¬
ity, which no one writer would have perpetrated."^
O'Neill suggests that the fragment looks more like
an editorial insertion than a Pauline citation. And he
finds striking support for his conjecture in the omis¬
sion of the entire section (Rom.1:2-5) from codex G
(Boernerianus), the greeting of which simply reads:
Paul, servant of Jesus Christ, called an apos¬
tle among all the gentiles on his behalf.
The fact that this late (ifrth century) MS is the
only one that preserves this reading of the text may
argue against O'Neill's conjecture. But it is a scrap
of evidence that must be considered. O'Neill remarks
that "it is hard to imagine a scribe omitting such a
long and important section, even by accident...." and
concludes that the credal fragment must be a marginal
comment or interpolation that found its way into the
g
text of Romans at an early stage of transmission.
These observations touch upon many of the difficul¬
ties that appear within Titus 1:1-4. Like the Romans
passage, the greeting to Titus also seems to be over¬
loaded by a credal fragment that has no real place in
the larger context. It is not unlikely that the
5
J.C. O'Neill, Paul's Letter to the Romans
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1975) p.26.
^Ibid.
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peculiarities of the salutation to Titus are due (as in
Romans 1:1-7) to editorial expansion.
If Paul's apostolic credentials (unnecessary in a
personal letter) and the pre-formed credal material are
removed, a warm and intimate greeting from Paul to his
colleague Titus remains.
The recognition of this material as a later edito¬
rial addition has the added advantage of absolving the
author from what A.T. Hanson calls a "rather muddled
soteriology" (referring to the double reference to God
and Jesus as otoxfip, 1:3, 1:4)."^
1:5 Epistolary motive
The salutation leads immediately into the body of
the letter; as in I Timothy, the lack of any epistolary
thanksgiving is a striking omission and weighs against
the view that this letter is a careful imitation of the
Pauline epistolary style (see above, I 1:3).
Titus 1:5 provides the earliest evidence that Paul
was involved in a missionary campaign on the isle of
g
Crete. The historicity of such a mission can not be
ruled out, and the general information presented here
7
A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Eprstles, p.171.
g
The reference to Crete in Acts 21-.lt does not
allow opportunity for active church planting by the
apostle; consequently, if Paul evangelized Crete, he
must have done so after the events recorded in Acts 28.
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may well have been part of an authentic letter from Paul
to Titus.
The sentence, whether genuine or not, serves the
formal purpose of linking the salutation with the
clearly traditional materials that follow; a similar
sentence does the same thing in I Tim. 1:3.
1:6-9 Qualities reguired of a good leader
Although a thematic unity (on the qualities of a
good leader) serves to tie this material together, there
are clear signs that originally it was not the composi¬
tion of one author; the transition, for example, from
the plural ixpeafiuxepous (1:5-6) to the singular
if 9
enuaKonov (1:7-9) is abrupt and unexpected; the quali¬
ties required of elders in 1:6 (beginning with
aveyKXriTos) are followed by the sudden appearance of a
new list of qualities required of the overseer (also
beginning with aveyKXrixos) ; and the form of the regula¬
tion presented in 1:6 (ei' us) differs significantly
from that of 1:7 (Set plus the infinitive). Such
features have led some to conclude that 1:7-9 must be a
9
If the titles were precisely synonymous, one would
expect the plural of "overseer" to match the plural of
"elders." Hort (The Christian Ecclesia [London:
Macmillan and Co., 1900] p.191) argues that upeoBuxepos
describes the official, while eruoxorios describes the
function. See, however, the article on upeaBuxepos by
G. Bornkarnm, TDNT, VI: 667.
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later interpolation.1^ The excision of this passage
restores, they maintain, the original conjunction of
> /
avurtoTaKTa in 1:6 with avurtoxaKXoi in 1:10. But although
this conjecture takes seriously the problems of the
text's discontinuity, it seems very unlikely that an
author writing continuous prose would end one sentence
9 f
. , i /
with avimoxciKxa and begin the next with avimoxaKXoi.
It seems better to attribute the abrupt breaks in
form and content between these materials to the compos¬
ite character of this document.lt is probable that at
least two previously independent pieces have been
brought together here:
1:5-6 The qualities required of elders
1:7-9 Thequalities required of an overse¬
er
Word association again appears to be responsible for the
linking together of these two units (cp. aveyKXrixos,
1:6; 1:7).
For example, A. von Harnack (Geschichte der
altchristlichen Literatur bis Eusebius 2 parts in IV
volumes [Leipzig Zentralantiquariat, 1958 (1893-1904) II
[Chronologie] 1.482) recognized that Tit.1:7-9 was
independent of its context, and considered it (along
with I 3:1-13, and parts of I Tim. 5) to be
interpolations taken from a church order around A.D.
130. Similarly, R. Falconer (The Pastoral Epistles,
p.104); O. Ritschel, ThLZ, X. p.609
1 1
G. Bornkamm ("ixpeaBos," TDNT, VI: 667) remarks
that the role of bishop is "a surprising point in the
Pastorals" and concludes that "the passages about the
bishop reflect a different constitutional principle
from those about presbyters."
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Not only do the variations in form suggest that
each of these pieces have probably been taken over from
different sources, but the original unity of 1:7-9 must
also be doubted on the basis of its form. This block of
materials seems to be comprised of at least two origi¬
nally independent pieces. The seam becomes clear when
the material is set out according to its form:














(1:9) . . .avxe^o'iievov xou Kaxa^xriv Sx6cxxt]\) rxxaxou
Xoyoo, iva Suvaxos n «ax TiapaKaXetv ev xr[
c e i ~ ' ' / \ s > - / "SioaaicaXxa xi^ oyxaxvouaij rax xous avxxXeyovxas
eXeyxe x v.
It seems likely that in this case a brief regula¬
tion concerning the overseer (1:7a, 9) was later expand¬
ed by the addition of a general vice/virtue list (1:7b,
8).12
12
The virtues and vices seem to draw upon a
traditional schema. See, A. Vogtle, Tugend- und
Lasterkataloge im Neuen Testament (Munster: Aschendorff,
1936) pp. 52; 239-42. Vogtle argues that the unspecified
character of these qualities shows their secondary
employment.
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The scribal tendency to add traditional materials
to an existing text is aptly illustrated by the lengthy
addition (following 1:9) that appears in minuscule 460,
a thirteenth-century Venetian MS. This cluster of
regulations (see below) was loaded onto the received
text with no indication that the original text had been
modified:
Do not ordain those who have been twice married
nor make them deacons; do not have wives from a
second marriage, let (such people) not approach
the altar for divine service. Rebuke as a
servant of God the rulers who ar^ unjust and
swindlers and liars and merciless.
1:10-16 Polemical Warnings
The instructions regarding church order (cp. 1:6-9,
2:Iff) are interrupted by a group of polemical state¬
ments directed against unspecified opponents (1:10-16);
they may have been intentionally placed here by a
compiler who wished to underscore the need for care to
be exercised in the selection of church leaders. The
unit is comprised of diverse elements, including:
1:10-11 Polemic against the opponents
l:12-13a A pagan citation
1:13b-14 Saying on how to deal with the
opponents,
1:15-16 Polemic against the opponents
13
It is significant that in addition to the textual
evidence (which in this case confirms the secondary
character of this material), the change in literary form
between 1:7-9 and this addition also indicates that they
did not originally belong together: note, for example,
the opening imperatival infinitive pij xeiPoxoveTv
Siyajious (See A.T. Robertson, Grammar, pp.1092-3 ).
Compare the discussion at I 1:3b.
The variant appears in full in the Nestle-Aland
(26th ed.) text of the NT.
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Although this block of material is unified by its
polemical concerns, there is no real movement of thought
between the various elements that comprise it; in fact
the logical connections within the unit are often
strained and obscure (see below).
The term avimoTaKTox probably serves as the link-
word connecting this material to that which precedes
(see 1:6). But it seems strange that the "insubordinate"
people in 1:6 are children of potential elders, while in
1:11 the "insubordinates" refer to the seditious oppo¬
nents. It is hard to imagine an author using, in such
close proximity, the same word to label two very differ¬
ent groups.
The charges of the first polemical saying (1:10-11)
are for the most part purely conventional, the opponents
remaining nameless and faceless (tioAAoi; 1:10; oiiTves,
1:11); however at 1:10b there is a very specific refer¬
ence to "those of the circumcision" (ot etc iffs
rcepxTopfis) . This specific allusion to the Jews (or
Jewish practices) seems out of place in this otherwise
14
vague and nondescript passage; it is especially
14
The phrase can refer to Jews (see Rom.4:12); D-C
(The Pastoral Epistles, p.135) and B.S. Easton (The
Pastoral Epistles, p.88) think the reference is to Jews.
But the phrase can also describe Jewish Christians (cp.
Acts 10:45, 11:2; Gal. 2:12; Col. 4:11); E.E. Ellis
("Those of the Circumcision" in Studia Evangelica IV
[Berlin: 1968] 390-399) argues that it refers here to
Jewish converts. J. Moffatt translates the phrase,
"those who have come over from Judaism."
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strange since the Pastorals as a whole do not emphasize
15
the Jewish background of the opponents. The mention
of "Jewish" myths in 1:14 is the only place in the
16
Pastorals where the myths are so specified.
The reference to Jews (or Jewish converts) in 1:10
is made more problematic by the quotation of the
hexameter by Epimenides that follows (1:12); the phrase
introducing the citation ("one of their own prophets")
must in the present context refer back to someone within
"the circumcision" (1:10), but such a reading causes
obvious difficulties since Epimenides was obviously not
17
a Jew.
All of these difficulties vanish if the Jewish
references within this unit (1:10, 14) are regarded as
1 5
J.B. Lightfoot ("The Date of the Pastoral
Epistles," Biblical Essays [London: Macmillan, 1893]
411) thinks that I 1:7-8 and Tit. 3:9 also signal the
Jewish origin of the heretics, but he interprets the
meaning of both of these passages in the light of Tit.
1:10, 14.
"^Compare I 1:4, 4:7; II 4:4. See also, II Pet.
1:16. Scholars who assume the literary unity of the
Pastorals allow this text to color their understanding
of other polemical passages within the Pastorals. F.
Buschsel ("yevect, yeveaXoy 'a," TDNT I: 662-65), for
example, argues in this way: "From I Tim. 1:4 we learn
that yeveaXoyia cannot be separated from y.u§oi. Tit.
1:14 mentions p.i5$oi TouScxikoi. It thus follows that the
yeveaXoyfai, too, are Jewish in content."
17
C.K. Barrett (The Pastoral Epistles, p.131) notes
the problem: "the introduction of the Cretans' is not
easy to understand after the reference in v.10 to Jewish
converts." But Barrett's solution is less than
satisfactory: "Either the author has not fully thought
through his material... or the Jews are to be thought of
as in great measure assimilated to Cretan life...."
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anti-Jewish glosses, and removed from the text; it is
easy to imagine how a copyist, desiring to underscore
Christianity's departure from all things Jewish, could
be responsible for just such a gloss. When these
references to the Jews are removed, the remaining
polemical materials correspond to the kind of conven¬
tional language that we find elsewhere in the Pastorals.
Minuscule 460 adds another community rule following
1:11:
Silence the children who mistreat and beat
their own parents; reprove and admonish them as
a father to children.
This regulation hardly fits the surrounding con¬
text, but it is not logic that led a scribe to insert
this text here. The admonition to silence ( emaTojii iv )
the insubordinate in 1:11 has clearly prompted a scribe
to add another community admonition, this one
> /
emphasizing the need to silence (ernaxotn^e) the chil¬
dren.
2:1-10 Domestic rules: Qualities of good community
members
The traditional character of this block of materi¬
als is clear from the parallels that exist within pagan,
221
18
Jewish and early Christian literature. It is intro¬
duced here by the formulaic ou 6e (cp. I 6:11; II 3:10,
19
14), is marked by a distinct vocabulary, and is tied
only loosely to the surrounding context, all of which
suggest that it is a pre-formed independent unit. The
qualities required of the various groups have little
specifically Christian emphasis, a feature that may
20
indicate the pre-Christian origin of the material.
The cluster of instructions include five (or six)







See the excursus following Col.4:1 in M. Dibelius
and H. Greeven, Kolosser, Epheser, Philemon (Tubingen:
J.C.B. Mohr [P.Siebeck], 1953). See also, J. Crouch's
(The Origin and Intention of the Colossian Haustafel
[Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1972] detailed
survey of the source materials.
19
Ten hapax legomena appear within these ten
verses: npeaBons, KaT&aTrma, \ eportpenfis,
KaAoSiSaaicaAos, povi^a), <t>iAav5pos, 4uAots.kvos,
o'koupy<5s, a4>$opia, aKaxayvwoxos.
20
K. Weidinger (Die Haustafeln, ein Stuck
urchritlichen Paranese [Leipzig: 1928] p.53) notes that
the specifically Christian content of the house rules in
Titus (2:1-10) is less than other NT domestic codes. It
is especially interesting that the code here is grounded
upon the teaching of "our savior God" (2:10) but lacks




The form of the code here differs considerably from
22 .
those which appear elsewhere in the NT; in this schema
the community of the Pastorals is divided by age and sex
(2:1-7), not by family relationships (wives, husbands,
children, fathers, masters, slaves). It does not follow
the pattern of "reciprocal" exhortations that appear in
the Ephesian and Colossian Haustafeln.
J. Crouch suggests that the Haustafel schema (as
viewed, for example, in Col. 3:18-4:1) has been modified
in the Pastorals by "the ecclesiastical concerns of
these works," but this assertion is very difficult to
23
demonstrate; the form of Titus 2:1-10 cannot be
explained in terms of specific ecclesiastical concerns.
Like other parenetic units of material the domestic code
here has a "casual" quality about it; no conclusions
about the life of the church or of the community of the
Pastorals can be drawn from its arrangement; the varia¬
tions in the NT codes alone suggest that various
schemata of domestic rules existed; there is no reason
21
H. von Campenhausen ("Polycarp von Smyrna und die
Pastoralbriefe," Aus der Fruhzeit des Christentums
[Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr (P. Siebeck), 1963] p.231, n.132)
thinks that 2:7b refers to community leaders but, if so,
it is a very subtle reference.
22
Compare, for example, Eph. 5:22-6:9; Col.
3:18-4:1; I Pet. 2:18-3:7.
23
J. Crouch, Op.cit., p.12.
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to think that the catalogue in Titus 2 has been adapted
to fit the unique circumstances of the church (or the
readership) of the Pastorals.
It seems far more likely that the materials in
Titus came pre-formed into the hands of a compiler who
inserted them unmodified into the text. The independent
nature of this material helps explain why the terms used
here for older men and women (npeaBuxris, TipeaBoxis,
2:2,3) contrast with those that appear in I Timothy
(TtpeaBuTepos, npeaBuxepa, 5:1,2). The differences in
terminology stem from the differences in source materi¬
als that were incorporated into the Pastorals.
The double appearance of uaauxus (2:3, 6) reflects
the traditional character of these materials (see I 3:8,
3:11) .
2:11-14 Credal fragment
The prosaic catalogue of rules for the community is
followed by an elaborate confessional piece. Most
commentators point to the connective yap in 2:11 and
argue that 2:11-14 provides the theological foundation
upon which the domestic rules are grounded. But such a
logical progression is by no means clear; no explicit
references are made within 2:11-14 to the preceding list
of rules or to the concerns that may have prompted them.
Nor does the reference to slaves in 2:10 lead one to
expect the saying on "the epiphany of grace" (2:11) that
follows. The liturgical material in 2:11-14, in fact,
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interrupts the catalogue of rules that continues in
3:1-2 (cp. UTtoTaoaeCTSai , 2:9; 3:1). In the form that we
have it, the transition is not smooth and the logical
links are not readily apparent.
The discontinuity leads C.K. Barrett to regard the
passage as "a digression" and to suggest that "the
reference to God as Savior proves to be the point of
24
departure." This latter remark is significant for it
suggests that word association (rather than logic) is
responsible for the change of subject matter here;
Barrett, of course, thinks the digression is the work of
an author; but the marked change in literary style, the
distinct vocabulary, and the liturgical character of
this material, suggest that the two units (2:1-10,
25
2:11-14) are not the products of a single hand.
The fixed nature of the language lends credence to
the theory that this material was not written ad hoc
but, on the contrary, came pre-formed as a traditional
piece into the hands of a compiler, who incorporated it
7 ft
into Titus. Parallels to Titus 2:11-14, both in
^C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.136.
25
The style shifts suddenly at 2:11 from catalogues
of virtues to prose. The vocabulary includes three hapax
legomena (acoTTipxos, aaxjxpovios, rtepiouaxos) and five other
non-Pauline words (eru<|xxCva), &.pveoy.ai , koopukos,
euaeBos, Xutpdo). Illustrative of the liturgical
character is the phrase: "...awaiting the blessed hope
and the appearance of the glory of the great God..."
2 6




thought and language, appear in I Peter l:13b-19, a
text that has long been suspected of incorporating -
2 8
various pre-formed liturgical elements. Such paral¬
lels may reflect the use of common liturgical materials.
The mention of "God our savior (atoxripos)" in 2:10
may be the link word that prompted the compiler to
include 2:11-15 (cp. aooxifpxos, 2:11); in any case, the
passage reads like a confessional piece and should




[129]: 8: 'iva Aoxpoarixai thiols arto Txaaris avojiias (Tit.
2:14); ka\ auxos Xuxptoaexai xov 'lapar)A ek ixaawv xuv
avoynSv aoiou (Ps.l29:8 LXX) .
27
Compare: Tit. 2:11 ("the epiphany of grace"), I
P. 1:13b ("the grace that is coming to you"); Tit. 2:12
("training us to renounce...worldly passions
[eru$oi_uas ]") , I P. 1:14 ("do not be conformed to the
passions [eTiiSuyuais) ; Tit. 2:14 ("He gave himself...to
ransom [tva Aoxpwarixai ] us"), I P. 1:18 ("knowing that
[ex'Soxes on) you were ransomed ( eAuxpuiSrixe ) . "
2 8
See the detailed discussion in F.L. Cross, I.
Peter, a Paschal Liturgy (London, 1954); a number of
fixed materials, both liturgical and parenetic appear in
I Peter; see, for example, the apparent citations in
1:18-21; 2:21-25; the domestic code (2:13-3:6); the
catalogue of vices (4:3-5), and virtues (4:7-11). On the
liturgical character of Tit. 2:11-14, see A.T. Hanson,
"Elements of a Baptismal Liturgy in Titus," Studies in
the Pastoral Epistles (London: S.P.C.K., 1968) 78-96.
29
E.E. Ellis ("Traditions," pp.243-4) suggests that
the unit has "all the earmarks of traditioned material,"
and regards it as a "confessional hymn."
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2:15 Literary marker
The admonition to "speak these things" (2:15) seems
odd in the present context since the material that
immediately precedes is liturgical rather than
parenetic. But the stereotyped nature of this admonition
is clear from its use elsewhere (see the discussion at I
4:6); it seems likely that the phrase xauxa AaAex is
functioning here as a literary marker, signalling the
inclusion of the preceding traditional materials,
including, perhaps, the entire section 2:1-14 (note the
introductory au 6e AaAei, 2:1).
3:1-2 Domestic rule: submission to authorities
The subject reverts back to the concern for proper
30
conduct within the community (cf. 2:1-10). The
commonplace character of the admonition (on submission
to authorities) is presupposed by the introductory
31
phrase, "remind them...." In the present context,
30
A.R.C. Leaney (The Epistles to Timothy, Titus and
Philemon [London: S.C.M Press, 1960] p.125) notes the
discontinuity: "With [2:15] the author appeared to
close, but now seems to resume his task after
reflection."
31 * t
The verb UTiouiy-v^aKto is often associated with
cited or traditional materials. In II Tim. 2:14, for
example, urcourM.vjtaK(i> immediately follows the "faithful
word" of II 2:11-13. In IV Maccabees 18:14, the same
verb introduces a citation from Isaiah 43:2. In I Clem.
7:1 the phrase "we remind ourselves" is followed by a
reference to "the glorious and venerable rule of our
tradition" (rffs TiapaSoaeus Tipiwv Kavova, 7:2).
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however, it is not clear to whom the pronoun "them" is
referring; the obscurity of the antecedent is puzzling,
and may signal that this material has been lifted from a
pre-existing source.
A close parallel to the regulation presented here
occurs at the beginning of the domestic code in I Peter
3 2
(2:13f). ' The emphasis on submission to authorities,
the need to supplement this by good works (epyov dyaoov,
Tit. 3:1; ayaGonoioSvtos, I P. 2:15), and the admonition
to show kindness (or honor) to all men (Tit. 3:2; I P.
2:17) appear in both regulations.
At the beginning of I Clement (1:3) a summary of a
domestic code appears, many of the concerns of which can
also be detected in Titus 2:1-10 and 3:1-2:
For you did all things without respect of
persons, and walked in the laws of God,
obedient to your rulers, and
paying all fitting honor to the older
among you.
On the young, too, you enjoined temperate
and seemly thoughts,
And to the women you gave instruction that
they should do all things with a
blameless and seemly and pure con¬
science, yielding a dutiful affection
to their husbands.
And you taught them to remain in the rule of
obedience and to manage their households with
seemliness, in all circumspection. (emphasis
added)
32
Compare also, I Tim. 2:1-2; Rom. 13:1-7. Philo
(Spec. Leg. , 226) suggests that "for those who take
account of virtue," rulers are above subjects (that is,
they deserve honor).
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There does not appear to be any logical connection
between 3:1-2 and the preceeding liturgical material
(2:11-14). The references, however, to "good works"
( kcxAwv epywv, 2:14) and "every good work" (npos rtdv
epyov, 3:1) may provide the catchword that ties these
33
two units of traditional materials together.
3:3-8 Credal fragment
The traditional character of this section is marked
by the faithful word formula that appears in 3:8a;
Virtually all commentators think the formula refers to
34
this material rather than that which follows. But




It is remarkable how often allusions to "good
works" appear in Titus: 1:16; 2:7,14; 3:1,8; 3:14.
Elsewhere in the Pastorals, see: I 2:10; 3:1; 5:10
(x2) , 2 5; 6:18; II 1:9; 2:21; 3:17; 4:18.
^
E.F. Scott (The Pastoral Epistles, p.178),
however, thinks the "faithful word" formula refers to
the sentence that follows ("those who have faith in God
make a point of practising honorable occupations"), but
his decision is clearly governed by the presupposition
that the formula "invariably applies to some concise
statement." Scott's line of argument here seems to beg
the question.
35
The majority of scholars regard 2:4-7 as the
citation (for example, Barrett, Simpson, Ellicott,
Jeremias, Brox, Guthrie, White, Moffatt); a few
commentators think the credal fragment comprises 3:5-7
or portions thereof (see Spicq, Easton, Lock, Kelly);
D-C, and perhaps Leany, argue for the entire section
2:3-7.
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There is no doubt that a striking change in liter¬
ary style occurs between 3:3 (a seven-member vice-list)
and 3:4-7 (a rhythmic, liturgical confession). This may
signal that two previously separate pre-formed pieces
have been joined here. But the two units cannot easily
be detached from one another, for they combine to
present a unified picture: 3:3 presenting a graphic
account of the pre-conversion lifestyle, and 3:4-7
declaring the saving effects of God's epiphany of love
and kindness. The appearance of the particle note in 3:3
also seems to require the contrast provided by 3:4-7.
The traditional nature of this material is also
evident from the many parallels to this schema that
exist. The train of thought and language is especially
3 6
close to that which appears in Ephesians 2:2ff. A.T.
Hanson argues that the similarities between Titus 3:3-8,
Ephesians 2:1-10, and I Peter 1:3-5 suggest the respec¬
tive authors drew upon the same pre-formed baptismal
prayer or act of praise "which they adapted to their own
37
use independently of each other" (p.86).
3 6
The common features shared by Titus 3:3-8 and
Eph. 2:1-10 are noteworthy: both passages contrast
present with past behavior; both allude to past
"disobedience" and evil "passions"; both emphasize that
salvation is by grace and not works; and both refer to
regeneration and new life.
37
See the detailed discussion by A.T. Hanson,
"Elements of a Baptismal Liturgy in Titus," Studies in
the Pastoral Epistles (London, S.P.C.K., 1968) p.85.
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But Hanson's theory is weakened by the fact that
Titus 3:3-8 shows no signs of being adapted to its
present context. The first person plural pronouns (and
verbs) abruptly appear at 3:3 and are left off at
3 8
3:8b. No explicit link is made between this material
and that which precedes (3:1-2: submission to authori¬
ties) or follows (3:8c-ll; miscellaneous admonitions).
The transitions are not tightly drawn as we would expect
them to be if an author were at work. Rather, the entire
piece (3:3-8) protrudes distinctly from the surrounding
context in a way that suggests it was placed there as a
pre-formed piece, without modification or adaptation.
The faithful word formula (3:8a) seems to confirm that
this fragment is a citation (rather than a loose adapta¬
tion) from a traditional and well-known community
liturgy.
The reference to "good works" (koAwv epywv) in 3:8b
may again be the link word responsible for the placement
g q
of this material here (cf. 3:1: uav spyov dya©dv).
The saying in 3:8c ("these are good and profitable
to men") seems rather pointless. R. Falconer calls it
"an editorial platitude," while A.T. Hanson remarks that
3 8
Note the use of the second person imperative
(ououiuv^OKE) at 3:1, and the first person indicative
(BouAoucu) at 3:8b.
39
E.E. Ellis ("Traditions," p.245) regards xauia as
a marker of the traditional nature of 3:3-8, but it is
not clear to which xauia (3:8b or 3:8c) he is referring.
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"nowhere does the author descend lower in mere banality
40
than here." Not only does the sentence appear unnec¬
essary, but its precise meaning is obscure as well. To
what, for example, does the demonstrative pronoun xauta
refer? Does it refer to the "good works" mentioned in
3:8b, or the preceeding blocks of traditional materials
(3:1-7), or to the admonitions within the letter as a
whole?^
It is likely that this saying is functioning here
as a formal literary marker, signalling the end of
another cluster of traditional materials.
3:9-11 Polemical admonitions: on dealing with
opponents
The appearance of this unit in its present context
42
is sudden and unexpected; the catchword association
w<t>eXi]ia and avw4>eXeis may be the editorial link that
brought these two units together.
The material may be genuine, charging Titus to
beware of the sources of potential dissension within his
community. If so, it has striking similarities to the
40
R. Falconer, The Pastoral Epistles, p.117; A.T.
Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, p.194.
41
Some commentators think it refers to the entire
message of the letter (so, for example, Kelly, Guthrie);
others to the immediately preceding injunctions
(Bernard).
4^J.N.D. Kelly (The Pastoral Epistles, p.255)
regards this passage as a digression.
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charge given to Timothy in I Tim. 1:1-7. Both passages
treat the subject of how to deal with the opponents, and
employ similar terms:
irwpas ^p-cpais (cf.I Tim. 1:4)
YeveaAoyia (cf.I Tim. 1:4)
(idiaios (cf.I Tim. 1:6))
3:12-15 Personalia and greetings
Apart from the salutation, this unit provides the
only personal remarks that appear within the whole of
Titus. There is no compelling reason to doubt the
authenticity of this material. The passage reads well
together as a unit and may represent an authentic
Pauline "core" around which the rest of the materials
within Titus were gathered (see chapter six, below).
3:15c Benediction
The benediction that concludes the letter parallels
closely those of I and II Timothy. It may have been





I. The problem of the Pastorals:
If the foregoing analysis of the Pastorals is
anywhere near correct, then the problems that confront
the interpreter of these letters are even more complex
than most scholars have allowed. The letters do not
reflect the sort of literary construction that one
expects from the hand of an author writing narrative
prose; the reader is seldom carried along by the devel¬
opment of thought, much less the force of argument; the
letters have no driving concern, no consistent focus of
interest; instead, they read like an anthology of
traditions, many arranged mechanically together by
topics, some simply juxtaposed.
It is precisely in the literary discontinuities,
the flashes of different material, the lack of sustained
argument, that the compositional integrity of the
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Pastorals is most seriously called into question. The
diversity of literary forms within these letters, the
variations in content, the traditional character of much
of the material, all converge to suggest that these
documents are composite works, consisting of gathered
collections of community traditions.
II. Theories of composition
But if the Pastorals are made up of various
pre-formed elements, how did they come to take the shape
they now have? What is to account for the puzzling
mixture of materials within these documents? Among
those who recognize that the Pastorals contain previous¬
ly independent materials, a number of theories have been
put forward to account for the literary peculiarity of
these letters.
A) Collections of an imitator
M. Dibelius remains the most influential proponent
of the view that the traditional materials within the
Pastorals were collected and passed off as Pauline by a
pseudonymous author. According to this theory, the
epistolary framework of these documents is a carefully
employed literary device designed to confer apostolic
authority upon the traditional materials; the fictional
"occasion" of the letters (that is, Paul writing to two
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men in charge of whole provinces) was intended to ensure
the widest possible reading of these materials."'"
This approach allows for a full appreciation of the
diversity of the traditional materials that have been
incorporated within the Pastorals. The pre-formed
character of the domestic rules, church order regula¬
tions, liturgical pieces, and the like, is properly
recognized and given its rightful place in the interpre¬
tation of the letters.
But in spite of its considerable strengths,
Dibelius' approach (and the many variations that derive
from it) founders on the assumption that these letters
are the product of a skilled imitator, writing in Paul's
2
name, and mimicking his epistolary style; in too many
respects these letters lack the Pauline stamp. It is
hard to attribute, for example, the abrupt ending of I
Timothy, and its lack of any closing greetings, to a
Pauline imitator; and why would a pseudonymous author
omit the customary thanksgivings in I Timothy and Titus?
Paul's letters usually have a distinct parenetic sec¬
tion, but the Pastorals are permeated by parenetical
""So, D-C, The Pastoral Epistles, pp.5-8.
^Dibelius does not claim any special craftiness on
the part of the pseudonymous writer; nevertheless, his
descriptions of the author's use of literary devices and
pseudepigraphical techniques (see, The Pastoral
Epistles, p.127) imply a considerable expertise and
sophistication.
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advice and instructions.^ In matters of literary style,
language, and form, the Pastorals deviate too widely
from the Pauline corpus to be regarded as carefully
crafted imitations.
The internal ordering of the materials within the
Pastorals also militates against the view that these
documents are the product of one author. Organization
and development of thought are expected from an author,
but the Pastorals are characterized by a remarkable lack
of both. Topics are abruptly left off only to reappear
again later; even obviously related church order materi¬
als are detached from one another, their arrangement
4
showing no clear logical sequence.
Equally problematic is the question: why three
Pastorals? Or, more specifically, what would motivate a
pseudonymous author to write both I Timothy and Titus,
documents so similar in outlook, contents, and concerns
as to seem tautologous? Dibelius' hypothesis suggests
that I Timothy is intended for the leader of the congre¬
gation, while Titus is directed primarily toward the
missionary. But this is surely to place a greater
3
W. Doty (Letters in Primitive Christianity
[Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1973] p.69) observes this
oddity of the Pastorals: "I find it characteristic of
[the Pastorals] that the Pauline paraenetic section is
now lost to view formally...."
4
See, for example, the material on deacons (I
3:8-10, 12-13); church leaders (I 3:1-7; 5:17ff).
~*Ibid. , p. 154 .
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burden upon Titus 1:5 than it can bear, since there is
no other evidence to support such a distinction.0
B) Collections of Paul
Another view that takes seriously the presence of
pre-formed traditions argues that Paul himself collected
. . 7
and employed traditional materials in his writings.
G.E. Cannon argues this case in his recently published
g
dissertation, Traditional Materials in Colossians.
Cannon begins by noting that the major problems in
ascribing Colossians to Paul revolve around theological,
lexical and stylistic matters; he then attempts to show
that most of the controversial issues within these
g
H. Binder ("Die historische Situation der
Pastoralbriefe," Geschichtswirklichkeit und
Glaubensbewahrung, Festschrift fur F. Miiller [Stuttgart:
Evangelisches Verlagswerk, 1967] p.72) recognizes the
difficulty: "Wir konnen die Tatsache, daB drei
redaktionelle Schreiben mit annahrend gleichen Anliegen
iiberliefert sind, besser erklaren, wenn wir echte
paulinische Briefe an Timotheus und Titus voraussetzen,
die spater eine kirchliche Ergangzung erfuhren, als wenn
wir an eine nachtragliche historische Unterbauung
allgemeiner Erorterungen iiber kirchliche
Gegenwartsfragen denken, denn im letzteren Falle hatte
es nur eines Schreibens bedurft.
7
E. Norden (Agnostos Theos [Berlin/Leipzig: B.G.
Teubner: 1913] pp.250-54) was an early exponent of this
view, arguing that Col. 1:15-20 was a liturgical piece.
A.M. Hunter (Paul and his Predecessors [Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1940]) argued that Paul's letters are
punctuated by various pre-formed traditional materials
(see especially, pp.136-46).
g
G.E. Cannon, Traditional Materials in Colossians
(Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1983)
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letters are directly related to the sections where
traditional forms are present.
E.E. Ellis, as we observed earlier, argues a
9
similar position in relation to the Pastorals. Follow¬
ing Harnack and Lightfoot, Ellis accepts a post-Acts 28
ministry of Paul,"^ and suggests that during this period
Paul
apparently found traditions, some with a
soteriological and church order idiom and
emphasis reminiscent of the Jerusalem church,
which he incorporated into his letters to
Timothy and Titus.
Ellis concludes by noting the genre-affinities of the
Pastorals with the Qumran Manual of Discipline, and
suggests that Paul's last three letters functioned as
"virtual manuals of traditions and commentary" for the
various congregations to whom they were circulated (via
12
Timothy and Titus).
This theory provides a credible motive and Sitz im
Leben for the Pastorals, and also makes sense of the
many Pauline features present within these letters.
9
'E.E. Ellis, "Traditions in the Pastoral Letters,"
Early Jewish and Christian Exegesis (Atlanta, Ga.:
Scholars Press, 1987) 237-253.
"^A. von Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen
Literature bis Eusebius (Leipzig: Zentralantiquariat,
1958 [1893-1904]) II. [Chronologie] 1 p.240n. J.B.
Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers (London: Macmillan,
1890) 1.2 pp.30ff
"'"E.E. Ellis, "Traditions," p.252.
"^Ibid. pp.252-3.
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But, nonetheless, the appeal to Pauline authorship is
met with a host of serious difficulties. As we observed
above, the Pastorals do not easily lend themselves to
any theory of authorship; they do not read like the
writings of a single author. But even assuming that
Paul wrote these documents as we now have them, it is
hard to understand what could have motivated such a
remarkable change in his epistolary habits; by Ellis's
own count, traditional materials occur within the
Pastorals "in much greater abundance" than within the
other Pauline letters, comprising 41% of I Timothy, 16%
13
of II Timothy, and 46% of Titus. To what can we
attribute this marked increase in the inclusion of
traditional materials?
And if Paul is responsible for the collection of
these materials, why did he incorporate elements that
seem at crosspurposes with some of his most deeply held
theological convictions? The references to the law, for
example, in I Timothy 1:8-11, are hardly in keeping with
Paul's statements on the subject elsewhere in his
letters; it is hard to imagine Paul affirming the idea
that "the law is not laid down for the just, but for the
Ibid., pp.250, 247. By comparison, Ellis thinks
traditional materials make up about 15% of I
Corinthians. See his article, "Traditions in I
Corinthians," NTS 32 (1986) 481-502.
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14lawless1:9) Ellis correctly identifies I
Timothy 1:9-11 as a pre-Pauline unit, but if Paul
himself were the collector of these traditions, why
would he include this piece?
„C) Collections of a Pauline school
The Pastorals may be the product, not of an indi¬
vidual (be it Paul or a pseudo-Paul), but of a
"school"--that is, a group of editors charged with the
preservation and circulation of Pauline teaching and
traditions. The existence of such schools is suggested
by analogy from the known organized teaching practices
within contemporary pagan circles and those of the
Hellenistic synagogue.15 Allusions to the presence of
prophetic schools are also contained within the OT
16itself. The view that organized schools existed
14
C.K. Barrett (The Pastoral Epistles, pp.42-3)
finds this text in tension with the Pauline
understanding of the law as presented in Rom. 3:19: "Now
we know that whatever the law says it speaks to those
who are under the law, so that every mouth may be
stopped...."
15
For example, the Pythagoreans, Epicureans,
Stoics, and Essenes probably all had some kind of
"school" community during the first century. For a
thorough canvassing of both pagan and Jewish "schools,"
see the dissertation by R.A. Culpepper, The Johannine
School: An evaluation of the Johannine-School Hypothesis
based on an Investigation of the Nature of Ancient
Schools, SBL Dissertation Series, 26 (Missoula, Montana:
Scholars Press, 1974). Culpepper's definition of a
school consists of nine characteristics, one of which
includes an emphasis on "teaching, learning, studying,
and writing" (p.259).
1 f)
See, II Kings 6:1; I Sam. 10:10. Compare the
(Footnote Continued)
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within early Christian communities has been frequently
advanced, notably by K. Stendahl on the Matthean school
17
and O. Cullmann on the Johannine "circle."
The idea that Paul had disciples who functioned
during his lifetime and after his death as collectors
and editors of his teaching has much to commend it. The
distinctive features of the deutero-Pauline literature
18
are well attributed to the work of a school. And the
peculiar characteristics of the Pastorals, in particu¬
lar, seem to lend themselves to such an explanation; the
diversity of forms and the sudden changes in subject
matter suggest that collectors were at work.
But this theory is also confronted by a massive
problem; if the Pastorals are the products of a Pauline
(Footnote Continued)
remarks on this subject by G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel
(London: S.C.M., 1972) p.17.
"^K. Stendahl (The School of St. Matthew and its
use of the Old Testament [Uppsala: Gleerup, 1954] p.35)
understands the Matthean school as a school for teachers
and church leaders, and argues that the gospel is a
product of the school, designed as a manual for teaching
and administration within the church. 0. Cullmann (The
Johannine Circle [London: S.C.M., 1976] p.5) thinks the
"author" of John's Gospel had disciples who functioned
as redactors in its production and revision.
18
H. Conzelmann (Studies in Luke-Acts, ed. by L.
Keck and J. Martyn [Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1966]
p. 3 07) thinks that "we can understand the existence of
the deutero-Pauline literature only if we assume that
Paul founded an actual school." See, also, his article,
"Paulus und die Weisheit," NTS 12 (1965) 231-244. G.
Bornkamm (Paul, [London: Hodder and Stoughton: 1971
(1969)] p. 86) suggests that the Pastorals, as well as
Colossians and Ephesians, are the products of a Pauline
school.
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school, why do they deviate so considerably from the
teachings of the master? Major Pauline concerns find
little or no place in these letters: the work of the
Spirit is rarely discussed (I 4:1; II 1:14; Tit.3:5);
Paul's rich use of the formula "in Christ" is almost
19
completely lost to view; the Pauline use of "faith"
20
as the justifying principle never appears; and
perhaps most surpisingly of all, no explicit mention is
made of the cross, or of Jesus' resurrection.
The theological orientation of the Pastorals is
likewise in tension with Pauline teaching at a number of
points. We have already noted the non-Pauline treatment
of the law in I Timothy 1:8-11. But other tensions
exist; the increased identification of faith ("the
faith") with the contents of the gospel seems to reflect
a strange transformation of the customary Pauline
19
The expression "in Christ" occurs nine times in
the Pastorals (I 1:14, 3:13; II 1:1, 9, 13; 2:1, 10;
3:13, 15). J.A. Allan ("The 'In-Christ' Formula in the
Pastoral Epistles," NTS 10 [1963] 115-121) notes that
"as compared with Paul, the Pastorals show a very great
impoverishment of expression. The formula survives only
in a single stereotyped form." (p.118)
20
See the remarks by B.S. Easton, The Pastoral
Epistles, p.203. I.H. Marhsall ("Faith and Works in the
Pastoral Epistles," SNTU A, 9 [1984] p.207) takes issue
with Easton, arguing that Paul does not always link the
concepts of faith and justification (cf. Rom. 3:20;
9:1If); Marshall's point is well taken, but it does not
diminish the striking fact that no explicit reference to




understanding of the term; the tendency to link
rt'axis with other virtues (see, for example, the virtue
lists at I 2:15, 4:12, 6:11, II 2:22, II 3:10; Tit. 2:2)
22
also marks a movement away from the Pauline usage.
More significantly, non-Pauline elements appear in
23
the Christology (Christologies?) of the Pastorals; H.
Windisch is probably right in seeing some pre-Pauline
Christological ideas within certain passages of these
letters (especially I 2:5-6); but other passages seem to
reflect an equally unPauline "epiphany" Christology (I
3:16; II 1:10; Tit. 2:11, 3:4).
The Pastorals may be the product of a school, but
the lack of emphasis of key Pauline ideas, and the
tensions caused by the appearance of non-Pauline
21 '
The objective meaning of txi'otis occurs only x4 in
the earlier Pauline letters (I Cor. 16:13; II Cor. 13:5;
Gal. 1:23; Phil. 1:27; [Col. 1:23; 2:7]); in the
Pastorals the word has this meaning xl7 times (I 1:2,
19; 3:9, 13; 4:1, 6; 5:8; 6:10, 12, 21; II 2:18; 3:8;
4:7; Tit. 1:1, 4, 13; 2:2. See the discussion by 0. von
Merk, "Glaube und Tat in den Pastoralbriefen," ZNW 66
(1975) 91-112.
22
The combination of faith with other Christian
virtues appears also in Paul (for example, Gal.5:22),
but the frequency of the lists within the Pastorals is
striking. I.H. Marshall ("Faith and Works in the
Pastoral Epistles," Studien zum Neuen Testament und
seiner Umwelt A, 9 (1984) regards such linking as "the
most characteristic feature of the Pastorals"; he notes
14 instances (p.214).
23
According to H. Windisch ("Zur Christologie der
Pastoralbriefe," ZNW 34 [1935] 213-238) the Pastorals
show no unified Christology, "sondern Christuslehre in
Form von 'Spriichen, ' 'Formeln, ' und 'Hymnen, ' die aus
verschiedenen Lehrkreisen und Lehrstufen stammen."
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theological positions, make it unlikely that the
letters are the product of a specifically Pauline
school.
None of the above hypotheses seems adequate to
explain the literary peculiarities of the Pastorals.
Before we offer our own theory of the origin of these
letters, it may be helpful to re-examine the various
features that make the interpretation of these documents
so difficult:
1. the letters claim to be by Paul, and contain
what appears to be genuine Pauline
material;
2. the letters do not closely "mimic" the
Pauline letters in form or style;
3. all three letters are made up of a
miscellany of pre-formed materials;
4. some of the material appears to be
non-Pauline,
5. the materials are not arranged in any
logical order;
6. the traditional character of the materials
is very pronounced.
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Ill. The origin of the Pastorals
The peculiar features of the Pastorals suggest
that, in their present form at least, they cannot be
attributed to the work of any one man, writing at a
specific time and place, in response to a particular
situation or request. But if this assessment be cor¬
rect, then what kind of documents are they? How did
they come together, and what can we say about their
origin?
The documents read like composite works, and
appear to possess complicated compositional histories.
In light of our review of the complex compositional
histories underlying other Jewish and early Christian
texts (see chapter two), such conclusions come as no
surprise. The composite character of the Pastorals
simply reflects the widespread practices of the literary
2 4
environment out of which they emerged.
There is good reason to believe that the present
text of the Pastorals incorporates genuine Pauline notes
that were written to Timothy and Titus at some time
during Paul's missionary activity. The presence of
24
Some textual evidence still survives that
indicates how easily the Pastorals lent themselves to
additions and expansion; in Codex 460, two lengthy
"regulations" have been added to the text at Titus 1:9
and 1:11; in II Timothy 3:11, the sufferings that Paul
underwent in Antioch, Iconium, and Lystra (II 3:11) are
attributed to Thecla (from the Acts of Paul and Thecla)
in Codex 181; the same MS adds the names of three
persons to the greetings in II 4:19 (also taken from the
Acts of Paul and Thecla).
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authentic material within the Pastorals has been advo¬
cated since 1836, but the greatest proponent of the
theory remains P.N. Harrison. On literary, historical,
and doctrinal grounds, Harrison advocates the presence
of three genuine notes in the Pastorals: 1) Tit.
3:12-15; 2) II Tim. 4:9-15, 20-21a, 22b; and 3) II Tim.
1:16-18; 3:10f; 4:1, 2a, 5b-8, 16-19, 21b, 22a.25 His
unique dissection and re-combination of these notes is
open to debate, but his argument for accepting the
presence of some genuine material within the Pastorals
seems compelling.
C.K. Barrett affirms the basic thrust of Harrison's
position, and suggests that by the acceptance of this
theory "both the Pauline characteristics of certain
verses, and the non-Pauline characteristics of the
2 6
Epistles as a whole, receive their due."
But the major drawback of the "fragments" hypothe¬
sis, as Harrison and Barrett propound it, is that it
provides no convincing explanation as to how or why
splintered bits from various Pauline letters were
preserved prior to their being collected and placed in
the artificial framework of the Pastorals. This is the
25
P.N. Harrison, Paulines and Pastorals (London:
Villiers, 1964) pp.106-128.
2 6
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.10.
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problem that led A.T. Hanson to abandon the "fragments"
27
theory and treat the Pastorals as wholly pseudonymous.
Hanson's reservations are justified; the likelihood
of such nondescript fragments surviving seems remote.
But the difficulties are greatly lessened if the frag¬
ments are regarded, not as miscellaneous scraps of
worn-out Pauline letters, but as the original Pastoral
letters themselves; that is, each of our three Pastorals
originated as an authentic note written by the apostle
to Timothy and Titus. These three notes were read by
the recipients, who then handed them over to the scribes
responsible for preserving the community's sacred
writings. Over the course of transmission, the notes
were expanded by the addition of other sacred community
traditions; the expansion was not intended to make the
letters "look" Pauline; rather, it was motivated by the
community's desire to preserve the traditions and to be
instructed by them.
This theory, of course, involves considerable
speculation, but it is not without significant support¬
ing evidence; the book of Jeremiah, for example, in its
present form, cannot be attributed to any one man; it is
clearly made up of a variety of traditional materials.
27
Hanson defends the "fragments" hypothesis in his
commentary on the Pastorals in the Cambridge Bible
Commentary Series published in 1966. His change of
opinion is discussed in his later commentary, The
Pastoral Epistles, p.11.
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But there is little doubt that the book originated as a
collection of genuine prophetic oracles from the great
Jeremiah himself. Other materials were added later
during the process of transmission. Similar literary
histories are shared by most of the prophetic books.
If the Pastorals originated in this way, the
question, "why three Pastorals?" no longer presents
difficulties; we possess three letters because three
Pauline notes were written and preserved. If these
original notes were expanded by editorial activity, it
becomes easier to understand why the Pastorals in their
present form are characterized by abrupt and sudden
shifts in subject matter and literary form. The lack of
organization and development of thought is likewise
clarified, and the letters can be read for what they
are, not as the carefully honed products of an author,
but as anthologies of traditional materials brought
together by editors.
But if an original Pauline note is embedded within
each of the Pastorals, can it still be identified? The
early proponents of this theory often responded affirma¬
tively to this question and sought to extricate each of
249
2 8
the three notes from its respective matrix. But the
sheer variety of their conclusions cautions one against
such an attempt. It is probably no longer possible to
determine the shape or the limit of the original Pauline
letters with exact precision. Barrett rightly regards
. . 29
Harrison's neat distinctions with skepticism.
It seems better to present what appears to be the
"core" of the original notes, without making any attempt
to delimit them further. Additional study may show that
other passages, regarded here as later traditions on
Paul's life and ministry should, in fact, be added to
this authentic "core" (for example, I Tim. 1:12-17;
4:12-14; II Tim.l 12b-14; 2:8-10, 17b-18).
I Timothy
1:1-7 Salutation and occasion
1:18-20 Charges to Timothy (and current news)
3 * 14 -15 ,f ,r " " " "
6:20-21 Concluding charge and benediction
When these five passages are read consecutively, a
plausible Pauline note emerges that instructs Timothy to
2 8
J. Moffatt canvasses the nineteenth-century
attempts to identify the original Pauline letters within
the Pastorals in the appendix of The Historical New
Testament (Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1901) pp.700-704.
See also, the attempts by A. von Harnack (Geschichte der
altchristlichen Literatur bis Eusebius [Leipzig:
Zentralantiquariat, 1904] II.1 (Chronologie) pp.480ff)
and H. Binder, "Die historische Situation der
Pastoralbriefe, " Geschichtswirklichkeit und
Glaubensbewahrunq, Festschrift fur F. Miiller (Stuttgart:
Evangelisches Verlagswerk, 1967) 70-83.
29
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.11.
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remain in Ephesus because of serious disturbances that
have arisen in that region of the Pauline mission. If
traditions contained in Paul's farewell speech to the
Ephesian elders are reliable (Acts 20:17-35), there is
reason to believe that difficulties similar to those
addressed in I Timothy were, in fact, encountered in
17 U 30Ephesus:
"I know that after my departure fierce wolves
will come in among you, not sparing the flock;
and from among your own selves will arise men
speaking perverse things, to draw away the
disciples after them" (Acts 20:29-30).
The dating and occasion of the note cannot be
established; very little can be determined about Paul's
situation. It is plain that he had recently been in
Ephesus, leaving Timothy behind as he travelled on to
Macedonia (I Tim. 1:3); at the time the letter was
written Paul was clearly at liberty and was hoping to
return soon to Ephesus (I Tim. 1:3; 3:14).
The situation described in the note could fit
within the framework of the Ephesian ministry as
described in Acts. As K. and S. Lake have noted:
Modern scholars are increasingly aware that a
comparison of I Corinthians with Acts shows
that Luke left out much which one would have
30 .
The historical reliability of this passage is
still a matter of debate. F.F. Bruce (The Acts of the
Apostles [London, Tyndale Press, 1956] p. 377) finds
much authentic material within the speech. Pace M.
Dibelius, Studies in the Acts of the Apostles, ET by
Mary Ling (London: S.C.M. Press, 1956) pp. 155-58.
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thought he must have known concerning Paul's
life, and his account of what happened to Paul
in Ephesus is probably quite as sketchy as his
picture of the Corinthian church.
C.K. Barrett also thinks it possible to fit I Timothy
into Acts, although in his view "the evidence is too
. . . 32
slight to warrant any decisive judgment."
Since we do not know the outcome of Paul's trial in
Rome (cf. Acts 28), it is possible that I Timothy was
written by Paul sometime after the events described by
Luke. That Paul was released from his Roman imprison¬
ment and conducted other missionary campaigns (including
Crete?) is very probable, as J.B. Lightfoot's summary of
33
the evidence has shown.
The purposes behind the note (as we have identified
it) appear to have included the following:
1. to confirm previous instructions
2. to provide Timothy with written apostolic
authorization in support of his work;
3. to highlight the problem of false teachers
in Ephesus;
4. to provide current news (1:19-20; 3:14);
5. to encourage Timothy in his charge.
31
K. Lake and S. Lake, An Introduction to the New
Testament (London: Christophers, 1938) p.156.
32
C.K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles, p.8.
33
J. B. Lightfoot, Biblical Essays (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1893) pp.421-437 (esp. pp.423ff.). N.
Brox (Die Pastoralbriefe, p.29), who argues for the
pseudonymity of the Pastorals, nonetheless concludes
that "es ist danach sehr unwahrscheinlich, daft diese
Gefangenschaft und der ProzeB [described in Acts 28] das
Ende fur Paulus gebracht haben."
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Like the authentic letter embedded within I Timo¬
thy, an original Pauline "core" can also be detected
within Titus; it, too, has been splintered
by the inclusion of various traditional materials:
Titus 1:1-5 Salutation and occasion
3:9-11 Charge to Titus
3:12-15 Current news and greetings
3:15c Benediction
The precise dating and occasion of this note are
equally obscure. It is unlikely, however, that the
writer of Acts would omit a major missionary campaign of
the kind alluded to here; this may tilt the evidence in
favor of a post-Acts 28 dating.
The note has a structure very much like that of I
Timothy, a fact that suggests that its purposes may also
have been similar. Again, the following concerns are
discernible:
1. to confirm previous instructions
2. to provide Titus with written apostolic
authorization for his reforms
3. to highlight the problems of church order
and dissension in Crete (1:5; 3:9ff);
4. to provide current news (3:12);
5. to encourage Titus in his charge.
At least one, and possible two (see below), Pauline
notes (hereafter called II Tim. "A", II Tim. "Bj
appear embedded within II Timothy:
II Tim. "A"
II Tim. 1:1-2 Salutation and occasion
(1:3-5 Thanksgiving?)
1:15-18 Personalia and current news
4:6-8 Paul's situation
4:22a Closing benediction
Unlike the Pauline notes to Timothy (I Tim.) and
Titus (above), II Tim. "A" was not intended to provide an
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apostolic authorization for Timothy's work. It is,
rather, a brief farewell exhortation from Paul to
Timothy, and contains a moving account of Paul's circum¬
stances and expected fate (4:6-8) as a prisoner (1:8) in
Rome (1:17). From Paul's remarks in 4:6-8, it seems
likely that the note was written shortly before his
execution.
There is no compelling reason to deny the authen¬
ticity (or the unity) of II Tim. 4:9-21, although a
number of difficulties make it unlikely that this
passage was originally a part of the letter outlined
above. The "routine" remarks and casual greetings that
appear in 4:9ff hardly seem appropriate following Paul's
moving description of his "finished course" in 4:6-8;
the abrupt break in thought and tone between II Tim. 4:8
and 4:9 could scarcely be more pronounced. Paul's clear
resignation to his fate in 4:6-8 is difficult to square
with his confident assertion that "the Lord will deliver
me" in 4:18. In light of such incongruities, it seems
best to regard II Tim. 4:9-21, 22b as another genuine
Pauline note (II Tim. "b") that at some point was editori-
34
ally fused onto the letter outlined above; that
34
A similar solution to the literary difficulties
of II Tim. 4:9-22 has been offered by W. Lock, The
Pastoral Epistles, p.xxxiii: "It is therefore most
probable that an earlier note, or perhaps more than one
earlier note, from Paul to Timothy, has been, whether
intentionally or unintentionally, added to the main
letter at the end, as apparently Rom. 16 was added to
1-15."
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independent documents of considerable length could be
appended onto existing texts in this way (without any
editorial acknowledgement of the fact) is clear from the
evidence examined in chapter two of this thesis. The
original salutation of this note was most likely omitted
when the note was appended to the end of II Tim. "a". The
note addresses the following concerns:
ii Tim. "b"
II Tim. 4:9 Occasion
4:10-18 Current news and requests
4:19-21 Greetings
4:22b Closing benediction
Each of these four Pauline notes is plausible as a
complete and independent letter. The fact that the
notes are very brief, relactively innocuous, and direct¬
ed to individuals rather than communities, might raise
doubts about the church's interest in preserving them.
But there are good reasons for thinking that these notes
would have been treasured by at least some early Chris¬
tian communities.
The notes embedded within the letters of I Timothy
and Titus were probably used by Timothy and Titus as
seals of apostolic "authorization," providing written
certification of the tasks they had been called upon to
fulfil. Later, the churches may have preserved the
notes, using to good effect the apostle's general
warning of the threat of false teachers.
The personal note to Timothy (II Tim. "A") was
probably immediately cherished by early Christians in
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Pauline circles, both for its record of Paul's final
days and its moving farewell testimonial.
Although the reasons for preserving ii Tim. "b" are
not as obvious as those for the other three letters, at
least two possible motives present themselves: 1) the
note provides significant information on the whereabouts
of other co-workers within the Pauline circle; this
could explain Timothy's initial desire to retain the
note; 2) but more significantly, the note identifies
Alexander the coppersmith (4:14) as an enemy to Paul and
his circle; the identification of a Pauline opponent by
the great apostle himself would have been of great
importance to early Christian communities seeking to
defend themselves against such opponents and their
teachings. The polemical weight that such a note could
carry is obvious. It is no surprise that such a note
would be preserved.
In each of the above letters (except II Tim. "b") the
original Pauline notes have been splintered; blocks of
non-Pauline materials have been editorially sandwiched
between genuine Pauline elements with no indication that
redactional activity has taken place. Such editorial
license, as we observed in ch. 2, was commonplace within
the literary circles out of which the Pastorals emerged.
The process of splintering genuine letters by the
inclusion of other materials is roughly paralleled in
the long recension of the Ignatius corpus. Admittedly,
the Ignatian additions were inserted much later (A.D.
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350?) into non-apostolic letters and, consequently, do
not precisely parallel the redactional situation that we
encounter in the Pastorals. But the fact that genuine
letters could be enlarged and splintered by editorial
additions is surely confirmed by the Ignatian evidence.
But if the Pastoral letters originated in the way
we have conjectured, what kind of community must we
envisage that could effectively collect, transcribe and
circulate these sacred materials? Several fundamental
requirements immediately present themselves; such a
community would need to possess:
1. a zeal to preserve the sacred traditions;
2. some sort of communal "library" or archives
where the sacred traditions could be
preserved;
3. a facility where the copying and collecting
could take place;
4. a group of trained scribes;
5. an organizational scheme whereby the basic
needs of the scribes would be provided.
The existence of such facilities within Christian
communities is a matter of speculation; considerable
evidence, however, suggests that organized and highly
trained religious groups did exist, dedicated to pre¬
serving and passing on sacred traditions. Perhaps the
most notable example is that of the Qumran community. As
J. van der Ploeg has noted:
At Qumran, men busied themselves with writing,
reading and studying. The first we know, apart
from other proofs, from the ink-wells which
have been found in the remains of the building
and those of the secondary buildings at Ain
Feshkha, the second from the many manuscripts
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in the neighboring caves, ^he third from the
prescriptions of the Rules.
If, as seems likely, the Jewish sect known as the
Essenes and the Qumran community were one and the
3 6
same, then we have additional testimony from Josephus
of the "extraordinary interest" that the members dis¬
played in "the writings of the ancients," each novitiate
being required to swear "carefully to preserve the books
of the sect."^
Archaeological evidence also suggests that a
35
J. van der Ploeg, The Excavations at Qumran: a
Survey of the Judean Brotherhood and its Ideals, ET by
K. Smyth (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1958) p.150.
On the prescriptions, see IQS 6.7-8: "And the
congregation shall watch in community for a third of
every night of the year, to read the Book and to study
Law and to pray together" (Vermes' translation).
3 6
This is the verdict rendered by the majority of
scholars; See the evidence offered by A. DuPont-Summer,
The Essene Writings from Qumran, ET by G. Vermes
(Oxford: Basis Blackwell, 1961) pp.39-67. See also, G.
Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Qumran in Perspective
(London: S.C.M., 1982) pp. 116-36.
3 7'josephus, The Jewish War, 136, 142 (Loeb). See
also, Philo's accounts of the Essenes in Every Good Man
is Free (75-91) and Hypothetica (11.1-18).
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"scriptorium" existed at Qumran in which the compiling
3 8
and copying of sacred MSS took place. Concerning the
tables and ink-wells found in the long room at Khirbet
Qumran, R. de Vaux remarks:
Is it not reasonable to regard these tables and
inkwells as the furniture of a room where
writing was carried on, a scriptorium in the
sense in which this term later came to be
applied to s^jpilar rooms in monasteries in the
Middle Ages?
A zeal to preserve sacred traditions would naturally
lead to the development of such a facility. The seri¬
ousness with which the Qumran community regarded its
task to transmit the community's traditions is reflected
not only in the enormous collection of MSS that was
discovered in the nearby caves, but also in the apparent
3 8
That such a facility existed at Qumran has been
widely accepted. See, for example, F.M. Cross, The
Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern Biblical Studies
(New York, Scribners, 1958) p. 67; J.T. Milik, Ten Years
of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judea (London, S.C.M.,
1958) p. 22; B.M. Metzger, "The furniture in the
Scriptorium at Qumran," Revue de Qumran 1 (1958-9)
509-515. But see, also, the objections of G.R. Driver,
who maintains that the room thought to be the
scriptorium at Qumran was actually a refectory ("Myths
of Qumran," Annual of Leeds University Oriental Society
VI (1966-68) 23-27.
39
R. de Vaux, Archaeology of the Dead Sea Scrolls
(London: Oxford University Press, 1973) pp.29-30; de
Vaux argues that MSS were both copied and composed at
Qumran (cf. p.104).
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emphasis that was placed upon the training of scribes.
The quality of the Qumran MSS leads Dupont-Sommer to
conclude that
the Qumran scribes could not have acquired such
mastery of the art of writing as seen in the
discovere^manuscripts without a long appren¬
ticeship .
Other evidence uncovered at Qumran also suggests that
scribal apprentices were trained there. A potsherd, for
example, found among the ruins, appears to have served
as an exercise tablet for a trainee scribe. The letters
of the Hebrew alphabet are inscribed upon the piece, and
these letters correspond exactly to those of some of the
scrolls found in the caves; some of the letters on the
potsherd have been corrected, suggesting that it was the
work of an apprentice.
If this reading of the evidence be correct, we have
in Qumran a clear first-century illustration of the kind
of religious community that could produce documents like
the Pastorals --a monastic community zealous to pre¬
serve the sacred traditions, furnished with trained
scribes, and equipped with adequate facilities for the
transcription of such documents. This is not, of
course, to say that the Pastorals were written at
QumranI The discoveries at Qumran, however, are of
prime importance for our study for they provide
40
A. DuPont-Sommer, The Essene Writings from
Qumran, ET by G. Vermes (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1961)
p. 63 .
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convincing evidence that the sort of community as we
have imagined necessary for the production of the
Pastorals did, in fact, exist.
But how widespread were such communities? Is there
any reason to think that Qumran-like organizations were
banded together elsewhere? We know from a number of
sources that various Essene communities existed, though
the members' lifestyle in the "camps" seems to have
varied considerably from that of the monastic setting of
41
Qumran. But there is also evidence that non-Essene
communities dedicated to the sanctified life and the
preservation of sacred traditions were also thriving.
Philo tells us of the Therapeutae, another Jewish group
which zealously guarded the sacred traditions:
They read the Holy Scriptures.... They also have
writings of men ^ old, the founders of their
way of thinking.
Philo describes the Therapeutae in terms that carry some
of the marks of later monasticism, an institution which
is nowhere else described within the literature of the
41
The existence of various "camps" is attested in
the Damascus Document (XII.19,23). In spite of his
tendency to eulogize the Essenes, there is no compelling
reason to deny Philo's report that "they live in many
cities of Judea and in many villages and grouped in
great societies of many members (Hypothetica, 11.1).
42




period. The members of this community lived in
simple huts clustered closely enough together to provide
opportunities for fellowship as well as to protect
against robbers (CL: 24). In each of the huts was a
consecrated room called a uovaaTgpiov in which the
Therapeutae would meditate upon the sacred texts and the
mysteries of the sanctified life:
They take nothing into it, either drink or food
or any other of the things necessary for the
needs of the body, but laws and oracles
delivered through the mouth of prophets, and
psalms and anything else which fosters and
perfects knowledge and piety. (CL: 25)
It is clear from Philo's account that members of
this community were also involved, like the Essenes, in
the composition of sacred texts:
And so they do not confine themselves to con¬
templation but also compose hymns and psalms to
God in all sorts of metres and melodies which
they wrote down.... (CL: 29)
It is not clear what meaning is to be derived from
Philo's cryptic remark that "this kind [of community]
44
exists in many places in the inhabited world." His
reference to the widespread diffusion of these groups
may be referring, not to the Therapeutae specifically,
43
In his introduction to the Loeb translation of
the CL (IX, p. 105), F.H. Colson remarks on the
historical importance of Philo's description of the
monastic Therapeutae community (or communities?).
44
Philo, CL: 21 (Loeb). In his introduction to this
work, F.H. Colson (IX, Loeb, pp.105-6) doubts that the
Therapeutae were anything but a "small and ephemeral"
group.
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but to diverse and independent groups of religious
enthusiasts who banded together in communities for the
purpose of achieving a common goal. Such a reading
would suggest that other religious communities similar
in some respects to those of the Therapeutae and the
Essenes were in existence at the time the Pastorals were
produced.
Given the existence of the above religious communi¬
ties, it must be regarded as possible, if not likely,
that some early Christian groups banded together in a
like fashion in order to preserve and circulate their
own sacred writings.
But even if this be granted, major questions still
remain regarding the production of a corpus like the
Pastorals by such a community. How did such an editorial
process occur? What kind of community would preserve
such brief Pauline notes, enlarge them by the incorpora¬
tion of a variety of traditional materials, and eventu¬
ally circulate them to the churches? What purposes
would motivate such extensive editorial activity? And
what could account for the inclusion within the docu¬
ments of sometimes very tiny fragments of traditional
materials?
Because of the lack of evidence, we find ourselves
in a quandary of conjecture. Few questions regarding
the compositional history of ancient texts can be easily
or confidently answered. Scholars are equally bereft of
information that might explain precisely how, for
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example, the composite book of Jeremiah was produced,
and by what kind of scribal community? Even the
redaction- and form-critics do not help us here; little
work has been done (can be done?) on the actual scribal
practices that brought into existence the sacred Jewish
and Christian literature. To go forward at this point,
we must rely heavily upon historical imagination and
plausible conjecture.
In this spirit, a few tentative proposals can be
put forward that may throw some light on how the compo¬
sitional process, as we have envisioned it for the
Pastorals, may have actually occurred.
The community that produced the Pastorals clearly
revered Paul and his teachings. His letters were cher¬
ished as part of the larger sacred tradition which the
community felt under obligation both to preserve and to
circulate. The community must have had a
scriptorium-like setting in which the work of transcrip¬
tion and compilation took place. They must also have had
access to an extensive archive room in which the
45
collections of sacred texts were preserved.
45
The existence of such "libraries" is well known.
See the study by E.C. Richardson, Biblical Libraries: A
Sketch of Library History from 3400 B.C. to A.D. 150
(Princeton, University Press, 1914) p.183: "...during
the period say between the birth of Jesus and the death
of the last of those who figure in the New Testament,
one may distinguish at least six kinds or classes of
libraries known to have existed in Palestine; the temple
libraries, a public central archives in Jerusalem, local
(Footnote Continued)
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It is not unlikely that such a community would be
patterned after the prophetic schools within Judaism. J.
Lindblom describes such schools in these words:
Every prophet had a circle of disciples who
transmitted the utterances of their master,
various communications made by him, and, in
addition, what they themselves remembered of
the lives of the prophets. Generally speaking
the task of the collectors was to bring this
material together in larger or smaller collec¬
tions which then^ecame the groundwork of the
prophetic books.
A similar kind of collecting process seems to have been
behind the production of the Pastorals as we now possess
them. But the community out of which the Pastorals
emerged was not only devoted to Paul and his teachings.
It saw itself as a guardian of all the church's sacred
traditions and, consequently, felt free to mix and blend
sources together according to their particular needs and
aims. This helps explain why the Pastorals seem to
deviate from time to time from Paul's teaching (as we
know it elsewhere in his letters-, cf. I Tim. 1:8).
Apart from the general desire to preserve sacred
traditions, did the community have a particular aim in
mind in compiling the materials that currently appear
(Footnote Continued)
public archives in many and various places outside
Jerusalem, a probable public Greek library, the monastic
libraries of the Essenes in considerable numbers,
hundreds and probably thousands of synagogue and other
school libraries, and a great number of private
libraries."
46
J. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Literature
(Oxford: Basil Blackwellsz, 1973) pp.239ff.
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within the Pastorals? It seems very likely. The let¬
ters, in their own miscellaneous and rambling way,
address concerns that would have been of great practical
interest and benefit to Pastors and other leaders within
the early church. They are a treasure-house of informa¬
tion on how to deal with various situations that arise
in the church.
It is possible, then, that the school from which
the Pastorals emerged was especially interested in the
training and care of church leaders. The authentic
Pauline letters to the two "Pastors," Timothy and Titus,
which the community possessed, were perfectly suited as
the framework upon which other materials appropriate to
Pastors might be added.
The process of compiling such manuals for church
leaders can be readily imagined. Traditional materials
offering general instruction and guidance on, say,
"leadership" would be collected from the archives. These
would be sewn together and added to the Pauline notes.
Other more specific matters of concern to church leaders
would be similarly treated; for example, collections of
instructions would be gathered on such issues as: the
care and maintenance of widows, proper conduct in
worship, the discipline of elders, the importance of
prayer, the dangers of false teachings, the preservation
of the traditions, guidelines for upright living, proper
conduct toward outsiders, etc.
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The compilation of such materials may also help
explain the appearance of very short isolated sayings
within the Pastorals. We know from the work of the
form-critics that independent units of material, some of
them very short, were circulating among, and being
collected by, the early churches. The Gospel of Thomas
may well represent such a collection of previously
independent sayings by Jesus.
A scribal community dedicated to the preservation
of sacred traditions, and equipped with an archive,
might have possessed many such collections of previously
independent sayings. In the compilation of these "let¬
ters for Pastors," however, only the sayings that were
considered relevant would be added in. This would
account for the appearance within the Pastorals of very
small isolated units that do not fit easily within their
present context.
It must not be thought that the compilation of
these materials, or that the production of the
Pastorals, was accomplished at any one specific time. It
was most probably a lengthy process that went on for a
considerable period; the documents may have gone through
many stages of development, with additional materials
being added as they came into the community's posses¬
sion. Similar developmental processes are visible
throughout the literature, within, for example, the
documents produced by the prophetic schools and wisdom
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schools, and even within such documents as the Didache
47
and the Epistle of Barnabas.
The origin of the Pastorals remains shrouded in
mystery. In this study we have only begun to explore,
as with eyes blinded, the literary environment out of
which these letters emerged. The more scholarship can
learn about ancient scribal communities and their
organization, about the methods used to preserve and
circulate the sacred traditions, --the more confident
and less speculative will be our answers to these most
tantalizing questions.
47
See the remarks on the growth of prophetic
literature in J. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient
Literature (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1973) p.279: "There
are countless examples of additions, enlargements and
comments, which show that the text was not regarded as
in any way sacrosanct, but was subjected to alterations
in accordance with the taste and the needs of later
times."
Compare the similar observations on Wisdom literature in
G. Fuhrer, Introduction to the OT (New York: Abingdon,
1968), pp.316ff.
APPENDIX A
THE PASTORALS: COMPOSITIONS OR COLLECTIONS?
Are the Pastorals, in their present form, the
product of an author or the collections of a compiler?
This, of course, is to put the question too simply,
since ancient authors often functioned as compilers,
drawing from and incorporating pre-existing sources into
their own work. The features, consequently, that distin¬
guish an "author" from a "compiler" are admittedly
blurred.
But granting the inherent difficulties in making
such judgments, the question of composition versus
collection remains central to a proper interpretation of
any document. How one understands the book of Isaiah,
for example, is largely determined by whether one reads
it as the product of one author, or as a collection of
various prophetic voices. The interpretation of the
Pastorals is equally affected by such questions. The
importance of correctly understanding the compositional
method by which these letters were produced can scarcely
be overstated.
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If the Pastorals are the product of an author, one
presumably could expect them to show some evidence of
structure, a certain unity of thought, and a basic
progression of argument.
Most commentators on the Pastorals do not address
the question of literary structure within these letters.
The documents are usually regarded (by scholars on both
sides of the authenticity question) as loosely struc¬
tured according to the form of ancient letters. Beyond
that very little is said as to any authorial intent
behind the structuring of these documents. It appears to
be generally assumed that the epistolary genre in
general, and the Pauline letter form in particular, was
responsible for the structural forms that are revealed
within these letters.
To some extent this judgment is true; the Pastorals
do generally follow an epistolary format. But the
structure that the letters take often deviate from that
of the other Paulines --a difficulty both for those who
claim Paul or a Pauline imitator as the author. Why
would an author intentionally change the internal
structure of the "Pauline" letters? Why deviate, for
example, from Paul's customary habit of placing the
parenetic section at the end of the document? Why break
the parenesis up and distribute it throughout the
letters? It is possible that Paul dramatically changed
his writing style, but it does not seem likely.
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A.T. Hanson suggests that a pseudonymous author
carefully structured the diverse blocks of material
within these letters so that the writings would not look
"too much like a manual of church order, or an exposi¬
tion of Paul, or a book of worship, and [the pseudony¬
mous author] wanted to give the impression he was
writing letters.""'" But by arguing this, Hanson at¬
tributes the very features that make the Pastorals read
so oddly (as Pauline letters) to a pseudonymous author
wishing to imitate Paul!
Other larger questions of the Pastorals' literary
structure, such as "why three Pastorals?" are also
rarely discussed by the commentators. L. Houlden tries
to make sense of the external structure of the letters
by suggesting that the Pastorals were designed as a
triptych, I Timothy and Titus written specifically to
admonish and instruct, while II Timothy, the middle
section, was intended to appeal to the reader's loyalty
2
and sympathy. Houlden is right m recognizing that the
Pastorals seem to be treating similar matters, but it is
not clear from this whether the similarity is the result
of authorial intention or the collection of related
materials by a compiler.
1
A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Letters, p.46.
2
L. Houlden, The Pastoral Epistles, pp.l8ff.
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Both the internal and the external structure of the
Pastorals, then, does not seem to yield any firm results
regarding clear authorial intent in their design.
Whether the Pastorals show a clear unity of thought
continues to be debated. C.K. Barrett includes in his
commentary a brief, but detailed, section entitled
"Theology and Practice" in which he presents the
thinking of the Pastorals on such questions as "Man and
Sin," "Salvation: Eschatology," etc. Barrett's method,
like many other commentators, is to collect isolated
passages on related subjects and view them as a whole.
By so doing he makes a reasonable case for the basic
harmony of thought within the Pastorals, although he
finds the collection of passages on "Ethics" more
difficult to hold together:
Paul himself was deeply concerned about the
moral behaviour of his churches, but he always
makes clear the theological and Christocentric
basis of the moral demands that he makes. It
cannot be said that the Pastorals always do
this. Lists of moral duties are laid down, and
sometimes at least appear to exist in their own
right, and as ends in themselves.
Other scholars have read the evidence differently
from Barrett. H. Windisch, for example, finds
conflicting Christologies within the Pastorals as does
^Ibid. , pp. 25-26 .
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A.T. Hanson who occasionally tends (as here) to make the
author of the Pastorals a rather passive compiler:
"[The author] does not have any doctrine of his' own,
but makes use of whatever comes to him in the sourc¬
es he uses....The consequence is that we find sever¬
al different ways of expressing the significance of
Christ in i^he Pastorals, not all consistent with
each other.
We must conclude that the evidence for unity of
thought in the Pastorals is ambiguous.
The question of logical progression within the
Pastorals remains. B. S. Easton echoes a widely accepted
view on these letters when he observes that they show
"no sustained thought beyond the limits of the separate
paragraphs; from paragraph to paragraph --and sometimes
even within paragraphs-- the topic changes without
preparation and sometimes apparently without motive."^
Easton, of course, is not arguing here that the
Pastorals should be read as the collections of a compil¬
er. Rather, he suggests that the logical discontinuity
of the materials within the letters is due
4
H. Wmdxsch, "Zur Christologie der
Pastoralbriefe," ZNW 34 (1935) pp.213f. A.T. Hanson,
The Pastoral Epistles, pp.38-39.
5
B.S. Easton, The Pastoral Epistles, p.14. For
similar views see D-C, The Pastoral Epistles, pp.8-10,
N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe, pp. 49-5 5 and, more
recently (1983), A.T. Hanson, The Pastoral Epistles, pp.
42-48.
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to the fact that the author was an unsystematic thinker
who took little interest in organizing the sources he
employed; It is this authorial idiosyncrasy that
accounts for the lack of clear logical progression
between the various literary elements within the
letters.&
Recently, however, this reading of the Pastorals
has been vigorously disputed; a number of studies have
been published that seek to refute the view that these
letters lack continuity of thought and logical progres¬
sion. The author of the Pastorals, it is argued, far
from being uninterested in organization and continuous
argument, has taken considerable care in the
organization and presentation of his materials. Since
this line of argument runs directly counter to that
maintained in this thesis, an account of these studies
must be considered here in some detail.
Robert Karris's commentary, The Pastoral Epistles,
briefly addresses the question of how the materials
7
within the Pastorals are ordered. The brevity of this
commentary restricted the extent to which Karris could
pursue the issue, but it is clear throughout the work
that he believes the Pastorals are carefully constructed
letters written by one pseudonymous author.
See, for example, N. Brox, Die Pastoralbriefe,
pp.4 9-5 5.
7
R. Karris, The Pastoral Epistles (Wilmington,
Del., Michael Glazier, 1979).
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In commenting on II Tim. 2:14-26, for example,
Karris entitles a section, "How the Author Thinks,"
which begins with the sentence: "The author of the
g
Pastorals thinks quite differently from most of us."
Karris goes on to argue that the apparent oddities are
due to the fact that II Timothy is an "exhortatory"
letter and, as such, follows the customs and norms of
such letters.9
In treating the difficult passage I Tim. 1:3-20,
Karris provides a note entitled, "How the Author Argues
in this Section.""'"9 Here he not only emphasizes the
exhortatory nature of the letter, but adds the sugges¬
tion that the author of the Pastorals "argues by means
of link words."
Karris' commentary is noteworthy since it attempts
to demonstrate, albeit briefly, that logic and continui¬
ty of thought are not alien to the Pastorals. His
suggestion that the "Pastor" argues by means of "con¬
trasts" and "link-words" is worthy of further considera¬
tion.
Another recent study that argues for cogency and
development of thought within the Pastorals is D.
®Ibid., p.25.
9
Ibid. See Karris' brief remarks on exhortatory
letters on pp. 7-10.
""9Ibid. , pp. 53f.
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Verner's The Household of God: The Social World of the
11 .
Pastoral Epistles. Verner offers a "sociological"
reading of the Pastorals that seeks to show "the way in
which the author has used the traditional Haustafel
schema and traditional materials to express his concept
of the household of God.""^
Verner investigates the general nature of parenesis
and concludes (pace Dibelius) that parenetic discourse
13
can take the form of developed moral argumentation.
He defends this view by citing at some length the
results of H. Cancik's study on the structure of
parenetic discourse in Seneca's Epistulae morales. In
her study, Cancik seeks to demonstrate that the dia¬
tribe-style of argumentation in the epistles of Seneca
is logically coherent. Verner finds Cancik's arguments
convincing and suggests that her insights may be helpful
in clarifying the kind of argumentation that is found
within the Pastorals.
11
D. Verner, The Household of God: The Social World
of the Pastorals, SBL Dissertation Series, 71 (Chico,
Calif., Scholars Press, 1983).
12
Ibid., p.25. This concern is addressed most
directly in the excursus on Paraenetic Discourse
(pp.112-125).
13
Verner, like L. Donelson (see below), relies
heavily upon the results of H. Cancik's research into
the parenesis of Seneca's Epistulae morale!•
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B. Fiore's recent monograph, The Function of
Personal Example in the Socratic and Pastoral Epistles,
is another significant contribution to the debate over
method (or methods) of argumentation within the
14
Pastorals. Fiore's study is of limited value,
however, in understanding the reasoning of the Pastorals
as a whole since he is primarily concerned with the
function of personal example within the letters.
Consequently, many puzzling passages within the
Pastorals are not addressed in his work.
Nonetheless, Fiore makes a strong case that these
letters should be read as the product of one author who
carefully structured and organized his material. Fiore
does this by examining the hortatory role of personal
example in Greco-Roman literature, giving pride of place
to the Socratic letters which he thinks present the best
literary parallels to the Pastorals:
"The editor of the [Socratic] corpus, who is
also the pseudonymous author of a good part of
it, has moulded and arranged his disparate
sources into a col^gction of harmonious, if not
uniform, letters."
14
B. Fiore, The Function of Personal Example in the
Socratic and Pastoral Epistles (Rome: Biblical Institute
Press, 1986). See the positive reviews of Fiore's work
by H.D. Betz in JBL 107 (1988) 335-37, and by R. Karris
in CBQ 50 (1988) 134-35.
"^Ibid., p.107. In ch. 6 (pp.101-63) Fiore presents
a detailed examination of "personal example" in the
Socratic letters.
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Although Fiore thinks that personal example is the
principal hortatory device within the Pastorals, he
allows that the author has utilized other rhetorical
devices as well. He suggests, for example, that the
argumentation of the Pastorals may occasionally reflect
16
the influence of the developed "chria." Elsewhere he
remarks that "the tension of opposites provides what
loose, overall structure there is in the [Pastoral]
letters."^
Fiore's monograph is complemented in many respects
by L. Donelson's study entitled, Pseudepigraphy and
Ethical Argument in the Pastoral Letters, published in
18
the same year (1986). Donelson's monograph provides
the most comprehensive analysis yet available of the
rhetorical methods of argumentation within the
Pastorals. In a recent review of the work, R. Karris
suggests that it may provide "major clues to solving the
19
mystery of the Pastoral Epistles."
16
Ibid., See, especially, pp.95-100.
"^Ibid. , p. 21.
18
L. Donelson, Pseudepigraphy and Ethical Argument
in the Pastoral Epistles (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [P.
Siebeck], 1986 ) .
19
R. Karris, review of Pseudepigraphy and Ethical
(Footnote Continued)
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In the second chapter (pp.67-113), entitled "Forms
of Argument," Donelson begins by suggesting that the
Pastorals must be read as documents that "present
carefully structured arguments which follow the
20
parenetic canons of their day." He seeks to demon¬
strate that the style of argumentation within the
Pastorals follows closely that which appears within
ancient rhetorical handbooks, especially as presented in
Aristotle's Art of Rhetoric. When the Pastorals are
evaluated according to the canons of ancient rhetoric it
becomes clear, according to Donelson, that the author
argues rhetorically by employing a method of deduction
called enthymeme and a method of induction called
paradigm.^
Considerable space (pp.81-90) is given over to a
comprehensive examination of the enthymemes that appear
within the Pastorals. Donelson begins, for example,
(Footnote Continued)
Argument in the Pastoral Epistles (hereafter,
Pseudepigraphy and Ethical Argument), by L. Donelson.
JBL 107 (1988): 558-60. See, however, the much more
critical review of Donelson's book by L. Johnson in CBQ
50 (1988): 131-133.
20
L. Donelson, Pseudepigraphy and Ethical Argument,
p. 69.
21
DonelsonTs introduction to Aristotle's use of
these terms is clearly presented on pp. 70-81. On the
meaning of enthymeme and paradigm, he cites Aristotle:
"I call an enthymeme a rhetorical syllogism, and a
paradigm a rhetorical induction" (p.75).
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with I Tim. 1:15 in which he finds the syllogistic
argument:
A) Major premise: Jesus saves sinners.
B) Minor premise: I am a sinner.
C) Conclusion: Thus Jesus saved me.
The author of the Pastorals does not actually state the
conclusion (C) but, according to Donelson, this is
intentional for it allows the reader (following the
principles of enthymematic rhetoric) to draw it himself.
Donelson then examines inductive and illustrative
22
paradigms (pp.90 to 108). He argues that Paul is the
source of the inductive paradigms in the Pastorals in a
way analagous to the use of Socrates as a paradigm in
the Socratic epistles, Seneca, and Epictetus. By
Donelson's count the Pastorals contain six of these
paradigms (all consisting of Pauline biographical
material), four of which appear in I Timothy and two in
II Timothy.23
22
Donelson's conclusions about the use of paradigms
in Aristotle, Epictetus, Seneca and the Cynic epistles
are given on p. 100. Regarding the terms themselves, he
writes: "In Aristotle, inductive paradigms are
self-sufficient proofs used independently of
enthymematic argument, and illustrative paradigms are
witnesses or epilogues used to prove what has been
deduced through enthymemes" (Ibid.).
23Cf. I 1:12-17, 1:19-20; II 1:11-12, 2:9-10,
3:10-13, 4:6-22. Donelson finds no inductive paradigms
in Titus.
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Similarly, Donelson finds numerous illustrative
24
paradigms in the Pastorals. Most of these, he notes,
offer a negative "portrait" of certain people and are
usually followed in the Pastorals by a positive descrip¬
tion of some sort. Donelson maintains that this method
of argument is "reminiscent of thg use of positive and
25
negative paradigms in Seneca and Epictetus."
In chapter three (pp.115-98), entitled "The Cosmo-
logical and Ethical System," Donelson attempts to show
that the author of the Pastorals has put forward a
cogent and consistent ethical system." In order to give
this system warrant and authority, "the author uses the
pseudepigraphical letter to rewrite the history of the
church, so that his own faction and vision can enjoy
2 6
apostolic support."
Donelson's work is well-researched and his conclu¬
sions require close attention for they clearly present a
major challenge to those (including the present writer)
who argue that the Pastorals lack both continuity of
thought and sustained argument. His work deserves much
24
Ibid., pp,106ff. Donelson groups the illustrative
paradigms into two groups: those in which the person or
persons are named (I 1:19-20, II 1:15-17; II 2:17-18; II
4:9-15) and those in which no names appear (I 1:3-4,




closer scrutiny than can be given in this brief
excursus. But some brief comments will not be out of
place.
A Critical Response
In one sense the above works complement and supple¬
ment each other; they all find, for instance, that the
Pastorals are best understood within the matrix of
Greco-Roman pseudepigraphical literature, and are all in
agreement that the Pastorals have been carefully de¬
signed by one pseudonymous author.
Each of the works, however, presents a different
case for the unity and cohesion that they claim to find
in the Pastorals. The flow of argument that Verner
finds, for example, in the material on widows in I Tim.
5:3-16 is quite different from the enthymematic schema
27
that Donelson detects. Karris argues that the author
of II Tim. 2:14-16 is arguing by means of contrasts, but
Donelson suggests that the continuity lies in another
2 8
enthymeme. These differences in detecting the order
within this material does not invalidate any one of the
above approaches. Each must be examined on its own
27
See D. Verner, The Household of God, pp.161-166;
L. Donelson, Pseudepigraphy and Ethical Argument,
pp.8 6-9 0.
2 8
Karris, The Pastoral Epistles, p.25; Donelson,
Pseudepigraphy and Ethical Argument, p.87.
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merits. The disparity does, however, considerably lessen
the cumulative impact that these studies might otherwise
have had on the question of coherent argumentation
within the Pastorals. The reader is left wondering why,
if there is such order within these letters, the experts
can not seem to agree among themselves as to what it is.
Another disturbing element within each of the above
works is the almost complete neglect of Jewish sources.
Donelson's reasons for omitting these writings derive
from his belief that Christian pseudepigraphic letters
most likely originated within a Greco-Roman and not a
29
Jewish milieu. This may or may not be true (A. Meyer
30
among others strongly argues the contrary) , but in
either case it only has significance for us if the
Pastorals are pseudepigraphic and it is precisely here
that Donelson's work seems to beg the question. His
study builds, and in many respects depends, upon the
presupposition that the Pastorals are pseudonymous
31 . .
documents. The possxbility that authentic Pauline
letters might lie embedded within the Pastorals is never
29
Donelson (Ibid.) draws heavily upon M. Smith; see
his remarks on pp. 13-15.
30
See A. Meyer, "Religiose Pseudepigraphie als
ethisch-psychologisches Problem," in Pseudepigraphie in
der heidnischen und jiidisch-christlichen Antike. Ed. by
N. Brox. (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft,
1977).
^Ibid. , p. 8
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32
considered. Fiore's study also ignores Jewish litera¬
ture but at least he recognizes the relevance of such
33
literature to a proper understanding of the Pastorals.
In summary, it may be said that the arguments
presented here (for the presence of coherent and logical
thinking within the Pastorals) must be judged to be far
from conclusive. This is not to say that the writings
reviewed here do not have much to contribute to the
study of the Pastorals. Donelson's approach, in fact,
gives some force to the notion that the more atomistic
reading of certain portions of the Pastorals (as pro¬
posed in this thesis) may have to be revised so as to
permit more readily the occurrence of small groups of
sentences which belong structurally together.
32
Even if one were to grant the pseudonymity of the
Pastorals, Donelson's presumption that Greco-Roman
pseudepigraphical letters provide the best matrix within
which to understand the Pastorals would have to be
challenged. See, especially, D. Meade's recent
monograph, Pseudonymity and Canon: An Investigation into
the Relationship of Authorship and Authority in Jewish
and Earliest Christian Tradition (Tubingen: J.C.B Mohr
[P.Siebeck], 1986).
33
At the close of chapter two (on "personal
example") Fiore remarks in a footnote: "A study of
example in the literature of the Jewish milieu is
important for a complete understanding of the device in
the Pastoral Epistles. The scope of this study,
however, does not permit such an examination within
these pages" (footnote 67).
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APPENDIX B
A FORMAL ANALYSIS OF THE PASTORAL LETTERS
If the Pastorals are made up of diverse and
pre-formed elements, one would expect to find variations
of style and form within these letters. The strophic
divisions within our modern editions of the NT suggest
that such is, indeed, the case; the Nestle-Aland edi¬
tion"^ for example, sets apart (by various forms of
indentation) no fewer than eight passages within the
2
Pastorals. In the opinion of the editors these passag¬
es show significant differences in form and literary
Novum Testamentum Graece, ed. by E. Nestle, K.
Aland, et al., 26th ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Bibelstiftung, 1979.
^See, for example, I 2:5-6; 3:16; 6:7-8, 11-12,
15b-16; II 1:9-10; 2:11-13; Titus 3:4-7.
style from the surrounding materials. The paragraph and
strophic divisions, consequently, have been created by
the editors
to aid the reader's understanding of the writ¬
ings by clarifying their structure, e.g., in
the Gospels distinguishing the primitive
units.
The purpose of the following analysis is to give
the reader a kind of visual image of the various liter¬
ary elements and forms which, in our view, permeate
these letters. The advantage of viewing the Pastorals
according their respective formal elements is two-fold:
1) the "clustering" of materials according to
topics or by word-association stands out
in clear relief;
2) the pre-formed elements (virtue/vice lists;
community rules, etc.) protrude within
their context by virtue of their
distinctive forms.
The form analysis presented below attempts to
separate the various formal and pre-formed elements that
have been editorially joined together. It is remarkable,
how often these materials seem to fall neatly into
independent "clusters" of related materials or forms. We
have tried to highlight the various independent elements
within the letters by setting the first words of the new
"cluster" to the left of the rest of the material. So,
for example, on the first page, distinctive blocks of
material begin, we think, at I Timothy 1:1, 1:3c, 1:8,
1:9. Our analysis also seeks to highlight the presence
3
Novum Testamentum Graece, p.44 (introduction).
1%
of formal literary "signals" or "markers" that often
appear at the beginning or at the end of pre-formed
traditions within the Pastorals. See, for example,
oidapev 6e oti (I 1:8); eidws touto, oti (I 1:9).
I Timothy
1:1 flauXoq
dndoToXoq XpioTou * Inoou kot' ^nitayi1|v
8eou ooTfjpoc; f|puv Kai Xpicrrou * lr)aou Tfjq £Xni6oq
fipuv
1:2 TipoO^qi yvr\o(<# t£kv<p tv rucnrei- ydpiq, £Xeoq,
elp^vri dnd Oeou naTpdq Kai Xpicrrou 'Inaou tou KUpCou
1:3 Ka0d«; napEKdXeod oe npoapetvai £v *E<p£a<(> nopEud-
pEvoq Etq MaKEdovCav, Uva napaYYEi'Xoq Tioiv
1:3c pf| ^TEpo5i6aaKaX£LV pp5£ npoo^yEtv puOoiq kol yeveoXoylolc;
dnEpdvTotq, oCtlvei; £kCi"|t^oei<; nap£youaiv paXXov f\
otKovopiav 0eou t^iv £v nCorei. t6 5£ T^Xoq Tfjq napaYYE-
Xiaq toriv dydnp £k KaOapaq Kapdiaq Kai auvEiSnaE&x;
dYaOfiq Kai n toTEcaq dvunoKpiTou, Sv Tivcq daToyn-
aavTEq ££ETpdnr|oav ctq paTaioXoyi-'av, 0£XovTeq Elvai
vopoSiddoKaXoi, pf) voouvTeq piVre d X^youatv piVte nEpi
tlvcdv 5ia0E0aiouvTaL.
1:8 OUSapEV 5£ 6tl
KaXdq 6 vdpoq £dv Tiq auT<J> vopipoq ypfiTai,
1:9 elddq touto, 5tl
5iKaL<t> vdpoq ou keltoi,










Kai eT tl £tepov tq uyiaivouoQ
5t5aoKaXi(? dvTikeitoi ,
1:11 koto t6 euoyy^i-ov Tfjq bdZqq
tou paKapiou 0eou, 5 £niaTEu0r)v iya.
Ztf
Xdpiv £xq t$ £v5uvapdoavTi pe XpiaT$ * I rjoou
t<? Kupi'v f|puv, 6tl niaTdv pe f)Ydacrro Q^pevoq etc;
SLOKOvtav, Td npdTEpov 5vto GXdo<pnMOv KQ|t Sicokttiv
Kai uPplOT^V-
dXXd i")Xe^8riv, 5ti dyvouv £noir|oa £v
dntotic?, dnepenXedvaoev 5£ ydpiq tou Kupiou fip&v
pETa ntaTEGx; kol dYdnrK Tpq £v Xpiarcp "Ipoou.
nLcrrdq 6 Xdyoq Kai ndonQ dnodoypq dtioq, 6tl
xpiotdq'iriaouq fjXOev etq t6v Kdapov
dpapTuXouq ogxxu • Sv npoTdq elpi tyu,
dXXd 5id touto fiXer^Onv, Tva £v £poi npcjTcp
£v5ei£nTai Xpucrrdq 'Irioouq ti^v driaaav
paKpoOupiav, npdq unoTuncxuv tcSv peXXdvTuv nioTeueiv
£n' auT$ etq Ccoi'iv atriviov.




Tipfi Kai 56£.a eiq Touq aiuvac tcov aidvcov dpiiv.
TauTTiv Tf|v napaYYeXiav napaTi'Gepai 001, tekvov
TLpdGee, koto toq npoaYOUoac £ni oe npocprrre iaq, I'va
arpaTEUQ £v auTaiq Tf)v KaXqv OTpaTeiav, eyuv
nioTLV Kai dYaGqv auvei&noiv, fjv tivec anoadpEvoi nep
ti^v nioriv £vaudY1oaVr 6v Iotlv 'Ypevoloc Kai
'
AXetavSpoq, oOq nap^SwKa t£ ZaTavp L'va naiSEuOwaiv
PH GXaacpnpe lv.






un£p GaoiX^uv Kai ndvTwv tqv £v uneooyo
dvTo>v, Uva fjpepov Kai f)auyiov Biov Sidycopev £v naaia
euoegelqi kai oepv<5ttyti.
touto KaXdv Kai 6n65eKTOv ivuniov tou
oqtfipoq i")pcZiv 8eou,
6q ndvTaq dvOpcinouq O^Xei ooGnvai
Kai eiq £niYvc>>oiv dXnGeiaq ^XGelv.
2:5 etc; \ap Ge6q,
Etq Kai peoittk Geou Kai dvBpdnwv,
dvGpwnoq XpiOTdq 'Irtoouq,
6 5ouq £out6v dvTfXuTpov Gn£p
ndvTQv, to papTupiov Kaipoiq idioiq-
2:7 etq o £t£0iiv ttyti
kriput. Kai dn6aToXoq_dXi^0£ lav X£ya), ou njeu5opai_
5i5doKaXoq £0vc5v £v ru'oTEi kol dXr|0£lqi.
2:8 BouXopai ofiv
npoaeuyeaGaL Touq av5paq £v navTi Tdnqi,
£naipovTaq doiouq yeipaq yupiq dpYn<; Kai
SiaXoYt-opou •
2:9 cbaauTwq [Kai] YuvaiKaq
£v KaTacrroXQ KoopLCP METa aidouq Kai aoxppoauvriq
KoapEiv GauTdq,
£v nXEYpaoiv Kai ypuai^) f] papyapitoiq tpaTiopv
roXuteXei,
dXX' 6 np^nEi YuvaiEiv ^RayYeXXopEvaiq
0£oaE(}£iav, 5l' gpyav dyaOwv.
2:11 Yuvf) £v f]auyi'qi pav0av£Tco £v naaQ unoTayfi"
2:12 5i5aaKEiv 5£ yuvoiki ouk £ritpercd, ou5e ouOevteiv
dvdpoq, aXX' Etvai ev riouyi'g.
2:13 *A5dp yap npwtoq £nXda0r|, eIto Eua-
Kai 'A5ap ouk finaTtiGr), 5e yuvf) ££anaTr|0etoa £v
napa0doEi yiyovev. acj0r(o£Tai 5£ 5ia Tfjq tekvoyov iaq,
iav pEi'voxjiv £v riotel Kai dyano Kai dyiaopq) pstd
OGxppoouvriq.
3:1a fliOTdq 6 Xdyoq.
3:1b Et Tiq ^nioKonnq dp^YETai, KaXou £pyou EniBupEi.













3:4 tou £5£ou oikou koxcic; npoLOTdpevov,
T^Kva gyovTa £v linoTaYO pE"ra
ndariQ oemv6ttitoc; •
3:5 (e£ 5d tlq tou £5lou olkou npo-
OTfjvai ouk o£5ev, nox; £ KKXpo loq oeou
£n L pE Xr^oETa L ;)
3:5 |jf| ve6cputov,
Cva pi5) TutpoOEic; e£<; Kpi'pa dpneoo tou
5iaPdXou.
3:7 5ei 5i Kai papTupfav KaXf)v gysiv dnd tqv
££u0ev,





MP oCvcp noXX<£ npooEyovTaq,
mi5) afaypoKEpSsic;,
EyovTap to MUOTdptov Tfjq nioTEax; iv KaOapgi
ouve tsrioe i.
kol oQtol 5i 5ok lpaceaoojoav npwTov, e£to








t^kvcov koxgx; npoiotdmevol Kai tqv l5lwv olkqv
o£ Yap KaXcZic 5 laKovriaavTEq PaOuov
^auToiQ kqxov nEpinotouvTai kai noXXpv napppai'av £v
ni'otel TO £v XpLOTCp 'ipoou.
3:14 TauTd ool YPdcpo, £xm'ca)v £xgeiv npoc; o£ Tdyiov-
£av 5£ PpaSuvo, i'va e£5oq ndx; 5el £v olkcp oeou
dvaoTpdcpEaOai, f^Tip £ot£v ^KKXpaia oeou cwvtoq, aTuXoq
Kai ^Spatcopa Tpq dXpOEi'aq.
2AO
3:16 KOti dpoXoyoup^vox; p^Ya eotiv
t6 Triq EuaePetaq puaTiipiov*






4:1 T6 5£ rivEOpa (5nT(5q X£yei Sti
£v ijoT^poiq Kaipotq 6nooTi^aovTa( tivec; ttk ruaTEcoq,
npoa^xovTEq nvEupaaiv nXdvoiq
Kai 5i5aaKaXiai<; Saipoviuv,
£v dnoKp Cos i ijjeu5oX6y«v, KEKauaTripiaop^vov Tf|v t5tav
ouve C5tiolv,
KWXudvTWV YdMELV,
dn^xeaOai PpcopdT«v d 6 0e6<; £ktioev eLc, pETdXripyJiv
pETa EUxapLOTtaQ toiq niOTOiq Kai
^nEYVQKdOL Tf|V dX^0£iav.
6tl nav ktiopa 0eou koXov,
Kai ou5£v 6n60XnTov peto EuxapiaTiaq XapPavopEvov,
dyiaCETai Ydp 5 id Xoyou 0eou Kai £vteu£.eg)q.
4:6 TauTa unoTi0£p£voc; Totq ddEXcpoLc; koXoq £an 5id-
Kovoq XpiaToO 'Irioou, £vTpECpopEvoc; TOiq X6yolq Tf)q
nioTEax; Kai Tfj<; KaXfjq 5i5aaKaXi'aq fj napr|KoXou0r|Kaq •
4:7a touc; 5e PeP^Xouq kol ypc^Selq pu0ouq napatTou.
4:7b yupvaCE 5£ oeoutov npoq Eua^PEiav
4:8 f) yap aupaTiKri yupvaai'a npdq dXi'yov £otiv axp^Xipoq,
f) b£ EuoEPEia npdt; ndvTa cixp^Xipdc; £otiv, £naYY£Xiav
£x°uaa Curiq Tf|c; vuv Kai Tfiq pEXXouariQ.
4:9 mcrrdq 6 Xoyoq Kai ndariQ dnodoxfjp dS,Loq-
eLq touto yap KonicopEV Kai dY<avifop£0a,
5tl i*|XniKapEv £ni 0e$ Covtl,
6q £otiv auTfip navTcov dv0punov, paXiaTa niaTcov.
v\\
3:16 kou 6poXoyoupSvcoq pSyc* eotlv
t6 Tfjc; etliaspeiaq puaTiipiov






4:1 Td 5£ nvEupa (5qt«<; XSyel 8tl
£v uaTSpoiq Kaipoiq dnooTnaovTaf Tivsq Tpq nioTEwq,
npooSyovTEq nvEupaaiv nXdvoiq
«aC 5i5aaKaXiaLQ Saipoviwv,
£v unoKpfoEL ujeu5oX6yuv, kekauotrip laopSvov tSiv £5i'av
ouve i'5tiol v,
kg)Xu6vTWV YdMELV,
dnSyEoGat PpapaTOV a 6 0£oq Jktioev elq petaxripuuv
METa EiIiyapiaTiaq Toiq niOToTq Kai
SnEyVOKOOL tSjv 6Xii0ELav.
oti nav KTLopa 0eou koXov,
koii o05£v dndpxryrov pETa EuyapiOTi'aq XapPavopEvov,
ayidcstal yap ota Xdyou OeoO kol SvTEuPewq.
4:6 TauTa unoTi0Sp£voq Toiq 65eXcpoCq KaXoq £oq 5ia-
Kovoq Xplotou 'Iriaou, SvTpscpdpEvoq Toiq XoYOiq Tfiq
nfateqq kol Tf|q KaXpq SiSaaKaX t'aq 0 nappKoXouOriKaq •
4:7a Touq 5£ PsPfiXouq kol ypawdEiq puOouq napaiTOu.
4:7b YupvaCe 5e oeoutov npoq euoSPelav•
4:8 f) yap owpoTi k f| Yupvaaia npoq 6XCyov Sotiv dxpSXipoq,
f) 5£ euo^Pelo npoq ndvTa oxpEXLpoq Sgtiv, SnayyEXLav
Syouoa Ccofiq Tfjq vuv kol Tfiq peXXouanq.
4:9 nicrrdq 6 Xoyoq kol naapq dnoSoypq a£ioq-
Etq touto yap Konicopev kol dyG)VLC6pE0a,
5tl fiXnLKapEv Sni 0eq3 Cwvtl,
6q Sot l v acoTfip navTcov dvOpconcov, paXiaTot niGTcov.
V\%-
4:11 napdyYEMe touto Kai 5i'5aoK£.
4:12 pr)5Ei'q oou Trie; vEOTryroq KorraeppovECtcd,




£v nLCTTE l ,
£v dyvE Cq.
4:13 £c>q gpyopaL ripdoEys tq dvayvcooEL,
TQ napaKXrioE L r
tq SiSaoKaXip.
4:14 dp£XEi tou £v ooi yapiapaToq,
6 £5o8r| ooi 5ia npocpnTEiaq (j£Ta £m Bedeck;
TQV yE LpCDV TOU npEOgUTEp LOU.
4:15 TauTa peX£to, £v toutolq ioBi,
I'va oou f) npoKonf) cpavspa naoLv.
4:16a gnsyE oeoutcp Kai tq 5i5aaKaXiqi-
SnipEVE auToip-
4:16b touto Yap noicjv Kai oeoutov adoEiq
KQl TOUq dKOUOVTOC oou.






5:3 Xrjpaq tipa Taq dvToq ynpaq.
5:4 e£ 5^ Tiq yi^pa t£kvo fi Skyovo eye i ,
pavBavETooav npoTov tov i5iov
o£kov euoePelv Kai dpoipdq dno5i56vaL
to tq npoyovoiq,
5:4c touto ydp £otlv dnddEKTOv ivuniov tou Oeou.
5:5 £| 5£ dvToq yripa Kai pEpovopEvri nXniKEv £ni Beov koi
npoopEVEi Taiq Setioeoiv Kai Taiq npooEuyaiq vuKToq
Kai f)pdpaq-
f\ 5e onaTaXdoa Cdoa T£8vr|KEv.
5:7 Kai toOto napdyYEXXE, I'va dvEniXripnToi doiv.
2-13
5:8 elS^Tiq tqv L5luv Kai paXicrra olkelwv
ou npovoE LTal , tt^v ni'oTiv
fjpvpTai Kai £otiv druaTou yEi'pwv.
5:9 Xi^pa KaTaXEy£a0o
pf) £Xottov £tov £8pKOVTa yEyovuia,
twoq dvdpoq yuvVj,
£v gpyoiq KaXoiq papTupoupEvp,
el ^TEKVOTpdippOEV,
EC ££Evo56yriaEv,
el dyi'ov nddaq £vlujev,
el 0Xif}op£voi<; ^nripKEOEv,
el navTL £py(p dyaOcj) (bnpKoXouOnoEv.
5:11 vEOT^paq 5£ yi^paq napaiTou*
8tov yap KaTaaTppvidooaiv tou Xplotou,
yapsiv 0£Xouoiv,
£youaai Kpi'pa 8tl Tf|v npcoTpv ni'oTiv i^O^Trioav
dpa b£ kcu dpyai pavOdvouaiv,









ppdEpi'av dcpopppv 5i5ovai tcp dvTiKEipEvip
Xoidopiac; yapiv-
fj5r| yap tlveq £8.ETpdnr)aav drn'oco
tou EaTava.
5:16 eC ti<; niaTri Eysi ynpaq,
^napKELTQ aiuaiq,
koii pli PapEioGo n £kkXpoia,
I'va tqlq ovtoc; yppaiq EnapKEap.
5:17 Ol koXcoq npoeotcdteq npEofJuTEpoi dinXpq Tippq
68 lOuoOoaav, pdXiOTa ol KoruojvTEq £v Xdycp Kai SidaaKa-
Xl'qi-
5:18a X£yei yap f) ypacpri,
Bouv dXouvTa ou cpipooEic;-
kol ,
"A8ioq 6 £pydTpq tou pioGou auTou.
5:18b kot6 npsoPuTEpou KorrriYopi'av pr^ napa5£you,
£ktoq el p^ £ni 5uo p Tpiuv papTupuv.
1A
5:8 et 5£ tiq tov £5ig>v koi pdXioTa olkei'cov
oil npovoELTai, Triv nLOTtv
fjpvryrai KaC £otiv dm'oTou yEi'pwv.
5:9 Xijpa KaTaXEY^oGu
pf) SXaTTov £rav ££f|KOVTa YEYOvuia,
£voq dvdpdq Yuvfi,
£v gpYoiq KaXoiq papTupoup^vn,
e£ £TEKvoTp6cpr|aEv,
eC ££,Evo5dyriaEv,
e£ 6y£wv nddaq £vii|j£v,
eC OXiflopEvoic; ^ni'ipkeaev,
el navTC £pY<i> dYa0cj> £nr|KoXouOr|a£v.
5:11 VECDT^paq 5£ ytfpaq napaiTOu-
5rav yap kataatppv ldacuaiv tou Xpiotou,
YapEiv G£Xouoiv,
gyouaai Kpipa 8ti Tf|v npuTriv nt'cmv f)0^Triaav •
Spa 5£ Kai dpyai pavGdvouaiv,
nEptEpydpEvai Taq oiKi'ac;, ou povov 5£
dpyai dXXa
Kai cpXuapoi
Kai nEp l Epyo t,





ppdEpiav dcpopppv 5i5ovai t(p Svtlke ipEvcp
XoidopCac; ydpLV-
rj5n Ydp tivec; ££,ETpanr|oav dnCoco
tou TaTava.
5:16 eU Tiq nLOTn gyEi yppac;,
£napKEl'tw auTaic,
Kai pf| PopeloGq Is! £«KXr)aCa,
iva Taiq 5vtg>q yrjpaiq EnapK^aq.
5:17 0£ KaX«q npoEOTUTEq npEaPuTEpoi SLnXnq Tiprjq
d£ LouoOoxjav, paXLOTa o£ korlcovtec; £v Xoy<P Kai dLdaoKa-
X Cq ■
5:18a x^yel Y«p is) YPCKPH,
Bouv dXouvTa ou cpipdoEiq-
Kai,
5:18b "ACioq 6 ipydtriq tou pioOou outou.
5:19a koto npeoput^pou KOTriYopi'av pf| napa5£you,
£kt6<; e£ pf| £ni 5uo Tpicov papTupov.
i-A'p
5:20 Touq dpapTdvovTaq £vdniov ndvT«v dXeyyE,
I'va Kai oi Xoinoi cpdpov dycoaiv.
5:21 AiapapTupopai £vdniov toO 0eou
Kai XpiOTOU 'Igoou
Kai tuv ^kXektwv dyydXov,
I'va TauTa cpuXa^^q y«piq npoKpipaToq,
pr)5£v noiuv koto npoaKXLaiv.
5:22a Xeipaq Tay^oq pr|5evi £niTi0ei,
pr|5£ kolvoSvei dpapTiaiq dXXoTpiaiq-
5:22b OEauTov dyvdv tt'ipel.
5:23 Mr)K^Ti udpondTEi, dXXa oCv<p 6Xl'y(P ypw
5 id t6v OTdpayov Kai Tag nuKvaq aou
daOevE Caq.
5:24 Tlvqv dvOponuv ai dpapTt'ai npodriXoi eioiv,
npodyouaai sic; Kpiaiv,
Tiaiv 5t Kai £naKoXou0ouoiv•
(baauTQQ
Kai to £pya xa KaXa npo5r)Xa,
Kai Ta aXXug eyovTa KpuPnvai ou SuvavTaL.
6:1 "Oool Eiaiv uno Cuydv SouXot,
touq tdiouq SeanoTaq
ndariq Tippc; dPiouq 0yetaOcoaav,
I'va pi5) t6 dvopa tou Oeou Kai f) 5i5aoKaXia pXaocpnpfjTai.




6ti ntcrroL eloiv Kai dyanpToi
oi Tpq EUEpyEOLaq dvTiXapPavdpevoi.
6:2c TauTa Si'SaoKE Kai napaKdXEt.
6:3 fit tic £tepo5iSookoXel Kai pi5! npoaepyeTai
uyiaivouaiv Xdyoiq, Toiq tou Kupiou f)p«v ' I paou
XpLOTOU,
Kai th kot' euoePeiav SidaoKaXiQi,
TETUCp(i)Ta L ,
pri5£v £ n t otdp £ voq,
b::■ ■ r .Pui l.- ■■ j
(passage continued)
VMo






SianapaTpiPat SiecpQapp^vcov dvOpdnwv t6v vouv koi
dneaTEpnp^vav Tfjc; dXpOetag,
vopiCdvTtov nopiop6v Elvai tf|v ePo^Peiov.
£otlv 5£ nopiapdq p^yaq ^ Eua^Peia peto auTapKEtaq-
ou5£v yap eCanv^ykapev e£q t6v Kdapov, 6tl ou5i
££.eveykeiv ti 5uvdp£0a-
gyovTEq 5£ PiaTpocpag Kai
OKEndapaTa, toutoiq dpKEaOriadpEOa.
oi 5£ PouXdpEvoi nXouTEiv £pn£riTouaiv
Etc; nEipaapov Kai nay15a
Kai PmOupi'aq noXXaq dvorrrouq Kai pXaPEpdq,
Qltiveq Pu0iCouaiv touq dv0pa>nouq
eiq 6Xe0pov Kai dndXEiav-
pi'Ca yap navTcav tqv kokuv £otiv p cpiXapYupi'a,
fiq tlvec; dpeyopevoi dnEnXavrjOpaav dnd Tng niOTEQc;
Kai £auTouq nEpi^nsipav 65uvaic noXXaLQ.
5£, 5 dvOpunE 0eou,







dY«vccou tov KaXov dytiva t^c; ni'oTEGx;,
£mXaPou Tfiq atuvi'ou Cong,
eLq nv ^KXpOriq Kai (bpoXoYnoaq tf|v KaXpv dpoXoyiav
Pvdniov noXXov papTupov.
napaYY^Mo [aoi]
£vdruov tou 0eou tou Cqoyovouvtoq to navTa
Kat XpioTou 'Inaou tou papTupnaavToq
£ni flovTiou niXdTou Tf|v KaXr^v 6poXoYi'av,
Tripfioat oe Tf|v £vToXf|v damXov dvenLXnpnTov
(passage continued)
6:14 M^ypi tfiq £ru(pavEia<; tou kuplou f|p£>v ' I riaou
XpiOTOU,
f|v KaipoLc; tdioiq 5ei'£el 6 paKdpLoc
Kat povoq SuvdoTriQ,
6:15b 6 PoujlXeCiq twv PaaiXEudvTcov
Kai KUplOQ tov kupleuovtov,
6 pdvoc; £xuv dOavaoiav,
cpuq oIkg)v dnpdaiTov,
6v e15ev ou5elq dvGpdnwv ou5£ [5eiv Suvorrou •
<J> TLpi5) KCU KpdTOq aiuviov dpriv.
6:17 Tolc; nXouatoiQ £v t$ vuv atwvi napdyyEXXE
pf| ui^nXotppovE LV
pr|5£ f)XruK£vai £ru nXouTou ddriXdTriTi,
dXX' £ru 0e£ t$ nap^yovTi fipiv navTa nXouatwc; elq
dndXauaiv,
dyaooepyelv,
nXOUTELV £v gpyoi <; KaXoiQ,
EupETaddTouc; sfvai,
koivuvlkouq,
dnoOriaaupt'CovTac; £ciutolc; OemeXiov KaXov elc; to
g£XXov, I'va intXaDuvTou ttk ovtcop Ccjfiq.
6:20 TipoGEE, Tf|v napaOtiKriv cpuXaCov,
^ktpenopevop taq PePhXouq kevooxovloq kol dvTi0EO£l<; Tfjq
hjeudawupou yvuoeqp,
fjv tlveq enayyexxopevoi nEpi Tf|v niotlv
f)OTdyr)aav.




dridoToXoq XpioTou ' I riaou 5ia OeXi^paToq Qeou
kot' tnayyeXCav Ccopq Tfjq £v XpioT<£ ' i r|aou
Tipo0£(«) 6yanr|T^ t£kvq- ydpLq, £Xeoq, etprivri dnd
Oeou ncrrpdq Kai XpLOTOu ' I rioou tou Kupiou fipuv.
1:3 XdpLv £yco t$ 0eq>, § Xcrrpeuw dnd npoydvuv £v
KaOapd auveiSnaei, cbq ddidXeinTov gyco Tf|v nepi oou
pveiav £v Taiq SefjoEoCv pou vuKTdq Kai fipepaq,
£nino0<3v oe tSeiv, pepvnp£voq oou ~r<5v SaKpucov, L'va
yapaq nXripwOw, undpvriaiv Xapd>v Tfjq £v ooi dvu-
noKptTou nioTEoq, fjnq £v<pKrioEv npurrov £v tQ pappo
oou Aul5i kol tq prp-pi' oou Euvlk^, nenELopai 5i 5tl
Kai tv aoC.
1:6 5i' f|v aiTiav dvapipvtfoKGj oe dvaCunupeiv
to ydpiopa tou Oeou, 6 totlv £v ooi 5ia Tfjq dnLO^aecoq
twv yeipov pou-
1:7 ou yap £Ekokev fipiv 6 Oeoq nveupa SeiXiaq,
dXXa Suvapecjq Kai dydnriq Kai oaxppov lopou.
1:8 pf) oflv dnaioyuvGQq to papTupLOv tou Kupiou npiav
pr|5e £p£ tov Seapiov auTou,
dXXa ouYKaKondOrioov t<5> euayyexi'cf) kotoi Suvapiv Oeou,
1:9 tou ouoavToq fipaq
Kai KaX^oavToq kXt^oel dylqi,
ou Kara to tpya f)p£>v
dXXa koto iSiav npdOeoiv Kai yapiv,
tf|v doOELaaV f)p l v tv XplOT<Jj ' I noou
npo ypdvov aicovLcov,
cpavepuOeLaav 5£ vuv 5lo Tfjq dnicpaveiaq
tou ocoTfjpoq f)pc5v XpioTou 'Inaou,
KaTapY^oavioq pev i6v Odvaiov
cpcDTi'oavToq 5£ Ca)f)v Kai dcpOapoiav 5ia tou
euaYYEXL'ou,
1:11 etq o £t£0hv tyti Kf|pu£ Kai dndoToXoq Kai 5i5aoKaXoq.
5i' fiv atTL'av kol touto naoyo,
dXX' ouk £naioyuvopai,
7jy\
1:12b o£5a yap <5 neniaTEUKa, «ai nEnEiapai 5tl
SuvaTdq £otlv tf|v napaOr^Kriv pou cpuXdEai
Etq £keivtiv tt\v fipgpav.
1:13 unoTunaxjLV £ye uyi-o"-v6vtqv \6ya>v
<5v nap' £po0 fjKouaaq
iv nioTEi Kai dydni] tq iv XpiaTip ' I paou •
1:14 Tf|v KaXfiv napaOi^Knv cpuXaEov 5ia nvEupaToq dyi'ou toO
dvoiKouvToq iv f}pIV.
1:15 0?5aq touto, 8tl dnsaTpdcpnadv me navTsq ot £v
tQ 'Aolqi, <5v ionv 0uyeXaq Kai 'EppoYdvriq.
5<pr| gXEoq 6 Kupioq Tcp 'Ovnaicpdpou olkq>, 5tl noXXaKiq p£
dvdiputev kol td|v dXuai'v pou ouk gnaioyuvOri,
dXXa YevdpEvoq iv "Pdpa onouSaiuq dCpTriadv pE kol eQpev
_5<pn aiiTcp 6 Kupioq EupEiv gXsoq napa Kupiou iv
iKEtvQ tQ f|pdp<?_Kai daa iv 'Ecp£00 SiriKovriaEV,
PdXTiov au yivuoKEiq.
2:1 Eu ol5v, tekvov pou,
£v5uvapou iv tq yapiTi tq iv
Xpicmp 'Iriaou,
2:2 Kai Q pKouaaq nap' £pou 5ia noXXuv papTupcov,
touto napaOou nLcrroiq dvQpconoiq,
ol'TivEq LKavoi gaovTaL Kai iTEpouq 5i5a£.ai.
2:3 auYKaKondQriaov ci>q KaXoq orpaTl(JTriq XpiaTou 'Iriaou.
ouSsiq OTpaTEudpEvoq gpnXdKETai
Taiq tou (3lou npaypaTEiaiq,
I'va Tcp OTpaToXoYtiaavT 1 dpgofl-
2:5 £av 5i Kai dQXQ Tiq,
oil aTEcpavouTai iav pf) vopipcoq aOXriaQ.
2:6 tov KontuvTa yecjpyov 5el npcoTOv rav Kapndiv psTaXapPavE 1 v.
2:7 v6el 8 xgy^'
5gxje l y8p aoi 6 Kupioq ouveolv iv naaiv.




2:8c Kcrra t6 euaYY^^'-dv pou*
£v $ KaKonaOo pdypi dEapuv d>q KaKOupyoq,
dXXa 6 Xdyoq tou Oeou ou 5£5etol.
5ia touto ndvTa unopdvw 5ia Touq SkXektouq,
I'va Kai ailiTOL oorrriplaq Tuyuaiv Tfiq
£v XpicmJ * I goou peto 56£riq atoviou.
2:11 moTdq 6 Xdyoq-
et yap auvariEOdvopEv, kol ouCgaopEV
et unop£vop£v, Kai aupPaoiXeuoopev•
Et dpvriodpEOa, KdKEivoq dpvnaETai fipaq •
Et dmoToupEV, £KEivoq moTdq p£vsi,
dpvdaaoOai y^p £out6v ou ddvaTai.
2:14a Touto unopLpvgaKE,
SiapapTUpdpEvoq £vdmov tou Oeou
2:14b pi5! XoyopayEiv, £n' ou5£v yppoipov, £ni KaTa-
aTpocpQ tuv 6kou6vt(i)v.
2:15 anoudaaov oeoutov Soklpov napaoTfjoaL Tq> 0£q>,
£pYdTf|v dvenai'oyuvTov,
6pGoTopouvTa tov \6yov Tfiq dXriOEiaq.
2:16 Taq 5£ PEPdXouq KEvoqxov iaq riEpiiaTaao-
£ni nXEiov yap npoKoiyouoLv doePEiaq,
Kai 6 Xdyoq aurav (jq ydYYPaLva vopnv e'Cel-
2:17b 6v £otiv "YpEvaioq Kai diXryroq,
oCTivEq nspi tt^v dXpOEiav r^oToynoav,
X^YOVTEq [Tf|v] dvdaTaaiv n5p yeyovevoi,
Kai dvcrrp£nouaiv tt^v tivwv ni'oTiv.
2:19 6 mdvToi OTspEoq 0£p£Xioq tou Geou ^othkev,
£ycov tfjv acppaylda touthv •
"Eyvw Kupioq Touq dvtaq outou,
Kai',
'AnocrnVrco dnd ddiKi'aq naq 6 dvopaCwv
t6 dvopa KUpL'ou.
2:20 'Ev peydxq 5£ oiKi'<? ouk £otiv povov oke ur|
ypuaa Kai dpyupa
dXXa Kai
EuXlvo Kai daTpdKiva, Kai
5 p£v siq tipfjv a 5£ eiq dTipi'av-
(passage continued)
oQv tiq SKKaOdpQ £ai_iTdv drio toutqv,
fatai okeOoq stq tlpfiv,
fiyi-aap^vov,
E0ypr|OTOv SEondTQ,
Etc; nav Spyov dyaOdv f|TOLpaap£vov.





(jetoi tuv £niKaXoup£v«v t6v Kupiov
£k KaOapaq «ap5£aq.
5£ pupae; kol dnaidEUTouq Cht^oeic; napaiTou,
Etdciq 5TL
YEVvuoiv pdyaq•
2:24 SouXov 5£ Kuptou oil 5el pdysoOai,
dXXa fjmov Etvai npdq ndvTaq,
5l5aKTLKOV,
dvE^lkokov,
tv npauTr|ti naLdEUOVTa Touq dvTL5iaTi0Ep£vouq,
pi^noTE 5uq auTOLc 6 0eoc psTdvoiav
eLq £ni'yvuaiv dXriOetaq,
Kai dvavrmxiXjLV £k tf)q tou 5iaPdXou naytdoq,
£Cuypnp£voi un' qutou Eiq to Pkelvou OsXripa.
3:1 Touto 5£ yivwoke, cStl
tv toydTaiq pp^paiq ftvoTrjaovTai Kaipot yaXsnoL-


















cpiXpSovoi paXXov f| cpiXoOEOi,






3:6 KQL TOlJTOUq <5tnoTp£nou.




ndvTOTE pavQdvovTa Kai pp5£noTE
Eiq £nLYvuoLv dXpGeiaq £X0elv Suvdpeva.
3:8 8v Tpdnov 5i ' Idvvpq kol * lapPpfiq dvT^OTpaav Mouoel,ofjToq Kai oOtol dvOiaTavTai tq dXpGeiqi,
dvOpwnoi KaTE(pOap(j£voi t6v vouv,
656kl|jol nspi tiV rucmv
dXX' ou npOKdtpouaiv £ni nXeiov,
f| yap fivoLa OLITOV £K5pXoq foTai
naaiv, 6q Kai £KEivov £y^veto.
3:10 Eu 5£









old poi £y^veto £v *Avttoys lq,
£v * I KOVLCj),
£v Aucrrpoiq,
ol'ouq SiuYPOuq unrjveYKa-
Kai £k ndvTcav p£ £ppuaaTo 6 Kupioq.
3:12 Kai ndvTEq 5e oi G£Xovteq Cqv euoePqq £v
XplOTQ) * I QOOU 5La)y0QOOVTaL •
3:13 novripoi 5£ dvOpconoi Kai Ydrpreq
npoKdipouaiv £ni t8 yeipov,
nXavuvTEq Kai nXavupevoi.
3:14 au 5£
p£ve £v ofq epaOeq Kai £maTQ0r)q,
Ei5(iq napa tCvwv E'paOeq,
(passage continued)
3*3
3:15 Kai Sti dnd |3p£cpoup [to] iepa ypdppaTa ot5ap,
Ta Suvdpevd oe aocptaai etc; ouTriptav
5ia ntotettp tf)p £v XpioTcp 'Iriaou.




npdp naidetav ti^v £v Slkoloouvo,
Iva dpTiop Q 6 tou Oeou dvOpwnop,
npdp nav £pyov dya0dv ££npTiap£vop.
4:1 AtapapTupopat £vdntov tou 0eou
Kat XpioTou 'Iriaou,
tou p£XXovTop tcptveiv CuvTap Kat veKpoup,
Kat Tf|v £nicpdveiav adTOu Kat t£|v PaotXet'av auTou •





£v ndoia paKpoOuptgi Kai 5t5axo.
4:3 £crrai Ydp Katpdp 6te Trjp uYiaivouanp 5i5aoKaXLap ouk
dve£ovTat,
aXXa koto Tap tdtap £ni0uptap
£auTotp tnioopEuaouoiv SidaoKaXoup
KvpOdpevot t£)v dKoriv,
Kat dnd p£v Trip dXr|0eiap Tf|v dKofiv dnooTpeipouat v,





Tf)v dtaKOviav oou nXripocpopnaov.
4:6 'Eyco yap r^5n anevdopai, Kat 6 Kaipdp Tfjp avaXuoedp
pou £cp£oTr|Kev.
t6v KaXov dytiva i")YdvtapaL,
t6v 5popov tet£ XeKa,
Ti^v nlotiv TETiipr|Ka-
Xotndv dnoKEtTai pot 6 Trip SiKatoauvrip oTEcpavop,
8v dnoSdoet pol 6 Kupiop £v £kei'vi] tQ iip£pp,
6 5 l kai op KptTtip,
ou pdvov 5£ £poi
dXXa Kat ndai Totp liyanriKdoL t£|v dntrpdvetav
auTou.
3ol{
Enou5aaov £X9eiv npdq p£ tay^uq-
Aripaq ydp M£ ^ykat^Xinev dyanqaaq t6v vuv atdva,
KaC £nopeu0ri stq 0£aoaXovLKr|v,
KpfioKnq e£q raXorr^av,
TCToq stq AaXpan'av-
AouKaq £cjtlv pdvoq met' £pou.
MapKOV dvaXapdv dye p£ta OEauTOU, £otlv Ydp Mot Euypncrroq
Etq SiaKOVLav.
TuyiKdv 5i tinware iXa s£q "Ecpsaov.
4:13 t6v cpaiXdvriv 6v dn^Xinov £v tp(pd5L napa Kdprup
£py6|JEvoq cp^pE,
Kai t6 PiPXlo, pdXiaTa Taq pspPpdvaq.
4:14 'AX££av5poq 6 yaXKEuq noXXd poL koko £ve5elCoto•
dnoddaEL auTqi 6 Kupioq koto to gpya auTou-
8v Kai aO tpuXdaaou, Xi'av y«p dvT^aTn Totq ppET^poiq
XdYOiq.
4:16 *Ev tQ npdTQ pou dnoXoYLQt ouSEiq poi napsYevETO,
dXXa ndvTEq pE ^ykot^Xinov■
pf| auTOiq XoyloOelti"
6 5£ KdpLdq poi nap£crrr) Kai £v£5uvdpua£v ps,
tva 5i" £pou to knpuypa nXppocpoprtGo
kol dkouacixjlv navTa Td 20vp,
Kai £ppua0nv £k cnropaToq XEovToq.
4:18 duoETaL (je £ Kupioq
dnd navToq £pyou novripou
Kai oooel elq Tpv PaaiXEL'av auTou Tpv Enoupaviov,
$ p 5d£a £ lq Touq aidvaq tuv otLdvow dppv.
4:19 ^Aonaoai npioKav Kai 'AkuXov Kai tov 'Ovriai-
cpdpou oCkov.
"EpaoToq £pelvev £v KopivOcp,
Tpdcpipov 5i dn^Xmov £v MlXtVtcp aoOEvouvTa.
4:21 Enoudaoov npd yEipuvoq eX0elv.
'AondCeTa£ oe
EuPouXoq Kai l~lou5riq
Kai A£voq Kai KXauSi'a
Kai ol dSEXcpoi ndvTEq.




SouXoq Geou, dndcrroXoc; 5£ 'Inoou Xplotou
Kara ruanv £kXekt<5v 0eou koi ^nLvvwoiv dXriGecac; Tf)Q
kot' Eua^Peiav £n' £Xni5i Cupc; aiuviou, nv £nr|YYE lXoito
6 dijjEuSfic; 0e6q npd ypdvcov atcoviarv, £cpav£pcja£v 5e
Kaipotq tSCoiq t6v X6yov auTou £v khpuypoti o £m-
OTEU0r|v £y& kcit' ^niTOYi'lv tou aoTfjpoc fipuv 0eou,
1:4 Tlt(^) YV0ai(p Tffkvq) Kara Koivfiv nioTiv ydpLc; kou
Etpt'ivri 6n6 0eou naTpdc kol Xpiotou 'Inaou tou oarrfipoc;
T^puv. Toutou ydpiv 6n£Xin6v oe £v KpnTfl, i'va to Xel-
novTa £ni5iop0(oarn Kai KaTaoTnooq koto noXiv npEafiu-
T^pouq, 6c; £y6 ool SiETaEdpqv,
1:6 eI' tlq £OTIV dv^Yt<Xr|Toc,
piac; yuvaiKoq dvi^p,
T^Kva £yov niOTd,
pf| £v KcrrriYoptg aouTiac n dvunoTaKTa.












dvTEyopEVOV tou Kara Tr)v 5i5ayr)v nioTou Xoyou,
I'va SuvaToc § Kai napaKaXElv £v tq SiSaaKaXiQi
tQ uylolvouoq Kai touc (WtlXeyovTaq
£Xeyye lv.
1:10 Eiaiv yap rroXXoi [koC] avunoTaKToi,
paraioXoYoi
Kai cppEvanorrai,
paXiara ol £k Tfjq nEpirapriQ,
ouq 5el £n lotop l Ce l v,
oUtlveq 6Xouq o'iKOuq dvaTpEnouoiv
SlSoiokovtec; a pr5) 5el aiaypou KdpSouc ydpiv.
3 o<o
1:12 Einev tic; ££ aurav, Udioc; olitov npocptiTric,
KpfjTEc; dsl ipEuoTai, koko Bripi'a, yaoTipec, dpyat.
f) papTupi'a auTr) £otlv dAri0nq.
1:13b 5i' f^v aiTiav SAeyye auTouq dnoTopuq,
I'va liyi-ai'vcoaiv £v Tfl n lotel,
pf| npoo^yovTEc; * loudai'Rotq pu0oiq roil £vToAaic dvOpdncov
dnooTpEtpopEvov Triv. 6A>i0E Lav.
1:15a ndvTa RaBapd toll; Ra0apoiq*
Tolq 5£ pEpiapp^voiq kol druaToiq ou5ev Ra0apdv,
dAAa pEpiavTai outov Rat 6 voOq Kai f| ouvel-
5rioiq.
1:16 0e6v 6moAoyouolv stdEvai,
Totq 5£ gpYOiq dpvouvTai,
35eAuktol 6vteq Rat dnEi0ELq
Rat npdq nav gpyov dyaBdv dddRipoi.
2:1 Eu 5^
AoiAel a npEnsi tq UYLauvouafl 5 idaoRaA i'qi.









pr|5£ oiv<p noAA$ 5E5ouAopEvaq,
RaAo5 l 5aaRaAouq,
Eva aaxppovLCuaiv






tinoTaaoop^vaq tolq l5lolc dvdpaoLv,
I'va pf| o Aoyoq tou 0eou 3Aaacpnpf|Tai.
2:6 touq vEOTEpouq woauTuq napaRdAsi aaxppovEiv-
(passage continued)
3"?
2:6 nepi navTa oeaurov napEydgsvoq Tunov koAcov Epywv,
£v tQ 5i5aaKaAiQi dcpBopiav,
OEgvoTryra,
X6yov uyi-fi dKaTaYvucrrov,
i'va 6 ££ ^vavTiaq £vTpano
gr|S£v gyuv A^yeiv nEpl fipuv cpauAov.




aXXa naaav hlotlv £v5e lkvupevouc; dyaBi^v,
iva tfiv 5i5aoKaAi'av tf|v tou aarrfipoc fipftv Qeou
koouuoiv £v naoLv.
2:11 'EnEcpavri yap f) YdipiQ tou 0eou oottiploq naoLv dvOpconoiq,
naidEuouaa fipaq




cpoquev £v tcp vuv ato)vl,
npoaSsydgEvoi Tr)v gaKapi'av £Ani5a Kai £nicpavEiav Trig 5o£n<;
tou (JEvaXou 0eou Kai aarrripoc; ppcZiv ' I paou XpiOTOu,
2:14 oq eScjkev eoutov un£p pguv
I'va
XuTpdoriTaL f)uaq dno naanc avogiac;
Kai KaQapiao EauTcp Xaov nepiouaiov,
Cr)XQTr)v KaXuv £pycdv.






3:1 ' Ynopi'gvflaKE outouc
apyaiq ££ouai'aiQ unoTacoEoBai,
n£ L0apyElv,




naaav £v5elkvug£vouc npauTr|Ta npoq ndvTac dvOpdnouc;.
lol




SouXeuovteq £ni0upiai<; Kai f|5ovaic; no i k LXai c;,
£v koklqi kai tpOdvcp 5idtyovt£<;,
otuyhtol ,
ploouvteq dXXdXouq.
3:4 6te 5£ ypnaTdTnp ko,l Is! (piXav0punia enetpdvn
tou acjtripoq fipuv 0eou,
ouk ££ £py«v tmv £v SiKaioauvg
d dnoidaapev fipeic;
dXXa koto t6 auTOu dXEoq
daooEV fipac; 5ia XouTpou naXiYYEVEOLac;
Kai dvaKaivoxjeoq nvEupaToc dyiou,
oQ ££dyEEV £cp' fipcxQ nXouaicoc;
5ia * I naou Xpicrrou tou ocoTripoc; fipoiv,
I'va 5iKaico0dvTE<; tq £ke£vou ydipiTi
KXripovopoi yevn0copev kot' £Xni5a Cunq aiuviou.
3:8a (Ilotoc; 6 Xdyoc,
kai nspl toutmv PouXopai oe 5iaPEPaiouo0ai,
L'va cppovTl'ccixjiv KaXcov e'pywv npoi*OTao0ai
ot nsnloteukotec 0e£.
3:8c TauTa £otiv KaXa Kai ixpdXipa toic 6v0p<3noiC'




nspiiaTaao, Eiaiv yap dvoxpEXEic Kai paTaioi.
3:10 aipETiKov av0pconov
psTa piav Kai Seutepov vou0Eoiav napaLTOu,
EiScbq 8ti d^doTpanTai 6 toioutoq Kai apapTavEL,
flv OLJTOKaTdKp ltoq.
3:12 "Otov ndpipu 'ApTEpav npoq oe f) Tuylkov, anou-
5aoov £x0eiv node pe ecc; NLKonoXiv, ekei yao KEKpiKa
napaysipaoai.
Zrjvav tov vopiKov Kai 'AnoXXov onoudai'oc nponspipov,
L'va ph5ev outolq Xsino.
3*1
3:14 pav8av£T<ooav bt Kai ol fip^TEpoi KaXuv fpyuv npoi'crraoSaieiq Tdq 6vaYKai'a<; ypeCaq,Tva pi1) Soiv fiKapnoi.
3:15a 'AondCovTaC oe oi pet* £pou ndvT£<;."Aonaoai touq tpiXouvTou; i'lpac; £v ruoTEi.
3:15c i") ydpic; p£Ta ndvTov upcSv.
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